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Abstract 

In recent years schools in England and Wales have been subject to Central 

Government's reform agenda characterised by national strategies to raise standards 

and measure performance. The introduction of Inspection in 1993 by Ofsted 

represents the sharp focus placed on performance and accountability as schools could 

be inspected and named as 'failing.' The Education Act 1997 introduced the concept 

of Schools Causing Concern (SCC) and set out the powers of LEAs to take action 

where schools would not or could not address their weaknesses adequately. 

This study looks at the actions of one LEA (2002-3) to support the 

improvement of six secondary SCC by partnering them with six 'effective' schools. 

The case studies of these partnerships underline the importance of leadership, belief in 

partnership and the building of relationships which support learning. The research 

questions the capacity of SCC to benefit from partnership within a short time period 

and opens up a debate around transferability of systems and practices. This study asks 

if 'partnership' is an 'inside-out' capacity building strategy or another 'outside- in' 

solution. It centres on the relationship between the headteachers as the key to building 

effective partnerships. It challenges the ability of the LEA to broker effective 

partnerships between schools and reflects on the introduction of School Improvement 

Partners (DfES, 2005) and the current emphasis on partnership and collaboration. 

The study argues that while 'partnership' holds the possibility of supporting 

SCC, it is subject to the vagaries of human relationships, likes and dislikes and 

dependant upon the capacity of schools to learn from each other. Partnership requires 

time to develop and impact and as such represents an unreliable and flawed strategy 

for securing improvement in SCC short term. 
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SUPPORTING STATEMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

This brief statement outlines my reasons for enrolling on the EdD programme, 

identifies the links between the modules of the programme and indicates how the 

programme has contributed to my professional development and practice. 

I often reflect on the old adage that seeing much, suffering much and studying 

much, are the three pillars of 'wisdom.' Throughout my career, I had certainly seen 

and suffered and at particular key points of transition, challenge and change, I sought 

if not to bring wisdom, at least to bring understanding and learning to my professional 

role through a structured approach to academic study. In 1981, in preparation for 

promotion to senior management, I completed my MA in Education Organisation and 

Administration; in 1996 as a serving headteacher, I completed my MSc in Education 

Management. Here my interest in leadership and management and School 

Effectiveness and School Improvement (SESI) research began to grow and I wrote my 

dissertation on The Tilbury Initiative, a case study of school improvement. In 1997, 

when I moved from headship into advisory and inspection, I felt the need to study 

further; I also believed that my contribution to the education service would benefit 

from study at doctoral level. I started the EdD with knowledge and experience of 

headship in schools in challenging circumstances but lacked recent and relevant 

academic study in the field of school improvement and so identified studies in SESI 

as my specialist area within the EdD. 

SUMMARY AND SYNTHESIS OF MY LEARNING EXPERIENCE OVER 

THE PROGRAMME AS A WHOLE. 

I experienced a steep learning curve from the outset which continued through 

Methods of Enquiry, Advanced Research Methods and my specialist field of SESI. I 
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enjoyed engaging with the element on Professionalism which helped me reflect on my 

developing role within the Advisory and Inspection Service CAIS) and in particular 

working with the headteachers who had previously been my colleagues. Although I 

have completed two Masters Degrees, I was aware that through the EdD I was 

engaging in a programme that would require new skills and in depth knowledge of 

SESI. I see this engagement as a journey of investigation which has combined new 

learning about my developing role as an adviser and many years of experience of 

schools, with academic study at a significantly higher level. 

Over the programme, I have built up a range of skills and approaches to 

learning. I have written in different styles for the various readers of my assignments, 

the institutional focused study CIPS) and the thesis. In addition I have applied my 

knowledge to my ways of working with schools as well as writing articles for 

Professional Development Today and the CSCS Journal. In addition I have made 

presentations to new headteachers on professional dialogue and the learning 

conversation, to advisory colleagues on SESI research and most recently to visiting 

Icelandic headteachers on partnership and collaboration. 

My studies and my work in the LEA have been closely interlinked with the 

result that theory and practice have been welded together. The experience gained has 

assisted me in making judgements about the impact of initiatives, writing clearer and 

more reasoned reports and giving feed back about capacity and strategies for further 

improvement. At times the demands of my role with the LEA have detracted from the 

time that I wanted to make available for study. I was able to meet the deadlines for 

assignments and IPS but actions and decisions made by my LEA affected the progress 

of my thesis and along with some personal issues, resulted in completion being 

delayed. Nevertheless, I am pleased with the eventual outcomes. 
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Through my IPS and the research for my thesis, I engaged in insider research 

and become aware of the need to negotiate confidentiality and the relationship that 

exists between researcher and interviewee. The ethical dimensions of the research 

became clear as I engaged with others, analysed their actions and drew conclusions 

about their behaviours and practices. This heightened my awareness for the need to 

respect the rights and views of others as well as understanding and appreciating my 

own beliefs and values. I have been committed to ensuring that my evidence is robust 

and verifiable and that the conclusions drawn through the analyses are trustworthy. 

Through engaging in the research process I believe I have changed personally and 

professionally; my actions and judgements have altered as a consequence of these 

changes in my perceptions. These are major issues that I am still exploring 

particularly as I have recently left the LEA and work now as an independent adviser 

and consultant. 

I recognise that the knowledge which has formed the basis of my expertise and 

shaped my developing role has not always been totally secure. Like all knowledge it is 

located within a particular paradigm which provides its own mental map and vantage 

point from which to view the world. I have become more aware of how and why 

headteachers, advisers and officers operate, particularly in relation to local and 

national imperatives and improvement initiatives. 

In terms of my approaches to learning, the programme has encouraged me to 

be a participant in my own learning. In particular I have gained insights from the 

literature on reflective practice; I have sought to develop a more self-critical approach 

and as a result am better able to face the limitations of my own views. To further 

encourage this approach in my day to day work, I have established a 'peer support 

network' with a group of adviser colleagues as advocated by Hobson et al. (2003) and 
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have engaged with a particular 'critical friend' (MacBeath 1998 p.8), a trained coach. 

I have felt the power of this engagement and in particular the coaching relationship 

which has not only provided the opportunity for reflective thinking (Kanter 1977) but 

also helped sustain the energy needed to complete this thesis. 

THE LINKS BETWEEN THE ELEMENTS 

Over the past 9 years, my EdD studies have been a unifying feature to my work as a 

headteacher and an adviser and inspector with the LEA 1. Each role has contributed to 

my EdD programme and my studies have contributed to my professional work. A key 

feature of the programme has been the way each module has been grounded in my 

professional work and I have brought insights from the different aspects of my work 

to my studies. This has encouraged me to come up with alternative insights to make 

sense of my experiences. 

I have also benefited form being able to appreciate how the elements of the 

programme have prepared me to undertake my final thesis, in particular the modules 

on research methods, professionalism and my IFS. The IFS developed out of my area 

of specialist study and helped ground my research in the SESI tradition. The research 

for my thesis has been the culmination of learning from the previous elements in the 

programme and a natural progression from the IFS however, the thesis has been more 

demanding in terms of the breadth and complexity of the field of study. 

As a student I was able to feel part of the research community, to be able to 

engage in dialogue with lecturers, researchers and colleagues, albeit on a part time 

basis. The scope of my studies has been broadened beyond my personal practice and 

kept me in touch with the wider educational agenda. 

1 I had headships in two SCC. In one, I worked in partnership with the LEA in the Tilbury Initiative in 
response to the HMI Report 'Access and achievement in Urban Schools (1992). In the other, I 
successfully brought the school out of special measures. I had a one year secondment to work with The 
Centre for the Study of Comprehensive Schools before becoming an adviser with the LEA, working 
particularly with those on the Register of Schools Causing Concern. 
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HOW THE PROGRAMME HAS CONTRIBUTED TO MY PROFESSIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT AND KNOWLEDGE 

Throughout my engagement with the programme I believe my professional life has 

developed and I have been able to apply my learning broadly. Two golden threads 

have run through much of my work and research. The first has been my consuming 

interest in the impact of Ofsted Inspection, league tables and the policy of 'naming 

and shaming,' particularly on those schools in the most vulnerable and challenging 

situations. This is dear to my heart; as headteacher, I lived through, suffered and 

learned from that experience. As an adviser I worked to support schools, particularly 

those challenged by being placed in a category; as an Inspector, I also carried out 

inspections of schools. The EdD programme has helped me understand the impact 

inspection can have and better know how to support schools through the process and 

respond to the outcomes. The second thread is closely intertwined with the first and is 

about the power, possibility and potency of collaboration and partnership. The EdD 

programme has reinforced my view that partnership can help tackle some of the 

barriers to improvement and build relationships to sustain growth; this has shaped 

how I work and encourage others to work. In particular, through my thesis which 

sought to explore an unusual field of partnership activity, I have become somewhat of 

an 'expert' and broken new ground in several ways. The programme overall has 

extended my understanding of the culture of the AIS; the relationship between Local 

and Central Government, the relationships within and between schools and what it 

means to be a researcher in this field. I have been challenged to undertake insider 

research and to adopt research methods which generate robust data whilst maintaining 

an ethical approach. 
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An examination of how partnership working has been utilised as a strategy for 

improving SCC has enabled me to develop models and typologies that may secure 

better working in the future. I recognise, however that as a researcher and a 

professional I have limited influence on shaping how partnership and collaboration 

may be better used, nevertheless in my work as a SIP in several Local Authorities, I 

may be part of a wider effort to do so. My studies have enabled me to become aware 

of the views, motivations and concerns that different stakeholders and participants 

hold when engaging in partnership work. In particular the EdD programme has 

reinforced the view that there are 'no quick fixes' (Stoll and Fink 1998) for schools in 

challenging circumstances, though Central Government and Local Authorities may 

seek to find them and try to impose them. Furthermore such imposed reforms are 

likely to fail in the face of cultural resistance from those in the school (Mulford and 

Silins 2005). I have reflected how the worth of well meaning initiatives can be 

sabotaged, trivialised and lost when those involved play little more than lip service to 

the idea and the values and principles that underpin them. 

As my research has developed, so have the relationships with my tutors and 

other students. In particular I have reflected on the research task and have recognised 

the importance of subjecting my interpretation to 'reflexive inter-subjective discourse' 

particularly with my supervisor (Winter 1987 p. 10). As my knowledge about the field 

of study has increased along with heightened awareness of my beliefs and values, my 

confidence has grown and I have taken more control over my own professional 

development. In particular I became acutely aware of the constraints of working 

within a predominantly reactive service and believe I now work more effectively as an 

independent consultant/adviser and enjoy the benefits that this freedom brings. 
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CONCLUSION 

My view of the AIS, the way it engages with schools and my part within it has 

changed as I have participated in the programme and particularly as I have undertaken 

the research for my IPS and thesis. Through the research process my understanding 

has deepened and I have sought to change my practice and the way I relate to schools 

particularly those causing concern in challenging circumstances. As O'Hanlon (1994 

p.282) suggests, it is this change of practice that has made the programme educational 

forme. 

I have sought to realise the implications of my research in my work. I have 

been provided with a frame of reference for personal reflection to better understand 

myself, my professional relationship with others and also how they relate to each 

other. I have appreciated how questioning experience brings an element of freedom 

from accepted assumptions. In so doing I have become more aware of how actions are 

constrained and the moral and ethical dilemmas that we face in our work with 

improving schools. 

The time for reflection and the opportunity to discuss with others has 

convinced me that reflexivity is essential to exercising professionalism in education. 

In my reading and reflection, I have thought about the new professionalism which 

involves being 'self-conscious about the need to create and recreate collaborative 

cultures and reflexive selves' (Quicke 2000 p.3l3). I believe my studies have helped 

me become a more reflexive and reflective practitioner, willing to tolerate ambiguity, 

able to use abstract concepts, more aware of dilemmas, tensions and contradictions; 

with a 'healthy' scepticism about the motives and intentions of others yet holding true 

to my values and principles. Such reflexive practice necessarily implies both self 
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critique and institutional critique; as Elliott (1990) points out 'one cannot have one 

without the other' (p.23). 

In conclusion, my studies are best characterised as a journey, one of adventure 

and exploration. At the outset, I was not sure of the journey or the road I would travel; 

along the way I sometimes felt lost, confused and even unsure how to proceed. 

Sometimes I travelled alone, sometimes with colleagues and made great progress 

when guided by those who knew much more about the terrain. I experienced some 

great moments and insights through engagement with theory, dialogue and 

collaborative practice and the course has led me to a more profound understanding of 

my professional context. In recognition of the contribution others have made to my 

journey, I would add 'collaboration and partnership' as a forth pillar to the three 

referred to earlier. 

It would be difficult to summarise my personal journey of discovery and 

conviction better than by quoting the observation of T.S. Eliott when he wrote, 'the 

end of our exploring will be to arrive where we began and to know the place for the 

first time. ' 
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GLOSSARY 

The following terms relate to the specific local education authority (LEA) in this 
research. 
Term Definition 
AIS Advisory and Inspection Service 
AST Advanced Skills Teacher 
CPD Continuous Professional Development 
CSCS The Centre for the Study of Comprehensive Schools 
DfEE Department for Education and Employment; 

re-designated the Department of Education and Skills 
(DfES) 

EDP Education Development Plan- the strategic plan with 
priorities for school improvement, raising pupil 
achievement and increasing social inclusion. 

FSM Free School Meals. A measure of similar socio-economic 
context. 

GM Grant Maintained 
GTS Graduate Teacher Scheme 
HMI Her Majesty's Inspectorate 
HRO High Reliability Organisations 
ICT Information Communication Technology 
LEA Local Education Authority-part of the elected council that 

fulfils the education responsibilities under the Education 
Acts. 

LIG Leadership Incentive Grant allocated to schools scoring 
under 50% SA *-C; or over 35% FSM, or having been in 
anEAZ. 

NCSL National College for School Leadership 
NQT Newly Qualified Teacher 
Ofsted Office for Standards in Education-the agency responsible 

to Parliament for the inspection of educational provision 
and LEAs in England and Wales. 

PIC Pre Inspection Commentary 
SCC Schools Causing Concern. Education Act 1997 defmed 

schools not addressing their weaknesses adequately. 
SCITT School Centred Initial Teacher Training 
SEN Special Educational Needs 
SLA School Link Adviser 
SDP School Development Plan 
SIP School Improvement Partner in A New Relationship with 

Schools. DfES (2005) 
SER School Effectiveness Research 
SMT Senior Management Team 
VIA Value Added measures compare the relative progress 

made by pupils between key stages with progress made 
by schools nationally and by similar schools by prior 
attainment and free school meals. 
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CHAPTER 1 SETTING THE SCENE 

There is nothing particularly new about partnership; schools have long engaged in 

various forms of partnership, collaboration and networking, however as a policy 

strategy it is relatively recent (Crozier 1998). The notion of partnering or twinning 

'effective' schools with 'less effective' schools presented a new form of collaboration 

as it became part of the Government reform and improvement agenda in March 2000 

when the Secretary of State announced that schools in England attaining 25% or less 5 

A *-C at GCSE would be twinned with another school with a proven track record 

(DfEE 2000). Later, Schools Building on Success (DfEE 2001) suggested that schools 

facing challenging circumstances should look to those schools which although facing 

challenging circumstances themselves, have broken through the cycle of decline and 

low achievement to become very successful. 

The improvement strategy that forms the focus of this study represents an 

LEA response to the collaboration agenda as it sought to partner a number of SCC 

with schools identified as more effective so they could work together to identify and 

address their needs. Within this approach, the LEAs role was to broker the 

partnership, provide funds to support collaboration, monitor progress and hold schools 

to account. 

My research seeks to explore perceptions of the various impacts of this 

improvement strategy in particular on the headteachers and also on the schools 

involved. I intend to show that given the right conditions partnership can support the 

processes of improvement of SCc. Working in partnership is however far from 

straight forward; this field of study is highly complex given the intricate and often 

entangled nature of human relations within and between organisations operating in a 

partnership setting. In order to shed light on this complexity my research draws on a 
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range of theoretical frameworks and seeks to generate new models to capture the 

nuances and intricacies of partnership working. 

(a) Background and context 

LEAs have been in existence for almost one hundred years but debate continues about 

their functions and their future as they stand precariously between the increasing 

assertiveness of Central Government, the autonomy of successful schools and their 

ability to support and improve SCC. The Audit Commission (1999) states LEAs have 

therefore: 

an opportunity to be grasped within the potential threat to their 
existence (p.2); 

Woods and Cribb (2001) also point to the need for LEAs to: 

restructure, refocus and re-culture their service to meet the challenging 
agenda (p.9). 

Furthermore Woods and Cribb (ibid) highlight the difficulty of disentangling the 

impact of LEA support, as the prime responsibility for school improvement lies with 

the schools themselves. Although DfEE (2000) confirms the role of LEAs to provide 

administration functions, support at times of difficulty, broker partnerships and 

collaboration, the Ofsted & Audit Commission Report (2001) concludes that support 

for SCC is varied, generally sound for schools subject to special measures, but weak 

for one third of schools with serious weaknesses. Matthews and Sammons (2004 and 

2005) also point out that schools in special measures are more likely to sustain 

improvement after inspection than those identified with serious weakness. This could 

be attributed to differences in pressure and support as special measures schools are 

closely monitored and guided by Ofsted, whereas schools with serious weakness rely 

on the LEA for such support; this is an issue that requires further investigation. 

In response to such challenges, the LEA in this study partnered six of their 

most concerning secondary schools on the Register of SCC with six effective schools 
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to provide significant additional support for improvement. The partnership strategy set 

out in the Educational Development Plan (EDP) 2002-3 represents an attempt to 

demonstrate a new way of working to improve SCc. 

The six partnerships are formed across a variety of locations; unsurprisingly 

all SCC are in challenging locations whereas it is interesting to note that most of the 

'effective' schools in this study are in more favourable localities. At the outset 

therefore, the LEA strategy did not provide a partnership of equals nor did it identify 

partner schools that had succeeded while facing similar challenges (DfEE 2001). The 

signs of the Zodiac are used to identify the schools and ensure anonymity in this 

thesis. No behavioural characteristics ascribed to signs from the field of astrology play 

any part in naming the schools or analysing the partnerships, but their use serves as a 

reminder that partnerships have the potential to be 'marriages made in heaven' or 

'pairings doomed to an unhappy relationship.' 

The tables la & Ib (pp.20-21) provide data about relative size, context and 

performance of the schools and allow for some immediate comparisons to be made. 

The percentages of pupils eligible for FSM and identified as having some form of 

SEN are significantly higher in all SCC and attendance rates are significantly lower. 

Indeed none of the effective schools are above national average for FSM. The policy 

assumption that partner schools would be those that had broken through the cycle of 

decline and low achievement is open to question here as it did not inform selection in 

this case. Also of interest, is the finding that in a few categories, SCC perform as well 

as or better than some partners effective schools. The grades are in bold type and 

underlined in Table Ib (p.21) to highlight where The Aries School showed higher 

KS3 County average value added than its partner and The Libra School had higher 

Panda Grades at KS4 than its partner when compared with schools nationally. 
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Partnership Schools 2002 

School LEA Ofsted Category Size % % SEN Attend-
Category FSM ance 

Capricorn SCC* Under-achieving 890 lO%C 19%C 91%C 
Sagittarius Effective 1460 6%D 8%D 92%A 

Cancer SCC* LEA identified 1010 14%C 23%B 88%E* 
Aquarius Effective 1050 7%D 21%C 91% C 

Virgo SCC* LEA identified 380 7%D 40% A 92%B 
Leo 1840 3%E 16%C 94% A 

Technology Effective 
Colle<re 
Aries SCC* Special 970 31%B 34%B 88%E 

Measures 
Gemini 980 lO%C 16%C 92%C 

Technology Effective 
College 
Libra SCC* Serious Weak- 1740 23%B 18%C 86%E 

ness 
Taurus 1380 7%C 22%C 91%C 

Specialist Effective 
Sports 
Pisces SCC* Serious Weak- 750 22%C 36%A 88%E 

ness 
Scorpio Effective 1440 15%C 18%C 92%C 

SCC*= School Causing Concern. SEN = Special Educational Needs. FSM = Free School Meals 

Interpretation Grades:-
A* Very high in comparison with the national average or the average for similar schools based on FSM. Results are within the 
top 5% of schools. 
A Well above the national average. or the average for similar schools based on FSM. Results are within the top quarter but not 
the top 5%. 
B Above the national average. or the average for similar schools based on FSM. Results are within the top 40%, but not top 
quarter. 
C Broadly in line with the national average, or the average for similar schools based on FSM. 
D Below the national average or the average for similar schools based on FSM. Results are within the bottom 40%, but not 
bottom quarter. 
E Well below the national average or the average for similar schools based on FSM. Results are within the bottom quarter but 
not the bottom 5%. 
E* Very low in comparison with the national average or the average for similar schools based on FSM. Results are within the 
bottom 5%. 

Table la Partnership schools data (i) 
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Partnership Schools 2002 

School Panda Panda Panda Grades at Panda Grades at CountyAve. County Ave. 
Grades KS3 Grades at KS3 compared KS4 compared KS3 Value KS4 Value 
compared KS4 with similar with similar Added Added 

with schools compared schools schools Nationally 
Nationally with schools Nationally (FSM) 

Nationally (FSM) 
Capricorn D E E E E* E 
Saoittarius B A C B D C 

Cancer D E E E E E 
Aquarius B B D E A C 

Virgo E D E* E* C D 

Leo A A A A A A 
Technology 

College 
Aries E* E* E* E* D E* 

Gemini C C D C E D 

Technology 
College 
Libra E E E D E E 

Taurus C C E E B A 

Specialist 
Sports 
Pisces E E E E E E 

Scorpio C C C C C A 

N.B. Where see grades are equal to or better than partner schools they appear in bold and are 
underlined. 

Interpretation Grades:-
A* Very high in comparison with the national average or the average for similar schools based on FSM. Results 
are within the top 5% of schools. 
A Well above the national average, or the average for similar schools based on FSM. Results are within the top 
quarter but not the top 5%. 
B Above the national average, or the average for similar schools based on FSM. Results are within the top 40%, 
but not top quarter. 
C Broadly in line with the national average, or the average for similar schools based on FSM. 
D Below the national average or the average for similar schools based on FSM. Results are within the bottom 
40%, but not bottom quarter. 
E Well below the national average or the average for similar schools based on FSM. Results are within the bottom 
quarter but not the bottom 5%. 
E* Very low in comparison with the national average or the average for similar schools based on FSM. Results are 
within the bottom 5%. 

Table Ib Partnership Schools' Data (ii) 
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(b) Rationale for the thesis 

The Government reform agenda of the past decade or more can be characterised by 

the application of national strategies based on 'outside-in' solutions and the external 

accountability of inspection and measures of school performance. Bentley (2003) 

argues that such strategies have not brought improvement or built capacity in all 

schools as they are insufficiently sensitive to the unique challenges and circumstances 

of some schools. He characterises the current 'collaborative' agenda as seeking to 

create a new system driven by the energy of the schools and fuelled by the expertise 

of practitioners; where partnership generates the energy for improvement as schools 

maintain ownership and strengthen their ability to self-manage (p.2). 

Over time the principles of partnership, collaboration and the practitioner 

expertise have underpinned a number of initiatives from Beacon, Specialist and 

Leading Edge Schools to Education Action Zones, Excellence Clusters and LIG 

Collaboratives and led to the growth of 'consultant leaders' and Network Learning 

through the NCSL, the leadership strategy of London Challenge and the National 

Primary Strategy. Bentley (ibid) points to the need to look carefully at such a reform 

agenda as it depends upon both building collaborative capacity between schools and 

within schools and as yet there is relatively little research and no agreement about the 

effectiveness of collaborative strategies in raising standards. Although Harris (2002 

p.l02) suggests partnership and collaboration can help teachers improve practice as 

they create the opportunity to work together and learn from each other, Fullan (2001) 

asserts that schools are indeed 'terrible at learning from each other' (p.92). Others are 

concerned that self-identified solutions between partners may not challenge the 

institutional norms that are part of the problem (Anderson 1998 p.57l) and Datnow 

(1999 p.250) identifies the preference of schools to choose strategies that fit rather 
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than challenge current practice. Hatch (1998 p.250) also notes that schools may 

indeed waste their time reinventing previously invented wheels. These doubts provide 

an important backdrop for the LEA's decision to engage in the partnership initiative 

as a strategy to engender improvement in the some of its most concerning schools. 

(c) Overview of partnership working 

Although partnership is advocated as a strategy for improving schools, the literature to 

guide such development is limited (Crozier 1998 p.251). My interest in the 

significance of partnership working stems from my involvement in the Tilbury 

Initiative 1992-7 which I studied as part of a Masters programme (Anderson 1996). 

While the idea of partnership is relatively easily understood there are considerable 

theoretical and practical complexities in understanding how those involved in a 

partnership should interact and the way any interaction might be expected to impact. 

Most of the published literature on partnership is context-specific and little is known 

about partnerships between SCC and effective schools. In addition, while the concept 

of partnership is intended to be essentially positive, partnerships can be found along a 

continuum from productive long lasting harmonious unions to relationships that are 

short lived, fraught with difficulties and deceit; leading to eventual and acrimonious 

breakdown. Indeed the literature more readily identifies the tensions that can arise 

within partnership when autonomy is constrained and expectations are at variance 

rather than collaborative improvement (Timperley and Robinson 2003 p.252). Watson 

and Fullan (1992) also warn that: 

strong partnerships will not happen by accident, good will or 
ad hoc projects (p.96) 

For partnerships to be effective, Fullan (2001) also argues: 

both parties must work hard at working together, forging new 
structures, respecting each others' cultures and using shared 
experiences to problem-solve (p.96) 
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It will be important to seek evidence of such behaviours in studying this partnership 

initiative for improving Sec. 

(d) Research questions 

This study is concerned to find out how partnership with a school deemed by the LEA 

to be more effective impacts on schools identified as causing concern and explores the 

understandings and beliefs of those involved. 

The overarching research question asks: 

• How do partnerships between see and 'effective' schools evolve and support 

(or hinder) improvement? 

The capacity of the see to engage and the capability of the effective school to 

facilitate new approaches or transfer effective systems and practices from their own 

school to another institution and context are central issues for the investigation. 

Burton and Brundrett (2002) in their study of Beacon Schools report extensively on 

the practice of the Beacon Schools themselves but say little about what actually 

transfers and impacts on the schools they engage with as part of their beacon 

activities. Hargreaves (1998) warns that the notion of transfer of learning by simply 

passing knowledge from one school to another school for implementation is indeed a 

discredited linear model for learning (p.46). In the light of this the second research 

question asks: 

• Do systems and practices transfer and what impact (if any) of the partnership 

activities can be seen in see and their partner effective schools? 

Recent years have also seen a considerable increase in opportunities for serving 

headteachers to undertake advisory, consultancy and school improvement work to 

support other schools (Flintham 2004; Hartle 2005). The DfES White Paper (October 

2005) seeks to ensure the most successful school leaders support the less successful 
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schools through: 

growth in federations and other partnership arrangements (8.25). 

This study has a particular focus on the relationships that develop between the 

headteachers themselves and may give an early indication of the likely impact of 

partnership and collaboration in Sec. 

The DfEE (2001) report suggests LEAs are well placed to playa leading role 

in identifying and brokering the 'right' partnerships. While there is a fair degree of 

ambivalence amongst schools regarding their attitude towards LEAs, the facilitative 

approach is frequently highlighted as a key role for supporting schools (Derrington 

2000 cited in Lownsborough and Huber 2003). The research therefore asks: 

• How effective is the LEA at matching schools and brokering partnerships that 

support improvement in See? 

Much of the literature relating to improvement strategies makes a distinction between 

those initiated 'top down' and those that are 'bottom up,' where schools have 

ownership from the start. Hopkins et al. (1994) suggests a broad categorisation that 

delineates improvement projects as organic, within which schools are likely to 

flourish, or mechanistic, with direct guidelines and prescriptive strategies. There is a 

perception that 'bottom up' strategies based on organic growth and self renewal will 

work more effectively than those ordered into existence from a higher level (DEMOS 

2003) although as yet there is little evidence to support this hypothesis. Gray (2000 

p.9) suggests that school improvement researchers tend to assume that if the general 

conditions for change and improvement can be generated 'bottom-up,' the strategies 

for improvement will follow, whereas policy makers believe that focusing on the 

concerns and getting the school back on track (top-down) will engender 

responsiveness towards improvement. Gray (ibid) asserts that 'change makers' try to 
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bridge the gap between the two and build on both; this has particular relevance to the 

partnership strategy that forms the focus of this thesis as the initiative represents an 

attempt to both help create the conditions for change, and secure a coherent strategy to 

build the capacity of Sec. Harris (2002) also suggests that the external change agent 

can contribute directly to capacity-building and change (p.57). The research therefore 

asks: 

• How far this initiative manages to integrate a 'top down' approach with 'inside 

out' development, and seeks to find out what part the effective head and/or the 

LEA Link School Adviser (LSA) playas possible agents of change? 

(e) Relevance of the thesis 

This research is relevant to those involved in school effectiveness and improvement 

and those who work in and with Sec. It seeks to explore the various impacts of 

partnership and provide a critique of approaches intended to foster effective ways of 

working with schools in difficult and challenging situations. The study is relevant to 

other see as they seek to manage offers of support and are encouraged to form 

partnerships with other schools. Here the work of Beacon, Specialist and Leading 

Edge Schools is important as they are charged with the task of sharing and spreading 

good practice (DfEE 1999). This research will help those in effective schools 

understand partnership from the perspective of the receiving school and provide 

evidence citing both benefits and difficulties that may be experienced. Through 

publication and school improvement networks the study will also disseminate the 

findings to inform those developing models for improvement. 

The research will look at conditions needed for partnerships to grow and 

reveal both possibilities and limitations through a critique and analysis of different 

sources of data that reveal participants' experiences and perspectives. Although there 
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is a gap of several years since the completion of the data collection, publication of the 

findings is timely as 'A New Relationship with schools: Next Steps (DfES 2005) 

introduced the School Improvement Partner (SIP) to act as critical professional friend 

and build stronger local capacity for school improvement (p.5). In the secondary 

phase, the majority of SIPs are experienced headteachers and the LEA has the 

responsibility to select, allocate, broker and manage these new partnerships. The 

research also has implications for the current interest in consultant leaders and other 

roles for more experienced and successful headteachers. 

(f) Professional context 

As the LEA Adviser required to 'monitor and evaluate' the strategy, this research 

provided me with the opportunity to examine partnership within a variety of 

conceptual frameworks. I built on my previous research and extended my knowledge 

and understanding of strategies to support SCc. This is particularly important as the 

LEA seeks to reposition within the complex interrelationship of Central Government, 

Local Government and schools; where improvement is aligned with practitioner 

knowledge and collaboration between schools and LEAs increasingly become 

commissioners rather than providers of services (DfES 2005). In addition the research 

has afforded me time to reflect on my own role as School Adviser; required to 

monitor and evaluate a 'top down' initiative in an environment where the emphasis is 

placed on short term 'fixes' and knee jerk responses. 

(g) Structure of the thesis 

Following this scene setting chapter I will: 

i) provide an overview of the relevant literature in Chapter 2; 

ii) explore the methodology which has provided the framework for the thesis 

in Chapter 3; 
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iii) provide an analysis of the various sets of data and interpret the case study 

findings in relation to the research questions in Chapter 4; 

iv) offer an overview of partnership strategy and the development of models 

and typologies in Chapter 5 and in 

v) Chapter 6 outline the new contribution to knowledge and highlight 

implications for further research and the development of School 

Effectiveness policy and practice. 

The research goes beyond descriptive case studies of participant interaction in a 

unique context. My study has significance as it seeks to use a comprehensive 

theoretical framework to illuminate the complexity of the field and generate models to 

help understanding and develop more effective approaches to partnership and 

collaboration. A running theme in the research concerns assumptions about 'what 

works,' the scant regard paid by the LEA to School Effectiveness and School 

Improvement research and the brokering of partnerships which may constrain rather 

than support improvement. I have derived much benefit and insight from the data 

collection and analysis and this, together with the writing of the thesis, has interacted 

significantly with my professional work. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

In order to create a perspective to understand my research question of how partnership 

between SCC and schools identified as effective worked out in practice and whether it 

did as intended, I here examine and discuss relevant School Effectiveness Research 

(SER) and School Improvement literature. I lace this review through with further 

questions and issues that arise for the partnership strategy and address these later in 

the analysis in chapter 4. 

The study of failing schools and SCC has not always featured greatly in 

educational research in this country. For over two decades SER in the U.K. and the 

United States preferred to study effective schools. Such studies sought to disentangle 

the complexity of what went on in those schools, how to measure effectiveness and on 

what basis to judge effectiveness. Empirical studies on school effectiveness also 

established that schools can and do make a real difference to pupils' achievement. 

This contradicted the studies of Coleman et al. (1966), Bernstein (1968) and Jencks et 

al. (1972) which had generated a rather pessimistic view of school playing only a 

minor role in counteracting the influence of social class and family background 

(Mortimore 1995; Silisers and Bosher 1997; Teddlie and Reynolds 2000). 

(a) Characteristics of Effective Schools 

Over time, considerable agreement emerged around the key characteristics of 

effective schools. Research such as the Fifteen Thousand Hours study (Rutter et al. 

1979) gave prominence to the concept of school ethos and identified important 

'within school' factors associated with high levels of school effectiveness. These 

factors include the balance of intellectually able and less able children, the system of 

reward, the physical environment, the opportunities for pupils to take on 

responsibility, the use of homework, good classroom management, democratic 
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decision making and strong leadership from the headteacher. Academic outcomes are 

not the only measure of effectiveness and other factors such as rates of attendance and 

levels of students' behaviour problems were also incorporated. The Reynolds studies 

(1976 and 1982) further reveal a number of factors associated with more effective 

regimes. These include a high proportion of pupils in positions of responsibility, 

positive academic expectations and low levels of institutional control and coercive 

management. 

In the 1980s the development of more sophisticated multilevel statistical 

procedures identified schools that are effective both academically and socially (e.g. 

Mortimore et al. 1988; Smith and Tomlinson 1989). These schools are shown to 

possess characteristics such as purposeful leadership both from head and senior staff, 

staff involvement in decision making, intellectually challenging teachers, a positive 

climate and good parental involvement. This work was followed by a range of studies 

investigating both school and departmental effects (e.g. Nuttall et al. 1989; Fitz

Gibbon 1992). The review of 160 studies carried out by Sammons et al. (1995 p.8) 

summarises the most common characteristics in a list of eleven factors that 

characterise the effective school. In addition to characteristics already noted, emphasis 

is placed on teaching and learning, raising achievement, monitoring progress and the 

school as a learning organisation. Mortimore (1995) stresses however that these 

factors alone, should not be taken as a blueprint for effectiveness. He argues that 

although they have been conclusively proved to be essential, the critical factor is how 

they are enacted and that varies between schools. 

The literature on SER, further evidenced by the wide ranging review of 

Teddlie and Reynolds (2000) developed factors that describe the effective school and 

provide characteristics for effective schooling that schools could consider or even 
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aspire to. As such features are amenable to improvement, it was suggested that 

schools may become more effective by the concerted action of the school staff 

(Creemers 1994). However, Harris (2002 pA) emphasizes that school improvement 

can only occur when schools apply those strategies that best fit their own context and 

particular developmental needs. The strategy of partnering effective schools with SCC 

however is founded on the implicit belief that processes and practices that support the 

creation of the effective factors maybe transferable; that SCC can observe effective 

practices and apply or adapted them for themselves. 

In recent times there have been many critics of SER (Townsend 2001). Thrupp 

(1999a) and Slee et al. (1998) in particular contend that SER has become socially and 

politically de-contextualised, unable to control political use of its findings to support 

educational reform programmes and in particular: 

accepting a too-narrow view of what student outcomes are 
important (Townsend 2001 p.115). 

Teddlie and Reynolds (2000) accept there are some flaws and limitations within the 

research tradition which they characterise as essentially normative, based on 

assumptions about schools as rational goal oriented systems, where goals are 

measurable in pupil achievement; thereby neglecting process, culture and contextual 

dimensions. They accept that studies tend to offer a 'snapshot' of a school at a 

particular time rather than a moving picture. Gray et al. (1996b) also questions the 

usefulness of the 'snapshot' given the dynamic and evolving nature of schools. 

Reynolds (1995) expresses his concern that school effectiveness creates a widespread 

and popular view that schools do not just make a difference but they make all the 

difference (p.59). The emphasis placed on defining the characteristics of school 

effectiveness tends to generate a 'deficit model' of the ineffective or 'failing' school 

by establishing not only what it lacks but also what it needs to enact to become 
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effective and by implication blaming the school and the teachers (Elliott 1996). The 

factors that characterise the effective school however, do not in themselves provide 

strategies for achieving effectiveness, based as they are on schools that are already 

effective. Furthermore it is not clear which of the factors of effectiveness are the 

results of effectiveness rather than the cause and whether factors which identify 

schools as effective are the factors necessary to get ineffective schools to become 

effective. In addition, Barth (1990) is concerned that school effectiveness appears 

driven by 'list logic' (p.37) which can cause others to feel: 

overwhelmed, insulted and inadequate (p.37). 

While he accepts that lists of effective factors make a valuable contribution, in 

themselves they do not provide: 

'building blocks to school improvement' (p.39). 

Some factors indeed appear as self-evident truths about teaching and learning; the 

need for 'an orderly atmosphere' for example, provides a catch all for the many 

variables that exist within teaching and learning in the classroom. The challenge for 

all teachers, not least those working in see is how to achieve and maintain an orderly 

atmosphere. Neither acknowledging the need for an orderly atmosphere, nor 

observing others working in an orderly atmosphere, necessarily provide strategies for 

achieving order in different and more challenging contexts. Thrupp (2001 p.35) 

indeed notes the attempts of SER (e.g. Mortmore and Whitty 1997; Stoll and Myers 

1998) to connect with sociological and policy concerns and the context of schooling, 

at the same time however attention remains focused on 'in school' factors that 

contribute to ineffectiveness (e.g. Stoll and Fink 1998). Teddlie and Reynolds (2000) 

in their review of research in the field, conclude that the majority of school reforms 

now assume the importance of the school effects dimensions. In a robust defence of 
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SER, Teddlie and Reynolds (2001) point to the rapid advances made through an 

international focus and a positivist methodology that addresses problems that need 

solution, rather then merely 'problematising problems' (p.100). 

Currently, SCC are regularly monitored by Ofsted (2004a) and LEA Officers; 

they are made more aware of the areas for improvement through Ofsted Reports and 

LEA Reviews. What are less clear are the strategies and actions to address the issues. 

This raises questions about the capacity of the SCC to improve and the capability of 

the effective school, working in partnership, to shed light on how to become effective 

in significantly more challenging situations. Indeed the characteristics for effective 

schools (Sammons et al. 1995 p.8) do not include the ability to work collaboratively 

with other schools. This is perhaps un surprising as collaboration was rarely adopted as 

a strategy for improving schools prior to 2000. 

Instead of generating a deficit model of what ineffective schools fail to do, 

Reynolds (1996 cited in Stoll and Myers 1998) suggests that it is more productive to 

see them as having characteristics particular to them; characteristics not necessarily 

seen in the effective schools (p.164). In a review of the characteristics of ineffective 

schools, Stoll and Fink (1996) highlight, lack of vision, unfocussed leadership, 

dysfunctional staff relationships and ineffective classroom practices. Furthermore, 

Reynolds (op cit) points to schools that do not simply have the absence of strong 

purposeful leadership but indeed evidence fragmented, confused and inconsistent 

leadership. The ability to recognise professional leadership in the effective partner 

school however, does not necessarily bring the SCC any nearer achieving 

'professional leadership.' Myers (1996 p.9) also refers to 'antithetical' characteristics 

and points out that the presence of effective characteristics per se, does not guarantee 

a school is effective. She further argues for the need to know more about how 
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characteristics interact before the school is judged as effective. This has significance 

when assessing the school's capacity for change (Stoll and Myers 1998) and may give 

direction to the help and support for SCc. Harris (2002 p.2) asserts that: 

capacity building is concerned with creating the conditions, 
opportunities and experiences for development of mutual learning (p.2) 

Clearly this has implications for identifying and selecting the effective partner 

schools. 

(b) Capacity for change 

In contrast to the school effectiveness field, school improvement research 

concentrates on the cultural dimensions of schooling (Hopkins et al. 1996). Here 

attention is focused on how schools change and the improvement strategies necessary 

to achieve such change (Fullan 1992). Process measures are the centre of attention 

rather than achievement outcomes; the school is the centre of change and teachers are 

intrinsic within the process. Successful school improvement involves building 

capacity for change at both the school and the classroom level (Ainscow et al.1994; 

Fullan 1991). Hopkins et al. (1994) defines school improvement as: 

an approach to educational change that has the twin purposes 
of enhancing student achievement and strengthening the 
school's capacity for change (p.64) 

Sergiovanni (2000) further points to how: 

continuous capacity building is best done within communities 
in practice (p.140). 

Stoll (1999) defines the schools internal capacity as: 

the power to engage in and sustain continuous learning of 
teachers and the school itself for the purpose of enhancing 
student learning (p.506) 

Stoll (ibid) suggests three key influences on the internal capacity are seen at the 

individual teacher level, the school's social and structural learning context, and the 
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external context. Barber and Dann (1996 p.22) assert that a successful school requires 

a 'learning staff' and Joyce et al. (1999) identify good staff development as a key 

factor in school improvement. Senge (1990) also stresses the importance ofteam 

learning and the process of: 

aligning and developing the capacity of a team to create the 
results they desire' (p.236) 

Determining the individual patterns of influence is essential to understanding the 

school's internal capacity and this indicates the readiness of the school to change. 

Lodge (1998) also notes that discussions about ineffective or failing schools tend to 

lump schools together as one type of school, without consideration of their different 

characteristics. Myers and Goldstein (1998) stress the uniqueness of each 'troubled' 

school and assert that there is: 

no magic or simple solution to their difficulties as they need 
different types of support (p.157) 

Hopkins and Harris (1997 p.8 cited in Harris 2002) also highlight the need for a fit 

between programmes and the development needs of the school. The capacity of the 

see to change, the appropriateness of partnership for all see and the choice of 

partner are all critical factors in this improvement initiative. 

Based largely on his experiences of attempted interventions in schools 

experiencing difficulties and schools in special measures, Reynolds (1998 p.165) 

summarises the characteristics that may limit capacity for improvement in failing 

schools. These include reluctance of staff to try new things and stick to past methods 

for fear of failing. He describes the tendency of staff to blame external factors for the 

failure of the school, the belief that outsiders have little to contribute and the presence 

of numerous personality clashes, dysfunctional relationships and an inability or 

unwillingness to address underlying problems. The success of partnership depends on 
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those involved being able to work together to identify and deal with the problems and 

not add to them. Furthermore, Reynolds (2004 p.2) draws on the work of Stringfield 

(1998) to characterise 'Highly Reliable Organisations (HROs)' and highlights the 

factors affecting the reliability of improvement strategies and how their absence 

makes the success of interventions highly unlikely. Contrary to the behaviours of 

HROs, the LEA's partnership strategy assumes SCC have the internal capacity to 

engage in partnership and partner schools have the internal and external capacity to 

drive their improvement. 

Within the literature schools have been usefully characterised in a variety of 

ways: -

• Stoll and Fink (1996 p.98) identify the 'cruising' school. Here the school may 

'appear' to be doing well due to a carefully constructed camouflage but they are 

resting on their laurels- until inspection tells a different story. 

• The 'swaying school' (Myers 1998 p.179) where it is 'touch and go' whether the 

school will survive, let alone improve. There is considerable staff turnover and 

morale wavers between enthusiasm and dejection. 

• Myers and Goldstein (cited in Myers op cit p.179) characterise the 'sliding 

school;' fixed in a never-ending downward spiral, fuelled by low staff morale, 

significant staff tum over, cynicism about new initiatives and staff resistance to 

change, including the headteacher. Initiatives to improve are rarely carried 

through as staff constantly 'fire fight.' 

• The 'sinking school' (Stoll and Fink 1996 p.86) where the staff are not prepared or 

able to change; isolated and blaming others for the situation. 

• The 'stuck' school (Rosenholtz 1989 p.106) where expectations are very low and 

external conditions are blamed for the situation. 
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• More optimistically Myers (op cit p.178) identifies the 'striving' school; here staff 

work with the headteacher and are determined to improve and confirm the Ofsted 

judgements wrong. 

In this research I will seek to characterise 'partnerships' and explore the usefulness of 

generating a typology for partnership. 

(c) Relative effectiveness and transferability 

While attempts to identify schools in terms of 'effectiveness' characteristics may be 

useful in categorising schools, it is further complicated by the notion of 'relative' 

effectiveness and internal variation or 'differential' effectiveness. Even highly 

effective schools are likely to have some teachers or subject areas that are less 

effective. Myers and Goldstein (op cit p.175) suggest that most schools are likely to 

be failing some of their students some of the time. The notion of 'differential 

effectiveness' (Stoll and Fink 1996 p.35) is crucial here as it emphasises that schools 

in the failing category may have effective individuals and effective departments. 

Reynolds (1998) also highlights the major differences in pupil achievement and ways 

of working within schools as well as between schools. He argues that the existence of 

the range of capability within schools indicates the potential to facilitate self

improvement provided use can be made of the variation. This is underlined by 

Sammons et al. (1997) in an analysis of comparative effectiveness in both schools and 

departments which shows that schools are unlikely to be equally successful across 

subject departments and may vary in their impact for different pupil groups. A case 

study by Haydn (2001) describes how the spectacular performance of one department 

in a highly disadvantaged school on the verge of being placed in special measures led 

the way to overall school improvement, which has been sustained over ten years. 

Within the see therefore there are likely to be departments and individuals who 
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know what to do to raise achievement and may be better placed to support 

improvement than those in the effective partner school. 

The issue about the potential of transferability of practice between schools is 

again relevant, as transferability between effective and less effective departments in 

the same school is far from straightforward. This raises the possibility that see may 

more readily develop the capacity to self-improve by building on areas of expertise 

already within the school rather than observing expertise within an effective partner 

school. 

The rhetoric of partnership embraces the possibility of two-way transfer of 

knowledge and practice between schools. Hargreaves (1998 pp.46-47) points out that 

the transfer of knowledge between teachers is far more than simply telling or 

providing information. Transfer, he suggests, occurs only when the knowledge from 

one teacher is converted into the practice of the other teacher; from one person's 

practice into another's know how. The conversion of abstract information into 

applicable know how is a complex process of tinkering, testing and modifying to fit a 

different context. In terms of 'two way transfer,' it may be hypothesised that the see 

by definition has limited capacity to convert abstract information whereas the 

effective partner is likely to have the capacity to more readily learn and adapt their 

practice. There is indeed much for the effective partner to learn as regular monitoring 

by OfstedlHMI can lead see to develop systems and practices that are more rigorous 

than schools not subject to such regular scrutiny (Ofsted 2003 p.169). Indeed 

Matthews and Sammons (2004 p.38) present evidence that the engagement with HMI 

in special measures schools appears to build greater capacity to improve and sustain 

improvement and promotes improvement strategies to raise attainment and reduce the 

percentage of lessons judged as unsatisfactory. Furthermore, Matthews and Sammons 
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(2005) identify the relative ineffectiveness of schools with serious weakness and 

argue for closer monitoring and support as they may: 

lack the capacity to be self-critical and appropriate leadership 
to sustain the drive for self-improvement (p.160). 

While the partnership strategy is essentially about improving see, it may be that 

effective schools are likely to be able to transfer and apply what they have learned. 

Once the see can improve in some areas however, there is the potential to become 

effective in more and improve even without the partnership (Haydn, op cit). Indeed 

see need to convince HMI that they have the internal capacity to continue to 

improve without the involvement of an effective partner (Ofsted 2003 pp.160-164). 

(d) Labelling schools 

Public naming is seen by some to be a necessary stimulus for improvement, others 

believe it is not supportive and has the effect of lowering morale, exacerbating 

difficulties and obscuring positive aspects (Mortimore and Whitty 1997; Myers and 

Goldstein 1998). Although Barber (1998 p.21) suggests that the pressure that results 

from being found to be failing may provide the turning point for some schools, he 

accepts that it could simply reinforce a school's incapacity. Furthermore Stark (1998 

p.35) argues that although traumatic for its staff: 

public identification of unacceptable standards tends to speed rather 
than delay recovery and indeed is often a precondition for it. 

While the partnership strategy may aid recovery it may also further underline the 

image of the see as failing to deal effectively with its own issues and thus lower 

morale and exacerbate existing problems; hindering rather than helping recovery. 

Gray (2000 p.50) identifies the acceptance of improvement as the necessary 

first step for positive change. Fidler and Atton (1999) assert that although the stigma 

of being in a 'failing' category is undesirable: 
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the school may simply have lost the capacity to improve without 
a great deal of outside assistance (p.46) 

Matthews and Sammons' (2004 p.55) evaluation over ten years also note that the 

great majority of schools identified as special measures have improved since their 

previous inspection and see it as a lever for change. They point out however that 

improvement 'through' inspection should not be misinterpreted as a claim of 'direct 

improvement by inspection.' The starting point for improvement for schools in special 

measures they suggest may involve a change in leadership and the special 

professional relationship that develops between the head teacher and the HMI. Such a 

relationship, founded on mutual trust, seeks to analyse the situation, evaluate progress 

and accelerate improvement. This research examines the LEAs ability to match 

schools and broker partnerships to support improvement; in particular it asks will such 

positive relationships develop between the heads in see (some with a change in 

headship and others not) and the partners chosen for them and will this help the school 

accept the need for change and build capacity for improvement? 

For many schools the period following a 'critical' Ofsted Inspection and 

Report is characterised by staff feelings of bitterness, disillusionment and 

hopelessness (Ofsted 1999). Ouston and Davies (1998 cited in Earley 1998) show that 

schools serving disadvantaged communities typically believed they would never meet 

the Ofsted 'ideal' and consequently felt constantly under pressure and generally 

negative about inspection. Unless they feel Ofsted take into account the particular 

context and culture of the school they make little progress after a critical inspection. 

Matthews and Sammons (2004) further note how ineffective schools have difficulty in 

accepting the validity of adverse judgements (p.50). My own research (Anderson 

1996 and 2000) supports the belief that it can take months before schools feel able to 

engage productively in planning for improvement. Duffy (1996) makes repeated 
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references to the stress caused to teachers and headteachers as a result of a poor 

inspection outcome, with most schools reporting post-Ofsted malaise, increased 

absenteeism and feelings of exhaustion. Matthews and Sammons (2004) observe that 

Inspection can leave a feeling of anti-climax in some schools and post-inspection 

blues in others (p.55). Far from being a spur to action, the Ofsted process can bring a 

real loss of direction at the very time when they need to focus on actions that support 

improvement. Gray (2000) observes that after Ofsted Inspection there is: 

a pressing need for schools to find (or rediscover) a sense of purpose 
and find ways of progressing issues with a rapidity which may be 
unfarniliar(p.17) 

Furthermore Gray (op cit) asserts that for schools placed in special measures, the 

experience is scarring and the position they find themselves in particularly stark 

(p.19). Turner (1998 p.96) confirms staff being 'devastated,' and Pugh (1998) 

suggests: 

staff responses follow the recognised pattern of grieving (denial, 
anger and depression), before more constructive possibilities for 
change began to emerge (p.108). 

Earley (1997 pp. 387-400) also describes the shock, anger and rejection experienced 

by governing bodies before the stages of acceptance and help. Some of the see in the 

study had particularly traumatic Ofsted experiences and may well question the 

relevance of working in partnership with a school that has not experienced this 

debilitating effect. see are likely to be preoccupied with the urgent need to address 

key issues and not feel that building a new partnership is a priority activity. The 

research will explore appropriateness of see forming new partnerships in the period 

following on a damaging inspection. To what extent then can partnerships support 

schools in these particularly difficult periods and can partnership work continue 

effectively for either school during the period of Ofsted inspection and post-
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inspection? 

By definition a failing school is judged as having very limited capacity for 

self-renewal (Barber op cit p.27) yet given a limited time to improve, to become more 

effective. Failure of the school becomes largely attributed to the weaknesses of the 

teachers, school leaders and managers and arguably ignores the social and economic 

context of the school and its pupils. Working with an effective partner may reinforce 

the view that it is the weaknesses of staff that has to be addressed. Myers and 

Goldstein (op cit p.175 ) express concern at the way school effectiveness research has, 

in this sense, been misused to shift the blame onto schools by making them entirely 

responsible for any 'failure.' Mortimore and Whitty (1997 p.lO) analyse the complex 

relationship between schools and society and argue that blaming schools for the 

problems of society is unfair and unproductive. They observe however that schools 

with high proportions of disadvantaged pupils can transform a culture of inertia or 

despair but they need extra resources and the teachers who choose to teach in these 

schools need to be supported rather than blamed. Indeed Gray (2000 p.3) notes that 

different types of schools have required different amounts of time to improve and 

schools experiencing very high levels of social deprivation, take longer. Gray also 

asserts that the most obvious contextual characteristic shared by schools in special 

measures is the high levels of social deprivation. Ofsted (1999a) also notes that: 

smaller schools and those with falling rolls are over represented 
in the SCC group (p.54) 

Gray and Wilcox (1995) confirm that research evidence suggests that turning around 

such schools is extremely difficult although the evaluation of Ofsted indicates that 

80% of special measures schools improve (Matthews and Sammons 2004). Can the 

partnerships support improvement where factors contributing to the challenge for 

improvement may be rooted in issues of disadvantage, size and falling rolls, and 
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partner schools are large, robust institutions, serving more advantaged communities? 

It is not the main focus of this study to challenge the Ofsted framework 

(2003a), the criteria for placing schools in special measures or on the LEA SCC 

register. Although Barber (op cit) accepts that Ofsted has had a bad press, he 

nevertheless believes it has changed the educational landscape for the better. Central 

to his model for improvement is the: 

judicious mix of pressure and support (p.22). 

It is important therefore to place the partnership strategy within the framework of 

'pressure and support' and research how this impacts on the process of partnership 

working. 

(e) School Culture 

One thing that most researchers are agreed upon is that schools in trouble have 

troubled histories (Gray 2000 p.5). Gray argues that more attention needs to be paid to 

the school's 'natural history' (Gray et al. 1999). Hargreaves (1995) suggests that 

there is: 

too much emphasis on symptoms of failure and too little 

understanding of its pathology (p.6) 

Schools don't suddenly fail, and attention needs to be paid to the culture of the school; 

how they understand 'the way things are done around here.' Schein (1985) defines 

school culture as: 

the deeper level of basic assumptions and beliefs that are shared 
by members of an organisation, that operate unconsciously and 
that define in a basic taken for granted fashion an organisation's 
view of itself and its environment.' 

Stoll (1998 p.1) argues that every school is indeed 'situationally unique' with a 

culture that is hard to grasp and change. Stoll suggests that teachers in ostensibly 

similar schools can see things very differently. This raises further questions as to 

whether teachers in ostensibly different schools can develop a shared understanding of 
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what needs to be done to improve partner schools. 

Hargreaves (1995 p.28) suggests four different types of school culture 

expressed in terms of the key components of social control over pupils and teachers 

and social cohesion. Where a school is exceptionally weak in both social control and 

cohesion it can face serious problems and can jeopardise the possible effect of 

partnership working. Hargreaves describes a 'survivalist' culture, where social 

relations are poor, teachers live a day at a time, feel unsupported, strive to maintain 

basic control and compromise academic work standards in exchange for not engaging 

in misconduct. Here too students feel alienated from work that bores them; 

delinquency and truancy rates are high. Maden and Hillman (1996) describe troubled 

schools where: 

an abundance of energy and commitment are needed just to 
tread water (p.335) 

Reynolds (1996 op cit) also reminds us that there are those whose culture make them 

open to support, while in other schools, fear of outsiders and fear that change will be 

unsuccessful and further hurt those with low esteem, reinforces the view that those 

offering support or advocating change: 

don't know what it is like around here (p.43). 

Where the ethos is one of insecurity, hopelessness and staff morale is low, the see is 

unlikely to be able to engage in the partnership and the partner school is likely to find 

their efforts frustrated. Working alongside a see requires a culture of collaboration 

which may be lacking within the partnership. Handscomb (2004) suggests schools 

need to be open and willing to change, with structures that provide the rationale for 

partnership and processes that that support collaboration. Mulford and Silins (2005 

p.139) also assert that even the best reforms are likely to fail in the face of cultural 

resistance from schools. More optimistically, Louis and Miles (1992 p.8) suggest that 
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over time, schools can develop 'improvement cultures' as they move from 'shallow' 

coping strategies to 'deep' strategies, based on a greater understanding of why things 

are as they are and a willingness to change. Will working in partnership support the 

development of such strategies, or reinforce already held beliefs and existing 

practices? 

In his popular text on organisational effectiveness, Covey (1992 pp.48-52) 

suggests a continuum through which an organisation moves from dependence, 

through independence to interdependence. Recognition that SCC are moving along 

this continuum, doing things differently, identifying how they 'used to do things,' is 

an important touchstone for cultural change within the partnership initiatives. 

(0 Leadership in see and effective schools 

The importance of leadership and management is central to creating the conditions for 

securing sustainable school improvement (Gray and Wilcox 1995; Stoll and Fink 

1996; Teddlie and Stringfield 1993; Sammons et al. 1997; Stoll and Myers 1998; 

Harris and Bennett 2001). Organisational change is the result of a host of complex 

relationships and conditions (Evers and Lakomski, 2000), however Reynolds (1998 

p.170 op cit) argues that schools can be 'turned around' within a few months 

following the appointment of a new headteacher, while Whatford (1998 p.71 ibid) 

highlights the difficulty in making the 'right' leadership appointment. Taggart and 

Sammons (1999 p.161) also link a change in leadership with improvement especially 

of weaker schools. Ofsted (1997 p.lO) notes that in all but a few cases the headteacher 

is new to the school just before or just after a critical inspection and this change often 

gives the school the impetus to improve. Furthermore, Ofsted (2005 p.52) confirm the 

dominant factor in turning around a weak school is the schools capacity to make the 

most of external support and suggests the key to this is the quality of leadership. This 
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has implications for partnership working where there is a new headteacher or when 

the headteacher in the SCC is perceived as part of the problem rather than part of the 

solution (Hopkins 2001) or where lack of leadership results in a culture of 

fragmentation (Harris 2002). The context of the headteacher's position in a SCC 

needs to be understood and appreciated by those working in partnership. Southworth 

(2005 p.159) suggests that the focus on context underlines the fundamental 

importance of 'contingency theory' which he believes steers current thinking about 

school leadership. Contingency theory suggests that what leaders do is largely 

contingent upon the circumstances and situations they find themselves in. Leithwood 

et al. (1999 p.15) confirms the importance of how leaders respond to the unique 

organisational circumstances, indeed the wide variation in school contexts and 

situations requires a variety of different leadership responses. While there is an 

assumption that leaders are capable of mastering a large repertoire of leadership 

practices, it is also accepted that certain leadership styles may be effective in an 

effective school but can be less so in a SCc. Southworth (op cit p.159) accepts that 

much of what leaders do is generic, however Contingency theories pose the problem 

of balancing the general with the particular and highlight the need for differentiated 

provision. For Southworth (ibid p.161) the notion of Distributed Leadership is most 

appropriate as it shifts the focus from the 'heroic' leader who believes he or she 

knows what to do, to belief in the power of everyone within the organisation working 

out what to do. This also marks the shift towards schools becoming learning 

communities which foster and develop leadership at every level. The partnership 

strategy with a clear focus on the leadership of the head may indeed support the 

notion of the 'heroic' partner working to help develop the 'heroic' headteacher to tum 

around the SCC and thereby neglect the potential for leadership to be distributed. 
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Crow (2005 p.65) observes the increased interest in the leadership in the 

particular context of schools facing challenging circumstances. Ofsted (2003) also 

reports the growing awareness that: 

the ways in which the characteristics of strong leadership and good 
management are applied in different circumstances, is of fundamental 
importance (p.3). 

Crow (op cit) suggests that as leadership is contextual this should be reflected in the 

preparation of leaders in schools facing challenging circumstances. He believes that 

school leadership in such circumstances is shaped by the movement from an industrial 

model, with an emphasis on rationality, standardised curricula and hierarchical 

systems, to a post-industrial and post-modem era, characterised by complexity and 

uncertainty. Leadership research has also shifted from the focus on how one person 

turns the school around, to leadership distributed amongst numerous individuals. 

Furthermore Crow asserts that unique combinations of factors such as, budget 

difficulties, recruitment and retention of staff, levels of attainment, rates of exclusion, 

falling rolls and many others, adds to the complexity and uncertainty confronting 

leaders in SCc. He suggests that programmes that emphasise the rationality of 

leadership and management are indeed inappropriate for the preparation and support 

of headteachers in SCc. Crow believes that headteachers who are not from schools 

facing challenging circumstances have: 

limited perspective on what needs to be done as their effectiveness 
is located in their current school(p.67). 

This raises issues for setting up partnerships between schools where the partner head 

may have limited knowledge and understanding of how to lead and manage in such 

complex and uncertain situations. 

The notion of situational leadership may need to be matched with an 

appreciation of situational partnership. The strategy of partnering a SCC and an 
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'effective' school may be flawed from the outset if insufficient attention is paid to 

understanding and appreciation of the context of both the see and the effective 

school. In my earlier research (Anderson 2000) the headteacher of a see observed 

strategies in several 'effective' schools and tried to replicate them, with disastrous 

results! While linking with an effective school provides the opportunity to observe a 

headteacher in that situation, it does not necessarily reveal what a see needs to do in 

different context. The head of the see may learn about sustaining a school that has 

already been improved by a powerful headteacher, rather than learning how to tum a 

school around in more challenging and complex circumstances. 

Fullan (2001 p.31) observes that even if the headteacher learns the best 

practices about what to do, there is still a major issue about convincing staff to buy 

into them and make them work. As Day et al. (2000) state: 

it is one thing to have a vision, another thing for the vision to 
guide the behaviour of an entire organisation (p.20) 

This resonates with both the effective school when staff and governors do not see the 

relevance of and are not committed to working in partnership with a see and with the 

see where beleaguered staff have become immune, inoculated against new 

initiatives. 

Patterson and West-Burnham (2005) focus on the particular challenge for new 

headteachers as they: 

take the greatest step change in the career of a school leader, 
isolated and swamped by the multiple demands made on them (p.108) 

Four out of the six heads in this study are new to headship and have the additional 

demands of being in a Sec. Bright and Ware (2003) point out that most new 

headteachers get to grips with the job the hard way, by learning from their mistakes. 

Hobson, Brown et al. (2003) conclude that new heads typically struggle to get to grips 
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with financial matters, staffing, site management and Government initiatives. 

Although experiencing the challenge of these issues may be a powerful stimulus for 

learning, support for new heads through partnership may be a reliable strategy. Indeed 

Bush, Briggs et al. (op cit) suggest a predominantly process-based approach, anchored 

in the participant's schools, may be more effective in promoting leadership learning 

than content-based courses. Weindling (2004) also shows that active work and 

problem-based learning are becoming more prevalent in leadership programmes. 

While Leithwood (1995), in a review of American Leadership Preparation 

Programmes asserts that programmes stressing reflection, collaboration and active 

problem solving, make a significant difference to the leader's success, McCarthy 

(1999) concludes that we don't actually know if such programmes: 

produce effective leaders who create school environments that 
enhance student learning (p.133). 

Most evaluations of leadership support programmes are limited to assessing the extent 

of participants' satisfaction with their programmes and sometimes their perception of 

influence (McCarthy 2002). Indeed Patterson and West-Burnham (op cit) point out 

that there is yet little evidence of how programmes of support influence leadership. 

The partnerships between effective schools and SCC however have the potential to 

offer support and learning through meeting, sharing and conversation. Harri-

Augustine and Thomas (1991) highlight the positive outcomes of learning 

conversations that develop through mentoring, coaching and critical friendship. 

Mentoring traditionally focuses on knowledge transfer as the primary means of 

learning a new role. Coaching can either provide specific training to develop a 

specific skill or complete a specific task; like mentoring, coaching creates the 

opportunity for reflective thinking (Kanter 1977 cited in Coles and Southworth 2005), 

to broaden experience (Torrance 1984) and build confidence. Hobson et al. (2003) 
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find strong evidence for the efficacy of mentoring and peer support networks and 

Earely et al. (2002) report that the majority of new headteachers identify successful 

school leaders as a source of inspiration. While mentor support is most appropriate for 

those new in post it can be resisted by those more experienced who see it as a sign of 

their weakness or that the situation they are in needs greater expertise than they have 

to resolve it. Berwick (2004) notes that some established headteachers involved in the 

London Challenge Consultant Leaders Programme suggest the acceptance of a 

Consultant Leader (peer headteacher) implies some degree of failure on their part and 

see partnership as a 'deficit' model. By contrast, MacBeath (1998) stresses the 

important role of the 'critical friend' who brings both: 

unconditional support and unconditional critique ( p.8), 

a measure of objectivity as well as a measure of support ( MacBeath 1999 
p.1IO). 

This can be aligned with Barber (op cit) who advocates the notion of 'pressure and 

support' to capture appropriate strategies for partnership to support school 

improvement. In addition Brookfield (1987) identifies the reciprocal and evolving 

nature of the learning conversation that entails both diversity and agreement. 

Achieving the balance between challenge and support is critical for improvement 

however and Crawford and Earley (2004) question if the relationship is likely to be 

based more on support than challenge. In the analysis of the primary leadership 

programme Ofsted (2004) note the reluctance of some Consultant Leaders to 

challenge schools. For improvement to happen the right relationships and match of 

mentor, coach or critical friend is essential. Southworth (op cit) reminds us of the 

importance of getting the match right through a process that is unfortunately not a 

science (p.789). Zey (1984 cited in Coles and Southworth 2005) asserts that the most 

effective matches are made by the participants themselves, rather than by an 
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administrative process. 

Crow (2005 p.73) suggests that the relationships that develop between 

effective schools and SCC may increase the capacity of both if they can create a co-

learning experience; it can also bring additional resources and even improve the status 

of the SCc. Mitchell and Sackney (2000 p.l2l cited in Harris 2002) illustrate how an 

effective partner school can act as external 'change agent' Fullan (1991) also 

identifies how the external change agent can assist the change process through the 

phases of 'initiation, implementation and sustaining,' while not attempting to instigate 

or implement on behalf of the schooL Crow (op cit) indeed warns that poorly designed 

or ineffective matching can result in: 

draining critical leadership resources from the school that can 
ill afford it (p.76). 

Crow highlights the limitations and potential pitfalls of using heads of effective 

schools as mentors for SCc. He suggests that over time effective headteachers are 

likely to have selected a limited set of approaches to leadership and management 

which will not address the complexity required in the SCc. 

While the heads of effective schools may be expected to have the technical 

skills to accomplish the tasks of the role, Greenfield (1985 p.72) suggests they may 

not have the cultural learning about the values and norms for changing schools facing 

challenging circumstances. Furthermore, Crow (ibid) asserts that using effective heads 

to pass on know ledge, values and skills is likely to produce: 

custodial, non-innovative outcomes (p.75). 

Mulford (2003) suggests that mentoring the headteacher may indeed promote the 

image of the heroic head and Crow and Matthews (1998 cited in Coles and 

Southworth 2005) highlight dysfunctional mentoring relationships, where the 

mentor's personal interests and selfish concerns are the main focus; where over 
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reliance on the mentor creates an unhealthy dependency. In addition Hay (1995) 

highlights the danger of the mentor who tries to create a clone and promote a single 

image of the effective leader; ignoring the uniqueness of the SCC and the diversity of 

learning and leadership styles. 

Clearly the extent to which coaching, mentoring or critical friendship 

contributes to improvement will be determined largely by the attitudes and approaches 

of those in the partner schools and the receptiveness of those in SCc. Fullan (1999) 

confirms the opportunity to create new knowledge not through the acquisition of 

other's practices as products but rather the opportunity to generate new ideas and 

fresh approaches. Within the partnership strategy, will SCC seek to import practice or 

use the opportunity to discuss practice; to challenge thinking and create new ways of 

working through mentoring, coaching or critical friendship? 

Flintham (2004) and Hartle (2005) are interested in headteachers involved in 

the improvement of other schools; what motivates them to engage in partnership and 

collaboration? Flintham (op cit p.18) notes the increase in headteachers who see this 

opportunity as career progression; intent to build upon their headship experience and 

seeking to generalised into wider contexts. This is relatively new as such career 

movement is not cornmon especially for secondary heads (Earley and Weindling 

2004; Fidler and Jones 2005); many indeed remain in their schools until retirement. 

Fidler and Atton (2004) suggest that the growth in this professional work can provide 

headteachers with essential revitalisation and refreshment, to ensure their 

effectiveness does not plateau and also prepare for professional work after headship. 

Ofsted (1999) asserts that such activities can benefit the headteachers performing 

them and also their host schools. NCSL refer to this as the fifth stage of headship -

consultant leadership (2001); it is closely aligned to Fullan's (2005) 'system leaders.' 
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It is important to discern what motivates our effective partner heads to get involved in 

the strategy and do they and their schools benefit from the engagement with SCC? 

(g) Working in partnership 

The DfEE Schools in Challenging Circumstances, Pilot Partnerships Initiatives 

(2001), describes a number of collaborative ventures which aim to tackle some of the 

barriers to school improvement. The outcomes across the initiatives are variable and 

reveal that improvement is largely about establishing a collaborative or partnership 

culture rather than evidencing any immediate or particular improvement in practice. 

In all the initiatives there is an emphasis on the time needed for teams to start working 

together across the schools and a common problem is identified as staff not 

understanding what the initiative is about. Covey (1992) underlines the importance of 

involving staff: 

without involvement there is no commitment (p.29) 

Winitzky et al. (1992 cited in Fullan 1993) reveal that in school-university 

partnerships, the relationships are overtly top down with those expected to carry them 

out insufficiently involved in planning them. While several of the DfEE partnership 

initiatives identify the value of having time to reflect and share expertise, few record 

actual improvements in teaching and learning with progress being hampered by 

recruitment and retention issues. 

Some SCC value partnership initiatives mainly as a source of extra money and 

resources while others fail to see relevance for themselves or their effective partner 

and believe it just reinforces the perception that they are 'weak.' Effective partners are 

concerned that they will be judged by the improvement of the SCC and that their own 

efficiency can be compromised by spending time out of their own school. Ghouri 

(1999 cited in Burton and Brundrett 2002) also recognises that schools trying to 
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disseminate good practice find themselves under pressure to maintain their perceived 

levels of excellence whilst attempting to assist others. This study looks at what 

happens when issues arise and demands increase in the effective school; will they 

focus on their own needs and pull back from partnership activities? Furthermore, will 

the partnerships get beyond the creation of a collaborative culture and impact on 

practice? 

Atkinson (2002) suggests that an effective board or steering group is an 

essential requirement for the success of every partnership. The absence of this group 

means that important issues may not be dealt with. Monthei (1992 in Fullan op cit) 

raises issues about the preparation of teachers for this type of initiative. He indeed 

suggests that teachers' backgrounds do not in fact prepare them for collaborative roles 

without consultation and training (p.129). Fullan (1992) asserts that when teachers are 

engaged in curriculum development with colleagues, they must be prepared to: 

put their advocacy in perspective (p.128). 

The advocate of any innovation must be sensitive to the need for the other teachers to 

come to grips with the change: 

the more the advocate is committed to a particular innovation, 
the less likely he or she is to be effective in getting it 
implemented' (p.128). 

This is of particular relevance in see, where those from the effective schools are at 

different starting pOints, with different priorities and partnership may not be the most 

important thing on the minds of those in the Sec. 

Lack of a shared understanding and preparation for partnership working is 

taken up by Southworth (1995). While partnership is frequently used as if its meaning 

was obvious, he suggests that it requires greater transparency. Although his research 

is essentially about the relationships between heads and their deputies, it reveals much 
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about the characteristics and prerequisites for effective partnership working. He 

emphasises the need for a shared philosophy about leaming, belief and vision about 

how schools should be organised and commitment to what they should do to improve. 

He confirms the need to build trust, to value and respect the partner's judgements and 

opinions. Walker et al. (1998 p.2 cited in Harris 2002) underline the importance and 

pervasiveness of trust in building a learning community and Bryk and Schneider 

(2002) suggest such trust comes from having respect for one another's dignity and 

ideas, belief in each others competence, high personal and professional regard and 

integrity. Schools need time to build trust; to share and communicate across the 

schools and plans must remain flexible as a climate for collaboration is established 

(Harris 2002 p.l02). Lownsbrough and Huber (2003) focus on managing expectations 

for the lifetime of the partnership, particularly when new staff members are brought 

in. They assert that teachers need to know what they are expected to achieve and extra 

anxiety may be caused when they are asked to stretch themselves beyond their current 

roles. They also identify a frequent cause of tension in partnerships is the tendency for 

one partner to dominate or the other to not 'pull their weight.' Furthermore, insecurity 

about the longevity of funding arrangements can lead to lack of commitment to 

collaborative work. 

In this study the reality of partnership is examined through research questions 

and further issues raised by the literature. There is a particular focus on the 

relationship that develops between the headteachers and in some cases the senior and 

middle managers. Schools do not suddenly 'fail' and attention is paid to the 

background and history of the see and the context in which the 'action' takes place. 

The research examines the views and perspectives of those closely involved in the 

partnerships. Hopkins (2001) warns that much is expected of school improvement 
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strategies, particularly from those: 

desperately seeking simple and rapid solutions to complex 
challenges (p.2) 

Gray and Wilcox (1995), Stoll and Myers (1998) remind us that there are no 'quick 

fixes' for improvement. As Fullan (1991) summarises: 

educational change is technically simple and socially complex (p.65). 

The simplicity of the partnership strategy may indeed belie the complexity of the task 

of improvement. 

Conclusion 

The literature provides a number of perspectives from which the partnership strategy 

can be viewed and is a key influence on the shape and structure of this research. In 

particular they raise additional sub-questions which are added to the initial research 

questions (pp 15-17) 

• Will a special professional relationship, founded on mutual trust, build 

between the Head of the sec and their LEA chosen partner, and will this help 

the sec accept the need for change and build capacity for improvement? 

• Is the period immediately following a damaging Ofsted inspection an 

appropriate time to seek to form a new partnership, and can partnership 

continue effectively for either school during the period of Ofsted inspection 

and post-inspection? 

• Can teachers in ostensibly different schools develop a shared understanding of 

what needs to done to improve partner schools? 

These questions will be examined through the research process and the analysis that 

investigates the beliefs and assumptions on which the partnership initiative is built. 

Improvement through partnership is based on the combined notion of learning from 

and learning with one another. The knowledge is essentially practitioner knowledge 
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which may create new knowledge about what to do. While this interaction may be 

necessary for developing new strategies for improvement, it is not in itself sufficient if 

it neglects the knowledge derived from theory and research into the practice of 

improving schools, particularly those in challenging circumstances. The analysis will 

seek to establish where current research informs learning within the partnership 

initiative. The literature review undertaken to inform the research underlines the 

complexity of school improvement and gives direction to strategies for securing more 

effective partnerships. The next chapter moves on to describe the methodology 

adopted for the investigation. 
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CHAPTER 3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter I describe and reflect on the overall research process which seeks to 

address the research questions and by so doing verify, build upon and extend 

knowledge about how schools and LEAs achieve their goals. The chapter is divided 

into six sections covering: 

(i) Research approach; 

(ii) Research design; 

(iii) Collection of data; 

(iv) Ethical dimensions in relation to this research context; 

(v) Data analysis; 

(vi) Validity and trustworthiness. 

Section (i) Research Approach 

The most important and difficult responsibility for the researcher is in the choice of 

research methodology. Far from being neutral, techniques of data collection and 

analysis in educational and social science research are underpinned by cultural 

assumptions. It is important therefore to identify the ontological, epistemological and 

methodological assumptions that underpin the research along with their strengths and 

limitations. Usher (1996) suggests that failure to examine these assumptions leads to 

research being understood as a 'technology,' simply a set of method, skills and 

procedures applied to a defined research problem (p. 17). The selection of suitable 

research methodology and the process of analysis adopted are influenced by the 

researcher's basic set of beliefs about the nature of reality and how we can know and 

gain knowledge of the world. The ontological and epistemological assumptions and 

the methodology chosen then form a framework for the process of research, data 

collection and analysis; with different theoretical traditions providing different 
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interpretive contexts. Ontology traditionally is concerned with what exists, the 

essence of things, reality, 'how we are.' Epistemology traditionally is concerned with 

what distinguishes different kinds of knowledge claims and what allows for 

distinctions to be made between 'knowledge' and 'non-knowledge;' it is about 'how 

we know.' This involves discussion of what can be 'known;' how knowledge can be 

obtained and communicated to others and asks if knowledge can be obtained only 

from personal experience or obtained indirectly by other means? Ontological and 

epistemological questions are related since claims about what exists in the world 

imply claims about how what exists can be known. Hitchcock and Hughes (1989) 

suggest that ontological assumptions give rise to epistemological assumptions, which 

in tum have methodological implications for the choice of data collection. However 

methodology should not be confused with theories of knowledge; as Bryman (1998) 

points out, different epistemologies do not necessarily lead to different research 

practices. 

The approach used here is best described as interpretive and subjective as 

opposed to the scientific and experimental paradigm which rests upon the creation of 

theoretical frameworks that can be tested by experimentation, replication and 

refinement. I work here within the hermeneuticlinterpretive epistemology which is not 

concerned with generalisation, prediction and control, but with interpretation, 

meaning and illumination. Hermeneutic/interpretation epistemology assumes all 

human action is meaningful and can be interpreted and understood within the context 

of social practices. If research is confined to the observable or empirically given, it 

misses out on some of the most important dimension of social enquiry. Researchers in 

this field seek to make sense of what they are researching through interpretive 

schemes or frameworks. The process is one of 'double sense' making, referred to as 
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the 'double hermeneutic' (Usher op cit p.19), as both researcher and researched are 

'interpreters or sense-makers.' Such enquiry involves interpreting the actions of those 

who are themselves interpreters; the interpretations of interpretations. The double 

hermeneutic means that 'reflexivity' is present at the very heart of the research and 

part of the research act. Knowledge formation is circular, iterative and cumulative; it 

involves interpreting the whole and the parts. From this perspective it follows 

therefore that as all sense-making is from an interpretive framework, all knowledge is 

essentially perspective bound and partial. 

In respect of this study, my belief was that I would learn through the questions 

asked, the conceptual frames and methods used and this would allow for conclusions 

to be drawn. By revealing and interpreting the perspectives of those involved, I would 

be able to explore the ways in which the partnership initiative was initiated, how it 

impacted on school improvement and strategies for supporting see and answer the 

research questions. Gadamer (1975) argues that it is impossible for researchers to 

escape from the 'pre-understandings' (p.173) that they hold about what is being 

researched. He asserts that it is precisely through the interplay between the 

interpretive framework the researcher holds and the elements of the actions that they 

are trying to understand, that new knowledge is developed. In other words, far from 

my pre-understandings about partnership and collaboration being closed prejudices or 

biases, they are tested and modified by the reflective process of interpretation and 

understanding and are essentially the starting point for acquiring knowledge. 

Hermeneutic understanding is therefore a learning experience involving 'dialogue' 

between ourselves as researchers and that which we are trying to understand. Through 

these interpretations I have become more aware of my beliefs, attitudes and my 

previous experiences and though not able to transcend them, have learned more about 
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my professional role and the context within which I work. Through working within 

these epistemological and ontological assumptions, I believe I have made a new 

contribution to research knowledge and understanding about School Improvement 

strategies and also developed new professional knowledge relevant to those working 

in an advisory capacity regarding school improvement. 

Section (ii) Research Design 

The design of the research was informed by the combination of theoretical and 

methodological factors and the amount of time available for the study. In brief, the 

field research took the form of the six case studies of partnerships formed by the LEA, 

and involved interviews and with headteachers, other school staff, LEA officers 

responsible for the partnership initiative and email conversations and meetings with 

advisers linked to the schools. The LEA officers selected six of the most concerning 

schools from the Register of SCC to be partnered with six effective schools as 

identified by County value data and whose headteachers had shown interest in 

partnering a school on the Register. The topic is new and interesting as a strategy 

intended to promote knowledge transfer, joint learning and leadership development 

through partnership between SCC and 'effective' schools. 

I chose to use the case study approach as I have found it most useful in my 

previous research and it fitted well with the topic and the research questions. Cohen 

and Manion (1994) advocate the use of case study research and consider it to be: 

eminently suitable to many of the problems that the education 
researcher has to face (p.l 06). 

Unlike the experimenter who seeks to manipulate variables to determine their 

significance, as case study researcher it was important for me to seek to observe the 

characteristics of the individual cases, probe deeply to analyse specific phenomena 

and identify various interactive processes at work within the dynamics of the 
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partnerships. As Bell (1987) asserts: 

a successful case study provides a three-dimensional picture and 
illustrates the relationships, micro-political issues and patterns 
of influences in a particular context (p.1 08) 

The purpose of this research is to establish understandings about forming partnerships 

and the contribution partnership and collaboration can play within school 

improvement. Cohen and Manion (op cit) suggest that the antipathy toward statistical-

experimental paradigm has created a 

boom industry in case study research(p.107) 

although they stress that it should be seen as: 

complementing rather than competing with the experimental stance (p.106). 

Case study methods have been used extensively in contemporary social science and in 

educational research studies of school effectiveness and school improvement (e.g. 

Stoll and Myres 1998; Gray 2000; Maden 2001; Burton and Brundrett 2002). As case 

study researcher, I was able to employ a wide range of techniques to collect and 

analyse both quantitative and qualitative data, collected through a distinct method of 

observation. Within case study research, there are two principal types of observation-

participant and non-participant. Here I was a participant observer, involved and 

engaged in the very activities that I set out to observe; a point that I will return to later 

in Section (iv) p 71. I was able to combine my adviser responsibility to monitor the 

developments of the partnerships with my researcher role and in this way made best 

use of the time and the opportunities available. Clearly the findings from each case 

study are specific to each partnership although the method aims to be able to give 

insights into the wider population. With only six case studies there are limits on the 

extent to which generalisations can be made but six cases do provide the opportunity 

for comparisons to be made and the identification of patterns (similarities and 
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dissimilarities) which support the building of models and typologies. Bell (op cit) 

further suggests such research enables others in similar situations to recognise 

problems and identify ways of understanding them and resolving them. It therefore 

provides an approach which others can follow when seeking to research similar 

situations. 

The choice of case study method is based on the ontological assumption that 

the reality of partnership is best revealed and understood through exploring the 

perceptions and experiences of the people involved. This is achieved through 

researching the: 

product of individual consciousness' of those involved 
(Cohen and Manion, op cit p.107). 

The process of being labelled a SCC and joining in partnership with another school 

deemed to be an effective school has an individual subjective reality for those 

involved. The partnership has also implications relating to external inputs such as 

resources, attention, support and pressure for both the SCC and the partners schooL It 

was important therefore for me to explore the context, internal dynamics and micro-

politics of partnership in an educational context; in a culture and climate that is still 

more readily defined by schools acting independently and in competition for pupils, 

staff and resources. 

Through this research the research questions will be answered and an 

explanation and understanding will emerge as to the nature of the partnership 

intervention, the various ways it was implemented and the contribution made to the 

improvement of the SCc. In particular, models of practice are explored in order to 

generate understanding about why some partnerships appeared to flourish while 

others withered away. 

This research approach aligns with the view that knowledge is personal, 
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subjective and unique; the research design seeks to take into account and understand 

the interpretations which participants give to their actions and their understandings of 

the concept of school improvement and the processes that may influence it and 

communicate this new understanding to a wider audience. As a geographer, I find the 

metaphor of 'landscape' (Bowe et al. 1994) very useful to help explain different 

views about the workings of each partnership. Those involved in the partnership 

strategy are on the same 'landscape,' yet view the partnership initiative from their 

own unique standpoint. Through a combination of interviews with headteachers, 

teachers and LEA officers and email conversations and meetings with SLAs, these 

views and personal understandings are accessed. Guskey (2000) suggests five 'levels' 

of data to be collected when evaluating professional development programs, building 

from participants' reactions through to participants' learning; identifying features of 

organisational change; use of new knowledge and eventual impact on students' 

learning. The research will document and trace how partnerships are perceived to 

evolve and their potential and perceived impact by seeking data on the first four 

levels. The research places emphasis on what is unique and particular about each 

partnership as well as seeking to identify similarities, features or experiences that 

appear to be common. 

Section (iii) Data Collection 

I have sought to systematically collect data which was sufficient to respond to the 

research questions. My research plan comprised the collection and analysis of five 

sets of data: literature mainly from the fast growing School Effectiveness and School 

Improvement field which provides a context and background to the study (see Chapter 

2), notes of meetings, documents from schools, email conversations with School Link 

Advisers (SLAs) and the collection of data from forty-nine semi-structured interviews 
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with key participants or stakeholders. The LEA officers responsible for setting up the 

strategy were interviewed at the start of the initiative and the interviews with 

headteachers and staff took place during the four terms of the project. It was important 

to first understand the LEA's rationale for and the expectations of the partnership 

initiative as these would raise areas to be explored later with the SLAs and the 

schools. These personal interviews provided a rich seam of data regarding insights 

and overall understanding of the partnership initiative as a strategy to support see 

(Appendices 1-3 pp 212-227). Data was also collected during meetings, meeting 

notes, chance conversations and email contact with LEA officers and SLAs. The 

email conversations with the SLAs in particular provided a further source of rich data 

about their involvement in setting up the partnership initiative and brokering the 

individual partnerships (Appendix 4 p.232). Secondary source material was obtained 

from some of the schools although this is variable as some partnerships did not 

produce any documentation (Appendices 5-15 pp. 238-284). Action Plans are a 

common feature of school improvement initiatives (Stringfield et al. 1996; Taggart 

and Sammons 1999) and along with School Development Plans may help reveal the 

extent to which activities are designed and owned by staff (MacGilchrist et al. 1995). 

While aiming to use the wealth of data and information gathered to the full, I have had 

to come to terms with not analysing all of what was potentially available. I have also 

noted Hammersley's (2003) summary of the radical critique of interviews and have 

exercised caution regarding the tendency to too readily accept the interviewees' 

accounts of what happened. 

The sample includes the six most concerning schools on the LEA register of 

see and the six partner schools, deemed to be effective and selected by the LEA, in 

six partnerships. Table 2 below shows the pattern of interviews and meetings 
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commencing in summer term 2002 and the schedule through to summer 2003. There 

were two half-day meetings for the schools and advisers in the autumn term (2002) 

and spring term (2003). 

Patterns of interviews and meetings 

Summer term Stage Interviews with the LEA officers and headteachers in 
2002 1 each partnership. Meetings and email exchanges with 

SLAs. Conference for partnership schools. 
Autumn 2002 Stage Interviews with the headteachers in each partnership. 

2 Meetings and email exchanges with SLAs. Partnership 
conference. 

Spring 2003 Stage Interviews with headteachers, partnership managers and 
3 other staff. Meetings and email exchanges with SLAs. 

Partnership meeting with partner schools, officers and 
SLAs. 

Summer 2003 Stage Interviews in headteachers, partnership managers and 
4 other staff. Meetings and email exchanges with SLAs. 

Table 2 

(a) Interviews 

Even though I was involved in the partnership strategy as an adviser and by 

inclination an advocate for partnership and collaboration, the current reality of the 

headteacher in a SCC, partnered through an LEA strategy with the 'effective' school, 

was not readily accessible to me. The world of the LEA officer was more accessible 

to me but it was also important to understand the initiative from their viewpoint. As 

already mentioned, our view or perspective depends on where we stand on the 

landscape (Bowe et al. op cit). My research design is based on the belief that 

interviewing is probably the best way of gaining access to others' views of past and 

currents events and gathering information about the partnerships that I am unable to 

experience directly. Patton (1990) argues: 

the purpose of interviewing is to find out what is in someone 
else's mind; to access the perspective of the person being 
interviewed (p.56). 

My initial contact to explain the purpose of the research and gain consent to meet was 
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by telephone with headteachers and face to face with officers and advisers. I took the 

opportunity to impress upon the interviewees that the research was a rigorous study in 

respect of my doctoral studies and would not be used directly by the LEA. 

The interviews that ensued allowed for initial questions about partnerships to 

be asked and followed up by further questions to add context, clarify situations, make 

observations and address any misunderstandings and ambiguities. During the 

interview, I encouraged interviewees to reconstmct particular events and occasions 

while I noted their responses in the appropriate schedule (Appendices 1-3 p.212-227). 

The interviews with the LEA officers about the rationale and the process of setting up 

of initiative (Appendix 1 p.212) were relatively straightforward and were followed up 

during other meetings and conferences. The interviews with headteachers 

(Appendices 2&3 pp.220-227) were central to researching the impact of the 

partnerships and became more complex and intriguing over time. The data also 

became richer for me through my active involvement in the process and the 

opportunity to observe reactions, pick up feelings and gain perceptions. Throughout 

the headteacher interviews and in follow up interviews, I recounted to them their 

previous responses in a determined attempt to ensure I was making accurate 

interpretations. I sought to capture the notion of a developing partnership by recording 

progress as if through stages of organic growth (Hopkins et aZ.1996) and locate the 

initiative within a sequence of activities that reflected the aspirations for the initiative 

over time. Although this may initially appear linear, as seasonal activities follow on 

seasonal activities, the growth analogy is useful as unpredictable events and 

conditions affect growth and this reflects the complexities and the capricious nature of 

partnership interaction. The timing of the interviews was important; early in the first 

term of the initiative to explore early impact and enthusiasm and then progressively 
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later in subsequent terms to allow time for relationships to grow (or wilt) and plans 

and activities develop and impact (or not). 

The interviews were designed to follow a loose pattern but at the same time 

cover the key research questions drawn both from the literature and the assumptions 

that underpinned the partnership strategy. fu my previous research, I made extensive 

use of 'one to one' semi-structured interviews to access the personal understandings 

of others (Anderson 1996 and 2000). I did not consider it necessary to trial the 

interview schedules as I was confident in my own ability to effectively use the 

interview situation and the flexibility of the semi-structured format to ensure key 

questions were always pursued; in addition I did not consider it appropriate to pilot 

the schedules in non-partnership schools. The interview schedule was adapted to each 

situation; questions were used as prompts or cues to move the conversation along with 

a natural flow and at a reasonable pace. Each interview achieved a high degree of 

relative informality and the highly desirable free flowing 'conversation with a 

purpose' (Lincoln and Guba 1985 p.85). When interviews are tightly structured only 

particular questions may be asked and as a result important aspects can be missed and 

bias is more likely to creep in. The flexibility gained through not following a tight 

structure, allows for supplementary questioning, information on related areas and 

'how,' 'why' and 'what if' questions. The more structured interview can move the 

conversation on too quickly to the next question. I have found that through not asking 

another question immediately the interviewee has paused, more often than not results 

in the interviewee answering further and more deeply; having genuinely had a 'pause 

for thought.' If the interviewee does not add more, the pause provides the time to form 

or select the next question. Furthermore, information can be missed if the interviewer 

starts preparing or selecting the next question while the interviewee is still answering 
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the previous one. While such techniques are very useful, they do not in themselves 

ensure total accuracy or make the process immune from bias. However, these 

considerations are less relevant in the interpretivist tradition. Although care was taken 

to include all the views expressed, it was possible that sometimes interviewees may 

have simply forgotten how they felt at the time. In other cases some events may be too 

sensitive or personal to be recalled and shared. It is also possible that the same 

question put to the same person at a different time with different emphasis or in a 

different tone of voice can produce a different response (Cohen and Manion op cit 

p.281). Furthermore it was possible that interviewees could feel the need to give 

answers that do not cause offence or lay blame on themselves or others. The 

sensitivity of the interview may also have been amplified by my role as an LEA 

Adviser, a point I will return to later in Section (iv) p.71. The creation of a relaxed 

and comfortable interview situation however, combined with assurances about 

confidentiality helped build rapport so that more probing questions could be asked. 

Using the example of Luttrell (2000), time was given at the end of the interview to 

reflect on the exchanges that took place. In this way it was possible to check that my 

understanding was in accord with that of the interviewee and so clarify any aspects 

that remained uncertain. Luttrell (op cit) highlights the dilemma of the researchers 

who use narrative data; on the one hand striving to listen and represent those being 

studied 'in and on their own terms' (p. 499) and on the other hand consciously or 

unconsciously shaping and making sense of the ethnographic encounter according to 

particular theoretical, ontological, personal and cultural frameworks; a point I will 

return to in the next section. Successive interviews however provided the opportunity 

to reflect on previous comments, check consistency and accuracy as well as allowing 

ideas to develop over time both within each SCC and across each partnership, to try to 
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ensure that the voices and perspectives of those in the study were not lost. The 

subsequent interviews were also used to share interpretations and represent a dynamic 

attempt to co-construct knowledge and understanding (Datnow et al. 1998) as well as 

allow investigation of perceived changes over time in relationships and outcomes. The 

interviews lasted between sixty and ninety minutes and took place in the interviewee's 

office to give them familiar surroundings and some control over the proceedings. 

Although it was possible to update participants on 'thinking' at further 

interviews and meetings it was not always possible to share final interpretations when 

they were made after the allocation of time for the partnership monitoring had ceased 

or indeed some partners had stopped meeting. This is a weakness that will be 

remedied in part by publication and my commitment to provide an extended abstract 

to participants who helped me with the research once the thesis has been examined. 

(b) Email conversations, meetings, chance conversations and observations 

My role as adviser gave access to meetings and conversations about the partnerships 

with other advisers, officers and headteachers. Email is used as a regular means of 

communication within AIS and this provided me with a way of accessing the views 

and tracking the involvement of the SLAs for the see in the partnership initiative, 

particularly in the early stages of development. I chose to use email as a convenient, 

time efficient and novel means of accessing the perspectives of the SLAs by 

instigating an ongoing email dialogue rather than by interview (Appendix 4 p.232). 

The Advisers were accustomed to email 'conversations' and understood that they 

would be used to provide data for use in the research. They were aware of established 

AIS protocols about confidentiality and anonymity and agreed that these would be 

observed within the research. In the same way as with interviews, initial questions 

were followed up by further questions to seek clarification and amplification. Face to 
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face reactions were then accessed at advisor meetings when officers and SLAs where 

updated on my research and partnerships were discussed. These occasions allowed for 

emerging themes and issues to be discussed with officers and SLAs and further 

revealed their own views and understanding about the partnerships and progress being 

made each half term. This setting was used to test findings and confirm issues and 

trends with adviser colleagues. Particular note was taken of comments relating to the 

relationships between the partners, early successes, 'dysfunctional' events and 

unusual situations. While the reports I made and ensuing discussions could shape their 

judgements they also helped clarify issues and triangulate data. In addition the two 

partnership conferences brought most but not all schools together with SLAs and 

officers to share progress and practice in summer 2002 and autumn 2002 (Table 2 p. 

66). I used these conferences to present and discuss my developing theories and 

models about the partnership initiative. The discussions, chance conversations and 

observations were recorded afterwards in my notes. These insights contributed to the 

perceived understandings about the partnership development and to the active process 

of co-construction. 

Section (iv) Ethical dimensions in relation to this research context 

Central to this section are the dilemmas of insider research. It is important to explore 

my frame of reference, my interests, ideology and my experiences as background to 

this research as the data collection methods and analysis are not free from political 

and ethical concerns (Scott 1996 p.62). I have adopted a set of ethical guidelines 

based on those developed by the British Educational Research Association (1992). 

These include conducting the research with respect for all the participants, respect for 

knowledge and respect for democratic values. I am committed to avoiding fabrication 

of evidence, data, findings or conclusions. My intention is to represent my research 
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process, analysis and outcomes in sufficient detail to allow others to understand and 

interpret them. I am also committed to communicating the findings to all relevant 

parties. 

Within this study, as researcher I was a participant observer; as adviser I had 

the responsibility to monitor and support partnership development although not 

involved directly in implementing the partnership strategy. Although undertaking 

insider research, I was not directly involved in the preparation for the Partnership 

Initiative and therefore was able to bring a degree of objectivity to the research 

process. My involvement provided a high degree of integration with the partnerships 

and the opportunity to understand why thing happened as they did. Case studies based 

on participant observations are however typically criticised however for being: 

subjective, biased and lacking in precise quantifiable measures 
(Cohen and Manion op cit p.III). 

Clearly there was the opportunity for me to either deliberately or unconsciously 

distort the views of those being questioned or observed, to fit in with my already held 

views or prejudices based on my values, ideas, feelings, explanations and 

preconceptions. Firstly, I am known to the headteachers, the advisers and the officers 

involved in the partnerships. In particular, I have some knowledge and views about 

the schools, the leadership of the schools and the suitability of partners. Before joining 

the Advisory Service, I was a headteacher in the County and a colleague to the Heads 

of the Sagittarius, Aquarius, Leo, Gemini, Taurus, Scorpio, Libra and Pisces Schools. 

Then as an adviser I organised the Induction Programme for the new headteachers 

from the Capricorn, Cancer, Virgo and Aries Schools. Secondly, I am part of the 

advisory service and the research questions focus on the work of the LEA and in 

particular the officers and my colleague advisers. Finally, my personal experiences of 

partnership working have led me to the belief that effective partnerships grow when 
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there is a perceived need and desire to work collaboratively; where partners trust each 

other, choose to work together, understand the benefits of working interdependently 

and have the capacity to do so. At the outset therefore, I was likely to be critical of 

cases where the compatibility of partners was apparently ignored and anticipated 

finding evidence of dysfunctional relationships that support rather than question my 

already held beliefs about partnerships. 

I have reflected on the extent that my perspectives may have influenced the 

interview process and the analysis of the data. It has been difficult to draw any 

definite conclusions but in Chapter 6 I will discuss how my beliefs changed as a result 

of this study. In the deliberations I have had with myself about this dilemma, I have 

sought to have a dialogue similar to the one concerning the data analysis of the 

interviews where I considered assumptions, values and motives for action. Within the 

hermeneuticlinterpretive position in which case study is located, neutrality is not 

considered to be a major issue as I have sought to make my values and beliefs explicit 

at the outset. Dunleavy and O'Leary (1987 p.45) highlight the conflicting nature of 

the notion of neutrality and the opportunity for a 'neutral' person to act in different 

ways; as a bystander, simply observing, showing no bias to one position or the other; 

as a 'referee,' seeking to ensure fairness without favour or as 'champion' of the 

underdog, actively neutral to ensure 'fairness prevails.' Clearly, as an advocate of 

partnership and collaboration, concerned to highlight the effect of processes that label 

a school as 'failing,' and with a professional interest in promoting improvement, my 

intention was to remain 'actively neutral.' As already stated however, my actions 

were informed by my values and beliefs and these are then integral to the research; 

they provided the drive and energy for carrying out the study and contribute to its 

richness. Reliance on the perspectives of the participants alone, to the exclusion of 
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context would give an incomplete picture and render the methodology 'bereft of its 

most compelling and useful ingredients' (Scott 1996 p.70). Scott argues that the 

emphasis given to the descriptive as opposed to the advocatory purpose of the data 

collection and the way the researcher behaves towards the participants, cannot be 

separated in any meaningful sense and thus concludes that ethics and epistemology 

are 'two sides of the same coin' (p.70). 

As stated earlier, my engagement as researcher may be compromised by my 

role as advisor and may influence what was said at interviews. My position as an 

adviser also placed me in a more commanding role as the research was about 

engagement in an LEA Initiative. As interviewer however I had the opportunity to 

address these issues as I was largely in control of the focus of the conversation; I 

could decide which questions to ask, where to probe further and what to move onto 

next (Ball 1983 pp. 93-95). Ball highlights how the interviewee, during the course of 

the conversation may indeed be asked to 'elaborate, define, exemplify and confirm' in 

a manner that (s)he would probably not be asked to do in conventional discourse. 

There were some interviewees who at times seemed guarded in their responses; this 

may have been because of the nature of the question and/or not feeling able to talk as 

freely as they might have done to an independent researcher. Others took the 

opportunity to try to use whatever influence they felt I might have to make their views 

known to the LEA. Those in see were likely to be particularly sensitive about the 

LEA view that they 'needed' an effective partner to support their improvement and 

the inference that it brings. My prior engagement with many of the interviewees, the 

trust and rapport that existed with some as colleagues and with others through the 

induction programme, backed up by assurances about confidentiality and anonymity 

and the decision not to use a tape recorder during the interviews, due to their sensitive 
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nature, helped establish a situation where the vast majority felt 'safe to talk.' Although 

this was not achieved in every situation, the aim was always to gain confidence; to 

listen intently, to be receptive and sympathetic. Although Ball (op cit) suggests the 

interviewer comes to know the subject without disclosing views and opinions, I found 

some judicial sharing of my experience of working in partnership and in challenging 

situations helped me become credible to those I did not already know and by so doing 

gain their confidence and promote good dialogue. I also decided not to use a tape 

recorder; while I accept the use of that devise can free the researcher to concentrate 

more on listening and asking questions, it can be also be a distraction and may make 

the interview more intimidating (Fontana and Frey op cit). Furthermore, it was not 

usual for meetings between advisers and headteachers to be recorded on tape and my 

intention was that the interviews would appear as normal as possible. Renzetti and 

Lee (1993 p.195) highlight the issues for the researcher and the researched when the 

focus of the inquiry is sensitive. This is particularly so when those being interviewed 

have presided over schools when there has been a fall in standards of attainment and 

intake pupil numbers and where leadership was found to be unsatisfactory by Ofsted. 

For some of those interviewed the interviews were intrusive, for others they were at 

times an emotional and even cathartic experience (Busher 2002 p.81). Fontana and 

Frey (1994) remind us that the objects of inquiry in interviewing are human beings 

and that extreme care must be taken to avoid any harm to them by pursuing lines of 

enquiry that could be damaging. It was important to be alert to any change in voice, 

tone or body language that may reveal emotions aroused by anger, hurt or shame; to 

listen but not judge; to show understanding (though not necessarily agreement), to 

record and not always challenge the perceptions. It was fundamentally important 

however to always seek clarification about views and events that related to the 
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research questions. 

In the event, all those approached agreed to take part in the research and with 

few exceptions were willing to talk; sharing their views and experiences in a 

thoughtful way giving no particular indication that infonnation was withheld; an 

important indicator according to Phillips (1998). Fonner headteacher colleagues and 

advisory colleagues were interested in my work and my research and were pleased to 

help and I am sure I was party to a degree of frankness and openness which might not 

have been accessible to a complete outsider. Some headteachers in the sec also 

expressed their relief at being able to voice their opinions and saw me as a mouthpiece 

for perceived injustices. On some occasions the interview took on what could be 

called a counselling or coaching dimension which went beyond the remit for the 

engagement. This ethical dilemma was resolved for me by firstly acknowledging what 

was happening and secondly recognising that by their actions and comments they 

were valuing the engagement and pleased to be associated with the research process; 

seeing themselves as: 

'worthy object of study, valued, knowledgeable and interesting' (Skeggs 1994 
p.81) 

The questions asked during the interviews included a judicious mix of both general or 

'wann up' and leading to more sensitive topics (Appendices 1-3 pp. 212-227). 

Responses were noted down on the interview schedule during the interview. Not 

everything that was said could be written down, however as much as possible was 

noted. Care was taken to capture the emotion; to record 'non-verbal' responses and 

reactions that may confirm or question aspects such as conviction and authenticity. 

The questions appeared to be answered honestly, with conviction and in my 

view carry weight. The long serving headteachers in sec in particular believed their 

stories were worth telling and that lessons could be learned from their experiences. 
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Although conducting insider research, I did not seek opportunities for covert 

research nor obtain data without the knowledge of those I interviewed. Complicated 

as these issues relating to methodology and ethics are, they are not as complex as 

those relating to the interpretation and utilisation of the data provided by the 

interviews. It is possible that after collecting the data, my analysis may be informed 

by knowledge of the participants from other contexts. However, throughout the data 

analysis, I sought to be as objective as possible. 

Section (iv) Data Analysis 

In this research, I have sought to build on my institution focused study (Anderson 

2000), a case study of a school in special measures and threatened with closure and 

have adopted approaches from that study to provide the foundation for this research. 

This study is however informed by wider reading (see Chapter 2), a more extensive 

set of data and a more coherent theoretical framework than in the IPS. 

Once collected the process of interpreting the data was able to proceed, 

although a degree of analysis had already been going on during the collection of the 

data and the meetings with advisers and schools. From my previous research, I 

believed it would be possible to analyse the data manually using a standard word 

processing package. Each transcript was given a colour coding to identify the source 

and placed in sequence for each case. Qualitative research of this nature relies on 

interpretation and attributing meaning to what was observed and recorded. Jorgensen 

(1989 p.26) refers to the 'Analytic Cycle' as a process which starts by breaking up, 

separating or disassembling data into pieces, parts or units. In this way I sorted and 

sifted the data to search for sequences, patterns or processes and then assembled or 

reconstructed in a meaningful and comprehensive fashion. For Scheurich (1997 

p.112) the crux of interpretation is the 'interpretive moment.' Scheurich further 
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explains how the researcher brings considerable conscious and unconscious baggage 

when interpreting. At this interpretive moment all accumulated thoughts, theories, 

explanations and training are brought to the analysis of data. For me this was the 'ah 

hal' moment; from the accumulated mass of information, clarity emerged. In this 

study, although the analysis was based primarily on the data from the interviews and 

the email conversations, the interpretation was also influenced by the values and 

opinions I had already formed during ten years of headship and particularly my 

involvement in The Tilbury Initiative (Anderson 1996). The Tilbury Initiative was 

started by me and three headteachers after Ofsted inspected all the schools in the 

town, using the draft Framework for Inspection and published the findings in 'Access 

and Achievement in Urban Schools' (1993). The initiative grew into a partnership 

between the schools and the LEA and became a stimulating and formative experience 

which gave hope to the community and raised standards across the town. Scheurich 

(1997) asserts that the point of interpretation for the researcher is indeed overloaded 

with such baggage and experiences. The issue of 'overload' is addressed firstly by 

stating my beliefs and previous involvement in partnerships and secondly through the 

iterative process that reflects analysis and conclusions back to those involved through 

interviews, emails and meetings. Elliott (1990) also points out the tendency when 

interpreting data across a number of interviews, to seek consensus rather than to 

describe conflicts and differences. Every effort was made therefore to highlight 

differences as well as similarities. 

Section (v) Validity and trustworthiness 

At the heart of the research approach is the commitment to present the most 

trustworthy account possible of the data. While errors may be possible (Oakley 2000 

p.72) measures were in place to minimise effects arising from the methodology. 
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Through discussions with my supervisor, and my own reflections on the data analysis, 

possible bias and subjectivity were explored and minimised. I have already referred to 

the bias that interviewees could bring to their accounts; however their accounts are 

those of real people engaged in the real events. In his critique of the interview as a 

research tool, Kitwood (1977) draws attention to the conflict generated between 

concepts of validity and reliability. Here he argues that attempts to increase reliability 

by exercising greater control over the interview process tends to reduce the validity of 

the encounter; it is the distinctively human element in the interview that is necessary 

for its 'validity.' In my study I have compared the accounts of the headteachers, SLAs 

and others about the same events and by this process of triangulation, attempted at 

least in part to address the issue of insider bias. As already stated, this process is not 

immune to my values as they also playa part in the data analysis. Griffiths' (1998 

p.130) assertion that research is 'improved' by acknowledging that values guide 

decisions about what is researched and why, strengthens the case for validity. The 

descriptions, analyses and criticisms generated by the research are therefore based on 

the assumptions that individuals make in an effort to make sense of their everyday 

world; within the notion of 'reflexivity,' these are indeed mutually interdependent. As 

part of the research process, reflexivity subjects the researcher to critical scrutiny at a 

personal level and at a level of process and practice located within the research 

community, not only before but during and after the research period. 

From my experience of this and previous research I hold to the view that 

validity is something worked towards rather than something that can be fully achieved 

and underline the trustworthy nature of the study. Rensetti and Lee (op cit) stress the 

importance of seeking to gain a 'validly re/constructed re/presentation of 'what is' 

from the research. Kogan (1994) reminds us that with qualitative research 'we can 
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only do our best' (p.77) but asserts that doing our best is about building techniques to 

reveal more of 'what is.' Winnicott (1965) also claims that it is possible to be a 'good 

enough' researcher, aware of the investments in research relationships, not shying 

away from frustrations, anxieties and disappointments, able to understand and 

appreciate differences and by getting it right many times compensating for any 

mistakes. Thomas (2002) concludes: 

'it is the salience and validity of the everyday epistemic devices 
that gives legitimacy to qualitative research and to any local 
conclusions drawn from it.'(p.431) 

In the final analysis, my research is valid only in the sense that my own judgements 

and interpretations of the data and evidence provide trustworthy accounts of the way 

partnerships were perceived to operate and impact by their key participants. 

Conclusion 

Within this research there was no effort to separate 'theorising' from data collection. 

The process was intended to be open to ideas and models emerging from the data and 

the analysis (paechter 2000 p.35). While Clegg et al. (2002 p.13I) accept that 

reflective practice has become the favoured paradigm for the professional 

development ofthose in education, they cast some doubt on the clarity of Schon's 

(1991) concept of the 'reflective practitioner' and the distinctive nature of 

professional know how. Indeed they suggest there is yet insufficient understanding of 

the process and too few descriptions of what actually occurs. However this research 

has afforded me the opportunity to reflect constructively on AIS engagement with 

schools and partnership strategies for improvement. 

The research process has raised further questions in my mind, not least the 

importance of taking into account, understanding and appreciating the perspectives 

that other people hold as well as the difficulties of identifying the impact of any 
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specific improvement strategy. The confidence I have gained through the research is a 

major part of my professional development. It has encouraged critical reflection on 

my values and how experiences shape beliefs. I am more aware when other's views, 

beliefs and assumptions do not appear to be based on sufficient evidence. 
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Chapter 4. Analysis of data sets and interpretation of the case study 
findings. 

A great deal of data came from the interview research and email conversations; more 

than could be fully analysed in this study. The secondary data from the schools was 

variable in quantity and quality as not all partnerships produced the plans and reports 

expected. The analysis in this and the following chapter are grounded in the research 

questions outlined in Chapter 1 i.e. how effective is the LEA at matching schools and 

brokering partnerships that support improvement in SCC? The analysis is also linked 

to the questions and issues raised in Chapter 2, i.e. will a special professional 

relationship, founded on mutual trust, build between the head of the SCC and their 

LEA chosen partner; will this help the SCC accept the need for change and build 

capacity for improvement? 

In Part 1 I will seek to establish the context for the partnership initiative 

through the perspectives of the LEA officers involved in instigating the partnership 

strategy and the SLAs who were expected to monitor and evaluate the impact of the 

partnership strategy in the SCC. There is also an explanation of my 'adviser' role to 

monitor and evaluate the LEA Partnership Strategy. Within this section, the stages of 

growth are aligned with the research questions related to the matching of schools and 

the brokering of partnerships, the possible integration of a 'top down' approach with 

'inside out' development, and the part played by the SLA as a possible agent of 

change begin to be addressed (Table 3a p.83). 

Part 2 contains the analysis of the data from six partnerships presented as case 

studies. The analysis builds on the context and understandings from Part 1 and seeks 

to address the research questions regarding the building of professional relationships, 

the transfer of systems and practices and the effect of the Ofsted process on 

partnership development (Table 3b p. 95). The initiative was initially set to run for 
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one year but aimed to build an ongoing relationship between the schools. The extent 

to which partnership fostered and sustained 'inside out' capacity development in see 

is also explored. 

Stages of development and Research Questions: LEA 

Stages of development Research Questions 
• How effective is the LEA at matching 

schools and brokering partnerships that 
Stage 1. support improvement in See? 
Setting up the partnerships. Preparing the ground • How far does the initiative manage to 
and deciding what needs to be done. integrate a 'top down' approach with 

'inside out' development? 

• Will a special professional relationship, 
founded on mutual trust, build between 

Stage 2. the head of the see and their LEA 
Developing the partnership. Planting the seeds, chosen partner? 
watering and nurturing. • What part will the effective head and/or 

the LSA playas possible agents of 
change? 

• Are systems and practices transferable 
Stage 3. and what impact (if any) is there in both 
Incorporation. Harvesting the fruits. see and effective school? 

• Is the period immediately following a 
damaging Ofsted inspection an 

Stage 4. appropriate time to seek to form a 
Looking back, looking forward. partnership? 

• Will the see accept the need to change 
and build capacity for improvement? 

Table 3a 

Part 1 The LEA perspective 

In May '02, the Head of Advisory and Inspection Service (AIS), and the Principal 

Adviser for Secondary Schools were interviewed separately to gain insight into the 

LEA perspective on the partnership strategy. As brokers for the partnerships, and in 

the spirit of the Zodiac theme chosen to illuminate this study, this section is called 

The Astrologers' View. The setting up of the partnership initiative and the beliefs and 

values that underpin it are represented as sequential stages in an organic growth 

model; an appropriate analogy suggested by Hopkins et al. (1994) to chart the 
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development of improvement programmes. Table 3a (p.83) sets out the stages and 

aligns them with the research questions. The initial stages of the partnership strategy 

focused on Astrologers' rationale for the initiative and the process of matching 

partners and brokering the partnerships as they 'prepare the ground and plant the 

seeds.' The stages that follow are essentially about the Astrologer's expectations as to 

the possible and/or probable outcomes of the strategy, as the partnerships are given 

resources and improvement is anticipated. In the final stage the Astrologers reflect 

and evaluate the process of setting up the partnerships as they look back at what has 

happened and look forward to improvement in Sec. These same stages are also used 

in Part 2 to describe the growth of the school partnerships over the four terms of the 

partnership strategy. 

(a) The Astrologers' View 

The partnership initiative was devised by the new Head of AIS shortly after her 

appointment and the Principal Adviser; here referred together as 'The Astrologers.' 

Both identified the need to respond to the Government reform agenda (DfEE 2000; 

DfEE 2001), the importance of harnessing the expertise of the 'effective' schools and 

using partnership to deliver the improvement agenda for Sec. 

The Head of AIS believed the partnership initiative was essential as the AIS 

support for see was seen as having limited success, 'we are too laid back about 

sec; our practice needs to be more robust.' She reports seeing the partnership 

strategy as a major new intervention to address 'weak' leadership and management in 

the see as well as the shortcomings of the Advisory Service. She believed the see 

would improve as management was strengthened through partnership working, 'we 

need the experts from other schools working along side the senior managers in the 

sec, doing the AIS job, with the LEA providing the funding and driving it along. ' 
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The Head of AIS believed that support previously given to SCC had not and 

could not secure improvement in SCC; that the Service was, 'good at supporting but 

not at intervention.' She appeared convinced the involvement of headteachers from 

the effective schools would lead to improvement, 'they have systems that work; these 

need to be driven through in the Sec. ' 

Stage 1 Setting up the partnerships. Preparing the ground and deciding what 

needs to be done. 

The Astrologers selected the six most concerning schools from the LEA Cause for 

Concern Register to be partnered with schools from the top 10% of the LEA's Value 

Added Table along with Beacon, Specialist and Training Schools where the 

headteacher had volunteered for the initiative. The Head of AIS was particularly 

interested in engaging ex-Grant Maintained Schools that had 'drifted away from the 

LEA. ' She favoured forming partnerships that would attract the 'high profile' 

headteachers, 'they're always claiming they know better than us, let's see them do it!.' 

She was looking for partners with 'strength and ambition and ability to take their 

Governing Body along.' Attention was given to existing collaboration or partnership 

working between schools, provided the partners satisfied the 'effective' criteria stated 

above. She further argued that neither good personal relationships nor experience of 

leading a SCC were essential for partnership working 'it's not whether they like each 

other that's important, it's about impact; this is an intervention, it's the code of 

practice, it's about partnerships helping develop self-autonomy.' Furthermore she 

added 'they don't even have to have a high professional regard for each other. ' 

The interview with the Principal Adviser revealed some different views about 

the partnership initiative. While the Head of AIS identified the strategy as a 'robust 

high profile challenging intervention,' he believed it should be more low key, 
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'building for mutual benefit in a collegial model.' He was concerned to create the 

possibility of long term support, '/ not looking for the 'Super Head;' I'm looking for 

someone who is in it for the long haul, not a personal crusade but supportive and 

built on trust. ' 

Once identified, the 'matched' heads met with the Astrologers to discuss the 

possibilities of partnership working. All of the partnerships were brokered by the 

Astrologers. The three that are classified here as 'natural' partnerships, had a history 

of some form of collaborative working prior to the partnership strategy; the other 

three were 'arranged' by the Astrologers. Further details of the individual pairings are 

given in individual case studies in Part 2. 

Natural and Arranged Partnerships. 

Natural Partnership Arranged Partnership 

Capricorn-Sagittarius Cancer-Aquarius 

Virgo-Leo Aries-Gemini 

Libra-Taurus Pisces-Scorpio 

Table 4 

Stage 2 Developing the partnerships. Planting the seeds, watering and nurturing. 

From this initial meeting the Astrologers expected the partnerships to move forward 

with the production of an Improvement Plan for the see to include partnership 

activities and costs; these were to be monitored by the SLA. Schools were then to be 

left to decide on activities and formalise a contract. The Head of AIS believed this 

freedom was essential, 'different heads need different things, one partnership may 

involve strategic planning, maybe mentoring and coaching, in another school it could 

be KS3 and a commitment to pool resources. ' 

The Head of AIS believed the strategy was not 'out side in,' as schools were 

'invited to join;' however she accepted see were unlikely to refuse, 'they are never 
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really going to like it, but they want to be seen in a positive light.' She believed the 

strategy had many attractions, stating 'it is an opportunity to work closely with an 

effective school, it offers a resource and between £20,000 and £45,000 to each 

partnership; they may have reservations but there are benefits; they all have 

problems and issues that they are trying to address.' She expected the relationship to 

be challenging, 'we don't want too much chummy collusion; this strategy is a mixture 

of pressure and support. We don't want them to shout at each other but the 

relationship could become really comfortable and nice and that's not what they need.' 

Stage 3 Incorporation. Harvesting the fruits 

At the outset the expectation was that greater improvement will be seen with see 

than would otherwise be achieved through AIS support alone. The partnership model 

was rooted in strengthening of leadership and management in the see and the 

expectation that systems and pOlicies would transfer to improve performance at 

classroom leveL While there may also be benefits for the effective schools, the 

Astrologers made it clear this was not the primary objective, 'we are not about very 

good schools getting better! This is about disseminating good practice and improving 

sec' The Principal Adviser believed the effective partner schools were likely to pay 

lip service to 'two way' improvement, 'it's a bit of a pretext; partner heads are very 

skilled at handling the two way idea of both benefiting.' Furthermore he believed that 

the partners were indeed not 'equal,' 'this is after all about supporting see to get out 

of the 'cause for concern' category, not improving our effective schools.' 

Stage 4 Looking back, looking forward. 

At this stage LEA Officers reflected on the design of the initiative and speculated as 

to any potential issues. The findings from the research will reveal the extent to which 

their beliefs were well founded or not The Head of AIS believed the greatest potential 
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weakness was the partnership being treated as a low priority, 'Heads are very busy; it 

may be low on the agendas of both schools, it may be one of the things they are doing, 

not the major thing!' She was also concerned about the initial time frame and the 

complexity of the strategy, 'it has already taken over six months to set these 

partnerships up! It may take months for some differences to be noted; this isn't a 

simple solution and it certainly isn't a quickfix!' The Principal Adviser was also 

concerned that as the sec already received substantial support from the LEA, the 

National Strategies and other schools, they may not have the capacity to coordinate 

and benefit from the additional partnership support. 

Summary 

The Astrologers believed they were responding positively to the need identified by 

Woods and Cribb (2001) for LEAs to refocus and re-culture their services. The 

partnership strategy was in line with Bentley (2003) as it endorsed the view that 

previous practice has not always brought improvement in sec and was based on the 

belief that collaboration between schools could hasten improvement. Furthermore the 

strategy was premised on the view that the LEA had neither the capacity nor the 

capability to improve sec on its own (DfEE 2000). Despite the assertion to the 

contrary, the initiative was essentially 'top down' and a strategy that sec were 

unlikely to refuse. It sought to harness the expertise of effective schools initially 

through the head teacher as an agent of change as suggested by Harris (2002); with 

the intention of improving sec as Gray (2000) asserts from the 'bottom up' through 

the involvement of other members of staff. The Astrologers believed they had 

successfully brokered the partnerships by strengthening those that already had a 

'natural' association through previous collaboration and 'arranging' new ones. The 

building of a good relationship between the 'partner' headteachers was not seen as 
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important however provided the partnership had positive impact. There was concern 

that the see may not see partnership as a priority or have the capacity to make best 

use of the support offered given the initial time constraints. 

The partnership strategy as set out by the Astrologers was based on a number 

of shared beliefs and assumptions and these are summarised below:-

Beliefs and Assumptions shared by the Astrologers 

• eurrent AIS strategies for supporting see are not robust and have limited success. 

• Systems, practices and policies can be transferred from 'effective' schools to Sec. 

• The LEA can identify suitable partners, broker effective partnerships and hold them to account. 

• Effective schools (particularly ex-Grant Maintained schools), with high profile headteachers make 

suitable partners for see; they have systems and models that work and these can be driven 

through see. 

• Effective school have the time, expertise and capacity to engage productively and know how to 

support improvement in Sec. 

• see will want to work with 'effective' schools. 

• Over time some of the major issues in see are amenable to solution through collaborative 

activities. 

Table 5a 

Many of the issues these beliefs and assumptions raise are present in the research 

questions and will be analysed later. In addition there are a number of inconsistencies 

between the views of the Astrologers that raise questions about the setting up of the 

partnership strategy and in particular the involvement of the SLAs:

Inconsistencies between the views of the Astrologers 

• Is the partnership strategy a 'robust intervention' or a 'voluntary' activity? 

• Is the strategy 'high profile' or 'low key?' 

• Are partner schools 'driving' improvement or 'supporting' improvement in See? Is 

partnership about pressure or support? 

• Do the headteachers in the partnerships necessarily need to like or hold each other in high 

professional regard? 

• To what extent are partnerships two way? 

Table 5b 
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The questions these inconsistencies raised are reflected on in the next section as they 

contributed to the uncertainties that SLAs held about the strategy. Furthermore they 

raised issues to be explored with the schools in Part 2 and addressed later in analyses 

in Chapter 5. I believed the criticisms made about the Advisory Service were harsh 

and largely unsubstantiated. In addition, I felt the rationale for the selection of 

'effective' partners was dubious and made no reference to existing SESI research 

about transfer of practice and selection of partners. My concerns about the extent to 

which my beliefs and values affect the validity and trustworthy nature of my 

representation of the' Astrologers' view' was addressed at least in part by 

triangulation with the views and perceptions of the SLAs. 

(b) The School Link Advisers' views. 

The School Link Adviser (SLA), linked to the SCC in each partnership was expected 

to contribute to a Partnership Plan and then monitor and evaluate progress. Each 

school on the SCC register already had a LEA Support Plan, devised by the SLA and 

it was envisaged that the Partnership Plan would become part of this initial support 

plan. In total four SLAs (identified: 1-4 in the analysis below) were involved in the 

six partnerships; with two SLAs each linked to two partnerships. 

In the summer term 2002, I initiated the email conversations described earlier 

in Chapter 3, with the four SLAs. The aim was to track their involvement in the 

brokering and selection process and their understanding of their roles within the 

developing partnership strategy. I was particularly interested in the involvement of the 

four SLAs at the initial stage of the partnerShip initiative. From my previous 

experience of LEA projects, communications between the principal officers and the 

advisers were not always clear and as an adviser I was often vague about what role I 

was expected to play. Some of these email conversations with SLAs appear in full in 
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Appendix 4 p.232; but a few key comments are selected here to capture their 

individual beliefs and perspectives about the partnerships they were linked to. 

1. The Capricorn-Sagittarius Partnership 

SLA (1) reported having, 'limited contact with setting up the partnership.' He had 

some idea about the partnership strategy because of involvement with the Virgo-Leo 

partnership, but was not sure why or how this particular partnership had been set up, 

'we really need a set of guidelines or protocols to set up the partnerships and make 

our role clear. " He was aware of the negative attitude of the head of The Capricorn 

School, 'he feels it is forced upon him, he isn't enthusiastic; the last time I spoke to 

him he did not seem to be aware of what the partnership plan contains!' 

In the absence of clear guidelines, SLA (1) assumed his first task was to help 

the schools align the LEA Support Plan with the Partnership Plan and broker LEA 

support. He met with the deputies from both schools and a joint plan emerged 

(Appendix 5 p.238). However the deputy from Sagittarius did most of the preparatory 

work. 

2. The Cancer-Aquarius Partnership 

SLA (2) was not involved with forming this partnership and only found out by 

accident, 'The Principal Adviser asked me to discuss partnership with the head last 

September (2001), but typically I have had no involvement at all.' Furthermore he 

revealed, 'I don't know how or why The Aquarius School was chosen to partner The 

Cancer School; at this stage I don't know what is expectedjrom me.' 

3. The Aries-Gemini Partnership 

SLA (3) was not involved in setting up the partnership, 'I have no concrete 

information about this initiative it; this is definitely a Principal Adviser led activity. ' 

She felt the head of the Aries was already resistant to the partnership initiative, 'It will 
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only work when the head in the see is receptive to ideas andfeels equally 

responsible for driving the partnership. ' 

4. The Virgo-Leo Partnership 

These two schools had already been working together for some time and SLA (1) was 

involved in their partnership discussions and plans. He knew more about his expected 

role, '/ went to an early meeting with the Leo head, the head designate of The Virgo 

School and the officers to discuss the scope of the partnership; it is now up to me to 

see it on it's way.' 

5. The Libra-Taurus Partnership 

SLA (4) was involved in early discussions between the Head of AIS, the Principal 

Adviser and the partner headteachers. However he did not believe that this was a good 

match as the head of Taurus has a dominant personality and was likely to undermine 

the Libra head. 

6. The Pisces-Scorpio Partnership 

SLA (4) was not involved in planning the partnership and when asked about how and 

why the partnership was set up, he stated frankly, '/ haven't a clue; the Principal 

Adviser organised it. The head of The Pisces School is reluctant to talk about it, 

seems to put more faith in her 'other 'partner.' As SLA for two of the partnerships, he 

was not optimistic about the strategy, '/ have not seen one that worked yet!! Not in 

this authority; too much baggage and mistrust!' Furthermore he was concerned that 

there was a lack of clarity, 'it all seems a bit hap hazard; nothing new there!' 

Summary 

The involvement of the four SLAs with the LEA officers and the headteachers in the 

discussion around setting up the partnerships was variable. At best SLAs were 

involved in early discussions about two of the partnerships but none had involvement 
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in the key activity of selecting the partners. There was a limited understanding about 

how to monitor or hold to account and no clear expectations about the focus or impact 

of the strategy beyond aligning new plans with existing plans. For the advisers, this 

strategy represented another 'top down' initiative and as such did not model the 

partnership behaviours it was seeking to espouse. The lack of involvement at this 

initial stage was likely to limit the possibility of the SLA's acting as an agent of 

change within the partnership strategy, 'able to contribute directly to capacity building 

or support change' (Harris 2002 p.57). It also seems that although there had been a 

change in leadership at the top of AIS, the service was still identified as having poor 

communication and lack of involvement. 

The strategy grew out from the Astrologers' belief that the SLAs lacked the 

ability to challenge and intervene in see yet it was set up in a way that appeared to 

further marginalise the SLA through lack of clarity about their expected role. Where 

SLAs had early involvement in the partnership they believed it could support 

improvement; those not involved believed it was unlikely to succeed particularly 

when the headteacher was not behind the partnership idea and/or felt forced into it. 

(c) Monitoring and evaluation 

Within the partnership initiative, my particular role was to monitor and evaluate 

progress across the six partnerships, to provide updates at SLA meetings each half

term, to write reports for the Principal Adviser and organise partnership network 

conferences. I was able to visit the schools and carry out interviews throughout the 

four terms of the initiative. 

Over time the four SLAs became increasingly dependent upon my reports to 

up date them on what was happening in the partnerships. I had time each term to meet 

with headteachers and other senior staff in the partnership schools but the SLAs had 
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limited opportunity to visit the SCC, some had no involvement with the 'effective' 

partner schools except at the partnership conferences and where there were 

partnership management group meetings. Throughout the autumn term (2002) and the 

spring term (2003), the frequency and content of the email conversations with SLAs 

revealed that they knew little about the actual partnership activities; this was 

confirmed at Adviser meetings. 

Conclusion 

Central to the success of the partnership is the effective matching of schools yet little 

regard was placed on the relationship that would need to build between the partner 

heads. Furthermore the belief that the Astrologers had effectively partnered SCC with 

'effective' schools was challenged by the SLAs. The Astrologers did not involve the 

SLAs in the process of matching and brokering the partnerships to support the 

improvement of the very schools they believed they know well and worked closely 

with. The strategy clearly identified the 'effective' head as the potential agent of 

change, as the SLAs were marginalised through lack of involvement and clarity about 

their expected role. The inconsistencies that existed between the Astrologers 

themselves as to the intentions of the initiative further underlined the lack of clarity 

over the principles and practices that underpinned the partnership strategy. 

I have reflected on the possibility that I had formed a somewhat negative view 

of the LEAs attempts to set up the initiative, but my views are in accord with the 

SLAs. There was increasing scepticism about the LEAs ability to successfully match 

and broker the partnerships, lack of clarity about the SLA role as 'agent of change' 

and growing uncertainty about the likely success of the initiative. 

The extent to which this emerging view of the partnership strategy aligns with 

the perspectives of the schools involved is now analysed through the six case studies. 
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Key research questions relating to the brokering of effective partnerships, transfer of 

systems and practices and the establishment of collaborative activities that would 

support 'inside out' capacity development are now analysed 

Part 2 The Six Partnership Case Studies 

Part 2 contains the six partnership Case Studies. Each case study provides background 

information for the schools and the rationale for their inclusion in the partnership 

strategy. The progress of each partnership is again represented as sequential stages in 

the organic growth model as used already in Part 1 to chart the process of setting up 

the partnership strategy and address the research questions (Table 3b beloW). 

Stages of development and Research Questions: schools 

Stages of development Research Questions 
• How effective is the LEA at matching 

schools and brokering partnerships that 
Stage 1. support improvement in SCc. 
Setting up the partnerships. Preparing the ground • Will a special professional relationship, 
and deciding what needs to be done. founded on mutual trust, build between the 

head of the SCC and their LEA chosen 
partner? 

• What part will the effective head and/or the 
LSA playas possible agents of change? 

Stage 2. • How far does the initiative manage to 
Developing the partnership. Planting the seeds, integrate a 'top down' approach with 'inside 
watering and nurturing. out' development? 

• Will the SCC accept the need for change and 
build capacity for imjlfovement? 

• Are systems and practices transferable and 
what impact (if any) is there in both SCC 

Stage 3. and effective school? 
Incorporation. Harvesting the fruits. • Can partnership continue effectively for 

either school during the period of Ofsted 
inspection and post-inspection? 

• Is the period immediately following a 
damaging Ofsted inspection an appropriate 

Stage 4. time to seek to form a partnership? 
Looking back, looking forward. • Can teachers from ostensibly different 

schools develop a shared understanding of 
what needs to be done to improve partner 
schools? 

Table 3b 

Stage 1 in the summer term 2002, focuses on the beliefs and perceptions of the 
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partners heads as to the potential of the partnership strategy and their discussions and 

plans for collaborative working as they 'prepare the ground, plan and deciding what 

needs to be done.' The following term centres on the early stages of collaborative 

working between the partner schools; here headteachers (and in some cases their 

partnership managers) seek to secure plans, suggest areas for useful collaboration and 

encourage others to engage as they 'plant the seeds, water and nurture.' Stage 3, in the 

Spring term, aims to uncover where and if partnership working has been incorporated 

into strategies for improvement; where early gains and benefits of partnership 

working are evident; where they are able to 'harvest the fruits' of partnership. Stage 4 

(summer 2003) reflects on the three terms of partnership work and clarifies plans for 

future partnership and collaborative work. These stages of development and the 

research questions provided the focus for the interviews carried out each term in the 

partnership schools (Appendices 2&3 pp. 220-227). 

Case Study 1 Capricorn - Sagittarius 

Background to the Partnership 

LEA concern for The Capricorn School reached a critical stage in June 2001 when the 

School Governing Body accepted the late resignation of the headteacher and released 

him to join a school in a neighbouring authority. As one deputy head was also leaving 

and the other was part-time, the school was left in a very vulnerable position due to 

the change of the Senior Management Team (SMT). The Governors planned to recruit 

for January 2002 but relied on the LEA to provide a management team for September 

2001. 

During the summer term, the Principal Adviser secured the secondment of the 

head of The Sagittarius to be acting headteacher of The Capricorn School for the 

autumn term 200l. A deputy head from another LEA school was also seconded to join 
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the SMT. The situation became even more critical when Ofsted announced their 

intention to inspect the school in October 2001. 

The Capricorn School is an average sized, 11-16 mixed Church of England 

Comprehensive School in a large rural town close to the County border. It is the only 

secondary school in the town but is close to a number of selective schools. The town 

is reasonably affluent although there are pockets of relative disadvantage. The school 

has less than 900 pupils and is undersubscribed. Pupils come from a wide area and a 

wide variety of backgrounds. About 10% of the pupils are entitled to FSM and 19% 

have SEN. The PANDA Report for 2002 indicates that the pupil attainment is below 

national average at KS3 and well below average at KS4. (Table la & Ib pp. 20-21) 

The Sagittarius School is a large, 11-18 mixed comprehensive situated in an 

advantaged area 20 miles from The Capricorn School. There are over 1450 pupils at 

the school, including 250 in the Sixth Form. The school is popular and 

oversubscribed. Pupils come from a wide area including surrounding villages and 

nearby towns. The intake of the school is fairly balanced, with 8% of the students 

having SEN and 6% FSM. The PANDA Report for 2002 indicates that pupil 

attainment at KS3 and K4 is well above the National average. (Table la & Ib pp 20-

21) The Ofsted Report 2001 (URN 115232) confirmed that Sagittarius was a good 

school. Leadership and management are identified as being very good and focused on 

improving teaching and learning. 

The first two months of the autumn term 2001 were very busy for The 

Capricorn School. While the acting head prepared for the Ofsted Inspection, the 

Governors sought to recruit a new headteacher. In October the seconded deputy was 

appointed head teacher from January 2002. 
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The Report following the Inspection acknowledged this unsettled period but 

noted the relative stability brought by the acting head. However the Report 

highlighted the steady and marked decline in pupils' attainment and placed the school 

in the 'underachieving' category. 

The partnership which the LEA brokered between The Sagittarius School and 

The Capricorn School is significant as it grew out of the contingency arrangements 

designed to meet needs of the previous term (autumn 2001). The Twinning Plan 

(Appendix 5 p.238) confirmed the determination of the Sagittarius head to continue 

her association with The Capricorn School and work in partnership with Capricorn 

head. This was a convenient strategy and a seemingly natural partnership. 

Stage 1. Setting up the partnership, 'preparing the ground' and deciding what 

needs to be done. (summer term 2002) 

In summer 2002 the head of Capricorn was coming to grips with his first headship and 

was in his own terms 'lukewarm about the partnership.' Although he gave 

commitment to the partnership he admitted there had been little more than 'the odd 

'phone call' between him and his partner head. His priority was to establish himself as 

the new head of the school, 'the relationship has changed; before I had to work with 

her when she was acting head here, now she has to work with me as a partner. ' He 

accepted the possibility that schools could benefit from working together, but he was 

particularly unhappy with the mentoring relationship set out in the plan, 'it is not a 

priority for me; to be honest I prefer to work with other heads, I have my own 

contacts.' The head of The Capricorn School revealed tensions within this 

partnership from the start, 'she has a view of this school, but it is a view with 

baggage; the question is, will we be able to get on now the relationship has 

changed?' The partnership grew out of the secondment period; he was not given the 
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choice of partner or mentor and although he maintained he could have said 'no' he 

was still cautious, 'I have been involved in initiatives before, they start, take up your 

time and then fizzle out. ' 

By contrast the head of The Sagittarius School was very enthusiastic about the 

partnership; driven by the commitments she wrote into The Capricorn School's 

Action Plan. She stated firmly 'a lot can be learned from schools not in competition. 

We have the capacity to be more proactive and help The Capricorn School. It's not 

about us showing how to do it, it's about dialogue. We have them in our development 

plan. ' She had worked for several years in a consortium with her local feeder schools 

and her neighbouring secondary school and believed in the benefits of collaborative 

working, 'it has huge potential for school improvement. ' 

The head of The Sagittarius School felt the partnership was inevitable given 

her previous commitment to The Capricorn School; she would never have said 'no' to 

the opportunity. She was aware that the head of The Capricorn School placed the 

partnership low in his priorities but she was determined and believed she had the 

ability to 'keep him on track. ' She believed she was sensitive to the new head's 

situation, 'the relationship needs to be supportive but not patronising; giving him 

space to set out his own stall. ' She was sure that as an 'effective' school Sagittarius 

would be a good partner school but the Capricorn head was half-hearted and remained 

unconvinced about the potential for collaboration. They both stressed the importance 

of keeping Governors on board but the head of The Sagittarius School had difficulty 

convincing her Governing Body about the benefit of the partnership, 'they quite 

rightly ask what responsibility they have for pupils in another town; they don't 

necessarily see that it is important professional development for me and my staff.' As 

a result the partnership had a fairly low profile in both schools. 
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The reluctance of the Capricorn head to be mentored by his partner had 

potential to be a major barrier to the partnership development. This is a real issue, , 

explained the Sagittarius head, 'we are very different personalities; he has a very 

different style form me.' She also believed that the Capricorn staff wanted her to 

remain as headteacher after her period as acting head, 'this makes it very tricky; he 

knows that they wanted me to stay.' Although this was a real issue, the Astrologers 

seemed to assume this was a good match, whereas at a personal and professional level 

it was very questionable. 

Stage 2 Developing the partnership-'Planting the seeds, watering and nurturing' 

(autumn term 2002) 

In the autumn term the Capricorn head seemed more positive about the partnership, 'it 

has evolved so much more and has moved on; / see it as 'two way' now and / am 

much less sceptical. ' Responsibility for the partnership had been devolved to a 

partnership manager in each school and the Capricorn head seemed pleased to step 

back and let others deal with partnership arrangements. He was pleased to report that 

the joint training day went well, the ASTs were meeting together and his SMT was 

invited to join the SMT from The Sagittarius School for 'future's planning.' He was 

adamant however that this did not necessarily mean that their ideas would be used, 

'we have different priorities here; we need our own strategies; we won't join in all 

that is offered. ' The Capricorn head appeared more comfortable with this more distant 

relationship, '/ don't have to ask her advice and / don't have her as my mentor.' 

Perhaps not surprisingly the head of Sagittarius was less happy with 

partnership activities. She was particularly concerned that her mentoring role had not 

developed and she believed 'her' teachers who were doing all the work and 'his' 

teachers were not taking the ideas up. She was particularly concerned that she now 
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met with the partnership manager from The Capricorn School and not the 

headteacher. She had however formed a good relationship with this deputy while 

acting head and they already met privately to discuss his progress, '/ know what needs 

to be done, but he sees it differently. He is not building his team. There are areas that 

he is weak on, but he is neglecting these. He is trying to be strategic, while coping day 

to day; it's all a bit last minute.' The Sagittarius head was still confident in her ability 

to support and saw any partnership weaknesses as being down to her partner head, '/ 

am good at menta ring and coaching, but he doesn't see it!' The certainty that she 

'knows what needs to be done,' and the involvement in the 'private' meetings with his 

partnership manager however were likely to be barriers to developing trust and 

partnership. 

Meetings with others 

During the autumn term (2002) the partnership managers were interviewed. Both 

seemed pleased with the partnership developments. The Capricorn manager was 

particularly positive, 'it is really good; schools don't often get the opportunities to 

work this way; it opens your eyes. ' The partnership managers felt they worked well 

together; they had revised the original partnership plan (Appendix 5 p.238) and were 

trying to ensure that the impact of the plan moved closer to the classroom. They 

believed both schools were mainly positive about the partnership activities but 

recognised some 'local difficulties.' The Academic Tutor from The Sagittarius School 

visited The Capricorn School in September 2002 to discuss and compare procedures 

for collecting pupil data, target setting and tracking. Three months later, she was very 

disappointed that there was no progress following the joint activity, '/ feel like / have 

wasted my time; / have lots to get on with here without travelling there for no effect.' 

While the tutors from The Capricorn School seemed receptive to sharing and 
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developing new systems, nothing was tried out or introduced, nothing transferred. The 

Academic Tutor from The Sagittarius School explained her frustration, '] thought 

what we had agreed to do was really clear, it was to me, but not to them!' She was 

prepared for the dangers of being too prescriptive, 'we were asked not to be too top 

down, we worked together and decided what needed to be done, but it didn't happen; 

they said they did not have the support from senior management to get it going; 

clearly they aren't self starters. ' 

The partnership manager in The Sagittarius School received written reports 

following each partnership visit and was aware of his staff feeling they had wasted 

their time. He was concerned that if he reported this lack of progress to his 

headteacher and she took it up with The Capricorn head it could jeopardise future 

working, 'the last thing we want to do is to seem arrogant or imposing, but where is 

the accountability? He knew the initiative needed time and careful handling, 'we must 

take care not to overwhelm them. They need time to work through our systems and 

personalise them. Support can be strengthening but can also be dis-empowering.' He 

also noted that maintaining the 'partnership of equals' had become increasingly 

difficult, 'we started out working together as equals, but it has become us giving, 

them taking and then doing nothing with it; staff here are feeling they are wasting 

their time. ' 

There was also a major issue about releasing Capricorn staff to visit The 

Sagittarius School. The partnership manager from The Capricorn School explained, 

'every time we release staff it affects other staff and puts pressure on the school and 

we are already struggling. 
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Stage 3 Incorporation, 'harvesting the fruits.' (spring 2003) 

During the spring term two significant events changed the situation dramatically for 

The Capricorn School and the partnership. The Ofsted visit (February 2003) to 

monitor progress against the Action Plan resulted in The Capricorn School being 

placed in special measures (Ofsted Report 115236). The report made no reference to 

the work of the partnership. The schools also learnt that the funding for the 

partnership would cease in April 2003 and be replaced with the Leadership Incentive 

Grant (LIG). This grant would come to The Capricorn School and the head would 

then decide if he wanted to continue to fund the partnership with The Sagittarius 

School after April 2003. 

Due to unfortunate circumstances the spring term meetings with the 

headteachers were disrupted. The Sagittarius head was in hospital and the Capricorn 

head was not available due to a mix up in his diary. 

The meeting with the partnership manager in The Sagittarius School 

confirmed that activities have 'come to a grinding halt.' Activities were initially 

suspended as The Capricorn School prepared for Ofsted and since going into special 

measures partnership activities have ceased altogether. He believed morale was very 

low in the Capricorn school, '/ don't think they could believe it, but the evidence was 

all there.' He was convinced that the partnership plan had identified the right issues 

but The Capricorn School had not worked on them and were largely unprepared for 

the Ofsted Inspection. He believed this was largely down to poor management, 'there 

is a mismatch between what the management of the school thought was going on and 

what is actually being done; good intentions but nothing changing on the ground. ' 

This was also very disheartening for the Sagittarius staff as they believed they had 

wasted their time. 'Capricorn teachers tum up not knowing why they were there or 
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what they were supposed to be doing; our teachers are now reluctant to give up any 

more of their ti111e. ' 

The partnership manager from the Sagittarius school believed nothing had 

transferred and was alarmed that the school they are trying to improve had gone into 

special measures. He believed The Sagittarius School had derived some benefit 

however, 'we have reflected on our practices and improved some of our systems; 

visiting them raised questions about our practices which we have now acted upon. ' 

Stage 4 'Looking back and looking forward. (summer 2003) 

At the summer term interview the Capricorn head looked uncomfortable in his chair, 

he was guarded and reluctant to talk about the partnership or special measures. He 

dismissed the Ofsted judgement, 'they got it wrong; they hit us on a bad day. ' He 

remained unconvinced about the benefits of time spent on partnership working, 'it 

isn't a priority for me, it is artificial; there is real danger in taking something off the 

shelf that might be inappropriate. ' Despite his reservations he somewhat surprisingly 

planned to continue in partnership, 'I have named The Sagittarius School in our new 

Action Plan, and I am now working with the other LIG schools. ' 

The Capricorn partnership manager was more forthcoming; she believed going 

into special measures had 'pulled the school together.' She was pleased there was 

now a structured Action Plan that combined the support of The Sagittarius School 

with the new LIG Collaborative. She felt that the partnership had established a 

positive way of working between the schools, 'it has not achieved much yet, but we 

have got a way of working. ' The way of working had changed however, 'there is no 

talk about 'two way' anymore, it is now focused on our Action Plan, driven and 

funded by us. ' 
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The Sagittarius head was really frustrated by lack of impact from the time 

spent promoting the partnership, 'we went to a lot of effort and individuals there 

haven't done a thing, we spent time talking; we had a real feeling that we were giving, 

but they weren't acting. ' She was left with a number of questions, 'Were we doing 

something useful? Was it a waste of time? Was the help we offered inappropriate? 

Was it simply that they could not deliver? 

Despite this frustration and lack of impact, the head of The Sagittarius School 

still believed in partnership but asserted 'it needs 100% commitment and the 

leadership of the head.' She was never convinced about the Capricorn head's ability 

to work collaboratively, 'he feels the partnership was all foisted on him, he is not an 

easy person to help. ' She did not consider that her behaviours may have contributed to 

his reluctance to engage. 

The partnership manager from the Sagittarius School was similarly 

despondent, 'we are now on our third Action Plan, it gets going and then it stops.' He 

was slightly more optimistic that this plan unlike the others would deliver, 'this new 

plan is more focussed for them and I know we will deliver our part. ' He hoped the 

Capricorn staff would now take their support more seriously, 'there has been a 

changeover in staff and there is more of an air of acceptance that they need to do 

things differently.' He concluded that more time was needed, 'this is not a quickfix, 

we may need to stay longer and work along side them. ' 

Summary 

The Capricorn School was experiencing a testing time following an unsettled period 

and fall in standards; as Gray (2000) identified, 'schools in trouble have troubled 

histories (p. 5) The short term appointment of an experienced acting head appeared to 

have halted the decline temporarily but the new head was unable to continue the 
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improvement. The Capricorn School has the characteristics of a sinking school (Stoll 

and Fink 1996), lacking the capacity to improve (Stoll 1999); isolated and blaming 

others for the situation, in a downward spiral fuelled by resistance to change (Myers 

and Goldstein, 1998). The underachieving label was compounded by special measures 

and although as Matthews and Sammons (2004) note this can prove to be a 'lever for 

change' in this case the Capricorn head dismissed the judgment asserting 'they got it 

wrong!' As Pugh (1998) also notes, schools placed in 'special measures' need to pass 

through anger and denial before constructive possibilities for change emerge. 

The ground for partnership was not well prepared and the SLA, who knew that 

The Capricorn Head had little interest in this partnership, had little involvement in the 

process. For although the Sagittarius School seemed to the Astrologers to be a 

'natural' partner, there was too much history and baggage between the headteachers 

for this to ever be an effective partnership and a special professional relationship did 

not grow. The Capricorn head did not see the partnership as a priority but rather a 

'bolt on;' he was prepared to give sufficient 'lip service' to the initiative, to secure 

funding by appearing engaged; a characteristic identified by Hopkins et at. (1997) and 

Gray (2000). The LEA failed to see these issues when brokering the partnership and 

although identified as potential blockages by the SLA at an early stage, nothing was 

done to mediate the situation. 

The Capricorn head appeared intimidated, pressured and even overwhelmed 

by the success of the 'experienced' partner. He did not want to engage with her and 

clearly wanted to select his own mentor if he believed he needed one. In common 

with other new heads he preferred to get to grips with the job in his own way as 

highlighted by Bright and Ware (2003) and Hobson et al (2003). The Sagittarius head 

was driven by her belief that she was an agent of change and knew what to do to turn 
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the school around; she was convinced that the Capricorn head did not have the 

capability to do it himself. As Timpedey and Robinson (2003) suggest, the tendency 

of one partner to dominate, and the belief she held that he was not pulling his weight 

(Lownsbrough and Huber 2003) were causes of tension in the partnership from the 

outset. 

Relationships between the schools at other levels were cordial but the 

Capricorn teachers appeared unable and/or reluctant to implement new ideas. They 

were preoccupied with coping day to day as in Hargreave's 'survivalist' culture (1995 

p.28) using what Louis and Miles (1992) refer to as 'shallow coping strategies' (p.8). 

Sagittarius staff were better prepared for the sensitivities of partnership working and 

the need for other teachers to come to grips with change but nevertheless soon felt 

frustrated by the lack of response and loss of time in their own school. As Ghouri 

(1999) also identified, they felt under pressure to maintain their already high standards 

in their own school. Although a positive relationship developed between the 

partnership managers, the teachers in the partner schools did not develop a shared 

understanding of what needed to be done. 

During the run up to the Ofsted Inspection (February 2003) partnership 

activities were suspended and were not revived during the period immediately 

following going into 'special measures.' Repeated and revised Action Plans failed to 

create the culture for improvement in the SCc. Although the processes for 

collaboration were developed by the partnership managers, the essential structure and 

rationale identified by Handscomb (2004) was not established. 

At the end of the initial partnership period there was little evidence of any 

transfer of practice to the Capricorn School. As Hargreaves (1998) pOints out 'transfer 

occurs when knowledge from one teacher is converted into practice of the other' (pp 
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46-47). However it appeared that Sagittarius staff had benefited from the opportunity 

to 'reflect on their procedures and practices' (Harris, 2002 p.103) and had engaged 

with some limited participant learning, as identified by Guskey (2000). 

It seemed that the partnership was unlikely to continue. Lack of enthusiasm 

and commitment from the Capricorn head and lack of engagement by the Capricorn 

staff fostered disillusionment and disappointment in the effective partner. The 

Sagittarius head seemed unaware of the part she played in the gradual debacle; she 

seemed tired of the relationship and was likely to disengage. 

Case Study 2. The Cancer-Aquarius partnership 

Background to the partnership 

The Cancer School is an 11-18 mixed comprehensive, situated in the south of the 

County. The 1000 pupils at the school are drawn from a wide area and the roll is 

falling. Although FSM at 23% the percentage of pupils with SEN is above national 

average; the number with statements of SEN is broadly average although the 

proportion of pupils on stages of assessment is relatively high. Attendance is very low 

in comparison with national averages (Table la p.20). 

The Ofsted Report May 1998 (URN: 115333) raised a number of concerns as 

progress was judged to be limited. The report highlighted areas for improvement 

related to teaching and learning and raiSing attainment. The PANDA report for 2002 

indicated that attainment was below national averages at KS3 and well below at KS4. 

When compared with similar school based on FSM, attainment at KS3 was slightly 

better than at KS4 where it remained well below average (Table la & Ib pp. 20-21). 

The Aquarius School is a Mixed (11-19) comprehensive with just over 1000, 

situated to the north of the County Town about 30 miles from the Cancer School. The 

roll has increased steadily and the school is oversubscribed. The intake is drawn from 
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a wide radius with about a third of the pupils bussed in. The intake is broadly average 

ability with a relatively low number of FSM (7%). The proportion of pupils on the 

SEN register is about average at 21 %. The Ofsted Report (UNR 115345) May 1999 

reported that The Aquarius School 'is a good school, with many more strengths than 

weaknesses.' In particular leadership and management were judged to be very good. 

The PANDA report for 2002 indicated that attainment was above national averages 

compared with all schools at KS3 and KS4. When compared with similar schools 

based on FSM, however attainment at KS3 and KS4 was below average (Table 1 a & 

Ib pp. 20-21). 

The LEA had been concerned about The Cancer School for some time prior to 

the start of the partnership. The lack of progress in raising attainment, falling rolls and 

the low numbers being attracted into the Sixth Form lead to the school being placed 

on the LEAs Register of SCC in 2001. When partnership was first discussed in spring 

term 2002, the then headteacher had already decided to retire. 

The head of The Aquarius School was very interested in working with a 

'failing' school, '[ have been headteacher here for nearly twelve years, and [ like the 

idea of taking over a SCC; [want to see how my school would run if [wasn't there.' 

The meeting with the Principal Adviser and the Aquarius head in the spring 

term agreed he would support the outgoing head in his final term and the deputy as 

acting head in the summer term. There was also the opportunity of working with the 

new headteacher after appointment in the autumn Term. It was planned that the other 

senior managers would meet and discuss issues and concerns. 

The Aquarius head could see how his role was likely to need to change over 

time, '[ will be able to be quite direct with the acting head, but with the new 
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headteacher it will be a different situation. It will depend on how much the new head 

wants to work with us. ' 

The Cancer-Aquarius partnership is a significant case as it was arranged with 

the out-going headteacher, adapted for the acting-head and inherited by the new 

headteacher. 

Stage 1. Building the relationship. Preparing the ground and deciding what 

needs to be done. (summer 2002) 

The acting head of Cancer School was delighted by the support he had received from 

his partner head, 'it is absolutely invaluable, he has helped me to keep calm, to keep 

things steady. ' The acting head felt both schools faced similar issues, 'they have 

tackled the problems we are facing, like low 6th Form numbers and being less popular 

in the local community, and they have managed to change it. ' He was aware that some 

Cancer teachers had misgivings about the partnership, 'they think this shows them up 

as the worst school and they don't like that.' 

The Aquarius head was concerned to give the right kind of support, 'I must 

remember it is not my role to tell them what to do; my role is to boost confidence, 

make contacts and raise morale. Change needs to be driven from within and that is 

the new head's agenda.' He was confident that his school would be a good partner, 

'we are now oversubscribed, our results are rising; most importantly we have 

effective systems for sharing and talking through. ' 

The Aquarius head believed trust was more likely to build through a 

relationship that was flexible and not too prescriptive, 'we don't need performance 

targets for this sort of support; we need to be something of an oasis for them, 

somewhere they can come to talk, somewhere safe; we must not be patronising or 
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judgemental.' As many of the teachers from The Cancer School had only worked at 

that one school he believed it was important for them to see how things were different 

in another school, 'they may see things are not be as bad as they think. ' The acting 

head of The Cancer School also believed that Aquarius teachers could learn from 

them too and insisted, 'we must be treated as equals and not the failing school.' He 

was convinced that over time seeing what works in Aquarius will help them develop a 

more positive approach. 

During the first term, an active mentoring relationship developed between the 

two heads and the SMTs met to discuss partnership work. At this stage it seemed that 

the Aquarius School was driving the partnership although it was thought this was 

likely to change with the arrival of the new headteacher. 

Care was taken to develop the partnership in a way that did not threaten either 

schooL Partnership was introduced very quietly by the Aquarius head; he did not want 

his staff to think of The Cancer School as 'failing.' He prepared his staff for 

partnership working, 'J told them to try to strengthen and not dis-empower, not make 

judgements and work together. This is the beginning of real intervention support 

work.' The acting head of the Cancer School was also careful to keep the partnership 

low key, 'morale is not good; some staff are resistant and are not interested in 

looking at what they do. ' Overall the heads wanted a partnership which was high on 

support but low in challenge. They were concerned not to pressure, damage or 

undermine staff confidence, 'the friendly approach, the critical friend, is all about 

support, the pressure will come from Ofsted. ' 
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Stage 2 Developing the partnership-'planting the seeds, watering and nurturing' 

(autumn 2002) 

The arrival of the new headteacher marked a critical phase in the partnership 

development. The new head had not been involved in creating the partnership. She 

was clear from the start that unlike the acting head, she did not want to be mentored, 

'menta ring is about one being better; / don't like the idea of menta ring, there is an 

implication there that / am not quite on top of the job. ' She said she was not 

uncomfortable about being in a partnership but she had her own interpretation about 

how it would work, 'it's good to have someone to bounce ideas with, better than 

being 'done to' by the LEA. ' She was open to the possibility that partnership may 

support improvement and was pleased about relationships so far, 'it doesn't feel like it 

is being done to and there seems to be something in it for both sides. ' 

The head of Cancer said she needed time to get to know her school and for her 

staff to get to know her; '/ am the only change they have had in some time, there are 

great expectations that things will be different.' At this stage she had not yet met her 

partner, '/ have not had enough time to contact him so it is not yet a close 

relationship.' Relationships between other members of the SMT had more time to 

build and she believed that may be a developing strength. 

The head of The Aquarius School was aware that some planned activities had 

not taken place but he understood that the new head had more pressing matters to deal 

with, 'she has many things on her mind; we shall wait for when she is ready. ' In the 

meantime he was working behind the scenes, '/ have tried to keep it on the boil; / 

have the ASTs and the leading mathematician working together and arranged for all 

members of their SMT to visit here. ' He felt these meetings were important, 'it helps 

them to believe they aren't alone and this has helped with morale. ' The partnership 
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remained focused upon support, 'there isn't much two way yet; they need time to get 

the relationships right. ' 

The Aquarius head believed the main obstacle to progress was the change over 

at headship level, 'J have worked with three head teachers in this partnership in as 

many months! All have different agendas; each time J have to start building 

relationships again. We still need to develop trust and openness.' 

The two heads viewed the partnership quite differently. The new head 

appeared outcomes driven, anxious to move her school on, but cautious about 

engaging with her partner head. She wanted to use the partnership to strengthen her 

SMT, and suggested an immediate swap over of deputies. The Aquarius head saw the 

partnership as forming a supportive relationship in a 'coaching' style; he did not want 

to weaken his school by swapping over deputies or similar strategies. 

By the end of term the senior managers had planned a range of activities for 

spring 2003 (Appendix 6 p.244) and written into the School Improvement Plan 2002-

2003 (Appendix 7 p.247). 

Stage 3 Incorporation 'Harvesting the fruits' (spring term 2003.) 

By the end of the spring term, the head of The Cancer School was more relaxed about 

the partnership. She felt more in control and by then had got to know the Aquarius 

head. The concerning news that the LEA would not fund the partnership beyond April 

2003, was tempered by the Leadership Incentive Grant (LIG) funding for further 

collaborative working. The Cancer head named The Aquarius School as her partner 

school in the LIG plan and the relationship again changed direction, 'the LJG money is 

ours; we decide how to spend it, it is still 'two way' in some respects, but let's be 

clear, the partnership exists because we have problems. ' 
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The headteachers agreed a framework for future working; a co-ordinator was 

appointed and a programme set up for pairing departments and middle managers. The 

Cancer head had concerns that other initiatives and partnerships were seeking to 

involve her school, 'there are a multiplicity of partnerships around; we're either 

living in a partnership heaven or hell!' 

In terms of this partnership the Cancer head revealed that progress in her terms 

was slow, 'we have not really moved beyond Action Planning, neither of us has time; 

the question remains how to embed the partnership in the school? She was 

particularly concerned about lack of impact in the classroom, 'If I asked my teachers 

how they have been influenced in the classroom by any of the partnership activities, 

most would say, 'what partnership?' The main benefits so far seemed to have 

accrued to the deputy heads; they enjoyed working together although others saw little 

benefit. 

In the longer term the Cancer head believed the partnership would have a part 

to play in strengthening her school but she did not see it as a solution in itself, 'it is 

not a panacea, we have an Improvement Plan, some will be delivered by the LEA, 

some internally and some will come through the partnership work. ' She believed the 

work could eventually impact through the personal and professional relationships that 

had evolved but she reflected that there is no guarantee that teachers would behave or 

work differently after partnership work with a colleague in another school. There 

were concerns in both schools as she identified teachers arriving from The Aquarius 

School, 'unclear about what they are expected to do, ' and the Aquarius head observed 

his staff 'frustrated as they don't see any change or improvement resulting from their 

collaborative work. ' 
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Other partnership working spring 2003 

As stated earlier, an emerging strength was the relationship between the deputy heads 

working together as partnership managers. The Cancer deputy was very enthusiastic, 

'we share the same responsibilities, we have the same philosophy, we meet up and 

talk about the problems and the situations, we engage in blue sky thinking. ' She 

believed this had improved her skills and knowledge 'we share good practice, ifit 

works there, it may work here!' She also believed the relationship has been handled 

carefully and sensitively, 'no one wants to work in a school that is being done to. ' 

The Aquarius deputy was also positive and saw partnership working as 'good 

professional development. ' He believed that it was important not to go in knowing all 

the answers, 'transferability is possible but it has to be placed in the context of the 

other school. ' This became clear when a planned collaboration did not go well, 'our 

head of department thought the Cancer teachers were arrogant with nothing to learn 

and they thought she was patronising. ' The Aquarius deputy believed he was able to 

coach his partner deputy, to introduce her to new and better ways of working. 

However she viewed the relationship as a professional exchange, 'we are seen as 

equals, we are not subservient. ' 

Stage 4. 'Looking back and planning forward.' (summer term 2003) 

The head of Cancer believed that although progress was limited, the partnership was 

'maturing and growing' and would continue through LIG. She believed she was 

gradually managing to change how things were being done in her school but was 

careful not to attribute any of that to the partnership. Indeed her main concern was 

that while her teachers enjoyed their visits to The Aquarius School, nothing seemed to 

happen as a result, 'they seem to believe that just going there is doing something to 

improve this school.' For her the partnership at this stage was essentially about 
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'talking through ideas' whereas she needed 'action to increase capacity to improve.' 

She wanted 'hands on support, with the right people to do specific roles; we don't 

need this soft stuff. ' 

The head of Aquarius believed that the LIG funding would make a big 

difference to the scope of the partnership; the appointment of a co-ordinator in 

particular was likely to help build the school's 'capacity' to improve. He still saw his 

role as a sounding board, '/ act as a critical friend, a coach and a confidante. She is 

very focused on 'outcomes '; / have tried to persuade her not to be too big on this. ' 

The schools own evaluation of the partnership (Appendix 8 p.249) identified 

achievements and further support activities. 

Summary 

The ground for the partnership was not well prepared by the Astrologers as it was 

done with the headteacher who was soon to retire and without the involvement of the 

SLA. The partnership made limited progress as a result of the changes in leadership of 

The Cancer School and different attitudes towards collaboration and support e.g. 

although the acting head valued being mentored and welcomed the partnership, in the 

third term of the partnership the new head needed time to come to terms with the 

partner she had inherited, saw mentoring as a sign of weakness and kept her distance. 

The Aquarius head tried to address the concerns that Manthei (1992) and 

Lownsbrough and Huber (2003) identified concerning teachers' not being prepared 

for working collaboratively, by identifying with them the sensitivities of partnership 

working and the anxiety it could cause for the receiving schooL In the spirit of 

MacBeath's 'critical friend' (1999 p.lIO), he made efforts to tried to adapt to the 

changing needs of The Cancer School and the changing headteachers. 
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The relationship between the senior colleagues in both schools was cordial but 

others in The Cancer School believed the partnership labelled them as weak and were 

resistant to change their practices; characteristics also identified by Myers and 

Goldstein (1998) and Reynolds (1996). For those who were prepared to get involved, 

partnership activities seemed to lack clarity and focus; they were unable to implement 

what they had seen and as a result little transferred. 

Over time the 'two way' notion of partnership was replaced by a clearer focus 

on the improvement of The Cancer School. The new Cancer head was impatient for 

action and practical support while the partner head was concerned not to weaken his 

own school and viewed the relationship as essentially that of the 'critical friend' 

(MacBeath 1998 p.1lO). 

The Cancer School resembled the Myers' 'swaying school' (1998 p.179) as 

the roll continued to fall, results had not improved and time was running out. It 

seemed to be 'touch and go' whether The Cancer School would survive let alone 

improve. The Aquarius head was keen to continue with partnership work as trust was 

growing between the headteachers and the processes for collaboration were building; 

however the rationale for working in partnership, an essential element identified by 

Handscomb (2004) was not understood across the schools. 

Case Study 3 The Aries-Gemini Partnership 

Background to the partnership 

The Aries School is an 11-16 mixed comprehensive, situated in a new town in the 

south of the County. The majority of the 1000 pupils come from an estate where many 

socio-economic indicators are unfavourable. The percentage of pupils with FSM is 

above the national average (31 %) and attendance is well below national average at 

88%. Most pupils arrive with lower than average attainment, 34% are identified as 
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having SEN and there is high mobility. At the time of the study, the school is in an 

Educational Action Zone. 

The Aries School was one of the first schools in the County to become Grant 

Maintained and over time grew relatively isolated from the LEA. The Ofsted 

Inspection in May 2000 (URN 115372) placed the school in special measures and 

soon after the headteacher resigned. After a short period as acting head, the deputy 

was appointed headteacher. He did much in the short term to raise morale and build 

confidence but standards remained low. Concern had grown as the school did not 

engage with the activities of the EAZ and the PANDA report (2002) confirmed that it 

remained in the bottom 5% of schools nationally for attainment. (Table la & Ib pp 

20-21) 

The Gemini School is an 11-18 mixed comprehensive with a rising roll of just 

under 1000 pupils. It is situated in a small town about three miles from The Aries 

School and attracts a significant number of pupils from that area. It is a specialist 

technology college and in 2002 gained the Schools' Achievement A ward for 

improving GCSE Results. While attainment on entry is broadly average, the PANDA 

Report (2002) indicated attainment similar to schools nationally and in the top 25% 

based on prior attainment. (Table 1a & 1b pp. 20-21) 

The Ofsted Report November 2003 (URN 115323) judged that The Gemini 

school was a good school. The strong leadership of the headteacher was said to have 

brought significant improvements and provided a sharp focus for raising achievement. 

The head of The Gemini School was committed to collaborative working. He 

was a founder member of the School Improvement Collaborative (SIC) formed in 

1998 which later became a NCSL 'Network Learning Community.' He was pleased to 

work with the LEA to support SCC, 'we have a corporate responsibility not to see 
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schools go down the tubes.' The Aries School was already in Gemini's Specialist 

Outreach Plan but tensions existed as many pupils from the Aries area travelled out to 

attend the Gemini SchooL He believed the partnership was about improving Aries and 

not about the 'glory of the effective partner. ' 

This case is significant as it involves the partnering of competing schools, one 

in 'special measures,' led by a headteacher new to headship, the other a successful 

school, led by a headteacher without first hand experience of 'special measures.' 

Stage 1 Setting up the partnership. Preparing the ground and deciding what 

needs to be done. (summer 2002) 

At an initial meeting with the Head of AIS and the Principal Advisor in spring 2002, 

both heads committed to working in partnership. The Aries head was particularly 

enthusiastic, '/ believe it is the right thing to do and it has come at the right time.' He 

believed Gemini was a suitable partner as they had similar problems and was 

determined to join the SI Collaborative. 

The Gemini head had concerns even at this early stage as after the initial 

meeting, 'it all became quiet and it wasn't clear what we were supposed to do. ' While 

there was initial agreement to form the partnership, there was no action, 'joint 

planning should have happened but the LEA left us unclear about how to proceed. ' 

He was aware of the sensitivities of a partnership, '/ try to see it from their point of 

view; to understand how it would be if someone suggested to me that / should work 

with a 'better' school to improve my school; it could be seen as an imposition. ' 

In the absence of LEA guidance the Gemini head initiated an early 'ice 

breaking' meeting to establish how the partnership could work, '/ wanted to made it 

clear from the start that / was not an expert, / wasn't coming to tell him how to run 

his school.' Here he showed empathy with the Aries head, 'he took over in crises, 
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thrown in at the deep end with weights tied to his feet and expected to swim! He has 

limited experience of other schools; I was struck by just how isolated he was. ' 

The Gemini head believed the partnership should provide particular support, 

'an unfettered relationship, not one that is watching carefully, where you have to keep 

up the 'public face, ' but one where you can talk openly about the pressures of special 

measures; not necessarily about advice or being told what to do. ' 

Early discussions between the headteachers centred on practical issues about 

recruitment and retention, development of middle managers and the possible 

exchange of School Development Plans. With an Ofsted monitoring visit fast 

approaching, the Aries head wrote the partnership activities into the School Action 

Plan. The Gemini head's interest in Aries' strategies for improving attendance 

suggested the possibility of 'two way' learning. 

The Gemini head saw his role as keeping an open dialogue, 'to nudge it along 

and allow them to set the pace.' He was aware that Aries had much to do, 'at this 

stage we are essentially supportive; they are under sufficient pressure from Ofsted 

and the LEA; they will benefit more from partnership work once they are out of 

special measures.' He believed the partnership should be about long term 

development rather than the immediacy of getting out of special measures, 'The Aries 

head has no background in school improvement; talking together has helped him 

decide what needs to be done. ' 

The Aries head confirmed that partnerships need 'time to build trust and 

confidence. ' He stressed the importance of convincing others, 'you have to sell it to 

the staff and governors; otherwise, they will feel it is being done to them.' The 

partnership was kept 'low key' as the schools were in competition for pupils and staff. 

An important test for the partnership was to see if they could work together despite 
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the tension of competition, 'you can forget the partnership of equals, ' said the Aries 

head, 'we are the ones in trouble! This is our 'hole' and we have to climb out of it!' 

Furthermore the Aries head had not always found the LEA supportive, 'relations are 

often poor; they bring more pressure and we have enough of that from Ofsted; we 

need support!' 

Both heads agreed a major barrier for the development of the partnership was 

the lack of time. 'The partnership moves slowly', said the Aries head, 'there is no 

'quickfix' for improving see even though Ofsted require measurable improvement 

short term.' He stressed the need for sustained support, 'it may seem to be a simple 

solution to 'pair up' schools for immediate short term support, but it can only address 

the complexity of the situation over a longer term. ' 

Stage 2 Developing the Partnership. Planting the seeds, watering and nurturing. 

(autumn 2002) 

The autumn term visits revealed that most planned activities had been cancelled or 

poorly attended. The Aries head explained this was because of Ofsted monitoring. 

The Gemini head conceded that despite positive discussions and planning, 'nothing 

really happened during the summer and autumn terms.' Following the Ofsted visit in 

November, it was judged that The Aries School no longer required special measures. 

The Gemini head hoped that stage was now set for more productive partnership work 

to take place, 'coming out of special measures may have uncorked the bottle. ' 

Emerging from special measures had a big impact on The Aries School. The 

head appeared keen to move the partnership forward and reported that he had written 

partnership activities into the post Ofsted Action Plan and linked that to the School 

Improvement Plan. This plan reportedly included a professional development 

programme, AST support to improve teaching and learning, a joint Graduate Teachers 
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Scheme, support for the head of Science, Gifted and Talented, middle management 

training and joint training days. All of this the Aries head saw as, 'steady progress; 

not yet in a relationship, but courtship definitely taking place!' The head of Gemini 

however was less convinced, 'arrangements are never specific and it is not certain if 

they will take place. Despite the proposed new plans in my view they lack 

commitment; if it doesn't work out, it doesn't seem to matter to them! I knew it would 

be slow, but it was never my job to go in and tell him what to do; partnerships rely 

heavily on interpersonal chemistry and are not easy to set up. ' He suggested that there 

were some people in both schools that did not believe in the benefits of partnership 

working, 'staff don't always see the bigger picture and the advantages of supporting 

another school.' He further revealed that his governors had concerns, 'they are only 

interested in this school! They have reminded me that my job is to improve this 

school. There needs to be some money in it for them to be convinced that it is 

worthwhile for us. ' 

Two contrasting pictures had emerged; the Aries head apparently positive, 

producing plans for partnership support and the Gemini head clearly frustrated that 

plans mostly fell through. The Gemini head was also critical of the LEA, 'brokering 

partnerships is like a dating agency, it may go wrong! The LEA didn't actually do 

anything to help build the relationship; they left it all up to me. ' 

Stage 3 Incorporation 'harvesting the fruits' (spring 2003) 

In spring 2003, the partnership entered a new phase as The Aries School received LIG 

funds to develop collaborative working with local schools and named Gemini as their 

partner. The Gemini head saw this as a financial opportunity to be grasped, 'we will 

charge for our time and any product they want to buy. ' He believed this would satisfy 

those who had questioned his support for The Aries School but saw this could affect 
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the relationship, '/ am not sure how they will feel about us charging for everything we 

do as they become a client rather than a partner. ' Indeed he was not confident the 

partnership would survive as the other LIG schools had questioned his school's 

involvement in the collaborative. His concems were further heightened as his staff 

reported continued difficulties in making contact with their partners in The Aries 

School. Despite good intentions and many efforts to set up developmental work the 

response was again poor. 

At this stage, the Aries head began to question the appropriateness of the 

partnership initiative, 'when in special measures, you need to be very single minded. / 

would have leamed faster from a headteacher who has gone through special 

measures. ' He now revealed his visits to The Gemini School were of limited value, 

'you can see what works there, but they don't have Ofsted monitoring every term!' He 

felt that the link with The Gemini School could be more useful now they were out of 

special measures, 'they had no experience of special measures and weren't able to 

show us what to do. ' 

The lack of clarity about the purpose and practice of partnership resulted in a 

miss-mash of expectations. The head of the Gemini School was careful not to act in a 

directive way, but to try to coach and help build capacity. Meanwhile the Aries head 

felt he needed more direction and became increasingly critical that he did not get it! 

The Gemini head however, seemed to blame The Aries School and the LEA, 'poor 

relationships and lack of capacity are the main issues and it was not my job to sort 

that out for them. ' 

The impact in The Gemini School appeared more positive as attendance had 

improved since the introduction of strategies transferred from The Aries School, 'we 

leamed a lot from them about improving attendance; their systems were more 
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rigorous and effective.' Here the 'effective' school demonstrated their capacity to 

observe and transfer good practice in the way that the SCC did not seem to able to do. 

The future development of this partnership was now within the LIG 

Collaborative Plan. Negotiations were difficult as the schools involved had been in 

competition for many years. The Gemini head observed with some amusement the 

'enforced collaboration of a group of headteachers, possibly the first time ever, sitting 

around the same table, talking about education and trying to work out how to address 

common issues. ' 

Stage 4. 'Looking back and planning forward. (summer term 2003) 

During the summer term the first LIG Plan presented to the DfES was not accepted 

and required redrafting. One large collaborative seemed too unwieldy and the schools 

eventually decided to organise into three separate pairings. The head of the Gemini 

School was no longer involved in planning LIG collaboration but was named as a 

partner in The Aries School's individual plan (Appendix 14 p.279). 

The Gemini head believed that if nothing else, the partnership had achieved 

good working relationships between the schools, 'we have established a rapport at 

headteacher level and departments are beginning to exchange ideas.' In his view the 

biggest change for The Aries School came with the emergence from special measures 

but was candid about The Gemini School's contribution, 'they became more outward 

looking, more confident; not so challenged; but it's hard to say how we contributed to 

their success. ' 

The Aries head remained confident the partnership would continue, 'it is 

formalised in the school plan and embedded in the LIG development plan.' He 

maintained his belief that processes were in place for events to happen and benefit to 

follow. However throughout this partnership most energy has gone into planning but 
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little has apparently impacted on The Aries SchooL 

Others involved in partnership working 

The outcomes of the interviews with the heads were triangulated through the 

investigation of three activities in the partnership plan: 

• Specialist School Outreach support for leT and Science; 

• Joint Graduate Training Scheme (GTS) and 

• Middle managers training. 

The assistant headteacher from The Gemini School was responsible for providing leT 

and Science support. He believed in partnership work and saw it as, 'an honest 

attempt to see if schools can help each other and work in challenging situations. ' 

Support initially involved the exchange of schemes of work and leT staff from The 

Gemini School helped Aries staff get their computer network 'up and running.' The 

training programme had limited success however, 'their new teachers were keen but 

they all left at the end of the term! Other longer serving leT teachers weren't 

interested and did not respond.' Demonstration lessons on computer applications 

were similarly frustrated, 'there were several changes of teacher and there was no 

learning culture in the classrooms. ' There were also concerns about the partnership 

activities with the science department, 'there was always some reason for them not to 

get involved, meetings and training sessions were always being cancelled. ' 

The assistant head from Gemini was critical of the way the support was 

organised, 'It wasn't worked out, it was more or less, team up and see what happens. ' 

He was disappointed in the lack of impact and benefit for his staff, 'it is supposed to 

be two way but nothing came from Aries; we were also conscious that we were 

neglecting our pupils.' He felt that it was likely to take at least four years for 

collaborative work to begin to make an impact. 
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The Advanced Skills Teacher (AST) from Gemini ran the Graduate Teachers 

Scheme (GTS) and was responsible for tutoring the leT graduate from Aries and the 

English Graduate from Gemini. Her experiences were more positive, 'this is good for 

the individual GTP students and the school; ICT expertise goes there, English 

practice comes back here; if it works in one school it will likely work in another 

nearby. ' The AST saw the benefits of joint working for herself, 'I am more aware of 

the differences between schools and have the time to see what is happening in 

different schools. It is good CPD and can raise the morale of those involved. ' 

The planned programme for middle managers did not take place. 

Summary 

The head of The Aries School was determined to bring about improvement but morale 

overall remained low since the Ofsted Inspection had placed the school in special 

measures. Many staff members were as Ouston and Davies (1998) described, under 

pressure and generally negative about inspection; many were perceived to be resistant 

to change (Myers and Goldstein 1998; Stoll 1999). Partnership plans were drawn up 

but implementation was hampered by a continuing cycle of trained staff leaving and 

new staff needing trained; this frustrated the efforts and sapped the energy of the staff 

from The Gemini School. 

The Aries head was optimistic and positive about improving his school and 

carried this enthusiasm into his talk about partnership; from the outset however he 

paid little more than lip service to the initiative. The Aries School was preoccupied 

with preparation for Ofsted visits each term and coping day to day as in Hargreaves' 

'survivalist' culture (1995 p.28). While there were several attempts to establish the 

processes for collaborative support, without the structure that Handscomb (2004) and 

others considered necessary, productive collaboration was never established. Without 
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the capacity identified by Reynolds (1996) and Hopkins et al. (1994), The Aries 

School was not able to capitalise on the support offered and much planned activity fell 

through. Coming out of special measures did not create the conditions for the 

partnership to grow as the priorities for the Aries staff remained rooted in day to day 

management issues. 

The partnership ground was not well prepared; from the outset the SLA was 

not involved. The clarity about what the partnership was supposed to do that Harris 

(2002) deemed necessary, was not present. The Gemini head tried to be a sensitive 

and caring partner; he had tried to prepare his staff to 'support' rather than 'pressure' 

those already under pressure but he became increasingly concerned about wasted 

efforts, the effect on his own school and the uneasiness of his Governing Body. The 

Gemini head was particularly critical of the LEA offices as they appeared to withdraw 

from the partnership once it had been brokered, leaving the schools to make the best 

of the situation. When The Aries School came out of special measures, he did not feel 

The Gemini School could claim any part in their success. 

Relationships between the schools were cordial but Aries staff seemed unable 

to implement new ideas and Gemini teachers were increasingly frustrated by the lack 

of impact and the time spent out of their own school. A shared understanding of what 

needed to be done was not developed. Although a trusting relationship had begun to 

develop between the headteachers, the Aries head believed a more appropriate 

partnership would have been with a school in similar challenging circumstances that 

had successfully come through special measures as suggested by Crow (2005) and 

DfEE (2001) 

There seemed to have been no transfer of policies or practices into The Aries 

School and revised action plans for partnership work remained at the level of 
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aspiration. As Hargreaves (1998) suggested, the effective school was better placed to 

incorporate good practice. 

Despite cOming out of special measures Aries remained in Myers' terms a 

'swaying' school (1998 p.179); continued improvement was by no means certain, 

morale wavered between enthusiasm and dejection as the roll continued to fall and 

staff recruitment and retention issues remained unresolved. 

Case Study 4 The Virgo-Leo partnership 

Background to the partnership 

The Virgo School is a small 11-16 mixed comprehensive with under 380 pupils. It is 

situated in a village in the North West of the County. Pupils were drawn from over 20 

primary schools and a wide range of backgrounds including council and isolated rural 

housing. The percentage of FSM is below national average at 7% however the 

percentage of pupil with SEN (40%) is very high in comparison with schools 

nationally. The school includes a dyslexia unit. Attainment on entry is well below 

average. The PANDA Report for 2002 indicated that performance at KS3 and KS4 

was well below average (Table la & Ib pp.20-21). The Ofsted Report for March 1997 

(URN 115222) concluded that The Virgo School was well managed school, with 

many successful features. 

The Leo School is a large, popular mixed comprehensive school with over 

1800 pupils, approximately ten miles from The Virgo SchooL It serves a large market 

town and the surrounding villages. The school takes pupils from an area of relative 

social advantage. The attainment on entry covers the whole ability range. The 

PANDA Report for 2002 indicates that performance at KS3 and KS4 is well above 

average. The proportion of pupils with SEN is average for the county (Table 1 a & 1 b 

pp.20-21). The Leo School became a Technology College in 1994. The Ofsted Report 
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April 1997 (URN 115324) stated that The Leo School was a very good school that 

had improved significantly due to the strong and purposeful leadership of the 

headteacher and the governing body. 

These two schools first worked together in 1996 when the Virgo head asked 

The Leo School for support. He wanted to change the public perception of the Virgo 

School, 'parents do not send their children here, they prefer the 11-18 schools 

nearby; our link with the FE College does not attracted new parents. ' His belief was 

that parents would be more likely to send their children to The Virgo School if he 

could offer progression through to The Leo School 6th Form. The Governors of both 

schools agreed and a partnership was set up and written into The Virgo School's 

Prospectus 1996. The Leo head then attended new intake meetings at The Virgo 

School to cement the agreement and give reassurance to prospective parents about 

progression at 16+. 

In 1999 this link developed further through the 'Virtual Education Action 

Zone.' This Action Zone linked Leo and four other 'successful' secondary schools, 

with feeder primary schools and schools causing concern, which included The Virgo 

School. LEA concern about The Virgo School continued to grow however as intake 

numbers did not increase, PANDA grades remained low and the school struggled to 

be financially viability. 

In the summer term 2001, the then Director of Education arranged for the Leo 

head to be seconded to work in The Virgo School for one day a week. His brief was to 

support the head and prepare a strategy paper about the school's future. In the autumn 

term 2001, the report was presented to the LEA and the Virgo Governing Body. He 

suggested either a 'take over' whereby The Virgo School became an 11-16 annex of 

The Leo School or a stronger partnership to support improvement. Perhaps not 
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surprisingly, the Governors chose the later and with financial support from the LEA, 

drew up a two year contract to formalise the new partnership. 

This partnership is significant as it was built on a history of collaboration 

between the two schools and a close relationship between the headteachers. 

Stage 1 Setting up the partnership. Preparing the ground and deciding what 

needs to be done. (summer 2002) 

By the summer term, the Virgo head had decided to retire. He had promoted the new 

partnership but his staff remained concerned about 'losing their identity.' Suspicions 

about 'take over' had increased since the deputy from The Leo School had been 

appointed as the new head of The Virgo School. Some governors and teachers 

believed they would be 'swallowed up. ' 

The Leo head was aware of these sensitivities but insisted, 'it is not 'Big 

Brother' taking over; we are both of equal significance; it is not us doing it to them. ' 

He believed that a 'two way' partnership was possible, 'things will go both ways, we 

both have strengths. ' He felt he had a good understanding of the issues and although 

optimistic about the partnership, he still believed that 'take over' was a better strategy 

to secure the long term future of The Virgo School. By the end of the term the 

Partnership Agreement was drawn up (Appendix 9 p.252). This clearly set out the 

rationale for the partnership and the basis for collaboration. 

Stage 2 Development of the Partnership. Planting the seeds, watering and 

nurturing (autumn 2002). 

By the beginning of the autumn term, the new head was in post. She felt enthusiastic 

about the partnership possibilities and believed she was well positioned to ensure 

early successes. She knew what her old school could offer but felt she must first learn 

about what The Virgo School needed before deciding on how to best use the support 
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available. A high level of trust already existed between the headteachers but trust still 

needed to be built between others, 'the governors here are threatened by the 

partnership, like the staff they want to be their own school with their own identity. ' 

The new head saw great potential in the partnership, 'this is a unique opportunity to 

create a collegiate of teachers for exchanging ideas, methods and practices. ' She was 

sensitive to the negative attitudes of the Virgo staff, 'they seem to think it's easy in 

The Leo School and they could do just as well if they had better pupils and 

resources!' She believed that this was a distorted picture, 'they see Leo as very 

grand, very selective, pinching the best kids, but it isn't like that! They have had to 

work very hard to create their success. ' 

The Virgo head could see that the systems, structures and the culture of high 

expectations present in The Leo School were not so evident in her new school. She 

understood that Virgo teachers needed to come to this realisation themselves, '/ could 

tell them what to do, / know what works, but it has to come from them.' For the 

partnership to be effective, she believed, 'there must be belief that it can work; trust 

and confidence not just with the heads but across the staff.' She stated that the staff 

and governors needed to know what the new partnership was trying to achieve, 'it has 

moved beyond improving the intake and is now about whole school improvement. ' 

The Virgo head was pleased to have the head of The Leo School as her mentor 

but believed that mentoring for other staff would be too sensitive at that early stage. 

Although she had given reassurances about the partnership to her staff and governors, 

concern and uncertainty remained evident, 'staff feel it is imposed, there are concerns 

about 'two way' developments; losing time with classes due to visits and the big issue 

of losing our identity.' While both heads believed learning could be 'two way,' most 
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benefit was likely to accrue to The Virgo School; as the Virgo head said, 'at this 

stage, we are really only paying lip service to the 'two way' idea.' 

Following joint SMT meetings, partnership activities moved on significantly 

(Appendix 10 p.259). A second visit to the Virgo head in the autumn term confirmed 

her delight with the partnership, 'it is really positive, staff members are accessing all 

sorts of things they couldn't experience elsewhere. They are really becoming part of 

it; finding out is much better than me telling!' 

A management committee for the partnership was set up, consisting of three 

senior managers and a governor from each school, the headteachers and the SLA. The 

Action Plan they drew up sets out activities, responsibilities and costs and how the 

partnership was to be monitored and evaluated (Appendix 11 p.263). 

Several successful activities had taken place and these had helped to build 

trust, understanding and confidence. These were mainly professional development 

opportunities to share best practice and meetings to discuss issues and develop 

strategies. The Virgo head underlined the need to handle developments carefully, 'we 

have tried to be sensitive and non- threatening; where departments and individuals 

are positive they are encouraged to work collaboratively. VV'here there is reluctance 

on either party, the issue has not been forced. ' 

The head of The Virgo School had already learned the importance of getting 

the right people involved, knowing the strengths of the partner school and having 

clear expectations about what activities were to achieve. She believed the 

management group was essential. She stressed the need to be flexible over 

arrangements with The Leo School, 'you cannot assume they can jump to give support 

when you suddenly need it! They still have their own difficulties, crises and agendas. ' 

She confirmed the need to focus on their own priorities and not just follow what Leo 
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offered, 'we are not joining themfor the training day on condensing KS3 as we have 

no plans to do that. ' 

The Leo head was also confident the partnership had made a good start, 'we 

need to feel our way forward, we need to be flexible; some of the aims are sensitive 

and cannot be written in the action plan, especially if they are about teacher 

competence.' Not all collaboration had been positive, 'with the Humanities Project 

we ignored the chemistry of the people; it fell apart. ' Lessons were learned however, 

'it is best to start with the people that are willing and able to develop the partnership. 

A plan that simply links 'needs and strategies, ' can ignore context. ' 

The Leo head felt progress with the partnership was accelerated by the new 

head's appointment, 'there would not have been the same openness and receptiveness 

with the previous head; he would have been defensive and not prepared to disrupt the 

equilibrium of his colleagues. The new head has convinced the governors and there 

was poweiful opposition there.' He also perceived conditions were right, 'it wouldn't 

work with a school close by; there would be too much tension over admissions and 

competition would spoil it. ' 

Stage 3 Incorporation 'harvesting the fruits.' spring 2003 

Partnership activities stalled in the spring term as both schools had Ofsted Inspections. 

The Leo head in particular revealed the effect, for weeks my head was full of nothing 

else; even though it is over, it is still on my mind. ' 

The Ofsted Report (115222) stated that The Virgo School (115222) was 

'providing an effective education for its pupils and has the capacity to improve even 

further.' Furthermore, the report noted, 'work has developed with other schools, in 

particular through the partnership agreement with another local secondary school. 
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This is effective in securing improved continuity of experiences for pupils when they 

change school at ages 11 and 16' (p.4). 

The Virgo head was pleased with the Ofsted judgements and keen to get 

'back on track.' She observed however that it was not always possible to discern 

what was learned through partnership, 'it is all tacit stuff, you can't identify tacit 

knowledge, but you pick it up by being there. ' This was important as many Virgo 

teachers had only ever worked in one school, 'they can go on courses but seeing it 

happen makes it real. ' In terms of 'transfer' however the Leo head was cautious, 'it is 

difficult to generalise, systems could move straight across, but it is better for people to 

come here and see them working; it's an 'iterative' approach.' 

The high profile association with The Leo School was also proving to be 

beneficial, 'Leo's excellent reputation in the eyes of parents is rubbing off on us. It is 

also an incentive to new staff. ' The Virgo head was determined to continue 

partnership activities using the Leadership Incentive Grant (LIG). She confidently 

asserted 'it can't stop now. ' 

The Leo head believed the LIG funding would improve the current working, 

'the LEA will have little say in what we do! The client-consultant relationship is more 

clearly defined, provided they can pay, we can provide!' He also identified the issue 

of being able to respond to all the 'clients' needs, 'our capacity to support varies as 

staff develop and move on. Governors are not interested in hearing how well the 

'client' is doing, ifwe are struggling with our core business!' 

Others working in partnership 

In the spring term other teachers were interviewed about partnership work:

(1) The partnership manager in The Virgo School 
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At an earlier stage in the partnership development, the assistant head was made the 

partnership manager. He had been at The Virgo School for many years and believed 

staff and governors were becoming more positive about the partnership, 'in the 

beginning they didn't want the big school telling them what they were doing wrong, 

but it turned quickly when we met face to face; it has boosted morale and helped 

address curriculum weaknesses; for the first time we have pupils appealing to come 

here!' He believed meeting other subject teachers was very important, 'in a small 

school the head of department is often the only teacher of that subject in the school. ' 

The main downside identified was the need to release staff from their existing 

teaching responsibilities, 'it is not always easy to cover lessons; our teachers don't 

like missing lessons, classes lose continuity and behaviour suffers. ' 

(2) The Science teacher exchange 

Two science teachers exchanged timetable for a week. Both teachers reported that 

they thoroughly enjoyed the experience and learned a great deal from it. Their 

learning and the impact on their teaching is summarised in Appendix 12 (p.269). 

(3) The Transition project 

The two teachers in charge of transition between Primary and Secondary had a series 

of meetings. The teacher from The Virgo School had used the partnership time to 

create a Transition Action Plan in collaboration with The Leo School (Appendix 13 p. 

276). 

Stage 4 'looking back, planning forward summer 2003 

At the summer meeting the Virgo head was pleased to confirm the continuation of the 

partnership, 'the LIG funding is manna from heaven.' The Leo head was also 

delighted to report, 'no quickfixes but steady progress; when we started they were on 

the see register, now there is a good Ofsted Report; their future is assured. ' 
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Others interviewed were similarly positive. The partnership managers saw 

partnership as an 'ongoing relationship; continuing to develop and grow. It has done 

more than the EAZ, and is less intense.' They accepted that not everything had been 

successful but identified benefits for both schools, 'we have learned about procedures 

and practices at The Leo School and they have had to analyse and reflect on their 

own practice. ' They believed their own enthusiasm for the partnership, along with the 

support of the heads and the governors, would ensure continued success. 

The head of science at The Virgo had changed his views completely, 'I was 

worried at first, but working with The Leo School has given us confidence and 

commitment to getting the work done. ' 

Summary 

Under the leadership of the new headteacher, The Virgo School may now be viewed 

in Myers' terms as a 'striving' school (1998 p.178) - determined to change and 

improve. The schools had a history of working together, so the choice of partner was 

appropriate and the partnership seen as a natural development. The headteachers 

developed the positive relationships that Leithwood (1995) saw as essential and this 

spread to others in both schools and encouraged them to engage in partnership work. 

Over time the concerns about 'take over' disappeared and confidence and trust grew 

between the schools. Acting as mentor and critical friend (MacBeath 1999 p.1IO), the 

Leo head had judged his support astutely and the Virgo head had maintained 

independence while developing interdependence with The Leo School along the 

continuum of development identified by Covey (1992 pp. 48-52). The management 

committee that Atkinson (2002) believed was essential for effective partnerships, was 

effective at keeping staff, governors and the LEA informed and on board. As 

identified by Duffy (1996) and Matthews and Sammons (2004), initiatives tend to 
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stall during Ofsted Inspection, however the schools recovered quickly as the structure 

and the processes to support collaboration as identified by Handscomb (2004) were 

already well developed and the initiative was seen to develop 'inside out.' Systems 

and practices transferred effectively and teachers in both schools felt the benefit of 

learning from each other as a shared understanding developed about what needed to 

be done to improve. 

As the funding arrangements changed, the Virgo head became more specific 

about what she wanted although the Leo head became increasingly concerned that he 

might not always be able to maintain the quality of their support. The concern about 

losing teaching time through inter-school visits still remained. The partnership 

activities informed both schools' plans for improvement and the foundations had been 

laid for a long and productive relationship. It was likely that the impact of the new 

knowledge and approaches would eventually be evidenced by improved student 

learning outcomes. 

Case Study 5 The Libra-Taurus Partnership 

Background to the Partnership 

The Libra School is a mixed (11-19) comprehensive with over 1750 pupils situated in 

the east of the county. The school serves a community affected by severe deprivation 

and is part of an Educational Action Zone. The Libra School expanded rapidly in 

1990s when large numbers of families were re-housed from London. The PANDA 

report 2002 shows attainment well below national averages compared with similar 

schools at KS3 and KS4. Value Added is in the lowest 25% in the County. There is a 

high percentage of FSM (23%) and 18% of pupils are on the SEN register (Table 1 a 

& Ib pp.20-21). There are severe problems with recruitment and retention of staff. 

The Ofsted Report March 2000 (URN 115361) stated 'the headteacher provides good 
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leadership, but too little is done to tackle poor behaviour and the effectiveness of 

teaching is severely affected by poor attitudes to learning by a minority of pupils. ' 

Ofsted judged the school to have serious weaknesses in pupils' behaviour, attendance 

and the quality of teaching. 

The Taurus School is a large mixed 01-19) comprehensive school with 1300 

pupils about twelve miles from The Libra SchooL Taurus serves a large number of 

small rural communities and most pupils are transported to and from schooL The 

socio-economic conditions are favourable and few pupils have statements of SEN. 

The PANDA report 2002 indicated achievement was broadly in line with national 

average but well below average when compared with similar schools based on FSM. 

County Value Added at KS3 is good and very good at KS4. At 91 %, attendance at the 

school is better than the national average (Table la & Ib pp.20-21). The Ofsted 

Report (URN 115376) stated the headteacher was 'dynamic, experienced and 

confident that the school is good and getting better.' He was supported by an 

'excellent' senior management team and there was 'firm commitment to school 

improvement. ' 

The Libra-Taurus partnership is significant as the LEA sought to broker a 

relationship between two competing schools; where both heads were very experienced 

but had contrasting leadership styles and aspirations for what the partnership could 

achieve. 

Stage 1 Setting up the partnership, building the relationship, preparing the 

ground and deciding what needs to be done.(summer 2002) 

The Libra head was very positive about partnership; he was relieved and pleased to 

have the support of the LEA. HMI monitoring had identified progress made on some 

key issues but identified further weaknesses in boys' underachievement and literacy 
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across both key stages. An earlier LEA support plan had provided the headteacher 

with a mentor and strengthened the SMT by the addition of an advisory deputy head; 

this the Libra Head had found 'wholly positive, ' and so he readily accepted the 

proposed partnership with The Taurus School. Although the schools were in 

competition they were already linked through the local schools' Confederation and 

Taurus had helped when Libra had severe staff shortages during an Ofsted monitoring 

visit. 

After a meeting with the LEA Officers, the Libra head believed the scene was 

set for positive partnership work to increase, 'the head of the Taurus School talked 

about what they could learn from us, he talked about partnership, not 'take over. ' 

Although the partnership may be seen as a 'natural development, ' the Libra head had 

some reservations about his actual partner head, 'his style is quite different from mine, 

he is very out spoken and is very anti-LEA.' There were also practical concerns for 

the Libra head as his school was already in partnership with a nearby Beacon School, 

'we are in their 'outreach' plan and we have worked together for some months; the 

head there has been very supportive to me.' The Libra head had suggested working 

jointly with the two schools but the Taurus head rejected this insisting that activities 

with his school were kept completely separate. 

The Taurus head believed he was the ideal partner for The Libra School, '/ 

have a background in collaborative work, / set up the Primary Cluster and the 

Schools' Confederation; / see my school as the flag ship but some of the others don't 

like that.' He had already sought partnership work with the LEA, '/ offered to 'take 

over' a 'failing' primary school and / offered to set up the new secondary school, but 

they did not take me up on the offer.' Although stating he wanted to work with the 

LEA on this initiative, he revealed that he did not believe the strategy would work, 
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'the partnership model will move too slowly to get schools out of trouble. Libra needs 

me to take over; we don't want a 'sink school' in the Confederation.' 

The Libra head believed a good relationship between the two heads was 

crucial, 'it must be open and trusting; able to say what you think; debate must be 

robust and positive; a meeting of minds and a strong friendship. ' For the Libra head 

however, this relationship did not yet exist, 'there is no friendship; there may be a 

professional relationship but he will never be my mentor. ' 

The Taurus head had no doubts about his suitability as a partner, 'we are well 

connected and our systems will transfer. We have generosity of spirit; we can put 

local politics aside and 'give and take. ' Furthermore he believed that he would be 

'self-depreciating, ' in the relationship, 'I will say we can learn form them, we can 

always make it up. After all they're the ones in serious weaknesses.' At the outset he 

made it clear he did not believe the Libra head could change the school, 'he isn't the 

right head for the job, a nice chap, but no charisma or drive! Put me in there and I 

will tum it round. ' 

The Libra head also had growing uncertainty about the likely success of the 

partnership, 'they do things differently; I am not convinced that their staff would be 

successful here; just because systems work there does not mean they will transfer and 

work here.' He also had reservations about his partner's approach, 'he tends to 

dominate; that style probably wouldn't work here. He thinks he understands us but he 

doesn't really appreciate the problems. ' 

Despite these stated doubts, both heads and the LEA engaged in the 

partnership apparently unaware of the reservations. The Libra head believed he could 

not refuse, 'it is imposed really, but I want to see if it can work.' The heads agreed to 

keep the partnership low key and each nominated a deputy to manage the partnership. 
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A list of support activities was drawn up by the partnership managers for the autumn 

term (Appendix 15 p. 284). 

This partnership plan with the Taurus School was extensive but represented 

only part of the Libra's improvement strategy, 'we have an overall improvement plan 

and Taurus will support some of it. ' Libra was also working with other partners but 

the Taurus head believed his contribution would be outstanding, 'soon we will see 

high profile movement of expertise and practice between our two schools. ' 

Stage 2 Developing the partnership. Planting the seeds, watering and nurturing. 

(autumn 2002) 

In The Taurus School the head and the partnership manager were concerned that little 

has happened, 'we pushed it with them, but it is disappointing, nothing has come back 

to us.' The high profile Taurus was looking for had not materialised, 'it has all gone 

a little quiet, we were ready to roll but the head has taken it from his deputy and 

handed it over to the new 'advisory' deputy to manage.' The Taurus head was critical 

of this change, 'this is a bad decision, it was not discussed with us and it has upset 

progress; the (advisory) deputy was not properly briefed and she will only be there 

for a term.' The partnership manager agreed the response had been lukewarm, 'our 

science AST has done some outreach, but there does not seem to be much of a desire 

to work together. We will persevere but if they don't get it going, we won't bother 

involving them in our training programme, it's up to them now!' 

At The Libra School, the Advisory deputy was trying hard to balance several 

partnership plans. This proved complicated as there were now separate plans for The 

Taurus Partnership, the Beacon Outreach plan, the EAZ Plan and the Ofsted Action 

Plan. All these plans involved collaboration between teachers, albeit with different 

departments and different schools. 
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The partnership manager from Taurus had not met with the new partnership 

manager from the Libra school to discuss the existing plan (Appendix 15 p.284). He 

felt it was like starting over again and was convinced the change in Libra management 

arrangements had caused progress to slow. At The Libra School there appeared little 

urgency or enthusiasm for the Taurus partnership. Apart from the AST Outreach 

work, no other activities had taken place. The Advisory deputy confirmed that Ofsted 

preparation was top of Libra School's agenda and Taurus was only one of the schools 

they were working with. In general visits to and from partner schools were resisted as 

they took teachers from their classes and that was seen to exacerbate cover and pupil 

behaviour problems. Libra staff generally seemed to resent the involvement of The 

Taurus SchooL 

Stage 3 Incorporation 'Harvesting the fruits' spring 2003 

By the end of the spring term partnership work had more or less ceased. The Taurus 

head blamed The Libra School, 'there has not been enough effort from them, so it has 

stalled.' The Taurus head is particularly critical of the Libra head, 'it comes back to 

leadership, as far as I'm concerned, he's lost the plot! Everything there is knee jerk, 

crises management stuff' He was particularly disappointed that nothing has come 

back to reward them for their efforts, 'it all came from us and there was no kudos, 

little funding and nothing new there for us to learn!' 

The Taurus School had given Libra some practical support during the Ofsted 

visit to cover lessons and support the PE department, however Libra did not join in 

the Pastoral Support Programme or the 'transforming learning' project. The offer the 

Taurus head made for his staff to deliver the KS3 technology programme in the Libra 

School was also not taken up. 
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At The Libra School the Advisory deputy had completed her term and the 

deputy head had resumed her partnership responsibility. She seemed exasperated by 

the complexity of managing many the various support plans, 'I'm like an octopus 

trying to keep many plates spinning; we are inundated with offers from a multiplicity 

of partners.' She explained how as the SCC in the area, The Libra School was named 

in nine Specialist School Outreach Plans; linked to EAZ activities, local 

Confederation inset and the LEA support programme for SCc. No wonder the deputy 

asserted, 'it's a challenge to track who's doing what, with who and why!' Trying to 

engage in the Taurus programmes seemed to add to problems rather than support 

improvement, 'staff shortages have made it difficult to release staff to go anywhere, 

and when they are released it affects lessons and behaviour. Most teachers don't want 

to miss their classes; there is so much to pick up when they return. ' 

Most partnership work did not take place or 'fizzled out' after an initial 

meeting. The Libra deputy believed most plans perished due to poor understanding, 

'we have a lot of fragile people here, it's not just about giving them pearls of wisdom, 

it's about valuing and learning; its always got to be about two way.' By marked 

contrast however, the support from the Science AST from the Taurus School was 

successful, 'his work is outstanding; he formed good relationships in the department 

and really helped the science staff move forward. ' 

The Beacon partnership seemed to have built on firmer foundations, 'there is 

trust with this partner, we understand the values that drive their desire to help; they 

always do what they say they will do.' By implication this was missing from the 

Taurus partnership, 'apart from the work with science, trust is not there and their 

motives are not clear. I am sure the head is in it for some short term gain and not the 
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longer haul. They 'tell us' rather than share and support; we have the impression that 

there is nothing for them to learn from us. ' 

The Libra School planned to continue in partnership with the Beacon School 

through LIG but not with The Taurus School. The Taurus head had also stopped 

attending meetings with the Confederation. 

The final interview with the Taurus head confirmed that he believed that while 

they had helped improve The Libra School, there had been no benefit for them. From 

the outset he showed little faith that partnership would work. He still maintained a 

'take over' was the answer, 'put me and my two deputies in there for two years; we 

would transform that school. They don't have the vision, his head is in the sand; they 

are blinkered; they need to be blitzed! 

Stage 4 'looking back, planning forward' (summer 2003) 

In the summer term the Taurus partnership manager's reflections about the 

partnership revealed that unlike his headteacher, he did not locate all the blame with 

The Libra School, 'they were willing to accept ideas but they had too much to deal 

with; at the same time we had our own issues.' He appreciated that managing 

partnership activities was not easy, 'there was often confusion about what we were 

doing; we turned up one day and they were closed! Often their teachers weren't able 

to make it, people were off sick and they never told us!' He believed that changing the 

partnership manager did not help, 'the job was passed around; she worked hard but 

she never got her head above water. ' 

Several areas of successful partnership work were identified nonetheless: 

• The work in science with the AST who, 'forced the issue, contacted the school 

and stuck to his arrangements. ' In science learning was also 'two way' as the 

AST became familiar with the GNVQ science programme and introduced it to 
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The Taurus School. Libra staff tutored the Taurus staff and provided them 

with the resources required. 

• The teachers responsible for Primary Liaison in both schools met regularly to 

exchanged ideas and strategies. The Libra teacher in particular valued the 

support, 'he gave me lots of ideas, reassurance and encouragement. There was 

nothing in it for him, I knew very little and he knew a lot. ' 

Apart from these two relationships, other partnership activities 'dropped away. ' 

Summary 

The Libra School seemed in Rosenholtz' terms 'stuck' in serious weaknesses (1989 p. 

106). While there was a willingness to embrace change the school seemed to lack the 

capacity to make sustained progress (Stoll 1999). Staff felt under pressure and 

negative about Ofsted; when one key issue was addressed another was identified. As 

Ouston and Davies (1998) identified, staff felt they would never meet the Ofsted 

'ideal'. The Libra head accepted the LEA offer of partnership with The Taurus School 

although he was uncertain that he could work with the Taurus head and he had already 

chosen to partner with a nearby Beacon school. 

The Taurus head was keen to show that he could drive improvement in The 

Libra School. While he went along with the partnership he really believed The Libra 

School needed him to take it over. He did not believe the Libra head would ever 

improve the school. Although the ground for partnership seemed prepared and some 

previous collaboration had taken place, the dysfunctional clash of styles and cultures 

that this partnership presented was largely ignored. While there were processes 

identified by Handscomb (2004) were in place, the structure to support collaboration 

was not there at the outset nor did they build. 
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In the run up to the Ofsted monitoring visits The Libra School became 

preoccupied with inspection preparation; partnership activities were not seen as a 

priority and mainly failed to take place. In addition the change in partnership 

management at The Libra School caused a breakdown in communications and further 

delay. The Taurus head soon became frustrated by lack of progress; he blamed the 

Libra head in particular for failing to deliver and quickly lost interest when he could 

see no advantage for himself or his school. The partnering of these headteachers was 

inept from the outset and although the deputies worked better together, partnership 

activities had ceased by the third term and nothing further was planned. 

As a school in challenging circumstances, The Libra School was inundated 

with offers of support but as Stoll (1999) identified, they did not have the capacity to 

manage them successfully. The Taurus School was pushy and directive and did not 

respond to Libra's needs. There was little evidence of transfer of processes or 

practices from the Libra head's preferred partner Beacon school, but the relationship 

was more cordial. Two successful pairings at middle management emerged between 

teachers as The Libra School and their counterparts at The Taurus School. This 

concurs with Haydn (2001) and demonstrates how in challenging situations, 

individuals can work together successfully and develop a shared understanding of 

need when relationships are trusting and collegiate. At this level new knowledge and 

skills may be more likely to impact on pupil learning outcomes. 

Case study 6 The Pisces-Scorpio Partnership 

Background to the partnership 

The Pisces School is an 11-16 mixed comprehensive with 750 pupils and a falling 

roll. The school is situated in a new town in the west of the County where the social 

and economic context is unfavourable. The proportion of pupils with SEN is well 
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above average at 36% and 22% of the pupils are entitled to FSM. The PANDA report 

for 2002 indicated that attainment at KS3 and KS4 was below that of similar schools 

and value added was poor (Table 1a & 1b pp. 20-21). 

The Pisces School was placed on the SCC Register in 2001 following their 

Ofsted Inspection (URN 115217) when the school was judged to have serious 

weaknesses. Although the report judged leadership and management to be good and 

well focused on raising standards in difficult circumstances, the school was described 

as 'fighting to provide a satisfactory education in the face of serious staffing 

difficulties. ' 

The Scorpio School is an 11-16 mixed comprehensive school with over 1400 

pupils, situated in a new town in the south of the county, 30 miles from Pisces. The 

roll has increased significantly over the past six years and the school is over 

subscribed. Although pupil attainment on entry is below average, with 18% of pupils 

having SEN and 15% eligible for FSM, the school has been identified as being 

successful in raising standards. Scorpio has been praised as one of the most improved 

schools in the County. The Ofsted Report, 2001 (UNR 115228) judged The Scorpio 

School as 'highly successful. ' The report praised the headteacher's 'powerful vision' 

and 'conviction that all pupils have a right to the best education that the school can 

provide.' The PANDA Report 2002 indicated that attainment was in line with national 

expectations and overall value added was satisfactory (Table 1a & 1b pp. 20-21). 

The LEA had increasing concerns about The Pisces School for some time but 

not until 12 months after Ofsted judged the school to be in 'serious weaknesses' were 

discussions initiated about progress and the possibility of partnership with The 

Scorpio School. At this point the Pisces head was already forming a partnership with a 

Beacon Girls Grammar School in a neighbouring Authority. This partnership is 
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similar to the Libra-Taurus Partnership as the headteachers had contrasting styles and 

did not trust each other. In addition however, from the outset neither head was really 

interested in working in partnership. 

Stage 1 Setting up the partnership. Preparing the ground and deciding what 

needs to be done. (summer and autumn 2002) 

The partnership between the two schools did not get off to a good start. The Pisces 

head was not interested in a second partnership; she was pleased with the support that 

was building from the Beacon School which she believed had already 'improved staff 

morale. ' She was still shocked by the serious weaknesses judgement and believed 

confidence was badly damaged. 'Ofsted got it wrong, ' she maintained, 'we were just 

unlucky, we all have suffered.' She believed the Inspectors prejudged the situation, 

'they arrived with the view of the school as underachieving; nothing we could do 

could remove that.' The headteacher felt 'jaded' by the experience, neglected by the 

LEA and in need of sympathetic support. 

The Head of The Pisces School was particularly concerned about the 

partnership with Scorpio, 'a headteacher in the same authority brings baggage that 

will get in the way.' While she appreciated that The Scorpio School had improved, she 

felt she could not work with the Scorpio head, 'there is too much history between us; / 

am not confident in his integrity; this relationship will go nowhere.' Although both 

of these headteachers were on the executive committee of the County Association of 

Secondary Heads (CASH), the relationship was not good. At a recent CASH 

Conference she overheard the Scorpio head talking to colleagues about another SCC, 

'/ didn't like what he said about the school and the headteacher. Would he talk about 

me like that? / don't trust him!' 
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The Scorpio head was also cautious, 'Partnership may support a new head but 

/ don't see it compensating for the inadequacy of an old one. She is a long standing 

headteacher; who am / to tell someone with her experience what to do? She says she 

wants help to recruit teachers; but / can't do that for her! ' 

From the outset the partnership seemed doomed as neither headteacher 

believed they could work together or showed any interest in making the relationship 

work. These feelings were either not picked up or were ignored by the Astrologers; 

neither of the heads made their concerns explicit at the time. 

The Scorpio head explained that his support seemed to be assumed by the 

LEA, '/ had a phone callfrom the Head of the Service and a one hour meeting with 

the head of Pisces and suddenly / was in a partnership with a school that wasn't 

really interested in my help!' At the same time the Pisces head felt she couldn't 

refuse, '/ could see he didn't really want to help but / didn't feel/could say no!' 

The Pisces head believed the essential partnership qualities of trust and mutual 

benefit were not there. She believed the Beacon School offered what she needed, 'a 

low key two way partnership of equals to help build staff confidence and morale.' As 

a school outside the County, the Beacon partnership carried no baggage, inferred no 

weakness and allowed the Pisces head to maintain professional pride. 

The Scorpio head believed systems and structures could transfer when 'one 

school genuinely wants to help and the other school genuinely wants the help. ' 

However, in his view this partnership lacked commitment and as he pointed out, 'you 

can't transfer commitment!' Fundamentally he did not believe the Pisces head could 

bring about improvement and he was not prepared to put time into a 'wasted effort. ' 

In his view The Pisces School needed a new headteacher, 'one with vision and 

energy. 
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At the end of the summer term no further discussions had taken place and 

nothing was planned. The Pisces head was critical of the LEA for not discussing 

support or the selection of suitable partner, 'we were in serious weaknesses for over a 

year before they talked to us about support and when they did it was all very much 

being done to; [ still have no idea how The Scorpio School got involved.' She 

believed the Beacon school partnership that she started should have been build upon. 

She believed the LEA did not appreciate the complexity of the situation. 

The Scorpio head was also convinced that the LEA should have done more, 'it 

needed more discussion, clearer expectations and outcomes. ' He believed a deeper 

analysis of the situation should have taken place. He was sure partnerships could 

support improvement but it was not simply the case of asking for volunteers, 

'partnerships need to be carefully arranged and strategies discussed; The Pisces 

School needs a new head! No amount of partnership work will achieve that!' 

Stage 2 Developing the partnership- 'planting the seeds, watering and 

nurturing.' (spring 2003) 

It is perhaps not surprising that by the beginning of the spring term 2003, the 

partnership had made no progress. In an effort to show the LEA that partnership funds 

were being used, a telephone conversation between the two heads agree some support 

for an unqualified maths teacher in The Pisces School and a meeting of senior 

managers to discuss developments in the KS4 curriculum. The headteachers had 

talked once on the 'phone but they had not met or visited each other's schools. The 

Pisces head was convinced the partnership was a non starter, '[ am wasting my time. 

He shows no interest in what we may have to offer. He is too concerned about the 

time it will take for his staff to travel here!' 
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The Pisces head felt unsupported by the LEA and on an 'emotional roller 

coaster ride!' She believed more should have been done to support her after the 

Ofsted Inspection, 'there were times when I could have walked away, times when I felt 

like resigning. I am still not clear what to do. ' She seemed preoccupied with the 

serious weaknesses label and believed the main obstacle to improvement was 

recruitment and retention of staff. She felt locked in a downward spiral which was 

likely to place the school in special measures. She had been unable to share these 

concerns with the head of Scorpio School and at this stage, contact with the Beacon 

School had ceased as they were preoccupied their own Of sed Inspection. She believed 

a different partner could have made the difference, 'the LEA brought us together but it 

was not a natural alliance. Another partner might have worked, perhaps with a local 

school or a head I know and trust; from the start this partnership was dead in the 

water. ' 

Later in the spring term, the maths AST gave three days of support to the 

Pisces School and senior managers met once to discuss KS4. These were the only 

partnership activities that were recorded. The Pisces head claimed the Beacon 

partnership activities were 'brilliant by comparison.' The only activity cited however 

was a music event for pupils at The Pisces School which provided 'a feel good factor, 

when everything else looked gloomy. ' 

Stage 3 Looking back and planning forward (summer 2003) 

In the final visit to the Pisces School the head reflected on the 'failed' partnership. 

She believed that the LEA got it wrong in the way the partnership was set up and her 

partner identifying, 'the formal ways of pairing the schools may not be right; the LEA 

cannot legislate for what will work especially when there is not the desire to make it 

work.' She argued that simply pairing with a school that has improved in not 
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sufficient, 'school improvement is complex, pairing with another school that has been 

successful is not the answer.' The Pisces head believed that she needed a sounding 

board, someone to trust and not someone who would simply say, 'we're good, look at 

us!' She wanted someone to listen, to understand the situation, to help her feel better 

about herself and help find a way forward. 

The Pisces School was now involved in the local LIG collaborative. Again the 

head was doubtful about the possible success of this collaborative venture, '/ don't 

know if it will work, there are some heads involved that / don't trust; they will be in it 

for themselves.' By the end of term, no further Beacon activities had been arranged. 

Meanwhile the head of the Scorpio School was involved in setting up a 

Network Learning Community with the head of another County school (his former 

deputy) and their feeder primary schools. He was also providing support for a 

neighbouring LIG school, 'they are on our door step; it is clear what they need and / 

know we can work together. ' 

Summary 

The situation in the Pisces School was complex. The head seemed determined to 

prove the Ofsted judgement wrong but as identified by Myers and Goldstein (1998) 

and Stoll and Fink (1996) the school appeared in a downward spiral fuelled by low 

morale, falling rolls and staff recruitment and retention difficulties. Neither the head's 

preferred partner nor the one chosen by the LEA were able to establish the processes 

and structures for effective collaboration. The Pisces head wanted a supportive partner 

to understand her situation and help restore her confidence a strategy suggested by 

Datnow (1999) and MacBeath (1999) but the Scorpio head did not want to be 

associated with what he felt was a hopeless situation. 
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The choice of Scorpio as a partner was inept. The LEA was unaware of the 

feelings the heads had for each other and the heads themselves were compliant. As a 

result, the partnership opportunity was wasted. 

The Pisces head had a further opportunity to work collaboratively through the 

formation of the LIG. Here she readily identified how others were likely to jeopardise 

successful collaboration but did not see that her own reticence may be part of the 

problem. Meanwhile the Scorpio head sought to build partnerships with those he 

believed he could work with. 
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Chapter 5 Analysis of actions and developments and the emergence 
of cross case studies themes. 

This chapter is divided into three parts. Part 1 provides an overview of the partnership 

strategy in response to the research questions and Part 2 drills further into the data to 

explore reasons why outcomes were as they were perceived to be. Part 3 builds 

models and typologies which provide insight into the development of partnership 

working in different contexts. 

Part 1 Overview of the Partnership Strategy 

The partnership strategy is in line with the current trends that seek to build a more 

collaborative agenda; it is grounded in the twin beliefs that partnership can hasten 

improvement in SCC (Bentley 2003) and DillS policy that suggests the LEA can play 

a valuable role in matching suitable partners and brokering effective partnerships 

(DillE 2000 and 2001). Partnership working holds the possibility that learning may 

take place at school, department and classroom level and between institutions as 

identified by Ainscow et al. (1994), Fullan (1991), Sergiovanni (2000), Stoll (1999) 

and Haydn (2001). 

In response to the overarching research question 'how do partnerships between 

SCC and 'effective' schools evolve and either support (or hinder) improvement?' the 

findings reported here concur with those in the DillE Report (2001) as outcomes from 

this partnership initiative were indeed variable. As Wood and Cribb (2001) assert it is 

not easy to disentangle what partnerships actually achieved. Indeed the research 

concurs with Timbedey and Robinson (2003) as what they failed to do is more readily 

identifiable. Improvement is largely seen in the gradual building of a supportive 

partnership culture which at best is receptive to dialogue, sharing practice and some 

collaboration between key groups and individual teachers. While the building of 
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collaborative capacity as Bentley (2003) suggests is a necessary first step it is not 

sufficient to ensure improvement. Bollen (1989) argues that school improvement is a 

process and given the relatively short time frame of this initiative the absence of 

institutional change and embedded practice is not surprising. 

The study highlights how see are subject to many offers of support as well as 

significant pressure. This may indeed hinder improvement as the judicious mix of 

pressure and support that Barber (1998) refers to was not easily achieved by see as 

several appeared overwhelmed by both the pressure and the support. 

It follows therefore that the transfer of systems and practices was similarly 

variable. The study supports the findings of Anderson (1998) and Dutnow (1999) that 

self-identified strategies between partners fit rather than challenge current practice. 

Partnership activities were predictable and bolted onto existing plans; they mainly 

involved support for individuals and weak departments and the exchange of schemes 

of work (Appendices 5-15 pp. 238-284). These activities which require teachers to 

learn new strategies and structures within a relatively short period of time are 

criticised by Myers and Goldstein (1998 p.177) as they are likely to reinforce the 

failing school label. In the study, partnership activities often had a negative impact on 

the morale and self-esteem of heads and teachers as they supported the view that it 

was their weaknesses that needed to be addressed. The research qualifies the belief 

expressed by Fullan (2001) that schools are 'terrible at learning from each 

other'(p.92), as the findings suggest that effective schools in the partnership were 

more likely to learn from their partner, make time to reflect on practice and improve 

their own systems. By comparison most of the see in the study seemed unable to 

make time to reflect and improve their systems as partnership work was not seen as a 

priority and they were beset with day to day issues and Ofsted preparations. In 
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particular they had difficulty releasing staff to engage in partnership work. Apart from 

a few individual cases, the overall impact of the transfer of systems and practices in 

the majority of partnerships was limited. 

The research also asked how effective the LEA was at matching and brokering 

the partnerships. The LEA was involved in brokering all the partnerships; three were 

called 'natural' as they built upon existing collaborative relationships, the other three 

were 'arranged' (Table 4 p.86). The research shows that natural partnerships were no 

more or less successful than those arranged by the LEA. Although The Libra School 

had previous connections with The Taurus School through the School's Confederation 

and the head of the Sagittarius School was acting head at The Capricorn School for a 

term, neither of the SCC consider them suitable partners. All the partnerships were 

introduced 'top down' and none of the heads of the SCC felt they could refuse to join 

in. Only the Virgo-Leo partnership showed signs of becoming an 'inside out' 

collaborative improvement programme and only the Virgo head appeared to form a 

special professional relationship with her partner and embrace the notion of being 

mentored. None of the effective partners claimed that they had contributed directly to 

'capacity building and change' as described in the role of the external agent in Harris 

(2002 p.57). With the exception of the Virgo-Leo partnership, others appeared to lack 

purpose and clarity and a shared understanding of intended outcomes. 

The research supports the findings of Lownsbrough and Huber (2003) as lack 

of clarity about expectations, the tendency of one partner to dominate and insecurity 

about the longevity of the initiative resulted in most partnerships lacking commitment 

and petering out when the funding stopped. Uncertainty about the continuation of the 

initiative beyond the first year compounded the situation and inhibited commitment 

and as Ghouri (1999) also found, schools were reluctant to invest in short term 
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relationships and amongst the effective partners it was found there were concerns 

about the potential for adverse effects on their own schools. There was no exit 

strategy to support sustainability apart from an aspiration that some partnerships may 

continue through LIG Collaboratives. As Harris (op cit) reminds us, without 

commitment and an adequate time-scale, 

change will be superficial and unsustainable (p. 113) 

Many of the SCC in the study were visited by Ofsted during the research period; some 

had inspections and some were placed in an Ofsted category, others were subject to 

monitoring visits. The research sought to find out if the period following a damaging 

Ofsted was the appropriate time to form a new partnership and if partnership could 

continue during inspection and post-inspection. The negative impact of Ofsted on 

partnership work was clearly evidenced in three of the case studies and supports the 

findings of Matthews and Sammons (2004), Gray, (2000), Turner, (1998) and Pugh 

(1998). It was also evident that partnership activities cease in the 'run up,' during and 

post-Inspection. The approaching Ofsted Inspection made the effective school heads 

think again about the time out of school for themselves and their staff. The inability of 

SCC to manage the partnership support was also evident and indeed questions the 

appropriateness of the partnership strategy for schools in these Ofsted categories. In 

particular, partner schools in special measures were preoccupied with the Ofsted visit 

each term; this dominated the improvement agenda and marginalised engagement in 

partnership activities. It remains to be seen if future partnership work will be 

challenged by the unpredictability of the new 'short notice' inspections (DfES 2005) 

and the emphasis on self-evaluation or whether short notice will indeed reduce the 

potential for a major run up and diversion of attention. 
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The research also asked if teachers from ostensibly different schools develop a 

shared understanding of what needs to be done to improve partner schools. The basic 

model of support for teachers in the partnerships involved exchange visits. While 

teachers from the effective schools had concerns about missing their classes, the see 

had additional issues around cover for releasing teachers to visit partner schools and 

were plagued by the difficulties of recruitment and retention of key staff. The 

concerns expressed by Barth (1990) over the choice of effective schools as partners 

are endorsed by this research as they tended to reinforce the perceived helplessness of 

the see and create a 'deficit' rather than 'collegiate' model. Furthermore my research 

shows that staff in effective schools, in particular their headteachers, viewed the 

partnership as essentially an opportunity for their own aggrandisement and/or 

professional development. see however, wanted practical help to resolve key 

problems and issues often relating to staffing. The majority of partner schools were 

unable or unwilling to second staff to work in partner schools and see were not 

always appreciative or able to use the support that was offered. 

Part 2 Why things were perceived to happen as they did. 

To better understand why the partnership strategy failed to have the intended impact 

on the majority of see, I here drill down through the research evidence and the 

research questions that relate to LEAs ability to match schools and broker 

partnerships that support improvement in Sec. In particular I focus on: 

• the assumptions that the LEA Officers made, 

• the inconsistencies and lack of clarity, 

• monitoring, evaluating and holding to account, 

• leadership and partnership. 
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(i) Assumptions and outcomes 

In Chapter 4 Part 1, Table 5a (p.89) the assumptions on which the LEA officers based 

the partnership strategy are listed. In Table 6 below, these assumptions are now 

juxtaposed with the outcomes from the case studies and referenced to the literature. 

Assumptions and outcomes 

Assumptious Outcomes 

Systems, practices and policies can be The transfer of policies and practices was variable; effective 

transferred from effective schools to schools were more likely to transfer practices in. As Lodge 

SCC. (1998) also observed, the SCC were 'lumped' SCC together 

as one type, ignoring what Myers and Goldstein (1998) 

identified as the uniqueness of each troubled school. As 

asserted by Anderson (1998) and Datnow (1999), self-

identified strategies between partners were found to support 

rather than challenge existing practice. 

The LEA can identify suitable Overall the LEA did not meet the standard outlined by 

partners, broker effective partnerships Woods and Cribb, (2001) and Ofsted & Audit Report (2001) 

and hold them to account. as they overall failed to broker effective partnerships, 

monitor developments and hold to account. 

Effective schools (in particular ex- The research concurs with Harris and Bennett (2001) as 

Grant Maintained schools), with high successful partnerships were dependent upon the relationship 

profile headteachers make suitable that built between the schools and the tone and tenor for this 

partners for SCC; they have systems was set by the headteachers. The ability to build rapport, act 

and models that work and these can be as mentor, coach or critical friend as identified by MacBeath 

driven through SCc. (1999) were not evident in effective schools per se and no 

training was made available or thought necessary. Effective 

schools did not necessarily make suitable partners for SCC. 

Indeed some partner heads were convinced that the best 

strategy to improve SCC was 'takeover.' 

Effective schools have time, expertise In line with Ghouri (1999) this research shows that partners 

and capacity to engage productively to became frustrated when time seems wasted and teachers miss 

support improvement in SCC. lessons and effective schools couldn't match the expectations 

of the SCC. Lack of impact overall suggests that effective 

schools did not necessarily know how to stimulate 

improvement in SCC, nor were they able to persuade SCC to 

adopt practices they believed would be beneficial; findings 

also drawn by Manthei (1992) and Fullan (1992). 
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Assumptions (continued) Outcomes (continued) 

sec will want to work with effective The initiative was top down and sec felt they 'had to' accept 

schools. but they did not all want to. Not all sec believed effective 

schools have the expertise they needed or saw the strategy as 

a priority. As Zey (1984) suggests, schools preferred to select 

their partners although this research reveals that self selected 

partners were no more successful at supporting their 

improvement. 

Over time some of the major issues in In common with other research i.e. Mortimore and Whitty 

sec are amenable to solution through (1997), Gray (2000) and Ofsted (l999a) a key issue for sec 
collaborative activities. in this study was the recruitment and retention of teachers. 

Partnerships in this study were not able to improve matters 

for their sec partners. A few departments found sharing 

resources and strategies productive but sec did not always 

have the capacity to make use of all the support offered. In 

line with Patterson and West-Burnham (2005), evidence that 

leadership is strengthened by partnership is scant. 

Table 6 

The assumptions about the strategy contrast sharply with the outcomes identified in 

this research. The analysis reveals a high degree of misplaced confidence in the 

strategy on the part of the Astrologers along with their lack of knowledge, 

understanding and application of relevant SESI research findings highlighted in Table 

6. In addition to these assumptions, inconsistencies also emerged between the 

expectations held by the Head of AIS and those of the Principal Adviser and it is to 

these that I now tum. 

(ii) Inconsistencies and lack of clarity 

As co-authors of the strategy, the Astrologers did not have a shared understanding 

about some specific aspects of partnership working, an essential ingredient identified 

by Southworth (1995) for effective partnership between headteachers and their 

deputies. This left the strategy open to different interpretations and as a result, 

inconsistencies and lack of clarity arose, as identified in Chapter 4, Part 1 Table 5b (p. 
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89). This illustrates how views of partnership working have a particularly individual 

perspective; as Bowe et al. (1994) point out- occupying the same landscape yet seeing 

it differently, depending on where you stand. 

Inconsistencies and lack of clarity. 

Inconsistencies and questions Outcomes 

Is the partnership strategy a 'robust The outcomes and behaviours confirm this was not a 

intervention' or a 'voluntary activity?' robust intervention. Although schools appeared to 

engage 'voluntarily' as none declined, most felt they 

could not say no. The study reveals how SCC 'push 

back' when partners tried to dominate and as a result 

those partnerships did not develop. Similarly, 

effective partners withdrew from the partnership 

when they don't get what they wanted or did not 

believe the partnership would succeed. 

Is the strategy 'high profile' or 'low key?' The Head of AlS and some effective partner heads 

wanted the strategy to be 'high profile,' but as 

Winitzky et al.(1992) also found, most SCC wanted 

it kept low key. The SCC in the study were 

concerned that the Ofsted 'failing school' label 

identified by Myers and Goldstein (1998) would be 

added to by the LEA 'partnership' label and as such 

would further disable rather than enable. 

Are the partners 'driving improvement through' The research concurs with Pullan (1992) and 

or supporting improvement of SCC? Is Manthei (1992) as partners who tried to 'drive 

partnership about pressure or support? improvement,' found their efforts frustrated. As 

MacBeath (1998) and Weindling (2004) also found, 

more effective partners nudged the partnership along 

and helped deal with problems as they arose. As 

with Crow (2005), partnerships grounded in support, 

sought to relieve pressure rather than add to it. In all 

cases effective partners believed the SCC were 

already pressured by Ofsted and/or the LEA. 
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Inconsistencies and questions( continued) Outcomes (continued) 

Do headteachers in the partnerships necessarily As also found by Walker et al.(1998), Southworth 

need to like or hold each other in high (2005) and Crow (2005) successful partnerships 

professional regard? were dependent upon the relationship that built 

between the schools and the tone and tenor for this 

was set by the headteachers. As Hobson et al.(2003) 

and Earley et al.(2002) also found, it was essential 

that they liked each other and held each other in 

high professional regard. 

To what extent are partnerships 'two way?' The partnerships were brokered on the principle of 

'two way' and some partners genuinely sought to 

make it so. Other partners and indeed the LEA 

officers paid 'lip service' to the principle. The 

partnerships that continued through LIG believed 

the clarity of 'one way' was beneficial and 

sharpened the partners support in a client-consultant 

model. 

Table 7 

These inconsistencies and unresolved issues caused confusion for schools and 

advisers from the outset and plagued development throughout the life of the strategy. 

How this contributed to the formation of models and typologies will be explored in 

Chapter 6. 

(iii) Monitoring, evaluating and holding to account. 

The partnership strategy claimed to place SLAs in the key role of monitoring, 

evaluating, holding to account and as possible agents of change. At the outset 

however SLAs were unclear about the strategy; most were not involved in selection 

and brokering and uncertain about what the partnerships intended to do. Covey (1992 

p.29) asserts that 'without involvement there is no commitment' and from the outset 

most SLAs were neither involved nor committed and indeed some were sceptical 

about the likely success of the strategy. This corresponds with the conclusions of 

Winitzki et al. (1992) who highlight the risk of insufficient involvement in planning 
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in school-university partnerships and Southworth (1995) who suggested partnership 

require greater transparency and shared philosophy. The strategy was in part informed 

by the Head of the Advisory Service's belief that 'Advisers are too laid back, good at 

support but not intervention' and 'expertise is in the schools. ' Little was done 

however to develop trust and shared understanding with the SLAs, essential 

ingredients for advisers to foster change identified by Walker et al.(1998) and Bryk 

and Schneider (2002). By their actions the Astrologers appeared to undervalue the 

role of the SLA as change agent; a potentially crucial role highlighted by Gray (2000) 

and Harris (2002). In essence they failed to model the very practices that they hoped 

the partnerships would engender in schools. SLAs were unclear about their role and in 

particular questioned how to evaluate and hold to account without clarity about what 

should be happening and which part of any activity was attributable to the LEA 

partnership initiative. For example, it was not clear if AST support from a partner 

school was 'outreach' or a partnership activity! As with McCarthy (2002) evaluation 

was limited to a subjective assessment of participants' satisfaction with the 

partnership and their views of the possible impact on their school, rather than actual 

data and evidence of improvement in pupil outcomes. Without the existence of clear 

aims and targets, as Harris (2002) affirms: 

gauging the impact of change is difficult (pAS). 

A further consequence of the lack of clarity virtually ensured that SLAs were not 

involved in developing Partnerships plans. Although most plans contained systems for 

monitoring and evaluating, their use and impact proved to be variable in 

implementation:-

• The Virgo-Leo partnership drew up a contract, had a steering group which 

included the SLA and incorporated ways of monitoring and evaluating itself. 
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• The Cancer-Aquarius partnership used the existing LEA Cross Service 

Meeting to report back and monitor partnership progress. 

• The Sagittarius School evaluated its own activities with The Capricorn School 

but had no system for feedback or accountability. 

• Other partnerships did not set systems up for monitoring or evaluating. 

In the main the headteachers in SCC were, as Patterson and West-Burnham (2005) 

also noted, too preoccupied with day to day issues and Ofsted preparation to have 

time to evaluate the impact of partnership activity. The variety of approaches 

employed by the headteachers supports Southworth's (2005) view that what leaders 

do is contingent upon the circumstances they find themselves in. For most 

headteachers and SLAs, the partnerships become increasingly peripheral to their 

urgent and important work. With the exception of the Virgo-Leo partnership, SLAs 

failed to keep track of the partnership activities and did not see this as important to 

their role. This concurs with the OECD (2001) study of innovation initiatives which 

concludes that, 

changes designed with little involvement of those destined to use them are 
rarely effective (p.88) 

(iv) Leadership and Partnership 

This study endorses the view that the actions of leaders are central to securing and 

sustaining improvement or indeed accounting for the lack of it (Gray and Wilcox 

1995; Stoll and Fink 1996; Teddlie and Stringfield 1993; Sammons et al. 1997; Stoll 

and Myers 1998; Harris and Bennett 2001; Haydn 2001). There was no evidence in 

these particular cases of SCC being 'turned around' in any dramatic fashion by the 

arrival of a new headteacher, although some incremental change and capacity building 

was seen. Leadership effects are difficult to detect as they are mostly indirect, but as 

Leithwood et al (2004) point out they can be seen in leadership practices that change 
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conditions and build capacity. Capacity building was particularly marked in The 

Virgo School, where the partner believed the 'right' headteacher appointment had 

been made. Such confidence in the leadership of the headteacher appeared not to be 

shared by the partner heads involved with the Capricorn, Libra and Pisces schools. 

The actions of the headteachers in the study again reinforce Southworth (op cit) as 

'contingency theory' supports the view that what leaders do is largely dependent upon 

the particular circumstances they find themselves in. In the majority of SCC in this 

study, the headteachers did not believe working with an 'effective' partner was 

necessarily a priority at that time. In common with other SCC, improvement was 

frustrated by the loss of effective staff, slowness in embracing new ideas and 

difficulties in recruiting suitable experienced teachers, factors also identified by 

Ofsted (2004a p.65). Each SCC in the study has a unique combination of difficulties 

and as Crow (2005) also observes, partner headteachers (not from such challenging 

schools) had a 'limited perspective' on what needed to be done. This notion of 

'limited perspective' resonates throughout the majority of partnerships at senior and 

middle management. Similarly, the notion of Distributed leadership (Southworth ibid 

p.161) was utilised in a 'contingent manner' (p.159); in the Virgo-Leo, Cancer

Aquarius and Libra-Taurus partnerships, management of the partnership was 

devolved to other leaders; in the Aries-Gemini and Pisces-Scorpio it was not 

developed and in the Capricorn-Sagittarius partnership 'distribution' was used by the 

head of Capricorn to distance himself from his partner head. The challenges faced by 

those new to the headship in a SCC were identified and align with the findings of 

Patterson and West-Burnham (2005), Bright and Ware (2003) and Hobson, Brown et 

al (2003). Elements of a process based approach to promoting leadership learning 

identified by Bush, Briggs et al (2003) was evident in the Virgo-Leo partnership and 
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was embryonic in the Cancer-Aquarius partnership. In Virgo-Leo there seemed to be a 

positive mentoring relationship. Here the Virgo head knew and trusted the Leo head 

and welcomed his advice; findings paralleled in research by Leithwood (1995), 

Hobson et al (2003) and Earley et al. (2002) and in the relationship described by 

MacBeath (1999) as a 'critical friendship' (p.lIO). New knowledge and skills were 

impacting within the Virgo-Leo partnership but at best there was some participant 

learning within the other partnerships. Although Mitchell et al. (2000) suggest change 

can be lead by effective partner acting as external 'change agent,' this was not found 

in the case studies that are the focus of this research. Some helpful relationships 

developed at headteacher, deputy head and department level but this is the most 

positive interpretation of their impacts. In all cases partnerships floundered where the 

partner had fixed ideas about what an effective leader should do and ignored the 

uniqueness of the SCc. The majority of heads were unclear about their partner role 

and the partnership remit, and paid lip service to the notion of 'two way' learning. 

Part 3. Models and typologies 

The synthesis of the research analysis of the key questions with the main themes in 

the literature leads to the development of several models and typologies which are 

presented in the section. Each model selects and combines specific elements of 

partnership functioning and aims to provide a lens through which the partnerships can 

be viewed more clearly. The models can also be overlaid to provide further insight 

into partnership working and how it can be more effectively achieved. 

Sections 1 &2 construct models that focus on the capacity of the SCC to 

engage and benefit from partnership. Sections 3&4 build models around the beliefs, 

attitudes and behaviours of the headteachers joined in partnership by the LEA. Section 

5 provides a typology of partnerships. 
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Section 1. The'dependence - independence - interdependence' model. 

This model (adapted from Covey 2002) illustrates how organisations develop the 

potential for partnership working and the limitations of such working until they have 

the capacity to work independently (Table 8 p.170). 

Section 2. The 'structures and processes' matrix. 

This model ( adapted from Handscomb, 2004) locates the schools in terms of the 

rationale they hold for partnership working (structure) and what actually happens 

when they work together (processes) (Table 9 p.173). 

Section 3. The 'experience of partnership and openness to partnership' matrix. 

This model is used to locate, compare and contrast the attitudes held by the 'effective' 

headteachers and the heads of the SCC in the study. It can be used to predict the 

potential for partnership development between individuals and organisations (Table 

lOp.176). 

Section 4. The 'situational partnership' model. 

This model underlines the importance leadership plays in building the school's 

capacity to benefit from partnership and collaboration. It is build around the 

headteachers' attitudes towards partnership (Table 11 p.178) and their beliefs about 

the appropriateness of working with their allocated partner (Table 12 p.181). 

Section 5. The Partnership typology. 

This seeks to combine the characteristics of various partnerships and is built around 

the research evidence from this study on effective and antithetical factors in the 

tradition of Sammons et al.1995; Reynolds 1996; Myers 1996 and others in the SESI 

field (Table 13 p.182-3) 
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Section 1. The Dependence - independence - interdependence model. 

This research concurs with Bentley (2003) that collaboration is dependent upon 

building of capacity both between schools and within schools. The findings illustrate 

the unique position of each school; a position identified by Stoll (1998) as relevant to 

improvement processes and shows how both the SCC and the effective schools are at 

different stages in terms of internal and external capacity to work in partnership, 

although the strategy itself lumps them together as if they were all at they same point. 

Covey (1992 pA8) usefully describes a continuum along which organisations, 

departments and individuals may move from dependence to independence to 

interdependence. This model is adapted here to map growth in organisational 

effectiveness and fits well with Stoll's three key influences (1999 p.506). By 

definition, a school classified as 'Causing Concern' has limited internal capacity to 

improve as revealed in studies by Hopkins et al. (1991), Barber (1998), Reynolds 

(1998), Myers and Goldstein (1998) and as Matthews and Sammons (2004) 

concluded, is likely to be dependent on others for direction, support and guidance. 

The research identifies SCC at this dependent stage and not yet accepting the need for 

improvement, a point regarded by Gray (2000) as a critical first step in engendering 

improvement. Over time, as Louis and Miles (1998) suggest, schools can develop 

improvement cultures, become independent, able to take care of themselves, inner

directed and self-reliant. Haydn (2001) also illustrates how an effective department 

can exist 'independently' within the overall situation of a 'failing' school and reveals 

how appropriate leadership can release the internal capacity of the effective 

department to support and model improvement across the school. This research 

supports Gray (2000) when he points out that different schools, in different contexts 

require different amounts of time to improve, particularly those in the most 
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challenging areas; a position also supported by Mortimore and Whitty (1997) and 

Ofsted (1999a). Schools may continue beyond independence, increasingly aware of 

the potential of interdependence. At this stage they develop structures and processes 

which support effective collaboration according to Handscomb (2004). This strongly 

supports the view that effective partnership and collaboration are indeed characterised 

by the development of interdependence. 

The current focus on collaboration, networking and partnership follows on 

from years of Government strategies which encouraged schools to develop 

independence, free from the control of the Local Authority and free to compete in the 

market place for pupils and resources. At this time, the shift in National Strategy in 

itself seems at odds given the continued focus on individual school performance 

through league tables and Ofsted Inspection. Furthermore the partnership and 

collaborative agenda is not matched with the necessary change in culture at a school 

level as identified by Schein (1985). Schools continue to define themselves 

consciously or unconsciously, in terms of their individual performance, in comparison 

with and in competition with other schools. 

Based on my research I have constructed a continuum from dependent to 

interdependent and placed the schools in the study at different points along the 

continuum Table 8 (p.170). Effective schools are found on the continuum from 

independent to interdependent; see are found along the continuum from dependent to 

independent. The situation is further complicated as within the schools, individuals 

and departments can also be located along the continuum from dependent to 

interdependent. This is underlined by Myers and Goldstein (1998) as they suggested 

that most schools were likely to be 'failing' some of their pupils and Stoll and Fink 

(1996) when they highlight 'differential effectiveness' (p.35). In this study also 
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schools in the failing category have some effective individuals and effective 

departments. Furthermore Sammons et al. (1997) showed that schools are unlikely to 

be equally successful across subject departments and Haydn (2001) described the 

spectacular performance of one department within a 'failing' school, that later 

improved all departments using the strategies adopted by the successful department. 

Dependence-independence-interdependence 

Dependent Independent Interdependent 
Those who lean towards Independence is characterised Interdependence is characterises 

dependence tend to blame by confidence and self-reliance. by cooperation, combining 

others for their situation. They Independent schools are able to expertise and improving 

readily accept offers of help and choose and get what is needed together. Schools are first 

want others to do things for by their efforts. They are independent but realise they can 

them. They are poor at day to collegiate and can make it on achieve more through 

day management and tend to be their own; a major achievement interdependence. They approach 

reactive in their approach. They in itself. Many schools remain at such innovation with enthusiasm 

are not yet able to benefit form this effective stage. and energy. 

the support of partner schools or 

indeed see it as support. 

Table 8 

Within this model, as see improve and move towards independence they 

increasingly demonstrate the key characteristics of effectiveness as identified by 

Sammons et al (1995) and are able to apply strategies that fit their particular needs 

(Harris 2002). For those schools in Ofsted categories, regular monitoring and 

Inspection charts their improvement with reference to the criteria in the Ofsted 

Handbook for inspecting secondary schools (Ofsted 2003b). Once the school is 

deemed to have the capacity to function independently, it is then believed to have the 

potential to work interdependently. Dependent schools by contrast struggle to work 

interdependently; they lack the capacity to do so as they must first achieve 

independence as a prerequisite for working interdependently. By definition therefore, 

see lack the capacity to work interdependently as they have not reached 
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independence although some effective individuals and independent departments may 

work successfully in partnership. Similarly effective partners have the capacity to 

work independently and the potential to work interdependently with those also able to 

work independently. Within the model, effective partnership is characterised by two 

independent schools with the culture, structures and processes to work effectively 

together. Effective partnership between independent and dependent schools if not 

impossible, is unlikely to flourish until the dependent school has moved closer to 

independence and developed the necessary structures and processes. 

The LEA partnership strategy, grounded in the notion of collaboration and 

cooperation, sets an agenda that most pairings were unable to meet. While partners 

may know how they would like to be, they do not have the capacity to be so and the 

LEA leaves them without preparation, training or effective support. Effective 

partnership is seen to build as The Virgo School becomes increasingly independent 

and seeks to work interdependently with The Leo School. The other see are largely 

at the 'dependent' stage and additionally, some have no desire to work 

interdependently with their LEA identified partner school. 

Appreciation of this model helps clarify where the see are and what support 

is appropriate to their needs and could help avoid time being wasted on activities that 

may hinder rather than promote improvement. The model helps clarify the brief for 

effective partners and questions the inclusion of robustly independent partner schools 

that are motivated by 'take over' rather than partnership. Furthermore it helps define a 

role for the SLA as the LEA representative best able to gauge how, when and who are 

likely to be able to engage in partnership activities and identify the partner they are 

most likely to build a partnership with. This also involves some understanding of 
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school's openness and experience of change and the structures and processes that 

support partnership and collaboration. It is to these dimensions that I now tum. 

Section 2 The structure and process model. 

The development of effective partnership is dependent upon school cultures that have 

or are able to build both structures and processes which support collaboration (Schein 

1985; Hargreaves 1995; Reynolds 1996; Handscomb 2004). Within this model, the 

structure provides the rationale for partnership between SCC and effective schools 

and the processes describe what actually happens when they work together. The 

development of the partnership over time is dependent upon the desire and ability of 

the partners to create processes that are built around clear established structures 

(Table 9 p.173). 

1. The Virgo/Leo partnership was established with clear structures and processes. The 

headteachers trusted each other and believed the partnership would support 

improvement. There were a series of planned activities that took place and were 

evaluated. Collegiate relationships built up between the schools. 

2. The Aries/Gemini partnership had initial enthusiasm that was not maintained. The 

headeachers met and discussed procedures and revised plans to restart the initiative. 

Relations were cordial and there was occasional sporadic activity, but processes were 

never sufficiently established to ensure collaborative working. 

3. The Pisces/Scorpio partnership lacked commitment from the outset and working 

together remained a low priority. There was some brief engagement to justify funding 

but there was no sustained effort. The partnership never established the rationale for 

working together and failed to develop the processes that support effective working. 

4. The Libra/Taurus, Capricorn/Sagittarius and Cancer/Aquarius partnerships had 

some tradition of partnership work. Trust was based on key individuals and was not 
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sustained after they left. There was some short term activity but overall the 

partnerships lacked rigour, direction and follow through and failed to align or agree 

on the rationale for working together. 

HIGH 

P 
R 
o 
C 
E 
S 
S 

Tradition of partnership worK 
Trust based on key individuals 
Some short term activity 
Momentum goes when key people 
leave 
Lacks rigour, direction and follow 
through 

Libra/Taurus 
Capricorn/Sag ittari us 

Cancer/Aq uarius 
Tradition of isolation and 
competition 
Only engage when necessary 
Belief in partnership but no 
commitment 
No sustained effort 
Low priority 

Pisces/Scorpio 

Clear purpose and objectives 
Planned activities 
commitment to ensure they 

happen 
Trust and belief 
Collegiate relationships 

Virgo/Leo 

Meetings about procedures and 
revising plans 
Initial enthusiasm not maintained 
Always about new beginnings, 
starting over again 
Club culture; cordial relations 
Occasional, sporadic activity 

Aries/Gemini 

LOW --------to-. STRUCTURES HIGH 

Table 9 Processes and Structures. Adapted from Handscomb G. 2004 (unpublished) 

The model is useful as it identifies the processes successful partnerships need to 

develop over time, secured by a structure that gives direction and rationale for 

working together. Those preoccupied with structure but without the culture or 

tradition of trust lack the glue that holds partnership together. In the same way, 

processes alone are insufficient for effective partnership development, as there is 

insufficient clarity about why they are working together. The lack of structure at the 

outset and the absence of training and development about how to work together, 

contributes to the failure of the majority of partnerships to develop over time. With 

sustained efforts and commitment by both partners processes and structures become 

established but in the short lifetime of this initiative they are at best just beginning to 
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emerge. However some individuals are able to clarify how and why they can 

collaborate and do so effectively for some tasks. 

The development of appropriate and agreed structures and processes may help 

create stability within the schools as a starting point for future collaboration and 

interdependence. Appendix 16 (p.291) 'Where are they now' provides a follow up on 

what happened to the schools after the partnership initiative. 

Section 3 The experience of partnership and openness to partnership model. 

Involvement in the partnership strategy represents a significant change and challenge 

for the schools in the study. The research seeks to separate the attitudes individuals 

hold towards partnership in general, rather than the particular headteacher and school 

they have been partnered with. The change working that the partnership requires and 

the challenge it brings further determines the capacity of each partnership to work and 

learn from each other. This view accords with Myers and Goldstein (1998) who stress 

the uniqueness of each 'troubled' school and Lodge (1998) who criticises the 

tendency to see all SCC as if they were one type. The experience of partnership and 

openness to partnership are here used as attitude dimensions in this partnership matrix 

Table 10 (p. 176). The model builds on the research evidence about the attitudes and 

behaviours of the headteachers in the study; they more than any others, set the tone 

and tenor for the partnerships (Harris and Bennett 2001; Southworth 2005). 

1. Experience of' partnership and openness to partnership. 

Those who have much experience of partnership and are also open to partnership, are 

advocates of the partnership. The Aquarius head is able to adapt to the changing needs 

of the three different partner heads from the Cancer School and is determined to 

patiently 'nudge the partnership along.' In the same way the Leo head adapts to the 

changing needs of The Virgo School; working first with the established head and then 
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supporting the new headteacher. The head of The Sagittarius School is enthusiastic 

and experienced but tends to dominate rather than support the inexperienced and 

resistant head of The Capricorn School. The Libra headteacher is keen to be involved 

and has experience of other partnerships; he is prepared to try to work with the Taurus 

head even though he knows he is not an easy person to work with. The Gemini head is 

enthusiastic and an active promoter of collaborative networks, but the head of The 

Aries School is not committed to partnership work. 

2. Open to partnership but with little experience of partnership. 

Although the head of The Virgo School has limited experience she is open and 

enthusiastic about partnership working. She has confidence in her partner headteacher 

at The Leo School and willing to be guided into the benefits of collaboration; she soon 

becomes an advocate for partnership working in her own school. 

3. Resistant to partnership and with little experience of partnership. 

The Capricorn headteacher has little experience of partnership and is resistant to 

working with the head of The Sagittarius School even though she has experience of 

his school. In particular he wants to find his own way and choose who he works with. 

The Aries head pays lip service to working with The Gemini School but underneath 

his actions show resistance to partnership working. In the early stages both the retiring 

head and the acting head of The Cancer School welcome partnership support from 

The Aquarius School but the new head is cautious and resistant; in particular she 

believes mentoring implies weakness and therefore wants no part of that relationship! 

She prefers to find her own way forward and does not yet see how the engagement 

with the partner school is addressing her immediate problems. Such resistance may be 

overcome over time particularly when others identify early successes and begin to 

view the partnership more positively. 
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4. Resistant but with 1. Open and experienced 
significant experience 

LEO 
R 
I 

SCORPIO AQUARIUS 
N 
C 

TAURUS SAGITTARIUS 
E PISCES LIBRA 

0 GEMINI 
F 

P 
A 3. Resistant but with little 2. Open but with little 
R 
T 

experience experience 
N CANCER VIRGO 
E 
R CAPRICORN 
S 
H ARIES 
I 

LOW P 

LOW OPENESS TO PARTNERSHIP 

Table 10 Experience of Partnership and Openness to Partnership 

4. Resistant to partnership along with significant experience of partnership. 

Those with experience of partnership who are also resistance to a particular 

partnership are able to block progress. The Scorpio headteacher is experienced in 

partnership but does not want to work with the failing Pisces School and keeps his 

distance. The head of the Pisces School has experience of partnership but is sceptical 

about such strategies. She is particularly critical of her assigned partner; she feels she 

knows the Scorpio head 'too well' and believes she cannot work closely with him. 

The Taurus head pays lip service to working in partnership with The Libra School but 

fundamentally believes the partnership will not succeed in this situation; he favours 

leading a 'take over' of The Libra School. The Taurus head becomes increasingly 

resistant, quickly loses interest and blames The Libra School and the headteacher in 

particular for the breakdown of the partnership. Those that combine resistance with 

significant experience are unlikely to change their minds; they make unreliable 
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partners and are essentially non-starters, unless it is their own idea and they believe it 

will work. 

This matrix provides a model which could be used to predict the potential 

success or failure of partnerships based on the attitudes, behaviours and prior 

experiences of these involved. From the effective partner viewpoint, it indicates the 

inept choice of the heads of The Scorpio School and The Taurus School compared 

with the headteachers from the Aquarius, Leo, Gemini schools. On the surface, the 

Sagittarius head has much to recommend her as a partner per se, but her previous 

involvement with The Capricorn School and her controlling and patronising attitude 

towards the Capricorn head, makes her an unsuitable partner in this situation. The 

notion of situational partnerships is explored further in Section 4 (p.177). From the 

SCC viewpoint, the two experienced heads show contrasting attitudes; the Libra head 

is likely to be able to work in partnership but the Pisces headteacher is not open to 

partnership work unless it is with her preferred partner. Those new to headship (in 

The Cancer, Capricorn and Aries Schools) present their own particular challenges as 

by definition they are likely to lack experience but their desire to show they can 'make 

it on their own' provides sufficient resistance to foil partnership possibilities at this 

early stage in their headship careers. The new head of The Virgo School however 

shows openness and willingness to find her own way forward through working in 

partnership with a trusted partner. 

Section 4 Situational partnership 

This study accords with Harris and Bennett (2001) as it underlines the centrality of 

leadership in creating the structures, processes and conditions for securing 

improvement. Leadership provides vision and direction and management that creates 

processes that establish the 'what' and 'how.' Building on contingency theory 
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highlighted by Southworth (2005), the uniqueness of school circumstances underlined 

by Leithwood et al. (1999) and the contextual challenges of SCC emphasised by 

Crow (2005), this model of 'situational partnership' is formed. 

Positive 
see 

Reluctant 
see 

I 

I 

, 

I 

LibralT aurus 

Pisces/Scorpio 

Rei ucta nt 'effective' 
Partner 

Table 11 Positive/reluctant Matrix 

Virgo/Leo 

Aries/Gemini 

Cancer/Aquarius 

Capricorn/Sag ittari us 

Positive 'effective' 
Partner 

The model is built around the beliefs that leaders hold about the situation and the 

appropriateness of partnership as it developed as a strategy for improvement in each 

SCc. From the outset some heads were positive about partnership working, others 

were reluctant and some changed during the initiative. In Table 10 (p. l76) 

headteachers were mapped onto a matrix in respect of their experience of partnership 

working and their openness to partnership working and highlights their attitudes 

towards their partner. The headteachers are now mapped onto a positive/reluctant 

matrix as it is concluded that their attitudes about partnership and preferred partners 

(see Table 12 p.l8l) pervade the partnerships. Although most partnerships employed 

partnership managers to organise processes and collaborative activities, insufficient 
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development of Distributed Leadership (Southworth ibid) kept the focus on the 

'heroic' model of headteacher to provide the rationale for partnership. 

The reluctance of either or both partners was sufficient to severely limit the 

early development of the partnership although the positive influence of one may help 

overcome the reluctance of the other. Reluctance is fuelled however when SCC 

believe their partner does not understand their particular context or has the experience 

of improving in difficult circumstances also highlighted by Crow (2005), Greenfield 

(1985) and Harris (2002). Although DillE (2001) suggested that schools facing 

challenging circumstances should look to those schools which although facing 

challenging circumstances have become very successful, all the schools chosen by the 

LEA to partner SCC were located in circumstances that were less challenging than the 

circumstances of their partner schools. Tables 1 a & 1 b (pp. 20-21) reveal that 

percentages of FSM and SEN are higher in SCC and pupil attendance rates are lower 

compared to partner schools. Research evidence from the interviews with the 

headteachers in the study reveals that recruitment and retention of staff is more 

challenging for SCC and none of the partner schools had falling rolls. This is 

important as Crow (ibid) suggests that headteachers who are not from schools facing 

challenging circumstances may have a, 

limited perspective on what needs to be done as their effectiveness is located 
in their current school (p.67). 

The study highlights the challenging situation for new headteachers, particularly those 

in SCc. The research concurs with the findings of Hobson, Brown et al (2003) who 

argue that most new headteachers struggle on their own to get to grips with the 

complexity of the job and as Bright and Ware (2003) assert, mostly learn the hard 

way, from their mistakes. Despite the opportunity for mentoring and coaching, the 

heads of The Cancer, Capricorn and Aries Schools are reluctant to engage in these 
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possible partner activities. Those in schools in Ofsted categories face the most 

challenging circumstances as has been described by Matthews and Sammons (2004), 

Myers and Goldstein (1998) and Turner (1998) and question the appropriateness of 

the partnership strategy. The headteachers in The Pisces School and The Capricorn 

School in particular seem 'scarred' by the experience of inspection in ways outlined 

by Gray (2000) and appear in denial of their situation, a response identified by Pugh 

(1998). Such complex and challenging contexts require particular qualities and styles 

of leadership and it is hypothesised that partners require particular 'situational' 

qualities. 

The headteachers in the SCC held their own beliefs and assumptions about 

their situation and what support they would like from their partner. The LEA however 

imposed their preferred partner to 'remedy' the situation as they saw it. Table 12 

(p.181) juxtaposes the preferences of the headteachers in the SCC with these of the 

LEA. 

The Head of AIS stated from the outset that she wanted partners to provide a 

'challenging intervention' and did not accept the rationale for using preferred partners 

or the need to address unique cultural and situational contexts. This study suggests 

that where partnerships would benefit from mentoring or coaching (particularly those 

new to headship) such preferences should not be ignored. A positive mentoring 

relationship developed between the head of The Virgo School and her partner, 

however ineffective matching did not lead to mentoring for the other three new head 

teachers. There was no recognition of the particular support needed for the heads 

suffering post-Ofsted malaise a point raised by Duffy (1996) or appreciation of Zey's 

assertion (1984) that the most effective matches are made by the participants 

themselves. It is concluded that the formation of future partnerships should pay closer 
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attention to the' situation' of the see, the perceived needs of the see and attributes 

of the partners. 

Preferred Partners 

see preferred partners LEA preferred partners 

The Aries head's preference was to partner a The LEA preferred the Gemini head from a 

school that had come out of special measures. nearby competing school. He was unfamiliar with 

Later a partnership with one that had stayed out special measures having only worked in relatively 

and continued to improve was seen as beneficial. successful schools but had a good track record in 

collaboration. 

The Capricorn head preferred a partner of his The LEA preferred the Sagittarius head as she 

choice. His relationship with the Sagittarius head successfully led The Capricorn school through the 

was tense since the time he worked as her deputy Ofsted Inspection. The LEA was blind to the 

in The Capricorn School. difficult relationship between the two heads. 

The Pisces head preferred to build on her existing The LEA preferred the Scorpio head; he has 

partnership and did not understand why the LEA succeeded in 'turning his school around' in 

does not support this partnership. She does not challenging circumstances. The LEA was 

trust The Scorpio head or want him as a partner. unaware of the incompatibility of the two heads 

and their reluctance to work together. 

The Libra head already had a supportive partner The LEA's preference was for the head of The 

and would prefer to work with her and also try to Taurus School. Although they know him as 

work with the Taurus head. He had reservations independent, self opinionated and highly critical 

about the leadership style of Taurus head. There of the LEA they assumed he was a natural partner. 

has been collaboration with The Taurus School His school has improved although in much more 

but he does not see him as a natural partner. favourable circumstances. The LEA is unaware 

that he would prefer to take The Libra School 

over and has no faith in the proposed partnership. 

The Cancer School saw immediate benefits from LEA selected a partner to support the acting head 

working with The Aquarius School but the new and then the new head. Aquarius had a good track 

head inherits a partnership that she had not record of school improvement in less challenging 

chosen. She would prefer to come to terms with circumstances and working in collaboration with 

her own situation before working in partnership. other successful schools. 

The Virgo head was pleased to work with her LEA endorsed the natural partner who was 

partner. She saw this as a natural development; already working with the school. The Leo head 

she knows and trusts the head of The Leo School. had a good track record of working in 

collaboration in more favourable circumstances. 

Table 12 
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Section 5. A Typology for Partnerships 

The models developed here are laced through with factors for effective and ineffective 

partnerships and build on the school effectiveness and improvement research and 

perspectives from Sammons et al. (1995), Reynolds (1996) Myers (1996) and others 

on the characteristics of effective and ineffective schools. 

In this section the factors and characteristics from the previous models are 

combined, crosscut and overlaid to produce a typology of partnerships. This seeks to 

align with the classification of schools generated by Myers (1998) and Stoll and Fink 

(1996) and attempts to build a typology to characterise and locate the partnerships: as 

Striving, Swaying, Sinking or Sunk (Table 13 pp.182-3) 

The Partnership Typology 

The 'striving' partnership- partners trust each other; they value and respect one another's 

judgements and opinions. The head teachers are determined to capitalise on the opportunity; 

they align staff to the partnership vision and develop structures and processes to support 

collaboration. Teachers in both schools are increasingly convinced that the partnership 

supports their development and achieves a collegiate culture. Engagement is negotiated and 

flexible. An effective steering group plans innovative activities, deals with concerns and 

tracks progress. The partnership grows and affects how things are done. Capacity grows 

within and between. Partnership is neither fad nor fashion; valued by staff who willingly 

invest their time and effort. 

The 'swaying' partnership-working together but it is 'touch and go' whether the 

partnership will survive. The effective partner is keen to proceed; skilled in partnership work; 

seeks to align their staff and nudge the partnership along but concerns increase about time 

and effort involved. Both partners are uneasy about the lack of impact. The SCC is resistant, 

reluctant to proceed and unhappy about being seen as the 'weak' partner; their approach is 

half-hearted, unable to put new ideas into practice. Relationships are respectful; often cordial 

but not collegiate. The partnership lacks processes and/or structures for effective 

collaboration. Plans for partnership activities are regularly rewritten giving the impression of 

progress but are bolted on, predictable and seldom move beyond the planning stage. 
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The 'sinking' partnership- initial enthusiasm from the dominant effective partner is 

gradually drained by the resistance and lack of commitment from the other, who is lukewarm 

and is seen not to 'pull his/her weight.' The see blames external factors, believes outsiders 

have little to contribute and 'don't understand what is it like around here.' The partnership is 

high on processes but low on structure; the effective partner is unable to halt the decline; the 

see partner plays 'lip service' and is resistant to change and reluctant to proceed. The 

effective partner has increasing concern about being linked to the 'failing' see. While some 

belief remains that collaboration may be beneficial in the long run, the partnership lacks 

leadership and seems to 'get in the way of' rather than support improvement. Neither partner 

has the energy to continue much longer; even the 'heroic' partner gives up! 

The 'sunk' partnership-an inept pairing from the start. The partners feel forced into the 

partnership but are uncommitted and reluctant to work together. Lip service is paid in order 

to access funds or establish credibility. The effective partner has experience of partnership 

but does not believe it is the appropriate strategy for this see. The relationship between the 

headteachers is dysfunctional and characterised by lack of trust and respect. The effective 

partner may even harbour a desire for 'take over.' Although others may try to work 

collaboratively their efforts are largely unsuccessful. The partnership may build processes for 

collaboration but lack the structures. Planned activities remain low key, peripheral, often 

poorly attended or cancelled and eventually cease. Few if any notice this passing:- 'sunk 

without trace.' 

Table 13 

The typology is here applied to the partnerships in this study. The partnerships are 

classifies as 'natural' because of previous collaboration and 'arranged,' having no 

previous collaboration (see also Table 4 p. 86). 

• 

• 
* 

Striving Swaying 
Virgo-Leo * Cancer-Aquarius 

* Aries- Gemini 

Natural (previous collaboration) 
Arranged (no previous collaboration) 

Table 14 Partnerships located in the typology. 
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Capricom- * Pisces-Scorpio 
Sagittarius • Libra-Taurus 



The partnership typology can also be used to identify individual and departmental 

partnerships that developed between the partner schools. For example a 'striving' 

partnership developed within the 'sunk' Libra-Taurus partnership and some individual 

partnerships 'sunk without trace' within the 'striving' Virgo-Leo partnership. This 

underlines the complexity and possibility of partnership working between schools at 

different levels and illustrates the use of the typology. 
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Charter 6 Summary and Conclusions 

This research concurs with the views of Mulford and Silins (2005) that educational 

reforms are more likely to fail in the face of cultural resistance from those in the 

school. Furthermore the study illustrates graphically how the actions or inactions of 

teachers, managers and in particular the headteacher, 

determine the fate of what happens in schools, including attempts 
at reform' (p.139). 

The activities and behaviours associated with the 'swaying' and 'sinking' partnerships 

align closely with the conclusions of Harris (2002 p.19) who suggests competing 

priorities, unclear purposes and inadequate leadership are likely to prevent 

improvement occurring. In particular the 'sunk' partnership demonstrates how 

imposed change can induce attempts at sabotage (p.37). Although there were some 

successes, overall this initiative suffered from the behaviours of those involved, 

unclear purposes and goals and unreliable matching of schools. The potential of future 

collaboration has been undermined by this failure, as those involved in swaying, 

sinking or sunk partnerships can assert 'we did it before and it didn't work.' Such 

short comings lead me to classify this strategy as highly 'unreliable' in contrast to 

approaches documented by Reynolds (2004) in his work on how to create high 

reliability schools as the majority of see did not have the internal capacity to engage 

productively in partnership, nor did the majority of partner 'effective' schools have 

the internal or external capacity to drive their improvement. Hopkins (2001) has 

drawn attention to the importance of capacity building in the processes of 

improvement in schools facing challenging circumstances. 

In my view this partnership strategy is an example of short term political 

opportunism on the part of the LEA. The strategy accepts the premise that expertise 

lies within 'effective' schools and partnership with see holds the key to 
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improvement. It creates the impression of a robust intervention in response to 

Government demands for collaboration but in reality it does not address the needs or 

benefit the long-term improvement of the majority of schools involved. The initiative 

was not thought through and insufficiently informed by school improvement research. 

The LEA misjudged the capacity of SCC and effective schools to engage and impact 

within the life span of the initiative and had scant regard for the school's preferred 

partners. Furthermore the SCC were not partnered by schools facing similar 

challenging circumstances and becoming very successful (DfEE 2001). As a result, 

the majority of the partnerships did not continue beyond the LEA funding period. 

The evidence from this study supports the conclusions drawn by Reynolds 

(2004) as he charts the effects of diverse reform efforts for while the study can point 

to some positive effects and the continued development of the striving partnership, in 

the majority of schools the initiative was not continued beyond the initial period. 

Success was found in the partnership where -

the local educators worked together to create the most efficacious 
interactions (p.1). 

This bears out the findings of Stringfield et al. (1996) where at the outset the time 

frame is too short to expect significant change. However the research also concurs 

with the findings from the DfEE Schools in Challenging Circumstances, Pilot 

Partnership Initiative (2001) as the collaborative culture was established at least in 

some partnerships. Appendix 16 (p.291) provides a brief update on the progress of the 

SCC in the study over the two years following the initial funding period. In terms of 

partnership culture the 'striving' Virgo- Leo partnership continued and remains 

central to The Virgo School's improvement; the 'swaying' Cancer-Aquarius 

partnership survived but remained peripheral to the school improvement plan. All the 

other partnerships 'sunk.' 
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The identification of the Striving Partnership in the right circumstances offers 

hope and confirms that successful and productive partnership is possible. This 

research gives direction for the creation of such positive relationships and in the 

tradition of School Effectiveness and School Improvement provides guidance on 

characteristics that prospective partners can consider and may even aspire to. These 

characteristics should not be taken as a blueprint for effective partnerships per se; the 

crucial factor is how they are enacted between schools (Table 15 p.187). The 

characteristics that typify partnerships that 'sway' or 'sink' can also be used to 

identify partnerships that are more or less likely to fail (Table 16 p.188). 

Characteristics of effective partnerships 

1. Selection of partners Involvement is voluntary. Partners are involved in 
their selection and pairing. Their opinions and 
preferences are listened to. 

2. Trust and respect Partners trust one another; they value and respect 
one another's judgements and opinions. A 
~artnersh!£ of ~guals, confident and self-reliant. 

3. Professional leadership The partners are determined to capitalise on the 
partnership opportunity and show commitment to 
collaborative working with energy and 
enthusiasm. Partnership is neither fad nor fashion. 
There are high expectations of partnership 
working. 

4. Shared vision and goals There is unity of purpose. Consistent practices are 
established. The structure and rationale for 
partnership is shared and understood. 

5. A collaborative learning environment Partners are increasingly convinced that the 
partnership supports their professional 
development and achieves a collegiate culture. 
Partners willingly invest their time and effort in 
j>f~aration and trainin£ 

6. Concentration on teaching and learning Maximum use is made of time spent in 
partnership working. There is a clear focus on 
raising achievement through improved learnin_g. 

7. Effective management An effective steering group plans innovative 
activities and ensures processes are in place. 
Partnership activities are monitored and 
evaluated. 

8. A learning partnership Collaborative staff development. Negotiated and 
flexible. 

9. Capacity building Capacity grows within and between; energy 
builds and processes are sustainable. 

Table 15 
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Characteristics of ineffective partnerships 

1. Inept pairing Partners are 'forced' into partnership; remain 
uncommitted, unprepared and reluctant to 
collaborate. 

2. Paying 'lip service' Lip service is paid in order to access funds or in a 
vain attempt to achieve credibility as a school 
improver involved in the latest initiative. 

3. Dysfunctional leadership The partners lack trust and respect for each other. 
One or other is perceived as not pulling his/her 
weight. The 'effective' partner may even harbour 
desires to take over the partner schooL 

4. Unclear vision and goals The purpose of partnership is unclear. Structure 
and processes are not shared. 

4. Dependent relationships The weaker partner blames others for their 
difficulties and wants others to do things for them. 
Not a partnership of equals. 

5. Ineffective management There is no steering group. Individuals may drive 
some initiatives but there are no effective systems 
for monitoring or evaluation. 

6. Time wasting Time is seen to be wasted; activities get in the 
way rather than support improvement. 

7. Planning but no action Plans give the impression of progress, but they are 
bolted on, predictable and seldom move beyond 
the planning stage. 

8. A dysfunctional learning environment Partners are increasingly convinced that the 
partnership is not working; it drains their energy 
and wastes their resources. 

Table 16 

Both sets of characteristics may also help guide the LEA in the role of brokering and 

facilitating future partnerships. They can also be use used to monitor and evaluate the 

development of partnerships and in particular the developing role of the School 

Improvement Partner (SIP) 

The New Relationship with Schools -Next Steps (DfES 2005 p.23) is 

grounded in the Government's desire to bring secondary headteachers into system-

wide reform and therefore strengthen and increase the credibility of school 

improvement services. My research highlights the limited success of headteachers 

working in partnership albeit with schools on the see register. It raises serious 

questions about the likelihood of the SIP initiative to build local and national capacity 
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for school improvement. While there is an assessment and development process to 

prepare SIPs, the programme appeared rushed and not sufficiently thought through. 

The purpose of the SIP is more clearly defined within the 'New Relationship (DfES 

2005) but the critical role of matching schools with partners again falls to the LEA 

and as my research has shown, this is a complex process and the likelihood of success 

would seem to be uncertain particularly when working with SCc. The partnership 

initiative represents an example of a simple top down solution to a complex problem; 

an over reliance on partnership and collaboration and a 'one size fits all' strategy and 

contrasts sharply with the London Leadership Strategy where external and careful 

matching, training and mentoring of Consultant Leaders was central to the initiative. 

The evaluation carried out by Matthews et al (2006) indicates how this had a strongly 

positive effect on school and leadership development and lead in most cases to-

productive partnerships between educators in the two schools (p. 5). 

This is important as the DfES White Paper (October 2005) sets the scene for 

continued reliance on partnership and collaboration; clearly an area for future 

research. 

The contribution this research has made to knowledge. 

This research has broken new ground in several ways. The detailed analysis of the 

LEA partnership initiative and the development of models and typologies of 

partnership are innovative and provide fresh insight into the complexity and the 

possibility of collaboration. 

The focus of the research is multifaceted. Schools are relatively complex 

organisations as they involve the actions of people working within particular social 

structures along with the expectations and prejudices of these different stakeholders. 

Attempts at collaborative working between schools add further complexity as this 
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involves interaction with other sets of people, their structures, prejudices and 

expectations. Similarly the LEA is a complex organisation and interaction with people 

there adds a further dimension to the partnership landscape. To seek to understand and 

capture this complexity, I engaged with a range of perspectives from the School 

Effectiveness and School Improvement field including theoretical frameworks about 

change, leadership and culture. The themes I identified and the models and typologies 

I built illustrate the contribution to knowledge about partnership. Although other 

research has looked at partnerships between individuals and other institutions (Burton 

and Brundrett 2002; Winitzky et at. 1992; Ghouri 1999; Atkinson 2002; Manthai 

1992; Southworth 1995), my research explores this in the context of an LEA strategy 

for partnership between see and effective schools; a very particular type of 

partnership. I believe my research provides a good counter to the claim that School 

Effectiveness and School Improvement work necessarily adopts a simple view of 

educational change and ignores the role of context as argued by Townsend (2001), 

Thrupp (1999a) and Slee et at. (1998). While the LEA Officers who set up the 

strategy may have held a somewhat simplistic view of how partnership would 

improve see and lacked much knowledge of SE research, the six case studies in my 

research clearly illustrate the complexity of partnership working and the centrality of 

understanding context. 

At the outset of this thesis I indicated that the existing research into 

partnership and the factors of effective partnerships is very limited. This study 

attempts to link school effectiveness and improvement findings and theory with the 

analysis of partnership effectiveness and illustrate how partnership builds on and is 

dependent upon pre-existing school effectiveness, measured by a range of outcome 

indicators such as a rising roll, examination results, value added and inspection 
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evidence. While such characteristics may be seen as necessary for schools to work 

independently and effectively, they are not sufficient for the development of 

interdependence and successful partnership is contingent upon the behaviours and 

attitudes of those involved, the professional judgement of the LEA and their ability to 

broker effective partnerships between schools that have the capacity to engage 

effectively. 

The design and methodology used in this research is innovative in that I 

undertook the research as an insider in the LEA. This privileged role enabled me to 

access a range of data that might not be available to an external researcher; an issue 

discussed in Chapter 3. In particular the use of email discussions with SLAs although 

more limited than I had hoped, provides an innovative tool for data production and 

has potential to be developed further. 

As I simultaneously engaged with the literature and with my data, insights 

arose which illuminated the complex and uncertain process of brokering and 

developing partnerships in response to Government imperatives on school 

improvement. The use of Astrological signs to identify the different schools provided 

novelty and a playful reminder of the precarious nature of pseudo-scientific and 

aspirant predictions about the suitability of partners and the vagaries of human 

attitudes and behaviours. As Southworth (1995 p.79) reminds us getting the match 

right is unfortunately not a science. 

These conclusions contribute to the 'formulation of understanding' (Pratt 2003 

p.19) that arises through my role as researcher and is now shared through this thesis 

and some subsequent journal articles. At the same time, as a practitioner my aim is 

primarily the 'utilisation of understanding' (Pratt op cit p.29) in order to effect change 

in my own context. This personal learning to which I now tum however is only part of 
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the outcome, as the implications of the research are likely to be of relevance to those 

working with SCC elsewhere. 

The influence of my research on my professional development 

The research process, including data collection, analysis and writing, provides the 

opportunity to reflect on my beliefs, values and assumptions about intervention, 

support and partnership for improvement. During the process of undertaking the 

research and thinking about the information and data collected, I believe my 

contribution as a professional changed and deepened as has my understanding of the 

context and culture of the organisation I was working in. My belief in the power of 

partnership as a strategy for improvement has been questioned by some of the 

research findings and at the same time reaffirmed. Unlike the Tilbury Initiative, a 

'striving partnership' (Section 5 p.182) devised and driven by committed headteachers 

that was a focus in my earlier studies (Anderson 1996), this initiative illustrates how 

top down strategies can create reactive cultures that seek short term solutions which 

may marginalise and undervalue individuals and fail to build commitment. Although 

it may be inevitable that LEAs will always be in receipt of top down strategies from 

Central Government, the opportunity remains to re-culture to better meet future 

agendas, a point well made by Woods and Cribb (2001), DfES (2005) and Audit 

Commission (1999); this the LEA failed to do in this situation. The assertion of the 

Head of AIS at the outset that partner Heads 'didn't need to like each other, ' reveals a 

lack of understanding of how relationships and partnerships work as identified by 

Bryk and Schneider (2002). The initiative itself did not demonstrate partnership and 

collaboration in its design, modelling 'done to' rather than 'done with!' 

Throughout the study my concern increased about the acceptance and over

reliance on collaboration and partnership solutions despite the lack of evidence of 
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how they might or had influenced leadership and impacted on practice. I have 

qualified my belief by highlighting the greater success of the' situational' partnership 

(Section 4 p.177), appropriate to the situation and participants, with a collaborative 

culture defined by processes and structures. Although my power to create this culture 

within the LEA is limited, I can influence others and model the behaviours I believe 

are fundamentally important for partnership working. In my engagement with schools, 

I try to ensure that I listen and understand their situation as they see it (Southworth 

2005 and Leithwood et al. 1999); seek to work flexibly as a critical friend (MacBeath 

1999) and/or non-directive coach (Kanter 1977; Torrance 1984); to promote the 

learning conversation that builds trust, sets targets and goals, identifies options, 

selects strategies and secures commitment. As Crow (2005) suggests, this more 

reliably creates co-learning and is more likely to impact on practice long term. My 

working with schools is now further informed by subsequent reading in the field of 

Neuro Linguistic Programming (Andreas and Faulker 1996; McDermott and Jago 

2001) and emotional intelligence (Goleman 1996). I now offer training for colleagues 

in the skills of empathic listening and rapport building and a range of situational 

consultancy styles that model good practice in partnership working. This is an area I 

wish to build further on in the future. 

In my role as LEA Adviser, I tried to influence the selection and training of 

the SIPs and by so doing sought to avoid the negative effects of inappropriate and 

ineffective partnering. A central tenant in the New Relationship with Schools (DfES 

2005:18) is the 'single conversation,' a focused dialogue with the SIP about school 

performance and priorities for the future. It is hoped that the models and typologies 

developed through this research will prove to be valuable aids to understanding and 

developing the SIP in practice. The notion of situational partner is particularly 
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appropriate for SCC and for those new to headship. For example, the dialogue 

between the SIP and the school in special measures should be informed by research 

into labelling (Myers and Goldstein 1998; Ouston and Davies 1998; Gray 2000; Duffy 

1996 and others), the special professional relationship with HMI (Matthews and 

Sammons 2004) and my research, which confirms the difficulty SCC have in 

managing the many offers of help. Those new to headship are likely to be confused by 

the multiple demands made on them as highlighted by Patterson and West-Burnham 

(2005) and the range of support offered from the SIP, the LEA Link Adviser, the 

NCSL Headteacher Induction programme and possibly the Local Headteacher 

Network and Specialist Schools Outreach plans. There are also unresolved issues 

about the commitment that a serving headteacher can give to the improvement of 

other schools as revealed in the studies of Flintham, (2004) and Hartle (2005). My 

research illustrates the importance of understanding the motives and expectations of 

those seeking to partner SCC, confirms how engagement is likely to cease when 

demands increase in either partner's school and reveals how frustration builds when 

support and advice is not acted upon. While there is an expectation that the SIP 

engagement will last up to three years, there is no certainty that this will be the case 

and this will affect commitment to the 'new relationship.' Local Authorities need to 

be alert and plan to address any and all of these possible eventualities. 

My personal journey to the completion of this thesis has been a powerful and 

formative experience. The research process helped me puzzle matters through and be 

more insightful. I sought to ensure the data was credible and the conclusions 

plausible; a trustworthy account based on a series of case studies. The familiarity that 

I now have with the key elements in the research literature is in itself empowering. 

The opportunity to engage in reflection and the search for meaning in both the data 
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and my professional work has been a powerful personal experience, as identified by 

Walter-Adams (1994 p.197). It has also been a time to consider my attitudes and 

values, a conclusion drawn also by O'Hanlon (1994 p.283) and enabled me to 

recognise the strengths and limitations of my own views and actions and those of 

others. I have been greatly helped by the wise counsel of my supervisor as critical 

friend (MacBeath 1999) and collaborator in pursuit of meaning (Winter 1987 p.1 0). 

This approach is in line with the current trend in ethnographic interpretation and 

representation when the researcher engages in self-reflexive examination of his or her 

role (Gerstl-Pepin and Gunzenhauser 2002 p.137). 

Closing remarks 

It would be productive to undertake further research into the impact and effectiveness 

of SIPs within the New Relationship with schools (DfES, 2005). Early signs confirm 

that in the three Local Authorities where I now work as a SIP, the role is closely 

aligned with their previously established processes and practices in the tradition of the 

School Link Adviser/Inspector and my concern is that the engagement may become 

overtly 'inspectorial.' As such this may not capture the new relationship and indeed 

maintain the status quo rather than change current practice; as Fullan (2001) confirms: 

structure does make a difference, but it is not the main point. 
Transforming the culture- changing the way we do things around 
here- is the main point. I call this re-culturing (p.44) 

Woods and Cribb (2001 p.9) emphasise the need for Local Authorities to re-culture; 

behaving in line with established and existing practice undermined the success of this 

initiative and is likely, if unchallenged, to hinder the success of future initiatives and 

as such remains a potential threat to their very existence. It is beyond the scope of this 

research to delve further into the culture of the Local Authority, but this is a 

worthwhile area for future inquiry particularly in the light of their changing role. 
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To provide some closure for those interested to know how the SCC in the 

study have fared since their involvement in the partnership strategy, I have included a 

brief summary of 'where they are now' (appendix 16 p.291). Here too is an area for 

future inquiry. 

As stated in Chapter 1, my research is of interest to those involved in school 

effectiveness and improvement and will contribute to discussions on collaboration. An 

article in a national journal could raise awareness of over-reliance and acceptance of 

collaboration and top-down initiatives and introduce the models and typologies that 

have been developed that help illuminate ways to support effective practice. A short 

article and presentation to colleagues in the Advisory Service would encourage them 

to reflect on their practice. The outcomes of my research surprised and challenged my 

beliefs and I hope to return to this in my future writing. 
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lnterviev.' \",ith "~!ead ~ of Advisory Service,", ... , ... Partnership SU'utegy in the LEA .. , "~~~~~~.!." , •• ,., ~pate lvl~)f~ ·02 
Ql \Vhy has the LF.A gone dowll the pal1nel'ship route as the strategy tor impmvel'nent ill Sec SeC? W'ho has driven it? . 
"'"here bas the belief come tl'OlU? 
Vlhat do you believe about Lmmsfcrability' 
The llie'rvji'om the LEA is that.,fram ow' e,'II,perience, 14·'hen there is a lveak management /(mm, prolu,lbJ)' I'e/lecting a 'weak 
Head, you need to get good people onto the trumagemem fearn, Ideai(va set ofpe op Ie, J1?e have resenlations about the 
elTectivefU:lS$ of the Advismy service, the best they (,'an do is ,go in, and come out. T7zat sort ofsupport is slOlv at bringing 
about changeff'om lvithin. E,gJ\X,\,)C\Jel(XIT..x..l" had 90 plus advisol)! dI;IY.'S, cmel there was not enough change ... and the 
school went into S~\1. Sign!flcant amounM o/fime are needed, and the LEA does not have fha/8OF" o/resource in the 
Advism~}-' .Service. What '!tvas needed ,"vas experts ./i'om other schools. doing the LEA job:. with the Ll!.'A driving it along, 
providing thefi1,rtding etc, 
The pc.lrlicu!al' pc~rtl1el',,'hlp with X.X;,(X lVas driven by the LEA. Post Sllperilead appealed to his ego. Clnd providing Cl 

strategY.lol' XXX:...\~ The original idea H,JQs/i:Jr XJ[~ to go in as He.ad. but it then became a diflerent model, .)TupeI'Heads 
have not H,'ork.f:Ni in some velY d~(fieult .ri€.dwols. X](X}l{' was a big challenge, it had alreatl}' amalgamated. mone,v had been 
pur in .... , there livere Cl number ofhi,gh riskfclctars. It l1'ClS a ,.i.1,k also for )()(){XX)( but he lvas such (m ego numiac. 
This all moth li.1ted other Heacbf who then }fianted to be involved. 
Transjerability~ other effective schools have: alreaa)/ got systems that are needect and r/te}i need to be driven through. The:y 
have (uiditiorwl capacit}." the,V can do.flrefightil1g but they can also develop strateg;l. nJey can support l\,'Qn·, GTC etc. 
1)!wy have models and can do training in a lVG)1 that the LEA cannot do" In X:("l,'Y this aU had to be high prQ/lie 

The LEA li'cmled to target schools In the top If) Value A.dded group, 14·ho were not already 'close' to the LK4.. XXXXX 
tf.1rgeu:d the strong, SU.(x::t.~'14i,d, main{y f!;"y;; GA1 heads who had not been working ciosf!(Y l:1"';rh the LEA, This could beneflt the 
schools bu' 01:;0 place the A1S more closel.y 'with 111' Sec. (the other agenda) 
A paper l;vas put togetherfor XXXX, 011 what n't? were lookingfor.ko:m Twinning arrangements 
Heaqs lvere a/so written to and asked (rthey lvere willing and interested in viol'k'ing with the LEA on school jm£ro~ 
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. Q2. \Vho decides on the Partnerships? Hov,,' are they put mgcthcl'? Is thet'e Ell contracl.? 
The partner,')JllIJS Hl('re SOJ1lCJ.l1'Jlll( opportunistic, the}' needed ambitious Heclds.ltvilling to get invoh,(;'(.l, able to persuade 
others, lake Governors along etc. Tlu .. ;;y have to be .strong. 

There was some thought abuut the personr..llities involved, but this is not necessm}', It's not whether they like each othf'~r 
that's important, It is being set up by the LEA" It is an intervention It is theLEAs cimy to ime.l"\;'emi?, it is the code of 
practice, intervening am'l' promoting se£taut(mmn).', it's about partnershl'ps de\Jelopz'ng sell autonomy 

Q3, I low are schools identified a suitable partners? 
As I "'aid b(~lore, i11wo(e tu the Heads, and 23 responded ShOl'.;f,1g il1teresr in aU sm'ls of things. 5;'om8 have contracts others 
don't, but the.Ji all have clear onligaficms, 
XX.KXX al"w spoke to the ",\);'X' conlJm"ri"unl, and ,wme 0/ the. HTs (here were interested. 
1 prefer N'im2ing rather than 'Partnership, ' II is more value free, for a new HT as part C!l the sOllltion, partnership tvorks 
OK Buf./i:w em old Headteacher }~"here the Head is pan o,llhe problern, then that is dll.Terent. The LEA are paying, it is part 
a/the recuvel)"pmgramme to come (Jut of.WX;. The Gm?ernors do notab1-.'(J)/S w1.derstand (his, the).' don 'tfillly um:lel'stancl 
the partner:o,'hip, it r.:an be presented du'1erentlyfor d[t]erent audiences Porenls may have it presented one waJ .... pupils 
another Partne14ship maJ/ he old fashioned and lack rigouf. 
Q4. \"11at do you understand by a ~tamng school or sec?' v'lhy do schools get into this situation where they are SeC? 
Its about context, competition, the wrong balance of sta.ll aml leadership, We have been too lc.7id backfor so long about 
sec, some have been in (1 mess Ii)]' too long. Again the.y have not got the capacity to effect change and improvement. I n'el.'!.' 

told that ,A?C()(X didn't know hog.! to do intervention, but fhere are son/e igreen shoots. ' .. ,!(XXXX lvas thoughr qfar bdngfine 
at development hut not interverUiolt. The key data wasn 'r th6.~re to iden'~5! ~'\.··hat needed to be dcme. we lost about 10 monfhs, 
~VC' are belle,. af idelwfj.oin~ schools close to the sec boundary 
Q5. Vlhat arc the indkatol's ofthe effective school that makes it suitable as a partner? 
Good value added 
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··,C, ~;(;';d Qt.'.; ted 
High prt~f7le 

I HT up lur it. 

Q6 \Vhat are the essential qualities for effect an effective partnership 

• IVeed ... to part .of the SIP 
• Part of the rec()vel)! plan 
.. Linked to the LEA support plan and Grant I 
.. The LEA has a continuum o..i'role, at one e.ttrerne 'hea,,~v' when the .twea ,:srises. Schools lnvolved are not LEA people. 

The LEA provide.'i the fund'i etc. and they are school'i that wm'k together. 

Q.7 Is partnership anothel' form of Memoring 01' Coaching? 

It could be P!:wt~}' mentewing, elements ~f'coaching could also be there, It nUlY not be at HT level. As Fullen ."l'aid )'ou don "f 

water a stone. ' ( re/i..CJ.rence here to a particular HT l1-'l1O is seen as pal't of the problem.) 

The important thin,fJ is challenge. not too much pdl)!' collusion. Pm"' qlthe mixture qfpressure and support. There is no 
assumption that the HT aClual~v( goes into the other 8chool, The Head may work in a strategic way with planning, 
'men to ring and l:~()aching J nwy happen for others. In another it could be K5n and a comm itment to pool re:Wlfn.~es. 

Q.8 To what extent are the 'partnerships' imposcd on cithcl' party? ie the sec or the 'effectlve f school? 
We don 'f have the lJQ}ver to imnose, the only pm'N:?r we have is to "j.~'ith dl'alv dele.J<ation. X)C1(X has been most impo;<,'eci, 
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others )vill be less imposed. The ejJective schools are ifn1ited tojoi11. 

it ojJers a way/on·j.lard to schools in Sec. it is offered as a resource, ofher things will,AJllow and if is U opporwnl(v l1·,htch 
nla).1 come only olu.:e 

Different Heads need dffferent (hings We don 'f lvafU thern to shout at each other. They could be really con~for.table and nice 
bllt thnl 's not what (he school needs .. The..v don 'f even need 1o have high professional regard! 

Q9 Ho'lf\" have schools reacted to being part of lEt 'pal'tneI'ship?' 
Alost~v seen as a positive strate!::::}" 11105t knOlv they have a problem. Jlhey may Iu.nle reservations. but see the benefits. 
Heads (~rth{! receiving schools are neve," going to like it, bur the,y' ll)anr to be seen in a positive light, It ([lfers a fine 1 another 
stratef4Y, manv have been tried alnN.uil'. 

1_"" t;' " 

Governors are gradualbr' ,'eassured, some a~'e slow to see it as an improvement Slr~lteJ;Y . 

Q I O. Is the 'pmtnei1ship~ seen as n tv.m v,ray pro(:ess? 
.. IT.\::t'X will say that it is fJ.vo lvay, that his .~taJlare more Cllr1?are" sharper, so th~':y ha.ve bene.l]t~ld. As an LF..'A we are not 1W 

hothe1'ed ahout the two .' l1-r~vness I, yVe don't want a dependenc,yl culture; we are about disseminating good practice, There 
f:tl(lY be huge benelltsIb,. lhe 'donor I school, but we are no! abuut Vguud school:!.' getling better 

LQ) 1 - r~ it s;een by the T as a ~1~a~nership of equals?' 
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Is it 'strengrhening' or 'disempOVtiel'ing'7' 
Vlhcre is the pl'cssurc and support? 

Again It is a {:'ontimmm and it depends on the fl':;oirming, 
For S01ne it could be dfsempmvering, with S()J1U~ it is strengthening. 
There should be ,wme pressure.lhJm the donor schoolln smne "'i/uations. 

For others it is mote support. 
• Pressure jirstly to go into the partnership 

• SupportjiJr the process 
• Challenge fhr the doner school 
It Support 1,.11 dUferent levels, 

Ql2 What do you see as the potential henefits or g,anns for both the schools and the LEA? 
\Vhat do you expect to see happening'! 

lmprovernent in Quality across a ~~l'ider bunch C?lsdwols than lJ..'e lvmdd h{Hi(::! the caplwf(y to dealwitl1. 
In the LEA most qfwhat is knot,tl about school hnprovem(mt is in the schools 
Developing the pro/e."l'siotl .. across SlvfI', Allt.-fgt dt'Veloping these groups has enormous ben~th'iJ. 

Q 13, \1,,'110 1 ead s or drives the pa.rtnership'l 

rhe. LEA has driven the set up v/the partnerships and ideallY th,,; sc:hoois fake it on .... but if it W{U'j left to some they 'wouldn '/ 
do much. 
We haven't the capadty to do it. We involved X.t,t_X .. t .. X'~~ {not an 0lficerJ' but he lvill be he(((JI" at picking up on the 
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Q 14, What is the role of the L.EA in managing the pmce~s'! 

}I is an intervention. the LEA make it happen, get it going ...... ,and then monitor through the SLA. 
XXXXX Trans/ormation is a fl1(H'e complicated picture. 

Q15. What strengths and \-ve.aknesses have. already emerged from the strategy'? 

One of the problems is the LEAs ability 10 keep track. and capc.lCi(}' la rnake it happen quickly enough. Longel'term is the 
evaluation f!llvhat is happening. 

111ef'l!! mc~v not have been enough dOHe to bring oC'V(N}'One together, we ('ould learn more collecfive()·· ,{it:w:.' 
Not enough time to develop (he 'vision with the. LE.4 

nwre time 

From the .. )'DA point o./vie"v, .J(.\' will never leave his inspectorial role, )()( lvill do it well, 
approach 

has a more ~y's(ematic 

There is a capacity and capClbili~v is:Hie amongst the AdvisOlY stall; and {he quC:!stion {~.r what skill set the SDA needs to do 
fhis }'r'ork. There is arJ issue with (he challenge (?lthe SDA. 

Q16 b this in any ', .. vay a simple solution to fj. complex problem'! 
'Vhvare some sec not in a Oaltnel'shiD7 
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Some schools are not in it because they tkm 'f have £m appropriate neighborl!'; or other strategies are needed, Most intensive 
schools need mulHple support. 

It wiN seem a J'impie solution onZJi iflve don't want if to tliork mui conc'em rhat only bits are happt:::ning It need>; to move 
quick(v, hut it also needs a gestation period It takes (j months to set it u[J ... some takfJ/onger. 18 months/or some dUlerence 
fo be noted .. " ,Jwt a simple solution (md not a quir.k,trxn 

Pace is (m L.B/1 issue, sdwo/s. pace is also a~l issue. It is not the onl.v so/ution it actually need. ... a variety (~rthing.\·; 
/i>r rhe most f;.J).-treme situations .. 
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rnte~"""'ie1,v wilh ... Head of Aquar'ius ".J~~utner~hip Strategy Ef'!~(;~ive~~chool." Tr,mn 1~:~~12~~t~~J_6-:-l(_J7_/(_)2 ___ _ 
QI \\lhy has yOU!' school become involved in H partnership as a strategy fOl'impl'Ovement? "Vhn hus driven the ideEJ;? , 
\Vhere has lhe hclicfcome iI'om? 
\\that do you believe al:mut 'rraltkst'erabiHty"? 
What do you think about it all personally'? 

· It ori!:,rinal(v started l'lhen .. XX asked [fHTs were "'J"illing to lvork tvith otherw:..:!wo!s. f would have liked a secondmenl, but 
· maybe (hat was not appropriate as I had (~lready been out a lot and the SlvfT J..i'as changing again. So I looked at working 
"'!lith schools, ((not running it then at least working I .. ,..ilh and suppO',ting. IVol empirr!. bUilding, Plot glory huntil1g. but 1 
wanted to see tl it was lvhat J t.vanted ro do. There is a heliof in making a du1erence jflr pupil::.-. A.!l' a 11 failure and coming 
from a lvorking class background alllead.l' to having af~?etfo" education (wei hon' critical education is and That it makes a 
difference .. Give other schools the opportunities that are here. wanting to work with, not unilaterally doing it and alJ'fJ 
Imowing that this school would run if I wwm 't here, I trust ellel)'(J11& to get on \vifh what needs to he done. In this school ~'Fe 
talk. >t'e don '/ bhlme, we take responsibllir}'. Time was right here for t.1 change. There was then a huge gap between saying 
yes and aJ~Fthbw actually lwppening, Then there 111as some talk about another school, alliu be kept quiet. f can understand 
the reasons jor thb;. Then Xl( said X)L'Y. I ~VI:rS interested, it is a distance mva,.v, (important thai it is not on the doorstep/) 1 

· all'eac{v knew the NT through induction programme. I had also worked in )(XX](}(x:rx (:Jnd knew something about the 
island. Children are diJ.Terent below the A.XXX. I wa,I'n 'I sure about what the LEA had in mind 01' thf;~ issues at...\:A..'¥ Other 
schools were more obviously in dttJicullies, it was all mo1'(? public. JClGY lvas not onefor' hig issues., rhe LEA had picked it 
up, XX fed through the Alerts b!f(mnatio11. With all that in mind 1.-ve st'~rted to tt.~lk abmlt a partnership .. J hall€ e'~ioyed it, 
and Ilit keeps the school head above It.later! that IS OK.~~~~al{)ng with others 111ey dtdn 't }1'ant .me to run the school and I 
was pleased about that. 

.~ 
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02, Who decides 011 the Parlnr::I'ships? How are they put togethel'? 
Is there 8J contT~ct? 

No comr'1ct, all verb ali) .. agreed. There are docwnents, bw they have! evolved. They are not pre.'it:rl'ptive. The: ,;·Idvi$'Qry Dil 
working there Vi/as s(gnijlcant. She played a dual role. J gave some relfe.l.fh}m the LEA as an e:tternal Head.. the},..' might talk 
to me about her. 
There 1,"j}(u'e mfu!tings 'with the HT and Xx. all Vel}' polite, it is rnor!:? f1l a support model .. 4r was "Vel}' direct, .. \:,1'" had done a 
PlC, and this had hlgh/(ghted the i:",'sue,'i. XX knew th.e issues had tu be fa.ken up. Although . .:1:.:.:'( was direct it was done quire 
sUbt(v done.". All this was new to me. It was not just a HT coming in and working with the Head (.J/one .. one fiT alone 
could not have an impclct and also run their own school. A HTcollldn 't )vork at (..i! distW1Cf::~ Clnd nm their 0'\."11 school, ,We 
Ie liked about difJerent levers. We talked aboul me working with XXXX (acting HT) and the nus. Here. my own SlVfl' lVcwe 
curious, suspi(.~iou .... that 1,v{.I'>" leaving, It becarne more about Sj\t!Ts ,vorking ,"vith SAfTs. It l1-?GS g(}(}d/br [heln to pal up and 
wm'k together Lot:,,· c?i'lmel'e.st 'U'GS shm .. .Ii1lrom my s tall here 

Q3, How were you identified as being a suitable partner? 
Bo\v did you feel about being asked? 

1 was p!ea:sed 10 be asked. W'e ',j..'ere doing lvellfor 11/12 years. We are now over suh:;,'cribed, resuhs art;? Roing lip. We are 
dofng'M·'en Jfe are/idly stalled. we have avoided the elepluwt pit.~. We share and tel/le. thing.) through. Plus we could learn 
from them It IU3d to be: n~~(') \ovay and we had to build the trusting enviroJU1'1ent. ~f'e gave them the (:·hance to'l"lL\'it, no 
p!.llnmi:dng, no judgements" All ilr.fiJnnatio1'1 was givenlree, in [xJ'1"fidence when required. Anythfng asked/or W,1S given. A{v 
SAlT went down tl) ~¥. an(l'l11 q(their ~)'Ml' 11L.lve "'orne up he~'e, Looked at all sorts ofthin!;s eg SE:~, Currie design, 
(IUrmdcmce data. I have met 1vith Robin and have said I will be fherefor him, 1 have now mel with ",n:AX (nell,,' 111; 

cc~ __ _ 
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Q4. "\A/bat do you think v,.rere the key factors in yOU!' school becoming an 'cffccti've schoo!? 

I hl.:rve confide.nce in tlris school, esp. the. 81\1I (clltluJIlgh not jillly comd.5tent) \'11!;' have (ur-ned the cornel', We will never 
compete lfifth the Grammar Schools and the se/ec:tive RC ,';ci1ooi', we are at the lower end, bw we have changed it ami 
parents now see it too. We have ploughed re.""o!lrr:es and money into the ,'l(t.4f The workforce here is dose to 30% support 
staff. so teachers can c(mcentrate on T&L and senT. 

Q5, W'hat are the pmticular indicators of the effective schoo! that makes it suituble as a partner? 

J't'e ate not a lick super .'ichooJ, tve (Jcm It do lots ~laward.\'. We are not a Beacon, but 'tVB should bf:~ I{iven it by the [,£..4., All 
pupils do J () GCS'E:s mid it is an open access 6th Form. 

I am that sort qla person, -we have something 10 ofle~' Pm'motion pom here has been goud. Stl1trare Vel}1 caring (mcJ they 
are our greatest resource:. 1 have sought/o give them everything the~»' need in tewms qlsupport. 

Q6 \Vhat are the essential qualities for' effect an effective partnership 

There nee<.1:s to be trust beillFeen {he schools, an.d the sehoal should not be too pre:!,'{..:riptive, Goals ye.'!, but n01 strict 
pedhrmance fargers. They (.1re under pressure ((vou do that. We are something qf an Oasis, sometvhere to ccnne co lalk. 
Somewhere safe. 
llere lhey can see other ,~J,'Stem.s and see that things maJ .... be are not as bad as thC!.l' may' think. ~'jle don't want to demoralise. I 
hmH! been able to be quite direct 'lvitIT the acting HT With the new 111' it lid" be (1 nf21V situation! 
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1 Q.7 It> partnership another form of f\.ienLoring 01' 

I 
Yes, s(qtl'at Xj~\{,.J(){)( hatle in (he main mm'e experience and therefore the manluring/coaching role has bi;!.en there. It is not 
overt. 
The)" have a lot (~r experience as well. 

Q.R To '!,.vhat extent is the ·partnershi[)s' imposed on you? Did you feel YOll could :say no! 
00 you believe it win work? 

I never real~v thought afit that 'fvay. 
Alt.1··{:{},S saw it as something positive 
I did gel questioned by the Govs f but most thaugllt thnt ~(l was leading it, the opportunilies would be good I believe it }'vill 
work, but it is now in a no::~1 phase ~1lirh the m?)v HT, if depends Iu.:r».' "wch she wants if to 'tv(Jrk. Some (~.r(he. stallthe1'f:! never 

; (.'Of1U:;! out of (he school to see things dUferently in another schoof 

Q.9 How has the school reacted to being part ofa ;partnershipT(Staff; Govs, Parents??) 
it highllow profile? 

This has been done vel:Y quiel(v, no 'big brother} I didn't' want stal/here to fhink they were.:.1' }llUing school, but a school in 
need ({support. UTe can help them and their chitdn;r!1 as/enOlV professionals. 
!':i/l/n' here thought it 'tvas my way out. stalf generQI~y smv it as {] p()JiUl~ .. e thing. 
Gavs 'were OJ( about it. but (he parents have not been told 
I am concerned thrlt things need to be changed, and it is not m}" role 10 tell the1r1. It is m:y role to boos! cor~lidence, make 
,'ontacts .. raise morale. J( neeri~ to he driven from lvithfn and also he parI oflhe f2€IV heads agenda. 
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Q 10.1s the 'partnership; ~eei1 as ti two V,Hl,Y process'! 

, Yes, but they accept fhat }(X has the breathing space. At Acting HT level, ~Xwas I'ealZv neJ,1" into if, and needed a laf 
r' , i' !liNP ana G( wee 

Q II. Do you sec: it as a 'partnership of equalsT 
Is it 'strengthening; or <dis-empowering' for tlU! seC? 
Where is the pressure and supporl? 

Yes if is (1 pm'rne1'ship qlequal.,· 
You need to he c£JrC;f/1.d to strengthen and not dis-e.mpm1)fu·. I don't draw}7.ulgemems. It i.'{ ver),' much I,j.'orking l'v'ith. 117a/'", 
rhe beginning a/real intervention support l'lork. J needed 10 explain aU o.lthls to tn.V stctl}~ 1 don 'f control the l,lisilS. 
in terms of pressure amI Soupport, f see us as (l pres,mre release valve. The preS(fmre comesjlY)m others, LEA. Ofsted 

Q 2. \"lhat do you Ref:: UB the potentiai benefits or gains for both tbe schools and the LEA? 
W11at is happening, and what do you expect to !'-lee happening: 
l\ re the right issues being addressed? 

Some oj this has been covered before, and (he areas the)) l'Fant to addrt:ss have been identified no\v, but there an' 
dWlclilties. The situation iSlIlinnable. u'e need different levels afsupport. 
We are helping the LEA to put the school above the line. We want the ptlpils q/E'ssex It) gef a good deal. 171e LEA could 
never spot the diJ]iculties during 3 visits per yeart partictdarly when the school didt1 'tsrand (JUt. 

The school needs a critical/riemi; one who can aRk the right questions. 
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Q13.\Vho leads or chives the partnership? 
1 ket.,/} n~y eye (m if and have kept it going along. 1 talk to (he DH rhere andget/t.!edlJack on what is going on Once per 
month I meet with ){){XXX lt1hen he come,} up to XX 
lfeel n!sp(msible for the p{'u-tnel'silip, I am the most senior partner. 1 am (he one 1rvho phones tip etc. 1 meet with the SMT 
and let thern w1.1oczd hm rhey {l/-ejtJdng. It is a nice school, but it needy to tighten up, xr has bt:'en instrumental, she is a spy 
in the Gcunp. 

Q14. \Vhat is the rolc of the LEA in managing the pr<.1ce~s? 
The LEA l.s there as a broker, providing the finance and holding others to accmm.t 
To keep invol'lied through kel'peopie like }(X 

Q 15, ""Vhat strengths and v .. 'eakncsses have already ernel'ged from the strategy? 
There are lots (?lstrengths. 
A l.rlN2aKne.'lS would be to til' to be too prescriptive. 
(Fthey don it do it )"ou can advise, but you cannat make them do it. 
l~~ that (he role af the LEA? 
Here the maniw/"tng role is use/itf, make sure the fimding idv usefor the best US£.!. 

It needii to he sustainable, nat,iu,'11 telling them 1vhat 1o do. 
I have not got theflill me{.rsure qlthe nell} llT yet, lVUi she ask me wluu to do, or Hdi! it be her plan? 

Q 16 Is thi.s in any way a simple snlution to a complex problem? 
1t i." ol1e/i::wet t~f'the problem, there are other ph~ve.rs~ LEA, SlJAs ! ASTs all vlHJrkfng alongside 
It has a lot to do with reiatiom'hfps and COflth:/'ence. 

l ( try to comf?ure withPJE~S Partllershi£~J()r impl'ovemellO 
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Intenrievl 'l,vith ... Head of Virgo School ....... , ................... TC11l12 Date 3/12/02 ...... , ........ , ... __ ...... _ ... _ .. 
i.Hmv has the pElrtnership developed since our last meeting? 

Is there a plan or any other documentation'? 
its realZ}1 positive, people here are accessing at SW things that the.v cOllldn 't experience else'where. 1hey are reaIZ}·· 
becOlning pan of it. 
I can tell sf{41 what it Mias likf;;~ at my old school, bUf this "1/[~F (ht}' can go and/ind out. that's better than me telUng thern 
what it,t·la:,; like. 
ltll done in a non threcltening 'way 

2. \Vho else have been involved? 
New~)' c7ppolnte<i llOY7 has been (J'ver to XX looking at Transition project Yr6-7. She is energi::u:xl am::! deved-oping a 
Sec'1Jrimar)' 111' meeting. She was able to be at a conference there and got right into it. 
}Ye did a science teacher exchangefor cllvee/r, and we may do the some again/'t:n' Languages, but there is no pofm/brcing 
U. Another possibiiity is the GTP, XKXK..K needs anofher environment/or his (raining, bUI the JHaths dept wasn 'f keen em it 
so ltve went.lew the female PE teacher instead 
Job sh{J{l'owing

j 
)(,YXXJl[J(wiU slu:uiow "..L:r.,,::.:rx:x)( ){}[}(XXXX}(}( 

Head of D&T lvill visil SJ'V (Tech there is very gaud) He is apprehensive about bringing Home EC amI D& T; both ~vm go 
XXXXXKxt .. t:.¥XX" (.st;"!nior managel:) fi'om .. \,:~LL1:X:.rX "-<vil/'work with )(XXX XKXXXjl'om XX; th(!}i ll'.ill manc.lge it on into 
the fi~ture . . ' 
Fimmce/burSLlI' have met to exchange ideas and pr(;lctices. 

3.\Vhm benefits for either school? 
Has anything lra.n~felTed? 

Some research in the form olpupi/ pursuits. Concerned about Bfg Brother 'Ivatchl"ng; but protected staflat "."CVCJ(X' it lrvasn 't 
reciprucal. Ahu lhe persunalitieJ {~llhe ",1(41' involved i.'C critical. 
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I have ca'h~d in .'!:mne /avow's in moving things.lOf'li'Clrd, and there is the money involved (£40 K hen.!; twice that at other 
patrnership schools) 
As a new JlT 1 have been aMe ro Ifllk it through l'llith J'tqtT in theflrst term and have been able. to r/'lake rile best o/the 
opporwn.ity. 

There has been some good spin oIl's, I have been able to u.'J'e partnership mOrley to :wre lip some srq,tfing issues. Good maths 
teache1' 'waspa.rl tinw hIlt wanted to be/ull time, 1 could I'dease time/or uthe.rs to work on Partnership amI/got her c(lIdl 
time post! 

4Jiavc things developed as you would have liked? 
If not why not'? 

Things are goirl,lJ well, I am happier than before. I have no problems at all abuut the partrzership. Most/all in the school 
have been able to see the benefits. Some aspects Mill need to be explained. 

5. Vlhnt lessons have been lcamcd? 
You mll."!1 gel the right people othen~'ise it will nul work. 
You need to he ve,~v clear l{,hllt },'ow' e;'i;'pectations are ,from the partnership work, 
A/ter the tt~{wher /J,xpect(:ltion, the teachers lvere supposed rowrite it up together. but the SW teacher lVl"ote it aI/up on his 
own!! 
Yot! need to be precise, 
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6. Have you any morc thoughts on eSRenlial qualiIies needed tor n suct:e~iSrLlI partnership? 

Trust, flexibility to get the right thing.\· going. 
Giving those rnanaging illhe rime to do it properJ).'. No good {(it fsjust something else. that sornerme else has 10 dol 
.X'/Dt)( vvas slow to gel hack to ..,JG.Y. bllt he 114-7S a lot to do 

I The L1U may give WI' the opportunity to employ someone 10 run the 'whole thing/ 

7. If lllore people now know that there is a pm1nel'ship, how do they react to being in the pm1.nership? 
Any effect un staff morale? 
Any contLibuHons to CPO? 

Prqj'es.'iional deve/opmenJ has be.en rejuvenated. 
XX\''7(feels /i:'ll' more b/JO)lW1t , he i ... · learning n~"l~" ways jr'om having a. new HT 

8. \Vh~ll evid~ncc is there of the partnership being. a two way process? 

l1w science rJ:.'II.·clumge l1't,JS ova 1VCW 

SOIne still in planning 
Learning suppa,.t and c1~vslexia, ,,"vorking together, both are good anYlvay, but both are bene../i'ingjrom .. vOl·king together. 

There ewe al1rva;.~' practical dUficulties, you cannot lIbvays assume the other school canjump to givf! 8upportl! n1t:~1/ have 
their own dij]icuftie.s, cl'l:"ies and agendas. 
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9. Vlho has tlriv~n the thuf'i far'? 
1 have driven it I its be{;:'J7 vel)' usejidfbr S4 

We decide what (0 do, Wre '-w~; not now doing (ht~Joim training in Jan. They are: condensing KS3 to two yearJ, but lI1'e are riot 
doing that 

10. "Vhat part has the LEA played in lht.:: process ofPartnel'ship huilding sinc.e our last mccling? 
.. t::.t.1:AJ( has hdped X~' cons truer a plan and detailed the engagement. 

I have constructed it, J like it, Catcu/ating the % u.,rthe money both schools has. 

1 ,Have any strengths or vl,leakncsses cmeI'ged since our last mccring? 

Plenty afstrengths already outlined 

12. Are you still pleased to be in the partnership? 

Ye~\' really good. 
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SLA 4: The Libra-Taurus Partnership and The Pisces Scorpio Partnership 

From: Dave xxxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
Sent: 14th May 2002 21:16 
To: xxxxxxxxxxx LSA AIS LS 
Subject Re: Secondary partnerships 

Hi xxxxxx, I am interested in these two partnerships. As you say it is just off the press. Do you know 
how xxxxxxxxx was identified as a partner for xxxxxx? 

From: xxxxxxxxxxx LSA AIS LS 
Sent: 15th May 2002 09:06 
To: Dave xxxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
Subject Re: Secondary partnerships 

Nope have not a clue. Xxxx organised it initially early days so far not sure if xxxxx has come up with a 
programme that is mutually agreeable to both schools. The Head seemed a bit reluctant to talk about it 
and seems to put more faith in her specialist school partnership but neither have come up with anything 
tangible that is having an impact. Some further details are emerging about the other pairing but I don't 
think xxxx knows a great deal more than the initial discussion that was instigated between the two 
heads but I was not a part. I'll keep you posted. 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Dave xxxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
15th May 2002 11 :26 
xxxxxxxxxxx LSA AIS LS 

Subject Re: Secondary partnerships 

Thanks, can you tell me more about the xxxxxxxx partnership? Where you involved at all? 

From: xxxxxxxxxxx LSA AIS LS 
Sent: 15th May 2002: 21:36 
To: Dave xxxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
Subject Re: Secondary partnerships 

Unclear on this one as xxxx did the initial setting up. Low key at the present; not much happening; 
impact minimal need to do more on this with schools once this week is out of the way. HMI in there 
next week. School has this other link with the Specialist School but not clear what they hope to gain 
from this. It seems a bit hap hazard! 

The link you might be more interested in is between xxxxxx and xxxxxxx. The initial meeting took 
place last Friday pm. I wasn't involved at all, but it looks like they are moving to joint working at KS3 
which they are both interested in; they are talking about teacher recruitment to the consortium with 
staff working in two schools to relieve the pressure. I am looking to set up a second twinning meeting 
with the two heads on Friday at the post 16 conference, if they are both there. 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi xxxxxxxx, 

Dave xxxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
16th May 2002 14:35 

xxxxxxxxx 
Re: Secondary Partnerships 

Thanks for your comments. What do you think about this overall strategy of linking these schools in a 
partnership? 
Do you think it will help them improve? 
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From: xxxxxxx LS AAIS LS 
Sent: 19th May 200218:41 
To: Dave xxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
Subject:Re: Secondary Partnerships 

Have not seen one that works yet!!! Not in this county. Too much baggage and mistrust. Why are they 
doing it? What's in it for me and them!!.? 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dave xxxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
25th November 2002 20:13 

xxxxxxxxx 
Re: Secondary Partnerships 

I spoke today to xxxxxxx. The heads have been in touch by phone about putting some activities 
together to justify the funding. My feeling is that this is lip service to the idea of partnership and this 
one is fairly dead in the water. Xxxx says he will respond positively to her request for Maths and 
general Curriculum support. His response is like hers, luke warm. We need to monitor it but my feeling 
is that does not give value for money nor does it justify continued funding for next year, unless there is 
a dramatic turn around or a new partner for xxxxxx School. 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

xxxxxxx LS AAIS LS 
25th November 2002 20:55 
Dave xxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 

Subject:Re: Secondary Partnerships 

Agreed. 

There seems a clear issue of lack of commitment on this. The question we need to face up to- is the 
schools SMT up to the challenge of getting the school to move forward? 

They have been on a recruitment drive ..... first time that has happened! Apparently it was successful 
and more parents seem to have been prepared to sign up to sending pupils but there is an over all casual 
approach to moving the school forward and a lack of clear focus and drive to address the issues. This 
seems to be a greater issue to be over come than the partnership. The school appears swamped by the 
enormity of the task. There is not a clear steer; staff appear committed but they do not know how or in 
which direction to turn hence they try everything on offer without clear evaluation; there does not 
appear to be any sense of urgency. 

SLA (2) The Cancer- Aquarius Partnership 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

HiXXXX, 

Dave xxxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
13th May 200221:35 

xxxxxxxxx 
Re: Secondary Partnerships 

I have contacted the two schools today and will begin my visits in the summer. In the meantime can we 
have an email conversation and your involvement? 

What is or has been your involvement in the partnership? How did you find out about it? 
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From: xxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
Sent: 14th May 2002 09:25 
To: Dave xxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
Subject:Re: Secondary Partnerships 

Answers in order of asking the questions, 'Nil' and 'By accident' !!! To be fair xxxx asked me to raise 
the principle of twinning last September, but it was taken over completely after that and I have had not 
direct involvement at all. I did receive notes of meetings eventually. 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dave xxxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
15th May 200221:16 

xxxxxxxxx 
Re: Secondary Partnerships 

Thanks, do you know how the schools were twinned and what make xxxxxx a worthy partner? Are you 
going to drive it?? 

From: xxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
Sent: 16th May 2002 09:29 
To: Dave xxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
Subject:Re: Secondary Partnerships 

Sorry, no, no and not as far as I know! And this time I cannot qualify it positively. I did offer to take it 
over but a meeting was arranged, I couldn't attend, they were not willing to change the date .... so I wait 
and see. Everyone is attending the CSM next week. 

SLA (3) The Aries -Gemini Partnership 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dave xxxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
13th May 200221:35 

xxxxxxxxx 
Re: Secondary Partnerships 

Have you found out anything more about the partnership? Where you involved in setting it up and do 
you know how it started? This is the start of the email conversation I spoke about. 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

xxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
14th May 2002 09:00 
Dave xxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 

Subject:Re: Sec. Partnerships 

Rang yesterday to chase up a XX's report but no news on partnership. This is definitely a Principal 
Adviser led activity in the setting up stage. Not involved in any discussions or decisions but I 
understand there are plans for staff training, GTPs , attendance and the chance for the head to talk to a 
head outside his local area. 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi xxxx, 

Dave xxxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
16th May 2002 14:35 

xxxxxxxxx 
Re: Secondary Partnerships 

Thanks for your comments. You know more than most. What do you think about this overall strategy 
oflinking these schools in a partnership? 
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Do you think it will help them improve? 

From: xxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
Sent: 17th May 2002 14:47 
To: Dave xxxxxxxx SASD AlS LS 
Subject:Re: Sec. Partnerships 

Think these are going to work best where the weaker school is receptive to the idea and feels it is 
equally responsible for driving the project with their partner school. Schools who value development in 
the widest sense are I suspect going to get the most out of it. In a sense like any initiative eg NOF, the 
school has to value the activity to ensure it moves forward. Level of commitment and drive of head will 
be important factors. 

Thinking about your other questions, we could track developments at the CDM in autumn, would make 
for some joined up thinking and maybe something more about an LEA exit strategy. A thought! 

SLA (1) The Virgo-Leo partnership and The Capricorn-Sagittarius Partnership 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dave xxxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
13th May 2002 21:35 

xxxxxxxxx 
Re: Secondary Partnerships 

I was surprised to see how many of your schools are involved in these partnerships. I have contacted 
most and will start my visiting in the summer term. In the meantime can we start our email 
conversation. Have you been involved in setting them up? How will you manage so many schools? 

From: xxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
Sent: 19th May 2002 18:06 
To: Dave xxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
Subject:Re: Sec. Partnerships 

I have had limited contact in setting these up and have had no contact with XXXXXX school at all; that 
was set up by XXXX by really led by XXXX the Head of xxx. XXXXX has been asked to liase with 
that one so I won't be involved. The next job is to align the twinning plan with the recover plan. I have 
had more contact with this one and the deputies have worked on a plan, the head isn't really interested. 
There is again an issue here of aligning the LEA support plan with the twinning plan to avoid double 
funding. 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dave xxxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
20th May 2002 09:42 

xxxxxxxxx 
Re: Secondary Partnerships 

Thanks xxxx, that's very helpful. I'm interested in the twinning plan and the support plan alignment, 
can you say a little more. 
Can you also give me a little more information on the work of the two deputies especially as one is 
leaving and the other is part-time. 
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From: xxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
Sent: 5th June 2002 13:03 
To: Dave xxxxxxxx SASD AIS LS 
Subject:Re: Sec. Partnerships 

The deputies are aligning the plans, but not sure how far they has got. The issue as I see it is convincing 
the schools to use the twinning money to buy back LEA services that they saw as free through the 
support plan. There is also an issue about ownership, with the support plan we can be reasonably 
assertive in what it contains, twinning arrangements are perhaps less easy to oversee as they are led by 
the 'good' school. 

The 2 deputies did most of the plan, but xxxxxx did most of the work. The head has not been 
enthusiastic about twinning at all when I last spoke to him he didn't seem to be aware of what the plan 
contained. I'm not sure if this is a common feature of the see feeling the arrangement is being forced 
on them? We do need guidelines and protocols for seting up twinnings, as it has also arisen with 
specialist schools partnerships. 
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Capricorn and Sagittarius: 

Twinning Development and Action Plan 
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• P , has been tvvinned with II·] _ High SchQo4 with the aim of sharing and developing good practice in the 
areas. of curriculum development, staff devffiopment, student support and guidance. 

III The rnlended outcomes have been the result of a needs analysis conducted by both schools and an 
action/development plan has been drawn lip to ensure delivery of tr,e intended ou1cotnes 

.. Twinning of ~ and 1 .... _ I J is expected to playa viral role in raising standards in classrooms by sharing 
approaches to teaching and passing on expertise across the curriculum. 

II The foIlO\,-;iflg action/development plan has been a joint development by key staff at the t\~'o schools and these 
members of .staff WIt! act as project co-o.rdinators. 

II The staff. governors, 8MT and SDA of both schools have actrvery supported the action/developmerll pran. 

III Totar cost of the project to date is £19475. This leaves a carry forward from the £20noO allocated of £525. 
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ro investigate good p'rac1ice from other scnoohlinitiatives I 
_",*~_.' __ ' "_~ "',_~ __ ~"~~'~ __ o J 

I ~arQ<iC-~ !ActIO"_ -~- . \ ~~ ·~~wning "'~dsl ~~~~--. r su~~~ss criteria' "~ 
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Headteachet &Sharing good mentoring hour sessions .. Support provided 
practice per term@ £150 ! as part of inducuan 
II Developing ne\l\' Cost per programme 
initiatives headteacher II Action plan 
.. Review progress on £900 impf€lmenled and 
twinning action plan Total cost: ' evaluated 

:r" ,-~, -~'l" " ". . "-- ._' _ .. ~,_."L----, -~~.'.--'''''-' - £1800 for i:ear .. ,---"'- .. _~J 
To devise and III , .• to meet \ Jariuary- '_ III Training iii Supply costs II Acti<m plan devised 
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action pla,n ' IIIIIActlon plan drafi@d 2002 developed II 2@ £75 by 6 ,IIActlon plan meets 
'I and Implemented IIIIVlslts to other half day thE! needs of priorities 

L __ , 
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fro increase c~' .• ! -Visits to a variety 6f---p;:p.1l-· I_ 
. knowledge institutions re-. i 20.02 _ 

Other institutions IITravel costs IIIjnterchange of 
. . ....... _ .... -. . ····I·_··w~ . 
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a 
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EVALUATION OF PARTh"ERStilP fiETWE.fu\f 
THE C/\NCER SCHOOL AND THE AQl:ARTI~5 SCHOOL 

Emphasis 'Il.'aS on the two SMTs ,· ... ock:ink; togelher, si1::mng ideli5 and developmg 
pmcesses at The Cancer S(:nool SUPPolL has been advisory rath(,.'f' than direct 
in\'-oivement Limitations on project were madce by the Cancer ch.ooglllg head !cacher 
during the 'year, funding being ended aft~lJne year oftne nvo year project and 
tmfureseencvents aL The Coooor School The parmcrship wm c;ontirme 'l),itf'l DG funding. 
The eruphas is will b::: Oil middle 1l1.al1agement particularly t.l:Jc pAir.irlg of 
departments to disseminare good practice End the ex:chmge of sr.aff in their fil"St [1,\[0 years 
oftcachtng. Both schools are appointing partnersiltpcoordinators be") implement work. 

Ua:isiog Achievemc.lU" 
to Aqtlll.riti$ provided AST support fi:n techlloloro .. :tYfFL, science and PE. 
<II Curricunum Deputies organised ('''Xchllnges ofSchet.lle!i of\Vork,fmd 

Departmental Development P[:ms. 
g. Common fuunoworl< for dcp:utrneulal reviewaf:,rrecd. 
.. Ca.ncer classrooms now display N2!tic>n.liil Cun:it:ulum ladders of att.ainment 
.. FoliowLng a visit to The Aquarius. School, staff at Cancer rue p:.wiewing fc·wards 

.and sanctions 
It Aquarius School helped. Canr.er complete the Bch.av~our Audit 
.. AquariLL'i st:pponed Curriculum Rcviev,' lllld helped impro\,·c curricuhtm ofr~,. 
.. "No PJogreS5 -,'lith primal')' :ial$()£:. 

.. Head te.achcr.;; met to(} discLlss reS:LTUCi.i,.lring ofS-,.,rr 
• No plogr,e:<;!> w.ith OiSted prepiJU1rtion 
.. ),J{J pm:efe5S wIth joi;;t GovernQr trnining 

1he phras.e ',u Ih~' A.quarius School' IS a common Q,Je m The Cancer School Sf.C!jJ engage 
in regular dIscus-siems and are k-E.'en. {o discuss improveme.nt and see how rMl1g.\· ([Te done 
elSf:.?H'hert~. There is no Sl:llse of being dnn.~ to lry {mother sclwo!, but ofmJr/...ing with 
prnje.ssic.m.ai ,~.()lleal:;71f!s 10 shan: gc.odprac;t1ce.. 
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~IGH SCHOOL ANO 

Introduction 

.. TA,e Governo:-s oflllf,1aveapproved in principle a move towards dose 
collaboration •••• 

lit PI. . f~e..:;d of' l a::~ing as consultant to GC'lemors and the LEA, 
has been asked [c proc:uce an initial dr'<'!71 of an approach towards a.n ag.teement. 

• The ag:-·eenl:::nt should preSei!'\l8 the imegrity and a;Jto310my' of the h\-'Q schacls. 
permitting them to maintain and further dS'l/srop U,ek distincti .... ·e characters. 

8; Coilaocn3:tion is prop;:)sed a! t1ree lev,3!s G·:)vernor 

II· "rrle agro8mel1~ shouid be to 
perce,'ved needs of botrt 

The Needs of_ 

Sen iar Mana gement 
MIddle Manag·em E<n t 

benefit ot bo~h schools and £.i'1ereforc addmss the 

Evidence snuroes. cCl1sultar:l.'s ovvn percep~lor:si I.he LEI!" roview of (50.1-:13) 
teachjng and the LEA's concluSions from p~liormance data suggesl folio'.ving-
short arK:! long-term. 

" To, an'leliorate the prOfessional isOI'ation 0'; so!'ne aUaff 
" To help rJ·vercome ottH:::r iJI-eITects of ,I •• small siz~, accessing $0.'110 th,,-' 

systems and policies of I • 2 parlk~l.'larty neVl developments. 
• To mf!Jencc st,s.ff culture it"': !er:TlS or pupils' p'.)tential aohfe'lemen!, especiaJly [r'a 

third quartile of ability, 
" To enhanoa strength and c~'Elrity purpose in senior management and support 

p:-ofassional development. 
II To convince 0 FSTED that the schoc$ 15 headed jn the right direction 
.. To col'1frontlocal competiilon 
II' To plan tor eventual Specialist School srahJs 
.. To rarse the proportiOn good or beiter leaching 
It ensure thal pupil ~-erfOrma'f1CEl is COf:nnensurate 'li.'lr.h .ariO( attainment 

The Neods of)t I 

The _!rategic plan recertly updated, includes the fOilO'.'Iling targets: 

.. To further develop pa'1C1ersh:ps other educational Bstablfsfltl"lents 

.. To estabh;sh erie schoo! as a llajor hi,..;'b fm- ne~NDrkl:i at Hie Jeadmg edge of 
educeton 

It To further expand posH6 pro'.'Tsion at tI'1E! schoor 
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The Basis for Collaboration 

separate and distinctive {'.naracteristfcs or the schools should be preserved, and it 
could be beneficial ff "-in its move towards Specia~ist School status, adopted a 
different 5j::ecialism {f. • is a Technology COIl@ge), 

It \\·ill be important to preserve the exisun;; strengths of" particularly its eJ(ceilent 
support forthi~dren with learning difficul1ies, Maths .• 'Schsnc8 and JeT. 

- Higll expectafions in relation tc' pW~'i!i achievement 
- A culture which supports the abo'iQ 
, POlicies in ~e area oTournc;Jlum and teaching &. learning 
~ Schemes of work and le,srning resources 
- Profsssior:al devefopment 

iii ~ho:"ld be enabled access the strengths of MHS, to which th'9re IS 
reforenceabove. 

It Existing post-16 rnrght Er'lsnt)ally be developed so that increasingly MH'S ca~j 
be presented ag an 11-'18 school. 

Collaborative Activity 

•••••• ,. operates (mouah CurricL.llum Areas, U'IE::l mast rele'lI'cmt of -'uhfch are En::Jlish 
MaUis, Scienoo, MQdefl~ Foreign langua-ges. Humanitios, Expressiv€I Arts. TechnOlogy' 
and Special Needs_ Each of these IS rnanaged by a Collegiate team, '."hi:::JI gep.erally 
comp'"lses an k'ea Co-ordinator P:L.S two o!her e:';perienced colleagues '\\1"110 migl'l.t, for 
example, be responsibfe for a Key S~aldo or a subject v,'ithin an Area, e,g. History v,'ftllin 
Humanities 

In the first year of the ~,ennor$hip, U'lere snol.lJd be liaison between 3 or 4 cUrriculum 
areas, A momoer ofeachcurli,:::ulurn area in each S:::flO(J[ s/lo;Jld be idenUfled as 
resp{)ns;ble for riajson with their cou!"'itei"iJ'art plan oDlfat"'Oraihr9 a:::lfvlty_ It is 
envisaged that activity iNould consist of j'Oint caienqared meeiings of the curriculum 
areas once per haif term. These would tile d8sigr:ate,d as teechrng and le13rningltraining 
meetings fer the purpose of identity.~ng ;snd sharing best practice, 

Two main fQci are en'lFsaged for trie :=ifSt year Llteraqr and leT 

H is propc,sed that the activit).' start in Septernber ' ... ·itll tho Literacy focus and a 
collab(:.ration in this respect betvveen the tv.·c sch{)ols' EngUsn and Humanities Areas 

the spring it is envisaged that t'"'!I:" mod:;;.: 5l"JQuld !:lIJ applied t:;o leT andb.vo .rrlOftB 

departmen ts .. 
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It would aisL') be beneficIa! !f \vho!e-sc'iool or cross-curric,,!ilar potcies re:atin9 
teaching learning could be shared This would require fdent:ified members of senior 
managenent to be . hNinneo" and their roles should also involve mana'glng the 
oollaboratrv9 activity referred abc',e in subiec1 teams. 

A Jamt Governor Committee is referred tc elsewhere in this paper. 

Bi .... ild;ng on current arrangements 'I,\fhensb>t ~YeBr 1 8:udents are g.i\·.;=!n particul.ar 
support in considering opportuni ties in the E £ ill' Sixth Form, it IS propo'sed a 
I7lsl"!1ber of ~he ,staff should at sarna stage join the Sixth Form 
ma,"lClgemer1i team, s!'1ould E](':. as tutQ( for Jstudents who ha .... e mOIled tc SVVCHS 
and should undertake some Sixth Form teachrng at I I (fDr wh;ch ser ..... [c~es .. 
wm.~ld be paid). longer term, this postc.ould deve!cp into thIS directorsrlip cf 
'16 studJI at _ '@\>tth :&i ta"~get e'ate'agreed (pefhaps 20:)7 or 2006} for the 
estabjisi1rnsrt of some Sixth f-orm provislorl on the __ site. Although not regarded 
as an immediate prior.ity Fm·lhe sclwOl, iis ,Gerceived b,snefrts to recruitment and 
rete nti nn of ,'Iigh quaJity slali arc consic!erab!e, It IS ptG.posed 111at idea be 
oonsidletelj and developed by the leadersh'poF_dL.:ring the aCC1cienic !tear 2002 
03. 

Management 

There sl',ouid be a range of i5su~s over ',vri1cr:, manager:'rH:mt in t}18 Cwo schools eculd 
t)enefit frem eac.hl other's expertise Po. good exanl1ple of t'1is might be.2 II support 
For a rnO· .. ·8 tC"'*l'ards Spe,:;;iaHst School sta.tus. Doubtless t'l8r.; ''''iii be othei ma~lers. 
14 etated tr:;e management of d"lcmge and' the introduction of new initiatives, IA .. here 
colrabora:~Q{"l would be of mutual benefit 

Organisational StructurE!! 

For the proposals SEI: out above to suc::.eed in their objectives, lhera \",I'ill noed to be 
cornmitm eN at EIi'1 levers lin b(llh schools. 

This c(:luld bo fac~lila1ed the es~ablishtliert of 8 Joi,""t Governor Committee, labelled 
eitl1er . Curric:ul'Jm" cr "Teaching & Learning· which included a representative of Ihe 
Local Ed:ucation Authority. This might meet termly' at most and fulfil the role Qf 
"Governing 8odj.'·~ for the collab()rative agreement. committee ..... ·ould receive 
reports on H regulaf oasis fmm 1hp- iilanagemonf committee suggested be1o'w This 
should not beaver b;..(rdensome, and ~vouJd consist of aJ' Qc .... ·ernor from eac~n schDol. tho 
[ ... \1'0 Heads and , School Development Advisor, in his role of supporting 
the 90--;001 and monitoring it of ~he cause for concer:i" calegDll", 

The mi3nagemen~ commil:tee would CDnSIS~ Qf the two Heads and the ~'.VQ senIor 
managers, '.vith responsibility mal-::j()9 the collaboratIve agreement ,,,,'Ork. Its brief 
would inc~ude pfannlng aclivltjt in support of the .agreernent, ri,::lnitoring its 
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implementahol"i, evaluating tile outcomes and reporting to the GOI,'erilOf Committee 
referred toabov€!. 

At subject team level. colfabo\fative act!vity would be integrated ir:to the "".'Orl.:: of 
collegiate teams alre.:Kl'y i"l place at 2 i!1cl~}ding some meetings these teams 
end, more importantly, one to one mutual support on the part of slaff gi".'s,'l parficuiar 
resDonsibiliry in this field 'II.<no 'wou'd be accountable to the appropriale senior manager 
for the Sltccgsstul prosecut.iO!1 of ool'aborafonn the $Jbject area. 

Resources 

It is ;:Jnderstooa local ;l\ulhoriiy will malke the surn of [45,000 aVi.:ulable Lo t.he 
partnership during the financial y'ear 2002-03 and that (subj€!ct to DfES Standar{is 
Fund allosations) thJs level of support conUrl.1e for at Iease M'e fu't~'ter years. 

Summary 

I,t cannot be emphasised too stroflgly that this approach to collaboration needs 
to be fully "o'Wl1ed~' in each 5chool, and it 'Would bc a key responsibility of 
governors and senior managers to ensure that the necessary commitment was 
established and maintaIned. 
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Appendix '1: Resources 

The main cost involved wlll inevitabl~f be staff time, and an approach is set out 0010' ..... 
whiCh makes assumptions about the amount of time that vWi.J1d need lo be devoted ~('l 
the par!r;ership and an approximate co!>t setagair.st it. 

-~"'--~RESOURCES -- ---r-ANNUAL COST 
'~t .. 02-Aug. 03) I ~~nbr m,"ogemant meetings ( o,er " I E5,OC{) 

arti.;::ipants; ~2 da;y's 'Norl.; .' . ,__ I 

. Senior Management inicrmall'aison: ;0 days work £3.500 

\ rl.'lidd'e managAmer:t I;ais(ln/sharing' --1 
- mEII~tln!;}S and OA€-tO·Qfle 1---- 8 Areas of me curri:::u.'um: 16 staff; 5% of their tim;:; ~\ _ _ . 

\

1 Ofher con. su'tancy: . ". £8,C(J[) --~-I 
From : • starr I £8JJOO \' 

, From LEA 
I~Travel --- _ .. ,_. -- '~'---F~, SilO' .. _--" 

L .- .. ,,-·.--,-~--l- -~, - . 
'\' Overall cc:mpensatiDn fa .. a fC::f lead role in . £10,000 
Pa:rtl~rshLp _ .. _ __. .. __ 

.. TOTAL £70,000--
L __ ... _ , __ ~_. 

lit Cosl to inc-rease by 4% (:;'3···04 w"ld a ILJrtho. 4% 04-05 inlin§.e w'ith risi:-',g pay 
costs, 

• 1£1& 2 to :eceive the £l0,nCO via ;"(Iorthly instalments B'ld to fund r<6,c:laims l'rcm 
I Higr1 ScrlOo~ 

« If I r I 2,rere to be awarded Beacon School status or Advanced Specialist 
School status, there would bee ver;' si~r)lflcafl("'eductioii In the r; . .ost to the lQ::~1 
Education ,!!,.uthority. 
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APPENDIX 2: DRAFT PLAN FOR COlLA130RATIVE ACTIVITY J & 3 years (su.bJ~ct to renewal) 
Sept4:ffTIber .2002-JuJy 2005 

~-S-WI1-i.~V~~=."on & I.Eslab;i:;'h.mJ!!'~i):r~~b'Jst" '.'~.' .. 11~r~~Il: 03 SBnl~~! .. '" \.~jrrfP-lil-r;-n.i-l~su~~!j:)~ .. ; 6, de," ';~im to 1.~~.i~~~~~:S ~~reed .. '.S.~.:.i.:~~~~Y c~.ri~;:oon. 81 ,~'.~ 
i1CCOlll)blbilrty s)!$l~s for lillmilorlng bolh ~Chl)ul£ uovli'IT:om;' joint c>~mmir,l3e by M'IY (13 1;0.51.5 - Eie~Bepl.eIU!x!' 2003 
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pp

. "''''''., '''''''''~ \Ff"," . D .. BSlgr.l.ill.~ .~.I~;PIem.. enl.alion c~ mll.i.t1. al,sUP.POrl S~.'!itf.'li. ;1Sfi . ~t-,EiC::O'l"".Ilj'-. o~;f 1~'Ssons '·g;;D~e;· ~ (tverall quality of:tel'lcliing e);:(:l;'jll~nr:e - injeCllil1!J Gi i.N1I&gialfl at ~ Dlt1i) .Jul~' Oil 
teaching &, ipiJt;p. ard {:t mllange .!5I:l,ff; ",p~l'.!'iing 10 Stmir:if Mal, <lnc gO'Jell11)rs1 00% "!);;lli::;factol)' 01 lJetter' cJU"I~'IJ 
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~ 
epj:.'fctlrll>1lS July G4I Plan aYrf!i'ld 811(j ~lIt:mll1ecJ ~l;l (;;{}velflor.; b:l Citt~ :~t~nd8rdS at ~nd r;on:;eqiUelll 

\
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Appendix 10 

Virgo and Leo: 

Joint Senior Management Meetings 
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1'!!jput:es: 
Pre..;;.,ent 

• . Head Clf CDr at _ to visit to ODs:::r,,::: ""'lork of CDT 
lTedmology curriClUUm iJn;'..as. 

"i [2 Head ofYe-ar '] O1t-. 10 LiID$C wiili .Ie crO:is~pha .. elIaclcing 
and Prima.y'l5C(:oodar.y co:llcfenc.;::s, 

.. Tf'~di.f.'I" e:~cl-umges l'ritb oUt! exchangE:' r.ak::.illH placl:: e.'tch lrJ1D_ 
..... "'hu.> ......... '£ ",lth. a Sde'.Jl(:e t:Xch!m.1jC in I:h~ AU(wnil re.I'1l1. ~ 

Ex(:;h8!l:g-e t\'l ta.i.::~ place ..... ,.b 4.1 
3 hilff days fequttr::d by • and _:Cl p~ru::. (extra payments pounds t!Eld::: 
roc()gnitil}n ofaddiriQ.nal planning workload). B~)tIJ.[ear:hers w deliver i! repolt 
folIoi1iing Lb.!; e:.'1:cb,a.nge.. .. 1. a Head of RE at : and \Jtha- smff ttl vi51: ~o look at 

~;5pcCl_-t; of depArtmental orgar.isation 
.. To dewt!'l!:Jp Ct()s;';-scihool deptlrtmerual mollitoring_ 
• Tu En,re.stiglite w.a)'$ of S MI Job Shado\\lug 
.. To stulIe ialonnaliQn about fi.tlanc;:jru ;mdadntill. Sys:!.ems. 
.. I Plb;:) look .a: '1{ocadoci!f GCSRs e.sli!lof.i.shed at·. ji 

Staff'iTiU daml trave£liug eA.-petlsc,s according to their scneol's c!aim sYS(elli. 
Tb~ cost teacher time furpiWlT1mg IDII;.">:ting!i -etc. win be. 
Up to- .~c.aJ(:: :3 _ ._. .~)oUlld., per day, 
S(~e 4.. , ... ,. _. ,.250 pmmds P'!!i' day 
Above SCRle 4- _ .. , ... lO,fJ pOllmds pcrday 

To ma1il[ ~EP Ii Dcveh::·prncDt PI,sn/L'vfmtci for Parmership initiativ~ ready for the next 
S2VIT j'oint ttleetlng m November 

con5id(.T u:,e cfthe In:H:c'! day in JimUEll)1 for Partnership business. 
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Present 

Englisb ~ To cevelop n:::'iOu.rces, ct:ach &!d a<:sess Ii diSClll5lVe essa~' .... m Year[l!' 
Geu,graphy - Tn develop lIterilcy skiUs mrou,r;h the "'':VGrld Popwar.lo["!!1 mpk ,..-itlL 
Year as 
RE - Basic RF. spcllin,g (ke')"\\'ords). li:i;lIoducing 0racy units mto the Year S POS. 
HL!-ltQry = Dl!vJi}j.;Jping «active lit;tening" skills, Spe.aklug and ass:essn::u::nt m Otl1L)'. 

SiIlcc tl.ili: rnt.!'''ting tNl-k place, flu: Head ofEJ,JgIi.sh ar'" has be:=n {JiI: skknes$ 
leave. l10le He,'ld. History has !~j~:ned ber past, althougb !':be VJill cOEtmue to reach 
ill fuc schaa], A 11(:',\' IleaC ';:If lfis!;)ry has been <l})p{l'rnted feef lamlar), \Vurk 
he(':11n {}ll currIt;:uh:n:l de,,·cJopm.eJl~ tbat erupJmsi5c5 .:n r..:lt: (Je:ograpty 
i:1ft:::a. 

ill The e;xdl.aIlge Sdence teachers (s rakillg ai!: moment, tbIIO'l;villg; 
successful piatUlinf, meetins=--

• • h~ made :][:e "15it to .at .' 2 H~ Cross~l-'h~ tracking. and has L~ 
invited to the next Pt'ml.ary'/Se<.':OudBl)' c-Onfereno;c at • 

tI _Head of Science at ..... bas: made one \'1Slt EO I Lrc 
information aboul applicll1i;;ltls for AST starns. 

... Tbe cx(;harJ~~c of reacibers for the Spring Ternl could m.voJvc the L!!:n.B1lages 
Dt!parnDe.!lts .• (0 speak tG •. 

.. Suppmt for th-~_ Drama department fh.lm the DrmnU!it 'lYBUrn. 

.. Tt.'chnoJogy cumcul.um .U;-(,-llS (I,) oeet and 11t~155 departmcor.:,:U organlsao':}fl 
~}d best practice. .. a SENCO [0 ·,,;:;:[t_ 

11 S1vIT W Grk Sha(\o,"ting tC) plar.:e ( j j 7 ; ; II aud_ 

., Links betwl!t:u RE depar:mentlL .from "'to vi~it g 17 . 
II • Fouse L J experience to expLore development ofVotational 

Gt":SEs; Possible CI.lu,&culrull jI.:r~ fbI' ~!C ... ;,e1Dp.ment wowd ICI' and 
B-usincS3 Smilie.::. 
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'" To develop reacher sMdoLvitJg prograr.n.rne.'i: t~:Jf ch~.s~n,l()m teacltersc 
" A "pL1pil purSWl" sCheme. 
.. SbtLrme: cffecU;'I,,-e pnt.;;:Uce sc:hool administration and \llrganising studeRt 

work ~xperiellce. 
" Jru:rl.la.-':l-' Tra..ini:tlg Day eilch -:dwol to Luennl::y [[S Olli,'lJ needs far Staff i:" 

o:nomQ;:: ar:::. id':;LofleJ1 Lie;-c could bCJomt pl.uming IIDd ddi""ef}'. 
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- November 2002 

During thr.:: wl;,.-ek beginning 1\"o'\lemiJer 2002 I ... vas involved in a teacher t:xchang-e 
,\illitb from Hlgh School. 'f..'e s\\>llppcd 
timeLahle:; for the w"CCk and carried out ea:::h oilier's Jobs, as they would :normally be 
done. I ii.)uiKl the cxt:haDge 'very worthwhile in terms of my professional development 

C(Jllten 
The Sder..ce departn:.e.nc is much larger c{)usisting of around 8 staft 6 
tcchnician.<; Omup sizes ilIe typical: y :,arger compared r:o _ witb an abili~t mnge: 
more ske\ved to,\\t'a:r{i,s more abk pupU,~. Hrl'Nev'CL the of l:::a.rmng supp()rt i!; 
limited and received !S;..!pport for O:Je of ti)e lessons I ,aught. 

Sjmibuitie~ 
Them are a nrnnher of sl:::rtiJariti:,:s beN'ceu 6e. 2 sch{)o!s. The CAPCClk-:JK:Y in tel rn~ of 
behavi[)1'.U is lrigh in bot21 schools and is n:flcC::cci in sound positive ieamiug 
cnVlJomru::·nto.;. that are created. There an::: 5 teacbing periods in a day as at_ The 
schemes ar:;: dc~ivcrec: a: I<B3 an: very ~tmilar in principle ''''ith 'iia!"ialions 
(In the same theme. At KS4 the sc.h~~rn(:s arc idcnTIcal with :rJ(Jn! id:::as in approa,ches 
to piactical work. This is ba.,e;! nn a modular sc:hcme. Ot~ the \·"tole the beba,,"iolU" of 
p€1pils ~ S;3me. ~~ sill] beb:nriollr problems eSl-'ecill.Hy 0:1 a whole school 
scah~ For example, on tl::c Wc:tL"'l~::;day afic:mo';}Il,. which bapJ:Jelled W be a day 
hea,),' ra.m.. f~-c ruann "vas :,el olTh"lice and 5c!:.ool was evacuat.:::d (In holh 
GCcasinDS. I;uuslng great disruptit)::1 I.essom. Hm=,;cver, there ~vas the same calm 
\\'ol'iting atmosphere in dassroou~::; l;l5 foUild at _ 

Diffc.TCllCl".5 

The increased size of the deparl!:1t:nL en l.ilil s many diffcrcm:es III the deparLm~I.t~, 
The delXLlllli:eu[ has many CJore a::l"iu.es 1:e::n;s (If clubs and arranged out of scbcml 
VI~Sjl:s, Th.e sc.hool can also ::n.lmy more mS(lillCes for ~ba::: pupils especially in 
Hbraryand leT facilitIes. The technicians playa acu\·e rule wilbjn the dcpaIi:IJ:1eLt 
the maill feature of tl:is is that any pb!)tol;;{1p'ying :is done the leachet. Technl'l;:jalis 
iire aLsl) IJ,;j;;rvailablc iD:- sertillg out the equ1pmCElt vriIbin tl:1e c1a.'!.smom. 
RcglSuau-cm periocl.;:1so offers. dmelt::1t OP1KlrtuoitiCS .. 1~Vm there being a sixt.;' form 
students ()orne in Oiii::C a w(;ck and ofter belp to those IO'rYer am1l,oTI the schooL Outside 
authoritie;;:llso h~l\'e involvcme:lt One ac:ti,-:ity duri:ng \ve;ek iovolv~ .••• 
Was7e EducariorJ EvaluatioD project ''''here V''':;:rt~ asked to fill OUl: a 
questionnaire. Organisers arc also hardback \Ithl: m~my pupils using plastic covers 
with r.ers01:al photos. This ga'.te pupils more value for iht:"ll ofb~sers. There is also 
no aFternoon rcgiscratiort period, I felt ~3 was a dlsadvaniAg::: as f~I1y problems within 
the tbr:CJ comd not be ad:iresse-d: S{I easily am: would general!)'- 'I.'iait till the n'C;;ct day. 
Hov.ever, mo:rc were DC) orgfUus,:::d rr;;ading and speHillg <;:;1uJ1:9 for the lcs~rablc pupds. 
There; w1'-.5 an Qb.rJ.ous dijlei~[Jice ill abih,:y at K.S4. The top sets WCTC amazingly keen 
and ilc-adcm.i.calIy able. Tht:n: app:;arcd to be 1:'0 sllluctmed ~tcgy to deal i.~th 1m"-"
Jeve] behaviour (apart from iJo;mal tcachrng klea"1) slUch as CIIIj,ffiJETS, which 
]::.ad <l. good impact at_ The se:hoola.lso ;":Jns 00 a hVO ,~·cc.k:1)' timetabie, Many 
pupils fQund this confusing tmdwen:! often seen trJ b[~ lacking equipment 
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How ,"ill tl!e :elperience impact my teacb~ng? . 
The experielv;:: bas bad:!. good impact on my teac.:hiog. It 1::as made t1l(; morl: a",l.rare of 

needs IJf pupils that are more able and prov.id-ed me ""rim. new Ideas in 
approach to chaUellging pupils_ !viy efforts prc:viously 31_ h;:!ve mainly beer:: 
concentrated difJefentiating for tbe le::;s. able. 1fY"ith te~hn.i''ians only pro,,':d.ing 
equipmcrrt for ill le~:;son, n9t se.tting Qut, i.t ilelped dassruom man.r'lgement 
skills. I had to use strategies to keep pupils occupied setting the out. 
1 ::: furttc:r der.reKoped these skills I,\'nen I need to "buy tilIl(:'" at_. 

Ideas for tbe di!partment. • 
The main issue that I noticed at £ • Scicc.cc depru.1me(]t w.;!.s the mcrease.a 
numbel' ofmet~tin:gs. Although the S1:7.t: clfthc department :his I feel that rv..c'iS 
1",'ouid ner::!fit frO.Ill. a dcparttnen.taJ meeting. CU:7e:ntl y then::: arc curriculum 
1cam meetings that arc :iJfr.;;:gucnt and invoh-e tecbnolog)i depfdlmcnt Therefore, 
Sc:,ence depi~rtm('nt issues cannot take 

r d~l:;II fIJi" the ]lll;llwr:1lJ te~m_ 

~ offers· a di.f.D:::re.llt system in that Morial w(;(rk is bascd 011 a one· 10 oni: 
sysie:m, Virith PSE camed out septl{"'dJdy on a )?O.'bolecla'5s scale. This .one to one 
systt::m ,ivould provide pupils ,"t"lth more chance to disct!!)s pr(l blems. Tt'ere are 
also teammeetitlg~se'lleI}' 1-,,.fonda)' morning to disc~ss the events and 
problep:Js ''lith particular p\.!pils .. ,i\..ssembUt:s arecamcd out on a but on .:. 
yearly onJy due to the large .s1udent body. 

'~llOIe scbool issues. 
A n-:ajor lSSlJC at_ LS lit:: lack dU~f staf:- at li.:;t1l.!htime At, £IE lilt sm::t' <l::'t! 

tmetabJcd (0 do one duty' pcr \vet!K, This increases ~]o.n.i~{jJ·tn~~ ofbeha .... 'iollf at 
lUl:lcbti.D.e. ~'\.l5n f{J(HtlS arc available: that sia:ff supervises t~al provide pupils. "rim 
::mother a.rl!".:l to go to get away from the hedi;;: pa(:.c of life at a R . Til::: ft::eliLg of 
some pupIls at'- is fua1 L'Jen;! is nm,tJere to go lu:nchtime and therefi)te cannot 
Cater for this. A.lthough II may' 'l::e an extra hassle t;;)( ::;;Laff, mrany pt.'Pils used thls 
tac£li ty Ed beha'v:o ur could be tmmitore:d. It wasn' [. all bad for staC though as a fret! 
lwKn ;,. ... '1.'15 provided. 

Aih,rfce to], futurt~ te~.cheJ' exch.aiijge5~ 
A lOtlger ?rnp3Tatio·n lim{~ would be beneficial. Howe: ... er, lids dQI;:'S take the teacher 
ou"( of the classn:H)lU and the main diffic:u:IJ:y r iOlmd \"<lS ge.uing back rm tr2.(:k "mea 1 
rctw:l1t:oci 1£,1'" I feel a }:eriodaft.er the ex:::bmgc of '~offrunet!lhle" time wol..ud be 
of greater bene5~. Thl.sw[)uld pro'\,~de a dJat:l:V'..! to catch up on m.ilJking etc, It '",,·ould 
hay!; also bee';) helpful [0 ()"bsen'c _ teat:bing beforehand. \-vouk!. in me 
different appmache:; used ar"ld a chaccc; to build relationships , .... ;it.2 pupils, a value of 

- . ., '.' b ff.· T f I'd great ImF0rtance m my Vie,y. All OIJscrvaOor.J .J' sta .•. ~i. 0 my essons wow' 
also h!l1ve helped, espceiaHy ,"vh.;;:n there lire opportumnl:s to gain advice from 
Advanced Skins T eac-hcrs. A :1:::briefing 0ppCIJ:Tilll11y would have also added value t:G 

the experience inonkrto sll.a.fe ~deas on applfooch~~ iIlJ,;u worked failed ,;,.i:th the pupils 
Vle le3ch on a daily b::JIDs. Trus has been a great: help in personal. devciopmelit 
althoughlt~an}' icicasare not transferable due to size differeru:e il!':l !be sc·hooL 
Howe-vel' ~ I wmlld say tbat it was a well \\'orthwhilc exp8rience. and su~;.est mal future 
exchanges arc cat-ned out. 
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How ,"ill ttics;Iperience impact my teach~n1f? . 
The experien.:;e has had .:1 good impact on my te~u;;bing. 1: h:ls made me more il\Vi:iIe of 
6e nee!i ... {,If pupils that are more ab!e and provided me Vl.ritb new ((k~ :in diY 
approach to (~hallenging pupils_ !vIy efforts prc ..... ·;ously at _ ht.l.'V'e· ma.inly beer;; 
COflcetlt:r.:ltcd dlfierenLlating for tr;e It:~~s able. With techuicians only provirung 
equipmcut fur a ies-son? nj~n setting tlut, it aelped dass-room managemeJ'lT 

I bad to use StIatcgics to keep pup:us occupied setting the out 
I nil'-::: furth:.::r deve!oped these skills \.\'nen I need to tim.e" at "i. 
Ideas rOlf t.be department. • 
The main issue that I m')ticca at ± Scicr:.ce depat1mel;1~ was thl~ increase.a 
u1Jlllbel' ofmtctings .• 4.Jthougil the sh>:t of the dC;?fu'1Illent :his I feeltbat rv-rr-r..'i 
woy!ld her:e.flt frOlll a dcparnnentrIJ meeting. Cu.'iTe[~t1 y there .:IIfe CumCUlw:rl 

1cam meetings that are :'!1[requent and involve technology depart.ment. Therefore., 
Sc:ence depurtmcnt Lssue .... cannot take 

lde~~ f(J' the )lJl:1i:t~1!,:1I1 team. 
___ aIlers a diffier·enl system iu. that Moria] ,.vl;}rk is based on a ane to one 
syste:m, "hith. PSI:. earned out separd:iery on i whole (;]a."iS scale. This one to one 
system. w'ouId provide pupils , .... 1.th more chance to discus!j prtl blems. Tt'ere are 
als.o te;am e:V'!;IV 1 ... 1ondaTy' rt"lOrni:oll to disOJSS the events and ..t ,. t,;;: 

proble:,ms 1 .... ith particuhu pllpils. l\.ssembH.::s arecamcd out on a ...... 'eelcly but 011 r: 
yearly Ot:Jy due to !he large student body. 

',",'hole scbOQl is;su~. 
A rr::ajor LS!iue ai_ is ille lack du~'" stat::- at lL::l1l:btin::.e. At $I I • sra:r a.:'c 
1imetabk:d. ro do one dlJC'I pcr '!Neck Tills mcreases r::l(}nl~llri.ng of behaviour at 
luucbtiD.c. ius;) rD~')ms ST>::: available that s:::;;.ff SUPi,;:['/lses tjal provide pupils "ryith 

another .!I..\t!a Lo go tel get aw.ay from the be~ti;~ pac<:: of life at 3 E . Th::! fl.!elilig of 
SOIDe pupil<.; at'- is thrtt L"'Jen:: is n.;n .... nere to go at lr..mchtime and merefr(}1't cannot 
cater fur 11:1£:::;. Although it may 1-:.::: an extra hassle far ~Laff, p~'Pili used 
fac~lilYaI:d beba' .. ~o ur could be mnuitored. It Wasil' t aU bad for staZ though as a net:: 
lWlCh was pro".,rkled. 

Adlr1Ce fDr futur-[~ tea.cheJ' excn.:ulgr.s... 
A longer :;:trnpa""iltkln time w'Ould be 1~nefic;ial. Howe:,,'er, tlds do~s tak..: the teacher 
om 0 f the classmom and rhe main di.fl1euIJ)' I fQ1.L'Ild 'LVa.5 ~e.tting back nll tra<::k ... ;.rhen 1 
rz;uu-n:::tl it;!" I feel a period merthe exchange of'4offurnetAble!: tim(! would be 
cf greater' t:ot:rJc5t. This \''i[)U],d pr(l1.\~de a chan!;:.!'! to catch up Oll marking etc, It would 
have also been helpful 10 ahser.,.·e·_ teaching beforehand. \.'fould in the 
diITereniJ: appfoacbe~ used afld a chaccc: to build reJationsbips 'tviu pupils, a value Qr 
great imFortant,!! jn my vie 'v. ooscnrariol) by staff at & of my lessons would 
alSI) n!'li'll€ heJped, especially '\~Ihen there are oppottunitic-s to gain adYice from 
Advanced Skills Teachers. Adl:!bricfing 0pP01T1lllLty w{)I,,dd have also added value to 
the experience morder to share ideas Oil approoche::; th;u 'I,:'lorlced failed 'irith the pupils 
Vle teach Oil a dally b3Sis. has bl::cu a great help in personal. deveJopmelll 
although man)' ideas are not transferable due to tl:e size difference in the school. 
Howeve:r) I would say tbat i~ was a \vel] worth""bilc experience- and SU~~;5t that Th'tUTe 
exchanges arc caL-ned om:. 
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.A.s a depa.ltrnent ~I-'ereare many' differences be'!weel- _ and 
Equjpm~.::.n{ is a k8:,' issue at 2 'I, the c'epanment has much less "u,~ding a:ld 
tlleie:=:=:m:: is less equipped. rvla'1Y b2.!sic practi{:al reSOI,.'Tces , 
E,rjnson burners ta .. fC! to be labs, and practIce! '1uorl< 
C ;)CfCl i :E:::tc!d accord ingly betV\fecn teachEf!rs. -, ' ci an S play am;) ~e activG~ 
f::;!e c dep@rt.llent,:)r:;anising ;:111 ptl0to ng fo, teachers and helpln::; 
prcvic;'e equjnment and Set Ui) -aetfcalvvorK lessens e o. pour bcilj,;G r- r __ "",<1 

' .... '81er or ~.e;o. or h 0:.:: ice chips stl.Jd enng -,rD~l i!:i 81£:) 

dITferei1;' f;:.r KS4 ,Bsson -ur~nl)!:,:!; frcm serlerne of '.vr)rl·~ COr:l~S 8 

tecllnk;an prrH:n: list::an be us 
lEsse,r: using e lesscm num:::.er only en a 

equ needr:cj can 
-'-eaGrlin:1 on.alDS are .Af?9ircf51dy liigh!" , ~eaching groups 
81_ ~re sma- ana iJs arE:-? set brL).;idly by sbWry "'rorrl ~{ear 8 There 
EHe only four teachirg sets at KS3, arid :ruC!e (;CSE sets and 0 Scie":ce PIus 
9rouP at KS4, 

KS·~ each teacher has .a specialisrr: r~emistr:v'c, or Physics chat 
or e teaehEs and Vllill teach th-ei' subject to ali l:"e GC.S - r.::las~eS· tha 
y=ar at S~l;Tla point over thn~e terms. The exceptio~ is Scie:-;ce P c;S 
:', ro:.:p: I' <::. t"'uah~ e'" only, r-or ·hp. Ii,:';:''''''' ~ .... ll>Cl ..... ,fil .~ "" "'- J ",...""t;;',Il:" 

se:s in jl€!.i?:us 10 and 11 are less af. E . !thai! at E , a Jt ar=:r::: ears 
t'1at :nany mon:,! able PI,.!.p:,S tra Lo selec:hJe eri:ry 5CnCH)ls ::earby 

!"£:.I',·-.1".:'. rernc',,'lrg tl-le ver,.- F.!ble students from_ 
inta~e, TI'.~s in~nClcts llf~a'Jii'.l on :eacnino !jL-atenies and differemiaton, tc ~ ~ ~ ~ 

some eXler:t on th·!] eXI)ect2rions of teachers the students, of the 
stLdenh.=>\r,em:-;elves .elr 0'.1.':1, a:·jl,ty 

The (;9 as a whole has hac' a !)ir;; ,Impact :In my teaching, It 110.5 rr:ade 
me r:1uc:h ,11cre a"'~'are or tho needs of SEN P' 15, es::.ec;;iafly 
:dyslexia, a.no tI"le ~mp(Jltance differf.!ntiaho!'1 to make ti.e CLTr1CuflJ"""l mo"',::; 
ac:esslbi~ for ~herr:.lt has a g~' ... er r:~e many good strale:;Les dok',s, this. 
It was enjoy~ble to teach mat'w classes in a y'ear group,Clnd a:1"@r only a \'\'@e!-"~ 
I found l'mev .. r many ·oftile pupils In the corridor, 'wnich made~ seem 
mote Jnt;I1il8h::~ and friendl']' _, is rapport \,,_'0.5 also lJseful within 

I!!' I;;lassmo,~-:, P 'Is v.'erEl rnore ~ike;}.· to d;spla~l bera.'.liour at •• a 
and as a. res\.: I h::rve de' ... ·elo~ed rrcr,e effe:ti ..... e classroom Dupil 
m.ana~eme;lt strateg,;es In ge.leral, i'T1Dtiv~tion sf.!crned poor(~r at __ ~han 
~ F I a and many of the p,-pils COllmentec; that ey'tt.'ere ought be 
"more sTupid tl~lan pupils otller sc;"ools in e a/ea, Trlis meaRt tllat I had 
t:J ~rm~ carefu'l~f at:cut p@::-e atQ chal!er:se lessons ~he;pec' by.:; b:g'bag 
S\'\l8e:s a-I,j $ti-:ker5 ,good 'Nel . Pupi's are just bcg! ~o 
Gelebrate succ@ss In a pos,lr'.lcway, the.: lecentiy' ··lstaUed 

b~ ·•• .. cr,k;L-lg fer KS3. it is pro·· ... ~ng r.1 1;)re diricl):~ atKS4 
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!n genera" U,ere are some gcodjepartme:nL and ole sc'~oo[ pc·lides 
pi&l.:.:;;e at _ rel;;arOln~ expectations :Jf pupils, 0:18 good ide<J is pupiLs to 
L'~pack their tag at ,13 stan: of the 'esson and to crearl')! display' S,rt 
equipmefit needed fer :hat Jesson. If tr:ey not nave the required cqui,::''"1ent 
then . ~re giv~~' an as j:8rt of t-:c c:"'lJr~m~IETS ei7ie later) 

p·upi1:: arriv~ unp,repare·d ~c~'~ the an(:) disruptztlQ to"v clf 
the: leSSC'rI because i18Ve'''l'tgv: a pen or boc'*_ 

f'J1any c; sche~l~~ in place Da:.:;:k)". "'lcr\( _ lire 'lIery s:milar to 
those. at P: ... piiS ha·,,'€.' PSI::: thrOlJghout and nc tutorials at _, 
Cllih":l:Jgh I ~eel tr.e ial system ill is a real s:re:"lgth_ 
fearns at_are mucrl smaller, t;-:c as a i ....... hole being nT1c;.r!3 aw'are 
0;; eBen s . be'(;aus(: the .schaer is muctc smaller. 

the 'Nhole schcQI. and DNice a r"lcnth for 
:i,ear assem:tlies, genmail f ' le,:j b"y' .L:ead Year, .have an elected 
Head an::-J Hea:: Girl, and hs.ve a. pr~fe~:t sy:ste.TI ~'ear 11 in oTdef t:-J 
f,E1Ke thefT": rnore rG"sponsiblc. 

ine cc-Illas reCE:'-ltly be;;!'..:; a behavi::-J~j, 71:1;:.agerrle-a sc:horne '-:.ameti 
CLUM8,.lETS e'Ning, up beii8"liQur, je\NS!l[srj!, 

L to.i,ets ant ,I, TO 1'-IDress pupii::. the effects 1..Jr 

misbell!3','io'u'L If a pL;:ii that d8:;Er~'cs a sanction e 
ng late. :0 les;;:")~s. wi .-:c£ Ila ...... in!; ;:2pp~cpfiatc: equ:pment 

cc·rr~'sp'Jt~jding fc!,- - ;nisclcmecLnour in the:-
organiser ,A.ry D~ipil whD c:ollec!s three o· rlcre le::ters in a~g8niser ~n 3 
weet~ reGChlf:;'S a pastoral detenilol":. ~Y' D:Jpils respond well this sC,'·,eme, 
and-,;any SBem Dre;:Jars-j aG;::epr the.1.n.mishrne,"""r. hec8,cse they realise tnat 
they have done The CLUMBJ[TS :ist lsji5plaYl-:;!d clear.y in all rooms 
an::: can be af..:plied by t6a:::;hefS anc. SIJ:Jport st.aff at tirne.s. It appcats to be 
a!18ffcctve replace,llcnt for I P.14 detention sclieme. 

axe han q IE! Ul is time s eem l?G'le,-~' ru Sll ed "-' 0" _ 
_ anc' I tee. that vve 

. \",'0..:10 h.n.'e benofited fror-: rrmr'e tim~ to become acc,imatised to the exchange 
SCh()(1Is. "',fe would also l-rBl'Je likedt() o::.seri€! each oHler teaching c"~~!~ ()v.':1 

Glasses j:"\ our :Jvm env:rcnrnent in order tG C'.ompare the classes in our oVlrr 
eXDerienc;::!. 1\'\"3;5 notubser.'ed., .. hi"st at~ and feel tha: It vvculd ha'ie 
been a rlO.r6 erective ODDortun'tv tc:· [J:)od practice if '.ve had ltle chai-:lca 

~ " .. '-

t::l' Dt;ser.'e and to be observed et:-ers in thE dcpartmerts dlJring the 
debriefing :;:>e::'!ssio.! at t'1e ~na b:Jth teachers to s' .... ap nc:es 2nd 

;rnpre~!3iol1s would beii goO(; ide::, sadl':{ no~ achievecl as yet by _ and 
mys,elf dUE! t:1 time, 
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In gene 'J, this had t:"een very usef:j d myso,'; althougtl 
perhaps not a.s effectil/= for our deF~mrnent,;;; orwho:e SCh,cols as ,-,. lias tf:e 
pote;-,tia;1 ~:J be, I' L": .. ·nk .f type exch@n·:;;;.:: '.'/Ere to c.a 8g a In 
more :irrle would need tc be devmed to it. 'i/$'I . planni of 
obser .... atior:s $,~';d experience for {ea::hers i the t:me leadirg up 
exchange,. as '&'!le as lots opoort;_ ilIesro:- th·::: aring good p"'~GtiGe bCJlh 
',Nays (n~'er ·CDUrs.e o~ ex:::hanc.l6!. Teacl"er ex~hangessuctl as these 
can on bet1efit ever/one in·'io~Ve(] .. _and F 'bctn have grea.t 
slrengttl5, a " feer '~Vf:: ve a Iflt to Earn f«)n one anGthc~ This was an 
e:1joyabi.e end va,:uab1e eXDertence a :)-e ! '~~'c:uk; iil(8 n::p'83t aga;"" 
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Appendix 13 

Virgo and Leo: 

Transition Project 
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Transition betT,'een the Primary and Secondanr Phases 

ReprJrt tHI tht? visits to_ 

Over :he past 11:1;\' YE'S~'S rluin ail~: hf!.!! b:::e;] to and develop Enks 
themail::prinlaryfeedersch:)oisl.vil.l:~nlh~;:rrea.Th~o has b,::::e;:n 

acb1cycd a ·~·E.}'S CUlrlL':lat:'.llf; .• SJ:ort: r::ce:JL1y, in. a piklt hetwe:en 
I . ru"j'!lrlior S:::hO:'::'l a~~ ... ;a'i crmduc.tf!;:lla...,t year. 

.. In~:iIJ.uh sC~.looh wt:!(t: u:vlted [0 a 

II 

iG dis:::'J53 t-thz.r was rleeded. bet\veen ti:e 
Tbis reswted ill lTI~fnh~rs En}!:! Tec~.lnQiogy Departme;:-,t at:_ 
k~a..:::b.iug; in tile ftr:;j~r $t.:·hol)]s for .:oLe hot:.!: ev.;:ry t\.\tO 'i,;\'teka .)yer a period a .. 
ye.'lf, S l4bscquCI1t years invG 1 \'::d. s:: l~Dcealld rnrl:the[:)atic~ dep.armIents. F r;)rn 
th:!: s:::c::::ndmy input imo links '.vcre established rclarions:::Up:il 
·::l~ ... ::!lopt::d. 

feedback 
]!)~}1 ~ f: di ~c;u$sl=d r±;l~; 
sc,noo]s 

ar~ h:!:d 

[f(11J1 pri.-:r;ary 
pinn.aT}' sL:.Lff, fe~Jbi.'..ck on pasL 

pupiLs. bee::! spca:.;:,::rs, 0:1'::: speaIc.:::r who '.\12.:: 

mentioned C;l.llbric.~e, F;;.culty ()fEducat:oll. Gne 
. the bc:ne:5.::. ~las been primary tead:ers rn{)del1ted 

and KS2 lNO:-:< tpg::IJ:.e:-:. C()m.pJing:::xc:mplhl booklets ill ::l:Jf:. th::et:. ~):Jre 
(:.uT.cuL::. 3iC-.aS se:::oItd9.:'Y ~C1:D:::" has ~"'J'e~ ) tl.le 

atKS2. 

£ Las a c.e.d.i (:at~d 
primary schools. 

, ••• ~ curr"n~I"r 'J"'" "T·n···· .... l T_···,..l .• _" ,.:;· ... t" D····ll·Il p"l'Jn""" "cho'Dls • ft..-' "' •• ""~ .::J _' ~.5 __ -.. . ".:..tA. .. ·r~.' .. ~! ~ I- iIo. Ji L.U ",! ., , '"' '. 

At th~ last cQ;:rfercnc,e r.hey ', ... ·~rt beginning to ::-cfinc- t.lle intbrmarioE required. 
Next year,:l is pJ.aIt[!,ed staifl~ '.",iU rr::ceiv·'!:d rcl~v;m[ 
inf;::.rmar.ior:: i.·:::. i nr~'i 5ccres: l:~fI.:.'rI.:: !~he 5'1.ur:.ocr tonI.- F01 
.:xa..r.;:tpLe: t'lis year, )"la&'5 DepJln~leJll ',\'t:re aJ: le pupils the. 
bcgi.ru;.ing l'.f;~Umn term. TI1e tea::u :;lise S:hDOls cil111:lg the 
SUll:!:n:et t~hll to speak: \;,.iili pupils and tn- collect any acrc:no:1a[ lufotlnat:it)n &.;lr::1 

cla.:is teac:·:I(:=T~L There .. v~s e.!) r:leutlon of:'h::: use of COID!nG!l T!ansfer File. 
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Resou r~C5 needed 

ic.yolves t:me, ;:Jot OILY i::J deJiv::ring the lcSSOtiS, bm: ilso in :he p];~.rmiTIg ana 
s'Jbsequent fl:(.'(lb(lck beD,J,'een be 5cho·o!s, ~.: 1l1:'iO req'-"ires f,::::.ding ro sustain the 
Gll:n::lt '.vhicb tl:ey have estabbtec::L The ftl::1diDg b..as bec::! oi::,aL:lec throt::gh 
t:-le schoDl r::c::ivi::-,,;; t,ec::malogy 5;.;.t'uz ;lila fio:nl 

.~.sree Wi:11 f:::cd:::r $:1'001:: a ~l)r:lm::n ::lpp:.-oa.:;b on tie <LdCtjrT);;'] i~f(}rm:::i;)l~ to 
accom[1<lJ:1y rhe err ,'Inc the use c:" "TarEer Tr:'l.-;ke;". 

• Devdt.:p ;;. stnlct'zej progra.'7lJIU;: to prep:e pupils f;}r any sig:Iifi::.<1TIt challg£:s it: 
tc..ackng approaches. betweer: KS::! ;;.nd KS3, 

.. EvaluatC! the: im:;;t(lc( o:lzar:.sfer arrJ.!lgelU!ClS - pupil's a:timies ('~·e2.r 7 a~ 
have n:c:::ntly c\-:mpk:t:~d a c~':l!~.sjutl.:'1ai:re on trr"ns:t:clll). 

AbOVe aU, ITl2.ke the irri~l;:L C·8llt;l{;[ \Vit11 lbe pllm:u:,' HC~Gte:lc.:le~s, 'fear 6 C!3;,::; 

lc;Ql.d:els and a.sk v.hat tJc), V,rul[':' 
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Appendix 14 

Aries and Gemini: 

Partnership Plan 
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tv 
00 
>-' 

JImYEUlIl' illCINO~: 

WHAT IS TO BE 
DONE: 

I d d J Partnership Action Ploo 

KEY I~E It:IJMfJI:R 

PARTNERSHIPI 
SUPPORT 

3 I : Blair ii"n.nElid iUnldng 'o'Iih Iha 1Fi!llrU;lry :1f,()J, ' h~o l:idmllcril0 15111[1 I1ttg;J alilP.liD~ l£'1:el»:l5:o SMT .ley rlJpill1ir-g b;io!r.lb -I" i -j I I' 

.; 

./ 



tv 
00 
tv 

.3 

~ mtJE ~Na J\J1OiII~: 

WHAT IS TO BE II 

DONE: 
! 

IW.IW 1$ to 00 donI!: WJle tI; 10 clD ~ 
(In ~rTmi Ilr 'liklilr IIfFJ ~ III n:sp;lOslbiIlD 
~ iH;IjQl15) , en~.lfIl'Ig the ~I 

I 

,taki!6 pllr.<\!, IiIJlliI· ... to 
!l~ is in\'{lh>~}, 

Pt'IIlr ~ ~ Id«tUf'j ... .-: 
~~~r J ' 1100 
~lI1I1d --In{fvklwl ~ of 

~-. 'v'iIlIlmm 
both I'ie~ (LIC} 

Oe...eklj!I11!lnt (It _- AST 
_ASTp:l!it (Swpjll;f1ed bf "EA 
QIld II1X 'M1h :AST Jlf"tlgNrnIr .. ;, 

I PoST {wflo 
lsi ","'S3.nd : A51 
UI~~O!n:\I;lillC4'1 

Bla1f imTtOO UnldnQ ,~ th@ 
to IKtI1Jld 'IIt'OIli:s;hnp C9i!1GC1llum rlH S!:h:l\11 
8IeIlGIIIIl~ on fciJruary hr.pr(f~efm!l"lll 

131h irai'lillg Di"j' 

~lIilllnl!rJ,wflh _/Iro"l'tiil~ 
11l1t1lll Teacher tralnlng illoojjliIlOOr AST 

~me~ 
GTPllno;!OU 

~~ik'd 
parIn!II: " 

~rnl1T 
iDroQ1i!lI1mt.lUG.i 

L.l!:AD &T M'f • mo LIAD OD'lI;il1lQi'I, 

J 1 ] $ Partner!>hiF' Action Plilil 

WhillB will iI b~ dcne W!w!t t4!Sl:Jtm::1/!!t W{c ,5uct~s cril:erh1l 
f;frnll ru;;j!i) I'iim kay reqlJim!l' On {qullnlmlb'fu lillllets 
!fI1~lur~J Plir1I~lllar" hO'If Ihll WMrI!~lIlb,"") 

:5iilloollnl~lrt~::o t:!le I!glJils1 WIlletl 
Sl'lf\dlird~ F~Nl Gmrt, Ff&~'f>lrbe 
Ine!Ldbl:jJ rur;qilll for IU~~;I), 

I~.;:,ief dItYDI~lll"fflllt}, 

F~lualY :;;:(lO3 and nnll kif ~Ie reylu~' r.:IMW.' 1;;.,("", pll:u:e 
a~nU!ililllhl!llm/'i;ilf and mlle\l~s, m~ OLt.{')'llf1i!.'~ 

IdE/'Ilifoo, 

.Iun.(l3 C,y/er IiIM 10 !!Nlble _ reels 1lf(1)l;IIViI"1 

rneelil1~ 10 t<1'l!! Flaclt p;,!>l UI'!:! ~ ahle II} 
offer 5IlP;JJrt a& 
J~lllrec~ at,-

f'(!cruul)' 200J, NOi!IQmllGr,o! &1iIft nHIfoo;i ",e~ar,g;; 
tcStlU."OlEll requirllli. as determine<:!. Stall' 
Feb 141il1~el1llO~ >li> 81Je;"rl,;;""fl!tell~ ilInn 
stair conremn::!~ 1'0- r.I:r~ib~ Iii> S':;;,tlIJl 
1lf'6paralicn or the Plilfl, 
Schcd PI~fl. 

Fehrunl)' 2003, CmllibulJor,l!J\ll;l,'TJa Bell@r ro!J~Ju'!fncr.l: ilnc 
~ilf}' CllIIt5 gnd IriIlnlng Qf t.l1QliaHnelli 
InJll1In lJ roslg, Time to sl"", HillM !;lf~ 
tlfl'liI!TiIr(l~ fur !'i!1Il oHrair.lng 

~~.-:- c:Im"~. 

2nD ;nil 
vI~fI!r&il 

"'E\" Is:i'iUE h1Jr.'!Jr:R 

PARTNeRSHIPI 
SUPPORT 

, 

Bow pfD9r~ will be H~ Pfogrl5!5 will 00 
fflf1lll4orlKl I,byvmttn, i;!Wlr~lIIeQ (byWIU:I1I. 
.... I~ and hc¥t), .... N!nllt1!1~, 

I' ~ 
~~ 

~ ~~ i!I 
:::i 

'ThfOJgh dlsc\;s&OI1 By mporf.flil ~t; to 
~tllilIisml VIIt., LEA tile rele''511 C-,a.'>.lffifTJ r,a._, a«ty :1 

./ ./ ./ 

6; rep:Jltlll bac~ '0 c~ 

Thl'QiJllh doouS!"~oo 1 wttr-' TnroJ1/f1 Ih~ 1m~;'!if'llI3c'lerning 

ptml~' o[ rlllu.;inl Dodr 
.a1lCU'lIen~I\I;lI1, 

..., ./ .,f 

Reporl!i:n SMT , S)' repM;;~ bile!: 1!! 
Ih~ re!e'r.II"i: Oail;ming 
Eloor ,/ .( 

, 

~ '='" 

"'r"p;ti11ng bm:k to iSj tef:milng ~k Ie 
_andlnSMT. Ihll ~P.iI'Brt. G~~miflQ 
ff!ol!l1b>t'* 10 SMT B('cl By glWl)Mlt;rn \ 

lhri.lUljih Line fclb ... ,rg ,islt!r i:a Ihi .". ., 

'I 
./ 

MlI~r;~'I! rkeIL,ns. :schad. 

1 [ 
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00 
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i SU~ fQr SC:l=fIl:e in 
pGI1lcyiitr 'fMh Ih!! 
dIWuklpmtll!'ft of KS:J 
tXlUf1leB., 

; iJl~~ll!'the ~ (If 
!(;T HI $.tiereD ilt 

L -Q b~J for filrd51rli)1I1 
~nl!~tip 10 cfe:!le 
acr f'lI!!tmrk ror 
SGlen~, 

~ iri~1l 
Indllj.'elldl!rt. lilarnlng 
OP,llfil.lllctJcs <100 U!!e ~ 

ICT. 

e OlilyoIGiJ!lI1eJ11 or 
un Glltooilrd 

"Tollilmed ~ogr.lrriT\l:. 
',II&im kJ,1. • iilld IIlt,.r.nd O!.lf13llrtlum 
~r Sl!;1IlX:t1 

Imp:rt.~1J!:'(11 

S~IUI1!I. AIt071d 
DlI'liord tr.l~lf!iil roo 
G&T, 

\! ~pmeric( 
sllllle:g~ to rt.~JCG 
pt!1mliIli0711 !!Ind r~d 
bonn ~Illor'la. 

IOC(fll'fllQ,pmonl: cI' 
~~k!s to l'TlPOCM!f 
l5;\urldaflC1t O!I!1d 
piJrd~. 

rlll!_ul To begin ~hrr.h 1·~{i3. 
LEA. 

~PIOOpJ Dn!! AST 
!ifJWOIt !'rum "Ihe! 
r;.;tlOOls, 

Ceonly • E;.'P!l:t~ rebr!I'lr/200~: 
T9Cl!I1flr~ 

ccll!lt::cratm .... ilh fJ~ 

1_ lind Bt- :m I=GI1 Begin .n IV'ii.'ch:21Xi3 
0( ~he Gi!b\>;1l:mrJ 
Tiller~ Pto:!lf<;frlfl1"'..!O, 

~ 10 li!;t\end !l~COS T,j ~.Ji" rcbn.'<¥Y 
nnrl 1t'IlI e!:lenl ~::QJ. 

'_llltM 
~!lencc Clt;.l:il::el G 
8. T 1Ot;;"'1l (necling~. 

I_,~urd_ On1;l;)i!l1J 
lfll:lu:;llln 81~1Ilul1(ts -- iljfll -
_.&HIiY!';~. To bc:nlr\:11 J3r~Ll!lry 
....nil l;jtjrrin .m471 <¥llh·9 p;lr.,t;!lal~( 
!J.IJ.:Ip::lifI::ohlfr_ audit 
e frcm 

InllGfn.i!l CI?i!Uf 'I!l 00 5{Y); of pupl::. dI";hl!!~\9 • repulLr~ ta.at Bfn.~lr1l1 OOt;k jl.) 

iilfrlll!~:lI:"lr,.:,Itl IC~1j1 !j nl~ &SM'I' I:1:tI! r~.li:'mril (;oo.'Qrnlf'l!:! 
lIt""jllxzlll, Is/\ y<lili' Bod~'. By IP~);~ 
~I!Hllilfril'.:!I:.;:n 1hrolligh rQ'I~ visiil1.1ft 1111;1 .,r .r" ,f' 
d!!;lilr';l11ert, mi!EI:i(19~ ~~l. 
ilrld .... 'OI'k!il'!(;p 
ses~itl"s 

Ml!mal C(l\'~f ~ be 50% off FU,!Ih .. ~ldt!,'<i! II rI.1jXtfUr19lo_ i}( repaiing b.ld,.; !\o 
I!$rnngi/'l'j l"ll.:ctl1 11.! ... ~15 pitH; lri thi!' &SMT lhe mC'IiIri. Gcwurning 
ilC1"to"Is, :&.";5 Ih'" }Il~f. Bodf. b~' llj}l~('rllllftl 
D~mlnali!lr' tmQUITI rdl:r"';I1Q'.j!!II!!I:aI~ . .l 

./ ." .,r ':lepa,tnllml meellngs ~C<:t 
<:Ind vmrk:'i<'l}op 
::.r.sabns 

Inlu(11oll)ov",' t::J ~ 5O')j i:I PU"~!i o1¢1'l~e j_ nlpo.'Ur!{llo" 811 ral»!iin!)l back to 
i 

!:I1nmge;::l r~ l;ctrl IllIlel 5 p't.'S en 1M &SMT U·~ le'~¥IIn.I t;m'o'omlns 
!iGfJo;;ds, S.l, is Itill- 'r'!l;:Jf. Boo,'. By llC"JIlrn(;t:; i 
pl!i~njnilUCfi ;11f!lUlll1 fdl::r<'lirg ·.i~lt& tJ lhe -/ ,f" 

I lfCfl<lrt:nel"! ,"1ZC!lrQ6 schoc1. 
ar:d .... l:rk!;l1o~, 

I 
'!<!'.$i'l'ls 
TiIGffiijl cCVCf 1.0 l;~ Pup l!i (;,(,111" C-<fflcn • r@pyting 114 SPliT. S! r<:j:'..crti'lG' :mel! t., --. 
;'lffii.I1~ L~/l:cf.l) ;:mil 'llll"rt,!!rl RCgifilltf In~ I'\l>!" .... anl G!l~!T1l1li 

! ~JiJ!::I. to a:I1IRI'i) !l11~,'e:!I, [100/, B~' gD'.'IH'fInl"!i 
D1!>'!il:mirmU(',j;l1tlr!lI;!}~ o::~mr;e:I~lIr;r,o wt~ fdl:r ... in!i '11,,115 to 11'$l; I 

d~m-ner" lII!!!:llr.;;Jlii lIhIily ~IlQl., 
lind .,il(,K!lilcp ,f" .,r ·r 
~kJrlS 

h-.lllmal ,t;:lI'e to be ~ct;!::H;!I~rl"d n~1 ,:;:~p:l'L:;; III Gg~"lii l:Iy fSp'lIIiinjJ bilck It) 
alTilfljltld by tr.ltl t~!f'l ilnd pCI1mlll\e11 Pupil V/nlfufe 1M relll1o'3:1l G-;roll:!Thir'iil 
!iI:~j.ti. ullclusirlfl6 It,' 251l1l COlnmiilc(I b)'." I'I(lO'}. By g:JI'!Illn",rl!> 
I}.s$$;lllnaUUIl thNrulih acm:;:;lh~~. loli::lwing '/I~(~ 10 tile ./ ,f" 

dcpmrm!l:l mCElirgs Scp1Dmbll~b ~::>ol. 
am!\'t'Jfll;5'1~P SEptll'Tlb;:r, 
~~C('f!t 

1n'!l!rnal CIlV!:" t'l 00 i f~e>;juGliun II! IlIl~ ~r If(~~ 1:: GiCf.'enll;l,1;. By r~;lDltng ba:::k ID i 
a~44';iud lly I.n::th 50"}; t: ... -llf ~he iI'!!<lL !"up" Wclfilr~ 1I1e rol!h'Cflt GamfJ10rti,l 
$;hc(is,. C:Jml11i;1ep. tfi _ Booy. 8 \' g;:r.efrlCflS .t" ,/ 

~JIPWn!l v lilt'!; h: the 
:;.c;1;lJI. 
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Dia~ af TI1i1I 
~lIIb:1be 
'OOm~ ftlIIlyand 
dlaQI"IO$tIc ~I 10 
be 1i!fII;r(. .!Jepa~'lI!; 
~!,;l~~ry 
actimo ID rniso 
~rd$, {U1k 10 .. 
~toP~W1II~ 
IiI!!isDn II!' ~Imr 
~t.oLlG~ 
ScIlIXII Plan) 

.:IIOO_in J arr~S;ll)' 2004 ilOO Inle:r~ oo.~p/.tl!:lla 

1~~l!!:iO:Imli M~Jum~~ fRqJlred. 
f!lrr~:and 'A;!h HaDl!, 

.. fenruary2t::n:t Timo for: IIlIl rlfMlffl 
, iT lln~ --... .. ;nI~h[llO>. 

" 311 d 
.-,,~, 

L---," _______ ",' ~ _ 

aetlei'i~ and,e"",,, ... ,, '<lIe SMT 9V f"'PIlrt1)..l t.'lSck tn I 

~~Ikln rnf:lUI!:.. VIe ~ka'f!fil C-a~'I1h.iJ 
More C:lI1nOllnl PUp.lfl. Do:I~ By!p<'lNTT..'In:. , 

I fc!I1JL'f,l"g ~~ 10 bhEi .,/'. 

$Chcd. 

Rer,;r{l!I,' ~ r;4l!c.e '7hmli!Jll dswS:!ilon B~' repaTtln.;J I:e:;k I)) 
'-1 - -.-. 

.,dm,i!le4~ ~ncllii'lI!:l:.m .... Jett LE:A Ilr/! rcW(i1ri: Ga.~I:;ing 
id~,jf'!!"d. C I Body 

.-~ iiJ '_ 
'-- - -,. -.-'--'--' __ • ~_"_N _ .. _~, __ 
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Iligh School and _ Community College Partnership 

Action Plan follr)wing meeting ;~1 the_Comrmmily College bl;llweer4 (.J __ (VP-~ ami <_I 2 (LEA 

Nature or 
Acfl",itv 
~~---

l.AST 
Support 

2. Teacher 
SUPI)grt 

\""; ,iIi., 

second~t1 deptJl~'} an Frida}' I" '\luI/ember lOO'!: alld LApda!ed 

- -y~-.- -~-.-"-. -.-~.~~ 

ImpAlet I~SIlCCC8S Monitoring aud . Resfiltrces ~. 
ImJica,nfS E\-'nlmUioll 

• .. (ScllWer:lrJe~ ~·HS ;;;llliIb!c fro~lIl-~-. ~ ~~lppm1 -r -- --.- AST Days 
__ (Alt. PhIJLt.-.gmphy, Mo;:din ! ,,\;)lli Oli the imp.~(i ...:fH\lJI., needed in illc 

*:~~:~i~n~nJ = (En~:t ~~I{:~~J~!:~~rl~~~~nL:~ "how \. ~~::::~~~;'Cr) I ' Travel O;}~ls \ 

Morui<ly. 'I1H:rc is no MFL ..... ST at thili if WHitt runge or T&l. (lIT &1. \ I fiida}'s or 
_11I~.IIiIlC"ltl4J1l1g~~ Lhe ,A'sTh ~~lle~ie~ •. m~ in \1$r:,jSI.::~ \ ';'lrHkgiu~; . ~lIfll))JI.~~£165)'" 
_.m'~r Wilh.lilllflsur,:llloil.[).,C A~n} ~IUlflij ~c'~lllhrough \ .E2.97fl 
_, ... 0.;;1'<; wOlllhrough h<:r \I3lU sllccess[uj'lr5H In III.:: - I kS!YD1l \ 
IJ~nJi \1'illlllO';)( ~) " hallildr inpuL call , ill. D.-c .. ';;11:. n::porl. :Jiailabl.:!. otIS. C'. n'll! I itJllS I ~l!S,)lJrcl!S '"" 

Action to date 

• 

• 

b!!: ~hilllntUc:d In lela: 1Il1"l'i.1.t:'ITCCIlVC '\ ~<~~e. '1II.',.ollltdl.;m~ levt''". • S'li,,~f;It;.If)I}' , £2,01111 
wily Ihd, ungoUlS II I,ll BUS \ grndlll'g [cunl I I 

.. III!tIO ;~cr~.1illle':tl 01 ~llp~ort 11Ib.i. . fH'r1ll0FSTE I ' 
I 
\ 

PAI)UNK , 
rcqtllH'il11l PC: ! New tI2). hwdm.!!, Ul \ U, I 
t~ i1mwged l-aler. _II) gel back I ill. I 

I 
-Key blU(': I I ' 

1

9 

l._"_" ._ 

Contact mllfi{! with D. 1 fm [I] \: 
- more contact Clner !ra~pcc(joll Dis(;.lII~s;ic~Jl look Pi!JC(l."lb~I~1 ~llc . I I 
pos5lbllit)' of lbe _ oUenng I" 
~UpjX)L110. ill Girls' PEl Dept, I I 
_bas alrei!!(ly approached _ 
_ (Hcild of Gi'l;'.' PE al _> 'i 

,. Jan 03 CiJllta<::llot.~ In::!ie agl.in v,'jlh \ 1\, 
_fonuni~lg tbe resignation or 
• _ Lias<: Wtt1l .mle£ t!Lo!:! \" 

flx:us of Slippoli, I 
• Support fmm io .. iii 
~ ~ogrnphl' art'] SCiCrll":e . _,_J ~ L_ . 

I 

I 
_J . _r~. 
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H
~'"-·"·~l'~~ ~.-. Nature of ActioD to dn1e llmpnd 
ActlvI!L_._;<~.~.~,. ____ , .. _"_.~ 
'to Past{md support '11H.~--' Pa5.oral SLtjiport 

,(VI' lJ) ~ PfO!~[j)m.rne (PSF) is m ,mnle '1·i!J)·~ 
• \ sjmltu 1(1 Ihl!' LSU .n.l I a but Uk! 

, a sll1Hller ~al>c, Mh~r .nni'lb·,Slng 
excll.llSl.oJls. pupil beh#\rJollr deL3i1~, 
and nsklllg~-'h . .'I$ld~tifiiid 
Jl swdenI5(1.'{r7lutd 10 nom Yrs ~ 

, _~' luuf9/2ghts 1111d 111 boy.!». For Utr.: 
ne!oit J ,\'Ceb ¥mtil 2.1."';1~NI)\·., 1i1"J::n!.5 

OA)J UNK arc wilhdrawl:1 (Ii'-lim lessons and 
. I • follow a iSf.t:I;iaU)' l.ililared 

Key 133Qel 
piugmmnliC Run by.? t, 
4Assi£trmt H~ld ",_). 
.. TIle \'i~i t [ollIe did IHH 

u1.kl! pluce Ul1d ""Ell Reed to be fe· 
sclbdld::d in lhe I i,ghl of the rle>l' 

LS U wor'i:nng pracrKe.!; 

~,~ __ 'd",',' ,",,__~. __ •• __ ,_'"~_. • f.-" t-oJ. CJJllnborolivc .. See t ol'md 2. 
\"'Ol'~~ __ \,.. (n ~iddjnlll:, ~ Ln ~:i~.(.:u~ ~'Ii~b 
OAP LINK. AS r~ the Hi::a of ~ollcibomllve 

plil.ltnlnf, of lessons 

Key hSllill 
.~o~_~._o_~_ , __ ~. 

~OO-"~O-~l·-·.slH~:e. ss .~-·'"~lo~jtO~iug ... alltl I. Resou;c. e... I 
.~, .. __ ~.ll1dlC:l .. ~tO~. :.EVB[!ll.thOIl". __ j'.. . "_ 

.• 8bllfillg of 6 da}"S (,2i:! ,t;.] 65 
guild pillel iee = (I)tlO 
OCI\1.'CI:1l ULe 
i.','rU !.dlools 

I 
-~-;- --(;;;;-".'1'" 

I mme: robust 
':!is a HlSMllof 

c~)lIabu'rnlh:{: 
plll;lflitlg 
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Nahu-e of . \ A~-ti-on~k-t"-(-III~tr.-. -'-
Ac,ivit)' _. ~,.~~ _~ .... ~"~' _, 
7, Joint \ 
Target 

-~·~-I rmp~d ~- "- - 1 Suo;:;;; ~ Monitoring ,md --I R""''''''-;-I , f"' ndiuton; E"nJu.I1dt.'" I - 2 '~~L:1I~5 willi _ - '-- -- I 6.~0.5 di~YS x ~, ' 
I1lVJ_~_ ::::.~ J 

S p05!;lblc I d.':!"s £165 I 
~1~1JNKl 
Key ismr. 6 I , I . ~--. -.~'-- ,.-',._""'-" J---,.,-.. ~ 
8. LitINUID ;\ 'It C.O,lkliiJ:lS enlisted ill~ sCl1Iic:es of ' 

cr~k.u.rali.n . I I-U,48S " 

I ' I I "r.'!VkI~'i,i"~.~ .. ~" ""-- -I] d.y,@rfr,Tl 
, Bob I11III - ~;r,: Pr:ima~ry Hei!.d \ 

work/TrallRf (2M)'!; a week M(Jl1d~y and , 

er work I I~'rl.'dlll~) 10 tf".JI!i~er u~ informalio[1 I 
frolll fIe'.!.' Yc[~r 6 fl\bpds , •••• 
Pr&i.,ary Sdool bas ro:;enUj'! " 
lfcquhed Be4lcf)J1 SlilJlu.i nlla lS 
t'l.'orkiufl wiih 7 Tarael ' 

OAP LiNKl Trnckt:r. 
. • Mcclblg tnJ.H!rI pl;lr:::e \}l!m<::en .-

. lind "_.~~(Jlll!IlCCS 
c.slItblistu!(\ llil!i!_ 

Key Issu!! 1 CG2'~''3Cil:'.d JocaJ Pnnliir}1 Head~ 

~~'.J. __ ' __ '. __ • __ • __ . ___ .~.,~,.~ 

I - ,)t;::lvr'Ct':li } ... S2 '\ .~ I 

\ 

iwd K,s3 !'.-j!~S I' 
* Cao~iililed ' 

Hllpf()"'~ ~ I 
. .0:;1;111 for Y\:,JJf \ 

1m' . I <"",. " ..... " 1 • _ __ -+- . 

.--~".--'-"--~ 
j 
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6~ Middle" .. SL~un: all iJ~pr(.w~mf.na. tn T&i-~' ~ Iv ~neel \1'i~JL a piC Ma/ingc''ft~nl 
.. IJLfDUSh Lbe LrIlUl!!ngohlIQJoc1lei:ui:!T.S UISOlt}!; .. Hn,),.lC1!: flf51JbJeci illlU 

I\.fanagement ina ooJlabc.rali"r¢ ~pprc'.lJc.:'h, A ]e:,der5ld;::lb:;slrcl';::;I~ or!iI~t1 L.e.~d("''li5bil) 
training COns"lll.IU1 hn~ hl:~m oComac;ted \_ (~sibly nfler Yn. B J .lInd I J Dcp(s 

LINK To 
School 
Developm~;mt 
Plan 

SLT~LINKU 

progra mme of 
Sllpport 

••• mld [he [miJ}jrl.!j. would rnl-;C' huv!! stine',') _10 !~~l imvm~·..:! and 
pl!lOii1 on 3 diij:'i Lo. \"hll minl(!5. dd8is l~cMld 
C Si)rtIllUSlaJilm1tm'.~ijiUil:lJl O:n 114 jpl.1ssibh,\ d~eC't; (or hi In 10 bV e:-.;[err~'11 

:mdl ~I hJcal hoecl. (,G'lll;3{:~ ~'~!IUilillOJI 
\\lth.nnd_ 

•• l1l ir \'!IllS feU tlil.,'1. I tL.~( •• 
w(l¥uld pj~fer co 'k~rlu tbcit stranger 
l:iUFjcct,!l;,ild(j~ ie tl~se pm, ,of fhe 
.. .. lmwwilltllls GfOIJp 
III Possibfe locus to di5'n5.~ III JnrJ 

03 

• 
~"-'"~~""'? 

"-~~"'~~'-~"""'~"' "-~,~,,~,~ 

II Slalr .. £6,000 
<I 00 sti 0 1:1 rlimc; 

th{l t 11! tnins 

_.,,~~_L __ -.. w"_,~L -""""---"Y~,,~--""- _---'''-~ ... ~~_""""" 
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Nae'lilre of 
~,(:tivitl---o 
5. TrnrufontlDng 
Learning Project 

OAPl.INK 

Key I !lSllt'! L 

Action te da ttl 

~TSL is ~ proje';;l seE l~pb)' H;1"",~' _o~ 
MeBeer 10 ilnp.rO\lC the rjltJ3iUry of 
T&J ,. T~I.;:hCfi i1lukc .fl difr~lCnJ;;e LO 
:mJ[:ienls' J~1milll.u: ill the ,:Iassi{:ont 
and. the:rl!forc lilt! "' classrOOtlil cLim;ilot 
v. ton be Rhe cillaly~ far cna.IIGe 
_ F ~ FcRead ~~anrl 
2 ]1 ' '~:LEA) b.n'Ve dI5CIlS.~ lilis 
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How are they now? 

This summary is drawn from a combination of discussions with SLAs, headteachers, and information 
from LEA Reviews, Ofsted reports, Pandas and Fisher Family Trust and LEA Data. 

Two of the partnerships developed through the LEA strategy have continued; Virgo remains in 
partnership with Leo and Cancer with Aquarius. All the schools are still on the LEA Register for SCC, 
either at Level 1 for intensive support or Level 2 for close monitoring. There are no changes of 
headteacher. 

The Capricorn School remains on the SCC Register (level 1), but is likely to be moved to Level 2 in 
Summer 2006. There is no partnership with The Sagittarius School but some shared work has 
developed through the LIG collaborative and with feeder schools. Over time, standards have showed 
gradual improvement although overall they remain significantly lower than expected. Early 
improvement at KS3 was not matched at KS4 where results remained disappointing until 2005. 
Progress through special measures was monitored by HMI and in July 2004, the category was removed. 
Key to this improvement is;- strengthening of the SMT, recruitment of good subject teachers, the 
support of KS3 National Strategy consultants and the work of the Education Welfare Service. The 
school is far more aware of its own performance and data is used more productively. The headteacher 
works closely with the LEA to address all the key issues. The LEA view is that capacity to improve is 
good although much depends on recruitment and retention of staff. The school is applying for 
Specialist School Status and a recent land sale has provided funds for a proposed new build. Should 
these take place they ~ill further contribute to the school's improved standing in the local community. 
Over time Capricorn has developed the structures, confidence and capacity to improve. 

The Cancer School was removed from the SCC Register following Ofsted Inspection Spring 2006. 
Improvements in ethos, behaviour and staff recruitment noted in LEA review and HMI monitoring 
have not yet impacted on standards. Results are patchy; improvement in English as KS3 has not been 
matched by Maths and Science where results are significantly lower than expected; standards at KS4 
have declined further this year. The roll continues to fall; there are not enough pupils in the local 
community to go around and Cancer is the bottom of the pile. This has caused considerable budget 
problems and staff redundancies. The partnership with The Aquarius School continues to support the 
development of staff through joint Inset and some 'two way' collaboration at Departmental level. The 
head of The Aquarius has developed his role as critical friend and also attended the LEA Cross Service 
Meeting about The Cancer School. The Cancer School is now able to make good use of consultants, 
advisers and ASTs to tackle teaching and learning issues. The capacity of the school to improve is good 
but the future of the school remains uncertain. The Cancer School has improved, but is unlikely to 
survive. 

The Virgo School moved from Level 1 to Level 2 on the SCC register in 2003 and is likely to be 
removed completely as concerns about leadership and capacity to improve, have been addressed. The 
school is gaining an improved reputation and the roll has increased and has an ability profile which 
shows a rising trend. The budget is now pOSitive and a four phase capital building programme is 
underway. The strategies for creating a positive learning community have impacted on standards. The 
Continuous Professional Development of staff has advanced significantly. Although not dramatic, 
results at KS3 and KS4 have gradually improved as have Value Added KS2-3 and KS3-4. The key to 
this improvement is the determination of the headteacher. She is currently leading the bid for SpeCialist 
School Status in Mathematics and Computing. The partnership with Leo continues, although The Leo 
School now has a new headteacher. The partnership transformed into a 'soft confederation' to include 
most local feeder schools in 2004. The Federation seeks to address the issue of rural isolation and has 
had an early focus on cross-phase activities to address the gap KS2-3. Learning Partnerships are 
already underway in Numeracy, Literacy, ICT, Investigative Science, Thinking Skills and Learning 
Styles. Virgo hosts the Federation Extranet to share best practice and is at the hub of the Federation's 
nine schools. The Virgo head continues to drive the improvement of the school and a new housing 
development will in the medium term provide a fresh intake ofpuQils. 
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The Aries School is still on the Register for SCC, Level 1. The past two years have been a roller coaster 
ride for the school and it remains a troubled schooL The partnership with The Gemini School dwindled 
away and there is no contact. The celebrated emergence from special measures in Spring 2003 was 
followed by a dramatic drop in results at KS3 and KS4 in summer 2003. This attracted close attention 
from DfES and the LEA and the school was inspected in Autumn 2004 and placed in serious weakness. 
Over this time the LEA began losing confidence in the Aries headteacher to lead improvement 
although this conflicts with the view of HMI. Despite support through the LEA and the LIG 
collaborative, results have not improved and remain significantly below expectations, recruitment and 
retention of staff is serious issue, and the intake has plummeted. Meanwhile the headteacher of the 
'effective' school in the LlG Collaborative approached the DfES with a view to federating his school 
with The Aries School as a radical plan to secure improvement. The Aries head admits to having run 
short of ideas and with his Governors and the support of the LEA, has agreed to merge the Governors 
and the Senior Teams from both schools from January 2006. The Aries head and deputy have taken up 
new roles in the partner school. The 'effective' headteacher is now executive principal of both schools 
and one of his assistant is associate head of The Aries School. Plans for the future centre on the 
federated school becoming an Academy. The Aries School was unable to sustain improvements; while 
the head was able to bring the school out of special measures, there was not the capacity to keep it out. 
The Federation offers another life line to the sinking school! 

The Libra School is still on the Register for SCC Level 1. The Libra School remained 'suck' until the 
partnership with Edison UK (2003) 'kick started' improvement. The Ofsted report (2004) removed the 
school from serious weaknesses and commented on good leadership and management and the positive 
impact of the Edison Programme. This Edison programme sought to create 'schools within schools' to 
boost a sense of community and belonging; an innovative approach to basic skills prepared teachers to 
teach reading and literacy. The single focus on Edison and the associated staff development was 
praised by Ofsted (2004) and by Investors in People (2005). Partnership activities continue through the 
Excellence Cluster and the Confederation of schools. Collaboration on School Centred Initial Teacher 
Training and the Graduate Teachers Programme resolved issues of recruitment and retention. In 
addition the Libra School now benefits from a major new build and refurbishment programme which 
impacts positively on pupil behaviour and motivation. A new ICT infrastructure is in place and is used 
extensively across the curriculum. The building of another school in the locality has eased the pressure 
of pupil numbers and provides a more comprehensive intake. The Libra School now hosts the 
Collaborative Post 16 College with offers vocational pathways in conjunction with the local FE College 
and two other local high schools. Although standards of attainment at KS3 show signs of improvement 
they remain significantly below those of similar schools; strategies for improvement have yet to impact 
on standards at KS4. 

The Pisces School remains on the Register of SCC Level 1, mainly because of the vulnerable situation 
regarding falling rolls and the dire financial position. Results have continued to show an upward trend 
and the school achieved Specialist Status in 2005. This has not however helped tum the tide of pupil 
recruitment or perceptions in the town. The headteacher maintains a cautious partnership with other 
schools in the LlG and there is some limited sharing of practice. Capacity to improve further is limited 
by loss of specialist teachers, financial issues, low intake numbers and uncertainty about the future. 
Closure is a likely option as the decline in population across the town results in there not being enough 
pupils to go round. The Pisces School is still perceived as the bottom of the pile. The head feels 
isolated in her sinking school, neglected by the LEA, undermined by some local schools and 
disappointed that improvements have not changed the schools fortunes. Not surprisingly, she will not 
meet with her SIP; 'how can I talk about school improvement when I'm fighting to keep the school 
open!' 
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